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ELECTRICITY
AS EXPERTS KNOW IT
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Learn electricity as you would in actual PRACTICE—in accordance with

the methods employed by the highest paid electrical experts in America.
The New McGraw-Hill Library of Practical Electricity contains the actual

working facts which you need in order to succeed in the electrical field.

Terrell Croft, formerly with the Westinghouse Company, makes the con-
quest easy for you.

A New Standard in Electrical Literature

The New Library of Practical Electricity by Terrel Croft marks a new era in elec-
trical literature.

The great field of electrical engineering, with its limitless possibilities

of earning power, is brought to you in a form that makes success easy.

The Library is a creation—an achievement that is without parallel in

technical literature, because it sticks to actual practice throughout
its 3000 pages.

Library
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A letter that means some-

thing to YOU—
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,

239 West 39th Street,

New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen: In an attempt to ex-
press myself about CROFT'S NEW
LIBRARY OF PRACTICAL ELECTRIC-
ITY, I have never seen, and do not
believe there was ever printed in the
English language, a more comprehen-
sive set of books. It Is a library

that is just as valuable to the novice
as to the expert, because it is all

practice.

Respectfully,

GUY H. PEIFER,

Chief, Doplan Silk Corporation,

Hazeltown, Pa.

(CROFT'S NEW LIBRARY OF PRACTICAL ELECTRICITY—8 VOLS.)

| NOW is the time to Master Electricity—NOW is the

time to prepare for a High Salary-—
Not one cent in advance—Just the coupon 4 i|
Examine this new Library for ten full days without ex- /"VI

J

Old books won't do. Amateurish books won't do. Books
compiled by "desk authors" or men with no practical

experience will not serve your purpose.

Practical books are easiest mastered. Practical books,
written by practical men, teach you accurately and rap-

idly. There is nothing in the Croft Library which you
can not understand. Terrell Croft tells you the secrets of
success in electricity in plain words, figures and illustra-

tions. Nothing is left to the imagination. There is no
guesswork. There is no theory or higher mathematics.

Send now for these eight volumes. No matter how many books on
electricity you possess, you are unfair to yourself unless you take
advantage of this free examination privilege. No matter whether you
are beginner or expert, these books will show you the clear road to
success. Inspection will prove this.
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239 West 39th Street, New York, N. Y. AW

U McGraw-HIM
Book Zo., Inc.

239 W. 39th St
NEW YORK

pense. Find out for yourself why it is now taking the
lead in electrical book sales in America. ' Use the
books as you see fit for ten days. Look at the hun
dreds of illustrations that clear up all the mys-
teries in electrical practice. Stick a couple of
the volumes in your pockets, and refer to them
during the day. Figure out in an instant „-
the problems that have heretofore taken jM** Ontlemen

hours
^uiuic um.cu >.

j please send me the Li-

Then'send us $2 in ten davs and <t? ..A , -i"
7

, m .

Prac^aI Eho'

ner m™tl f„,. S y * 3 ^XXk trlclty (shipping charges pre-per month for six months, or re- ytJ YY paid) for 10 days' free exam-

n»«
the
v
set entirely at our ex- ^-f|\I> ination. If satisfactory. I will

pense. You risk nothing by re- „ jf I L »^ send $2 in ten days and $3 per
turning the attached coupon. "Vl > month until $20 has been paid. If

not wanted, I will write you for return

shipping instructions.

Home Address

City and State

.
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T the joint meeting of the Royal Society

and the Royal Astronomical Society of

London, Sir Joseph Thomson recently an-

nounced the correctness of the famous
Einstein theory. Photographic plates made
by British astronomers in northern Brazil

on May 29th of this year, at the occasion of the total

solar eclipse, showed that the light of the stars passing

close by the sun had been deflected considerably. In

other words the photographs of the stars 'near the sun

revealed the fact that they were not in their accus-

tomed stations, but at a considerable distance away.

If Einstein's theory is correct, it will be seen at

once that for one thing our astronomical atlases must

be revised and corrected to a certain degree. Every
star, ^s is well known is a huge sun. This means that

stars closely together—or rather if they are in a line

as viev/t'1 irom earth ly not be where we think they

are. They would be further apart in certain cases.

Many new puzzles will have to be worked out by

astrono.-iers. For instance our present figures as to the

distance of stars are all wrong if Einstein's theory holds.

All our former calculations are based upon the assump-

tion that a ray of light is a mathematically straight line.

If it is not, how are we now to determinate the paral-

lax of a certain star? If gravitation affects light, the

same as wind affects a long jet of water, how can we
possibly know what we are doing? Suppose we wish to

determine the distance of a star. That star is billions

upon billions of miles distant, and if its light rays pass

near one or more dead (dark) suns, which consequent-

ly cannot be seen by us, how then will we calculate

our distance? For the dark stars will deflect the light

rays several times unbeknown to us! The case thus

seems hopeless.

While Einstein's theory is sound, real proofs are

still wanting despite what the photographic plate shows.

To elucidate: When a light ray passes from one me-

dium to another, it is refracted or bent in its course.

Thus it is well known that due to the earths atmos-

phere, we never actually see the sun either rise or set.

Now the sun too has a gaseous envelope just like the

earth, only much more so. In fact, it has several: the

corona, the chromosphere and the photosphere. Ihe

corona reaches several million miles away from the

sun's surface. Any light ray passing thru these intense-

ly heated gases must be bent considerably. Hot gases

refract light ravs more than cold ones, as anyone knows

who has looked over a hot stove plate or thru a bonfire.

It is reasoned therefore that the photographic proof is

reallv no proof at all, as the bending of the distant

star's light might be caused by the sun's chromosphere.

This immediately brings many question; to. mind. If

Einstein's theory is correct, and if light rays are affected

by gravitation, why then for instance could we not meas-

ure the deflection, of a light ray coming from one of

Tupiter's moons as it shoots past the huge mother planet?

It should be—theoretically—far easier to prove Ein-

stein's theorv within the realms of our planetary sys-

tem. Here we know the distances accurately because we

know the exact orbital time periods down to the smallest

fraction of a second, of all planets and their sattehtes.

If the objection is made that the case of Jupiter

cited above might prove fallacious due to the fact that

this planet has a gaseous envelope, or an atmosphere

which would refract and bend the light rays, we still

have the reverse case of a light ray coming from a

planet as it passes one of its moons, which we know

possesses no atmosphere. However, due to the small

gravitational influence of such a moon, we would require

very sensitive measuring instruments to detect the ex-

ceedingly small deflection of the light rays.

Another thought : Faraday over 100 years ago deflect-

ed a light ray by means of a small magnet. Gravitation—

which "has been proved to be of an electrical nature,

should not act differently. H. Gernsback.
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"TheMasterKey is too modesta title for such a stupendous revdatioif

SOME men seem to attract success, power, wealth, health

and attainment with very little conscious effort, others

conquer with great difficulty, still others fail altogether to re-

alize their ambitions, desires and ideals. Why is this so?

The Master Key will tell you why! It will tell you that these things are

controlled by Natural Laws, precisely the same as the falling of an apple.

The Master Key is a key with which many are converting loss into gain, fear

into courage, despair into joy, hope into fruition. No one will emerge from

its magic pages but with a firmer grasp of the future, a surer understanding

of what he can do.

This may seem to be too good to be true, but remember that within a few

years, by the touch of a button or the turn of a lever, science has placed

almost infinite resources at the disposal of man, is it not possible that there

are other laws containing still greater possibilities.
*

An understanding of this law will enable you to control every other power
which exists. It is without doubt the greatest discovery of the Twentieth

Century. In it may be found the remedy for every ill, the solution to every

difficulty, the gratification for every desire ; in fact, it would appear to be the

Creator's magnificent provision for human emancipation.

A copy of this magnificent, richly bound hundred-page book will be sent to

any address, without cost or obligation of any kind.

Charles F. Haanel, 203 Howard Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Learn Wireless
By Mail-InTenWeeks

Calls Coming in Steadily, for National Radio Institute Graduates,

from all Parts of the Country. Two Concerns Will

Take All Operators We Can Furnish.

Commercial Radio has arrived and many attractive positions

are now open in the Merchant Marine, Commercial Land
Radio Service, Railroads, Radio Supply Factories, Lake and
Ocean Steamship Lines, Telegraph Companies and Aerial

Mail Service. We are now receiving requests for more
National Radio Institute Graduates than we can furnish.

Salaries Up to $250 a Month

With exceptional opportunity for promo-
tion to Radio Mechanic, Electrician, or

Engineer. No previous experience or train-

ing is necessary. You can Learn Wireless

the National Radio Institute way, in Ten
Weeks, by mail, right in your own home.
With our help you can quickly qualify for

a good position at big pay. Many of our

students secure positions before completing

the course, because it is based on actual

practice and teaches what is needed to

make a big success of Wireless work.

Get Your Instructions from the

Nation's Capital

(Our Course is Endorsed by the U. S. Govern-
ment Officials)

The National Radio Institute, headed by
authorities who have been closely allied

with government training of students, was
established in 1914 and is the first school in

America to successfully teach Wireless by
Mail. The work is under the direction of

J. E. Smith, E.E., director of the Radio
Department, Howard University, and E. R.
Haas, formerly of the Radio Division of

Yale University.

We now have students throughout the

world. Our location in the Nation's Capi-
tal, together with the standing of our offi-

cers and their wide acquaintance among
government officials connected with Wire-
less activities, places us in position to give

our students the best instructions obtain-
able and to be of the utmost help in assist-

ing them to secure good paying positions.

edge of world affairs, Wireless offers you
the chance of a lifetime. However, you are

not obliged to travel, but may secure a
permanent position at one of the big Land
Stations, Railroad, Telegraph or Steamship
Companies if preferred.

Pay as You Learn
Our plans of payment bring a wireless edu-
cation within the reach of anyone who de-
sires to learn. A small payment down on
our convenient payment plan, and small
following payments, enables you to earn the
cost of your tuition while actually learning

to be a wireless operator.

Free Instruments to Every Student

In addition to five text books—35 special

Lessons and 18 Personal Examinations—we
send you, while taking our course, a Stand-
ard Automatic Wireless Transmitting and
Receiving Set for sending and receiving

messages. These fine instruments are Free
only to National Radio Institute Students.

Oldest Correspondence Wireless
School in America

In addition to being the oldest and largest

Wireless School in America, our location in
the Nation's Capital enables our Students'
Employment Department to keep in close

touch with the best openings for our gradu-
ates. A Post Graduate Course is Given
Free to every graduate.

FREE
Our booklet, "Wireless the Opportunity of
Today," gives you complete information in
regard to our course, the quick and easy
methods by which you can master wireless, and
other important facts you should know. It is
free. Just mail the coupon. No obligation
whatever on your part.

" " _
Mail This Coupon Today — ——>-»-«-

National Radio Institute,

Dept. 140, 14th & U Sts., N, W.
Washington, D. C.

Send me, free of charge, your booklet "Wireless

The Opportunity of Today", with full particulars

regarding your famous 10 weeks' Home Study

Course and your Special FREE INSTRUMENT
OFFER.

Name .

Address

City State.-...

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to adverfxsert.
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FREE
TRIAL

Nomm
Money A
Down ^

Used by
U. S. Steel

Corporation,
Pennsylvania
R. R„ Na-
tional City
Bank of New
York, Ency-
clopedia Brit-

annica, New
York Edison
Co., Otis Eleva-
tor Co., Boston
Elevated Rail-

ways, and other big
concerns.

Was
$100
Let us send you the Oliver for

Trial. The coupon brings it.

If you agree that it is the
typewriter, regardless of price, pay
it at the rate of $3 per month,
ask no partial payment in advance.
You have over a year to pay. And you'll have
the Oliver all that time. There is no need to

wait until you have the full amount.
If, after trying it, you wish to return it, we even re

fund the outgoing transportation charges. So the trial

does not cost you a cent. Nor does it place you under
obligations to buy.
Our new plan has been a tremendous success. We are selling

more Olivers this way that ever before. Over 700,000 Olivers

have been sold ! Oliver popularity is increasing daily.

This, the Oliver 9, has all the latest improvements. It is noted

for its sturdiness, speed and fine workmanship. It is handsomely
finished in olive enamel and polished nickel. If any typewriter

is worth $100, it is this Oliver, for which we now ask only $57,

after its being priced for years at $100.

Mail the coupon for EITHER a free trial Oliver or further

information. Be your own salesman and save $43. This is your
great opportunity.

Canadian Price $72

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER COMPANY

10cadaysoonbuysan
OliverTypewriter—latest model

Before you realize it you have this splendid Oliver
paid for. And you get to use it right away— while
you pay.

To begin with, you save $43 on the price, for we now
sell the $100 Oliver for $57. It is our latest and best model,

the No. 9. The finest product of our factories.

We are able to make this great saving for you through the
conomies we learned during the war. We found that it was
necessary to have great numbers of traveling salesmen and

erous expensive branch houses through the country. We were
able to discontinue many other superfluous sales methods

ou may buy direct from us via coupon. We even send the

Oliver for five days' free

trial so that you may act as

your own salesman. You
e it as if it were
wn. You can be

e judge, with no
to influence you.

Now
$57

The OliverTypewriter ^o.

in advance

This coupon brings

u a Free Trial Oliver

bout your paying

Decide yourself. Save $43.

Or this coupon brings further infor-

mation. Check which you wish.

THE OLIVER, TYPEWRITER COMPANY,
678 Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago, HI,

Ship me a new Oliver Nine for five days free in-
spection. ]f I keep it, I will pay $57 at the rate/

of $3 per month. The title to remain in you until fully
paid for.
My shipping- point is

This does not place me under any obligation to buy. If
I choose to return the Oliver, I will ship it back at
your expense at the end of five days.

Do not send a machine until I order it. Mail me
your book—"The High Cost of Typewriters—The

Reason and the Remedy," your de luxe catalog and
further information.

678tH' vel" Typewriter Building, Chicago, lil (29.02)

Name
Street Address
City State.

Occupation or Business

1

I

B

I

a

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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It contains the follow-
ing 44 chemicals

Alum AI2(S04) 3, (NH 4 ) 2so,
Antimony (powdered) (Sb)
Ammonium Aqua
(NH 3+H„0)

Ammonium Carbonate
(NHi) 2 C03

Ammonium Chloride ( NH 4C1)
Ammonium Sulphate

(NH 4 ) 2 SO.,
Barium Chloride (Bad.)
Boric Acid (H

:
,B03 )

Brimstone (Sulphur) (S)
Calcium Chloride (CaClo)
Calcium Oxide (CaO)
Calcium Sulphate

(CaS042HO)
Charcoal (Carbon) (C)
Chloride of Zinc (ZnCl.)
Copper Sulphate (CuSOj)
Ferrous Sulphate (FeS0 4 )

Ferrous Sulphide (FeS)
Clycerol (Glycerine)
C3H.,(OH) 3

Hydrochloric Acid (HC1)
Iodine ( 1

)

Iron Chloride (Fed.)
Iron Oxide (Fe,03 )

Lead Acetate Pb (C2H3 2 )^
Litmus Paper
Magnes um Carbonate
(MgC03 )

Manganese Dioxide (MnO.,)
Mercury (Quicksilver) (Hg)
Nickel Chloride ( NiCl2 )

Oxalic Acid (H 2C2 4 )

Sodium Bicarbonate
(NaHCO,)

Sodium Borate (NaB02 )

Sodium Carbonate ( Na..C03 )

Sodium Chloride (NaCI)
Sodium Nitrate (NaN03 )

Sodium Phosphate
(Na 2HP04 )

Sodium Sulphate (Na .SO,)
Sodium Sulphite (NaJSO.,)
Stannous Chloride (SnCl.)
Sulphate of Nickel (NiS04 )

Sulphate of Zinc (ZnSO,)
Sulphuric Acid (H2S04 )

Tin (Granulated) (Sn)
Zinc (Metal) (Zn)
Zinc Carbonate (ZnC03 )

The following apparata
are furnished:

One Standard Washbottle
One Alcohol Lamp
One Conical Glass Measure
One Erlenmeyer Flask
One Glass Funnel
One Delivery Tube
Six Assorted Test-Tubes
One Test-Tube Holder
Ten Sheets of Filter Paper
One Glass Dropper
One Spoon Measure
Glass Tubing
One book containing Trea-
tise on Elementary Chemis-
try and 100 Chemical Ex-
periments to be performed

with this outfit.

: ' 'SB- ' '

'

"The Joy of Father and Boy."

Chemical Laboratory
We present herewith to our friends our new E. I. Co. Chemical Labora-
tory which contains real chemicals and apparata to perform real chemical
experiments. This outfit is not a toy, put up merely to amuse, but a
practical laboratory set, with all the chemicals, apparata and reagents

necessary to perform real work and to teach the beginner all the secrets

of inorganic chemistry. With this outfit we give free a book containing

a Treatise in Elementary Chemistry, useful data and recipes, and 100
instructive and amusing experiments.

DESCRIPTION OF THE OUTFIT:
The outfit consists of forty-four (44) Chemicals all

C. P. (chemical pure) put up in appropriate wooden
boxes, glass bottles, and hermetically closed jars. The
acids are put up in glass bottles, with ground-in glass
stoppers and there is a sufficient quantity of chemicals
supplied (mostly one to t vo ounces) enough to make
dozens of experiments with each. See list of Chemi-
cals herewith.
The apparata furnished are all of the best obtainable

make and of standard laboratory size and shape. A
list of the 17 pieces of apparata furnished with this

outfit is printed also herewith.
The Instruction book is a real Chemistry Course

for the Beginner. Some of the Contents are: Divi-
sion of Matter: This is a Treatise on Elementary
Chemistry and deals with the theory of the Ele-
ments, Molecules and Atoms, etc. Chemical Nomen-
clature: This explains in simple language the deri-

vation of the chemical names of the Elements and
their compounds. There is a chapter on Laboratory
Operations; Glass Working; First Aid; Fire Ex-
tinguishers; Experimenters' Aphorisms, etc.

A good part of the book is devoted to Weights and
Measures. The Metric System, the English system
and the U. S. System are fully explained.

The following tables are furnished: Symbols and
Atomic weights of the Elements; Measures of Weights,
Volume, Capacity and Length; Per Cent solutions;

Conversion of Measure expressed in parts; Poisons
and their antidotes; Technical and common name of

chemical substances; Formulas for Cleaning various-

substances, etc., etc.

Among the 100 Experiments are:

How to make chemical tricks; How to make invisible

and magic inks; How to test flour; How to test soil;

How to Make Chlorine Gas and smoke (German War
Gas) ; How to bleach cloth and flowers. How to pro-

duce Oxygen and Hydrogen; How to make chemical

colors; How to test Acids and Alkalies and hundreds

of interesting hints and formulas.

The price is slill $5.00. Shipping Weight 10 lbs. (Can be shipped by Express only.)

TRADE MARK

THE ELECTRO IMPORTING CO., Mfrs.

231 FULTON STREET NEW YORK CITY
TRADE MARK

"THE LIVIEST CATALOG IN AMERICA"
Our big, new electrical cyclopedia No. 20 is waiting for

you. Positively the most complete Wireless and electrical

catalog in print today. 176 Big Pages, 400 illustrations.

300 instruments and apparatus, etc. Big "Treatise on

Wireless Telegraphy." 20 FREE coupons for our 160-page

FREE Wireless Course in 20 lessons. FREE Cyclopedia

No. 20 measures 7x5%". Weight % lb. Beautiful stiff

covers.

ELECTRO IMPORTING COMPANY
231 Fulton St., New York City

I enclose herewith 6 cents in stamps or coin, to
cover postage, for which please send me your latest
Cyclopedia Catalog No. 20 as described.

j

NAME I

ADDRESS

STATE E. E. 11-19

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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HowIlmpiovedMyMemory
JnQneEvening
The Amazing Experience of Victor Jones

"Of course I place you! Mr. Addison

Sims of Seattle.

"If I remember correctly—and I do

remember correctly—Mr. Burroughs, the

lumberman, introduced me to you at the

luncheon of the Seattle Rotary Club three

years ago in May. This is a pleasure

indeed! I haven't laid eyes on you since

that day. How is the grain business?

And how did that amalgamation work

out?"

The assurance of this speaker—in the

crowded corridor of the Hotel McAlpin

—compelled me to turn and look at him,

though I must say it is not my usual

habit to "listen in" even in a hotel lobby.

"He is David M. Roth, the most

famous memory expert in the United

States," said my friend Kennedy, an-

swering my question before I could get

it out. "He will show you a lot more

wonderful things than that, before the

evening is over."

And he did.

As we went into the banquet room the

toastmaster was introducing a long line

of the guests to Mr. Roth. I got in line

and when it came my turn, Mr. Roth

asked, "What are your initials, Mr.

Jones, and your business connection and

telephone number?" Why he asked this,

I learned later, when he picked out from

the crowd the 60 men he had met two

hours before and called each by name

without a mistake. What is more, he

named each man's business and tele-

phone number, for good measure.

I wont tell you all the other amazing

things this man did except to tell how he

called back, without a minute's hesita-

tion, long lists of numbers, bank clear-

ings, prices, lot numbers, parcel post

rates and anything else the guests gave

him in rapid order.

* * * *

When I met Mr. Roth—which you

may be sure I did the first chance I

got—he rather bowled me over by saying

in his quiet, modest way:

"There is nothing miraculous about

my remembering anything I want to re-

member, whether it be names, faces, fig-

ures, facts or something I have read in

a magazine.

"You can do this just as easily as I do.

Anyone with an average mind can learn

quickly to do exactly the same things

which seem so miraculous when I do
them.

"My own memory," continued Mr. Roth,

"was originally very faulty. Yes it was—

a

really poor memory. On meeting a man I

would lose his name in thirty seconds, while

now there are probably 10,000 men and women
in the United States, many of whom I have
met but once, whose names I can call instantly

on meeting them."
"That is all right for you, Mr. Roth," I

interrupted, "you have given years to it. But
how about me?"
"Mr. Jones," he replied, "I can teach you

the secret of a good memory in one evening.

This is not a guess, because I have done it

with thousands of pupils. In the first of seven

simple lessons which I have prepared for home
study, I show you the basic principle of my
whole system and you will find it—not hard
work, as you might fear—but just like play-

ing a fascinating game. I will prove it to you."

He didn't have to prove it. His Course did;

I got it the very next day from his publishers,

the Independent Corporation.

When I tackled the first lesson, I suppose
I was the most surprised man in forty-eight

states to find that I had learned in about one
hour—how to remember a list of one hun-
dred words so that I could call them off for-

ward and back without a single mistake.

That first lesson stuck. And so did the other

six.

Read this letter from Terence J. McManus,
of the firm of Olcott, Bonynge, McManus &
Ernst, Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, 170

Broadway, and one of the most famous trial

lawyers in New York:

"May I take occasion to state that I re-

gard your service in giving this system to
the world as a public benefaction. The
wonderful simplicity of the method, and the
ease with which its principles may be ac-
quired, especially appeal to me. I may add
that I already had occasion to test the
effectiveness of the first two lessons in the
preparation for trial of an important action
in which I am about to engage."

Mr. McManus didn't put it a bit too strong.

The Roth Course is priceless! I can abso-

lutely count on my memory now. I can call

the name of most any man I have met before

—and I am getting better all the time. I can
remember any figures I wish to remember.
Telephone numbers come to mind instantly,

once I have filed them by Mr. Roth's easy

method. Street addresses are just as easy.

The old fear of forgetting (you know what
that is) has vanished. I used to be "scared

stiff" on my feet—because I wasn't sure. I

couldn't remember what I wanted to say.

Now I am sure of myself, and confident,

and "easy as an old shoe" when I get on my
feet at the club, or at a banquet, or in a
business meeting, or in any social gathering.

Perhaps the most enjoyable part of it all

is that I have become a good conversation-

alist—and I used to be as silent as a sphinx

when I got into a crowd of people who knew
things.

Now I can call up like a flash of lightning

most any fact I want right at the instant I

need it most. I used to think a "hair trig-

ger" memory belonged only to the prodigy

and genius. Now I see that every man of

us has that kind of a memory if he only

knows how to make it work right.

I tell you it is a wonderful thing, after

groping around in the dark for so many years
to be able to switch the big searchlight on
your mind and see instantly everything you
want to remember.
This Roth Course will do wonders in your

office.

Since we took it up you never hear any-
one in our office say "I guess" or "I think it

was about so much" or "I forget that right

now" or "I can't remember" or "I must look
up his name." Now they are right there with
the answer—like a shot.

Have you ever heard of "Multigraph
Smith?" Real name H. Q. Smith, Division
Manager of the Multigraph Sales Company,
Ltd., in Montreal. Here is just a bit from
a letter of his that I saw last week:

"Here is the whole thing in a nutshell:
Mr. Roth has a most remarkable Memory
Course. It is simple, and easy as falling off
a log. Yet with one hour a day of practice
anyone— I don't care who he is—can im-
prove his Memory 100% in a week and
1,000% in six months."

My advice to you is don't wait another
minute. Send to Independent Corporation for
Mr. Roth's amazing course and see what a
wonderful memory you have got. Your divi-
dends in increased power will be enormous.

Victor Jones.

While Mr. Jones has chosen the story form for
this account of his experience and that of others
with the Roth Memory Course, he has used only
facts that are known personally to the President of
the Independent Corporation, who hereby verifies
the accurrary of Mr. Jones' story in all its par-
ticulars.

Send No Money
So confident is the Independent Corpora-

tion, the publishers of the Roth Memory
Course, that once you have an opportunity
to see in your own home how easy it is to
double, yes, triple your memory power in a
few short hours, that they are willing to send
the course on free examination.
Don't send any money. Merely mail the

coupon or write a letter and the complete
course will be sent, all charges prepaid, at
once. If you are not entirely satisfied send
it back any time within five days after you
receive it and you will owe nothing.

On the other hand, if you are as pleased

as are the thousands of other men and women
who have used the course, send only $5 in

full payment. You take no risk and you have
everything to gain, so mail the coupon now
before this remarkable offer is withdrawn.

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON

Publishers of The Independent Weekly
Dept. R-11011 119 W. 40th Street, New York

Please send me the Roth Memory Course of
seven lessons. I will either mail the course to you
within five days after its receipt or send you $5, in
full payment of course.

Name

Address

Elec. Exper-ll-19>
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Millions
of magazine subscriptions expire this month! With the
tremendous advance of paper prices and labor it is

certain that nearly all magazines will advance their
subscription prices at least from 25% to 50%.

BY ORDERING NOW YOU WILL SAVE BIG MONEY.
In announcing these wonderful prices it is with the absolute

knowledge that our readers are offered the lowest prices for

standard Magazines that it is possible to obtain anywhere.
Only by special arrangement with the publishers are

these prices possible, but to take advantage of them,
you must act quickly. Don't delay, do it now. This of-

fer is so good that of necessity it must be limited in time.

Just think of buying standard Magazines at reduced prices

in time for Xmas Presents, and they certainly make ideal

gifts being a constant reminder for a whole year of a con-

siderate friend. Just glance over our wonderful prices, and see
how we enable one dollar to bring you two dollars' worth, and then
make up your list. When sending your order, don't forget to state
where magazines are to be sent. But be <ure you do it now. To-morrow means you may forget and lose this

quoted are for subscribers in U S. A. only, Canadian and Foreign subscriptions require additional postage.

The
Publishers

Will Mail the

Magazine

Direct From
Their Own

Office to You,

wonderful opportunity. All prices

Electrical Experimenter $2.00| Our
Popular Science 2.00

1

Regular Price $4.00 $0-OU

Electrical Experimenter $2.CO
Scientific American 5.00

Illustrated Wo. Id 2.00

Reg- Jar Price $9.00

Our
Price

$8.25

Electrical Experimenter $2.00
World's Work 4.00

Regular Price $6.00 $4.75

Our Electrical Experimenter $2.00
Price iToday's Housewife 1.001 Price

Our
I Electrical Experimenter $2.00

Wireless Age.itw t\ 1* r\ " in.ii.ao . i !_ V

Regular Price $3.00 $2-50 Radio Amateur News.
2.00
1.50

Electrical Experimenter $2.00

American Magazine 2.00
Woman's Home Com-
panion 2.00

Regular Price $6.00

Electrical Experimenter $2.00
Etude (for Music Love rs) 2.00

Regular Price $4.00

Electrical Experimenter $2.00
Boy's Magazine 1.50

Regular Price $3.50

Our
Price

$4.75

Our
Price

$3.35

Electrical Experimenter $2.00 Qur
Everybody's Magazine 2.00, Price
Delineator 2.00

Regular Price $6.00 $4-75

Electrical Experimenter $2.00
Designer 1.50
Woman's Magazine 1.50

Regular Price $5.00

Electrical Experimenter $2.00
McCall's Magazine 1.00

Regular Price $3.00

Electrical Experimenter $2.00
McCall's Magazine 1.00
Review of Reviews 3.00

Regular Price $6.00

Our Electrical Experimenter $2.00

Price
|

St - Nicholas 3.00
Boy's Magazine 1.50

$4-00 Regular Price $6.50

Our
Price

$5.25

Regular Price $5.50

Our
Price

$5-50

Electrical Experimenter $2.00
Boy's Life 2.00

Regular Price $4.00

Electrical Experimenter $2.00
Illustrated World 2.00
Radio Amateur News.... 1.50

Regular Price. . . .77$5750

Qur Electrical Experimenter $2.CO

Price Century 4.00
Scribner's 4.00

Regular Price $10.00$2.50 $8.75

Electrical Experimenter $2 . 00
Field and Stream 2.00

Regular Price $4.00

Our
Price

$4.75

Our
Price

$3-50

Our
Price

$4.50
Our
Price

$3.50

Special Clubbing Prices of Electrical Experimenter WITH :

Regular Our
Magazine Price Price

Adventure $3.00 $4.75
American

2.00

3.75
Boy's Life

2.00

3.75
Boy's Magazine 1.50 3.00
Century

4.00

5.25
Christian Herald 2.25 4.00
Cosmopolitan

2.00

3.75
Country Gentleman 1.00 2.75
Country Life

5,0»

6.75
Current History 3.00 4.75
Current Opinion
Delineator

2.00

3.50
Designer

1.50

3.15
Everybody's

2.00

3.50
Etude (For Music Lover's) 2.00 3.25
Factory

3.00

4.75
Field & Stream 2.00 3.50
Garden Magazine
Good Housekeeping 2.00 3.75
Harper's Bazar 4.00 5.75
Hearst's Magazine 2.60 3.75
Illustrated World 2.00 3.50
Ladies Home Journal 1.75 3.50
Literary Digest 4.00 5.75

Club Regular Our
No. Magazine Price Price

60 Metropolitan 3.00 4.75
100 Mid-Week Pictorial....:... 5.00 6.75
27 Modern Priscilla 1 50 3.15
60 Motor 3.00 4.75
40 Motor Boating 2.00 3. 75
40 Munsey's Magazine 2.00 3.75
20 McCall's Magazine 1.00 2.75
35 McClure's Magazine 2.00 3.50
70 Outing 4.00 5.25
40 Pictorial Review 2.00 3.75
40 Popular Science 2.00 3.50
25 Radio Amateur News 150 3.00
50 St. Nicholas 3.00 4.25
40 Saturday Evening Poet 2.00 3.75
95 Scientific American 5.00 6.50
70 Scribner's 4.00 5.25
70 Smart Set 4.00 5.25
60 System 3.00 4.75
15 Today's Housewife 1.00 2.50
35 Wireless Age 2.00 3.50
40 Woman's Home Companion 2.00 3.75
17 Woman's Magazine 1.00 2.65
60 World's Work 4.00 4.75
50 Youth's Companion 2.50 4.25

For computing together Magazines listed separately, add Class Numbers
before title and multiply by 5, giving our price to you in dollars and cents.

Write for Special Prices on ANY Publication not listed here

We will save you money

SEND ALL ORDERS TO "CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT"

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., Inc.

233 Fulton Street, New York City, N. Y.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Gloria Swanson
In "Male and Female"

Paramount-Artcraft Picture

THE greatest asset any man can pos-

sibly have is the faculty for making
people like him. It is even more im-

portant than ability.

The secret of making people like you lies in

your ability to understand the emotional and
mental characteristics cl the people you meet.

Did you know that a blond has an entirely

different temperament than a brunet?—that to

get along with a blond type you must act

entirely different than you would to get along
with a brunet t

When you really know the difference be-
tween blonds and brunets, the difference in

their characters, temperaments, abilities and
peculiar traits you will save yourself many a
mistake—and you will incidentally learn much
you never knew before about yourself.

")(. ^: ^ % :fc ^ :k ij: +

DAUL GRAHAM was a blond, and not un-
* til he learned that there was all the differ-

ence in the world between the characteristics

of a blond and those of a brunet did he dis-

cover the secret of making people like him.
Paul had been keeping books for years for

a large corporation which had branches all

over the country. It was generally thought by
his associates that he would never rise above
that job. lie had a tremendous ability with
figures—could wind them around his little

finger—but he did not have the ability to

mix with big men; he did not know how to

make people like him.
Then one day the impossible happened.

Paul Graham became popular.

Business men of importance who had for-

merly given him only a passing nod of ac-

quaintance suddenly showed a desire for his

friendship. People—even strangers—actually

went out of their way to do things for him.
Even he was astounded at his new power over
men and women. Not only could he get them
to do what he wanted them to do, but they
actually anticipated his wishes and seemed
eager to please him.
From the day the change took place he

began to go up in business. Now he is the
Head Auditor for his corporation at an im-
mense increase in salary. And all this came
to him simply because he learned the secret

of making people like him.
You, too, can have the power of making

people like you. For by the same method
used by Paul Graham, you can, at a glance
tell the characteristics of any man, woman or
child—tell instantly their likes and dislikes,

and YOU CAN MAKE PEOPLE LIKE YOU!
Here is how it is done:
Everyone you know can be placed in one

of two general types—blond or brunet. There
is as biz a difference between the mental and

Areltdu a
Blond?
The Secret of Making

People Like You

emotional characteristics of a blond and those

of a brunet as there is between night and day.

You persuade a blond in one way—a brunet

in another. Blonds enjoy one phase of life

—

brunets another. Blonds make good in one

kind of a job—brunets in one entirely differ-

ent.

To know these differences scientifically is

the first step in judging men and women, in

getting on well with them; in mastering their

minds; in making them like you; in winning

'their respect, admiration, love and friendship.

And when you have learned these differ-

ences—when you can tell at a glance just

what to do and say to make any man or

woman like you, your success in life is assured.

For example, there's the case of a large

manufacturing concern. Trouble sprang up

at one of the factories. The men talked strike.

Things looked ugly. Harry Winslow was sent

to straighten it out. On the eve of a general

walkout he pacified the men and headed off

the strike. And not only this, but ever since

then, that factory has led all the others for

production. He was able to do this, because

he knew how to make these men like him

and do what he wanted them to do.

Another case, entirely different, is that of

Henry Peters. Because of his ability to make

people like him—his faculty for "getting under

the skin" and making people think his way,

he was given the position of Assistant to the

President of a large firm. Two other men,

both well-liked by their fellow employees, had

each expected to get the job. So when the

outside man, Peters, came in, he was looked

upon by everyone as an interloper and was

openly disliked by every other person in the

office.

Peters was handicapped in every way. But

in spite of that, in three weeks he had made

fast friends of everyone in the house and had

even won over the two men who had been

most bitter against him. The whole secret is

that he could tell in an instant how to appeal

to any man and make him well-liked.

A certain woman who had this ability moved

with her family to another town. As is often

the case, it is a very difficult thing for any

woman to break into the chill circle of society

in this town, if she was not known. But her

.ability to make people like her soon won for

her the close friendship of many of the "best

families" in the town. Some people wonder

how she did it. It was simply the secret at

work—the secret of judging people's character

and making them like you.

Wallace Reid

Star in "The Valley of the Ciants

A Paramount-Arlcraft Picture

You can do this easily by knowing certain
simple signs. In addition to the difference

in complexion, every man, woman and child

has written on them signs as distinct as though
they were in letters a foot high, which show
you from one quick glance exactly what to

say and to do to please them—to get them to
believe what you want them to believe—to

think as you think—to do exactly what you
want them to do.

Knowing these simple signs is the whole
secret of getting what you want out of life

—

of making friends, of business and social ad-
vantage. Every great leader uses this method.
That is why he IS a leader. Use it yourself

and you will quickly become a leader—nothing
can stop you.
You have heard of Dr. Blackford, the Mas-

ter Character Analyst. Many concerns will

not employ a man without first getting Dr.
Blackford to pass on him. Concerns such as

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company, Baker, Vawter Company, Scott

Paper Company and many others pay Dr.

Blackford large annual fees for advice on
dealing with human nature.

So great was the demand for these services

that Dr. Blackford could not even begin to

fill all the engagements. So Dr. Blackford

has explained the method in a simple, seven-

lesson course, entitled, "Reading Character at

Sight." Even a half hour's reading of this

wonderful course will give you an insight into

human nature and a power over people which
will surprise you.
Such confidence have the publishers in Dr.

Blackford's course, "Reading Character at Sight,"
that they will gladly send it to you on approval, all

charges prepaid. "Look it over thoroughly. See if

it lives up to all the claims made for it. If you do
not want to keep it, then return it and the transac-
tion is closed. And if you decide to keep it—as
you surely will—then merely remit five dollars in

full payment.
Remember, you take no risk, you assume no

obligation. The entire course goes to you on ap-
proval. You have everything to gain—nothing to
lose. So mail the coupon NOW and learn how to

make people like you, while this remarkable offer
* . w w t f. » - r * is still open.

YOU realize, of course, that just knowing FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
J- the difference between a blond and a

brunet could not accomplish all these won-

derful things. There are other things to be Independent Corporation
taken into account. But here is the whole * r
secre j.

Publishers or 1 he Independent Weekly

You know that every one does not think Dep t. B-noil, 119 West 40th Street, New York

alike. What one likes another dislikes. What You may send me Dr Blackford
.

s Course of

pleases One offends another. And what Of- seven lessons entitled "Reading Character at

fends one pleases anbther. Well, there is your Sight." I will either remail the course to you
,. r

, i„_i nuif" t.,UU within five days after its receipt, or send you $5
cue. You can make an instant hit with

in fuu payment of the course,

anyone if you say the things they want you

to say, and act the way they want you to Name
act. Do this and they will surely like you

Address
and believe in you and will go miles out of

ress

their way to PLEASE YOU. Elect. ExPer.-il-i9
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taught by a,practical mari.

Home Study Courses of Definite Value
For Experienced Men and Beginners

RIGHT in your own home, if you are ambitious, you can
fit yourself for an electrical position and graduate
forever from the ranks of those who are held back

because of lack of technical knowledge. I don't make any
false statements about the wonderful salaries you will com-
mand. But I do promise, if you are in earnest, to give you
unusually valuable service that has enabled many others to
increase their earnings greatly.

Each Lesson Meant for You
My method is different from others. It is based upon my
years of practical experience. It leads the student quickly
over fundamentals right up to practical information, such as

is experienced in everyday work. You get my personal at-

tention. It's really a class where you who want to learn
and I who know the angles of the electrical industry from
experience, get together. This method has been so successful

that my students are sending others to me and a number of
Concerns require their employees to take my course.

Tough Problems Made Simple

PERSONALLY
CONDUCTED

Advancement
is made possible to any am-
bitious man—whether a begin-
ner or experienced in electrical

work—who will conscientiously
devote his spare time to my
course of study.

by a man who has Ions
experience as a consulting
engineer and who has de-

veloped the ability to impart
his knowledge to others.

There
is no
in my

What Our Students Think of Our Course

"It has been several years since I

graduated and since that time I have

been connected with The General Elec-

tric Company, The Westinghouse
Electric Company, and several other
electrical manufacturing concerns.

During this time it has been im-
possible for me to keep in close touch
with you to whom I owe, to a large
extent, the measure of success I have
had in the electrical field.

I wish to take this opportunity to

thank you for the instruction given
me, and to say that I believe you
have exceptional ability along educa-
tional lines. Yours, very truly,

E. DICKEY, Asst. Chief Engineer,
The Domestio Engineering Company.

Dayton, Ohio.

"I took some of my lessons down
to the plant and studied them. The
Superintendent saw them and asked me
what they were so 1 told him. The
next day he informed me that I

would draw $150.00 instead of

$110.00. This came In very handy
for me of course. Hoping to hear
from my exams real soon. I remain,"

Your pupil,

O. D. WATERS. Fairview. W. Va.

isn't a problem that can't be solved if you have the proper foundation of knowledge. There
limit to what you can achieve with the aid of the practical electrical information supplied

coursei It's up to you. I can't tell you much in this little space. Let me send you my catalog.

RESULTS OF MY SERVICE
Practical Electricians Recommend My Course to Others.

My Students Are Invariably Promoted and Get Better Salaries.

Over 65 Per Cent, of My Students Are Engaged in the Electrical Business.

Over 1 1 Per Cent, of My Present Enrollment Came Through Satisfied Students.

Beginners Get Employment in Electrical Work After Taking My Course a Short While.

The Right Way to Pay
You pay me a small amount each month. You may stop any time and your payments will then stop.

I don't want your money if I'm not teaching you satisfactorily.

Apparatus Supplied
Electrical materials, charts, electrical apparatus, drafting material, etc., are furnished with the course

without charge. Write me frankly about yourself—what you are doing now and what you hope to do.
Let's get together on your problems.

SEND FOR MY BOOK which clearly tells you how the work is handled, what I have done for others
and the benefit you can expect to receive.

YORKE BURGESS, Superintendent

BURGESS ELECTRICAL SCHOOL, 745 E. 42nd Street, Chicago, Illinois

The Opinions ofMen Who Have
Bought the Blue Book

"I am sure it will solve many problems that may
arise in my line of work. I have showed this book
to some of my fellow workers and they think it really
is a wonderful book and they told me to get copies
for them."

JOHN H. GOTCHEL,
Santa Barbara, Cal.

"It is surprising how much information, drawings,
etc., can be concentrated into such a small pocket
size booh."

JOSEPH C. HANHAUSER,
Philadelphia, Pa.

"It 1b such a good publication that you will find

enclosed my check for 12 copies for just a few friends
I happened to see last night

"

E. T. BROWN,
New Orleans, La.

"Your Burgess Blue Book which I have received
recently , has caused quite a stir among my fellow
electricians for many of them asked me to get one
for them as soon as they read mine. They think it

is a great help to them in their work."
FRANK STALZER,

Toledo, Ohio.

BURGESS BLUE BOOK
ELECTRICAL MEN AND STUDENTS
A pocket hand-book for ELECTRI-
CAL MEN and STUDENTS. Con-
tains over 200 CALCULATION
FORMULAS and worked-out prob-
lems showing their use. Also
DRAWINGS of ELECTRICAL AP-
PARATUS and DEVICES of which
the inside connections are clearly
shown. ALTERNATING CUR-
RENT CALCULATIONS and doz-

ens of everyday problems are cov-

ered. Recommended by electrical

men all over the country. Used in

technical schools. Purchased by
electrical concerns for employees
and customers. There is no other
book like it.

A J 1.0 bill brings the book. We
refund your money if you are not
fully satisfied.

PRICE

$1.00

BURGESS ENGINEERING CO.
Yorke Burgess, President

Consulting Electrical Engineering

750 East Forty-Second Street, Chicago, Illinois.

We give information on electrical subjects, design and perfect electrical devices and apparatus.
Power plants, electric railway and operation and railway signals a specialty. Write us your
needs and let us furnish data and advise you. Our service is prompt, reliable and satisfactory.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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How "Silent Simms" Became
a Master of Speech

BY MARTIN M. BYRON

u-^ t-OU are exasperating beyond words,"

Y shot out Mr. Worden. "Why didn't

* you keep Mr. Truesdale here? You

knew I would be back in ten minutes."

Harry Simms gulped hard, and replied

weakly, "I did try to keep him here, Mr.

Worden, but he wouldn't stay."

"What? Wouldn't stay even ten minutes?

Why you could have kept him that long with-

out his realizing it. Why didn't you talk to

him about the weather, about peace, ^about

the price of potatoes, about anything?"

This wasn't the first calling down I had

heard Simms get. He had been with the firm

for eight years and had reached the point

where he was as much a fixture around the

office as the desk or the chairs. He was a

slow-going, steady plugger, earning $40 a week.

He managed to keep busy in the Sales De-

partment, keeping records of salesmen's re-

ports. No one around the office seemed

to notice him. He was so quiet that the

only things that would start him talking

were such momentous events as the be-

ginning of the war or the end of the war.

Even when his baby was born, Harry said

only three words—"It's a boy."

It wasn't long before we nicknamed

him "Silent Simms."

Yet the "Silent Simms" of two years

ago is now our Sales Manager, regarded

as one of the most brilliant men in our

organization, getting an annual salary that

runs close to five figures, and is slated

for the vice-presidency

!

How all this happened in so short a

time makes one of the most remarkable

stories of success I have ever heard. But

let Harry tell the story as he told it to

me when I asked him point-blank what

sort of magic he used in transforming

himself.

"Well," said Harry, "you remember

when Mr. Truesdale came in that day and

I could not hold him for ten minutes un-

til the Chief got back? And when the

Chief came back and found Truesdale

gone, how he bawled me out? That in-

cident marked the turning point of my
life. I made up my mind that I was go-

ing to live down the nickname of 'Silent

Simms,' that had fastened itself upon me

to a point where I hardly spoke to my
wife. I was just afraid. I had almost

forgotten how to use my tongue. Perhaps I

got that way because every time I opened my
mouth I 'put my foot in it.' I was always

getting in wrong. I would give instructions

and then have to spend twenty minutes try-

ing to explain them. I would dictate a letter

and then have to write five more to explain

the first one. I would try to explain an idea

to the Chief and would get so flustered that

I couldn't make myself understood at all. In

my social life I became almost a hermit. We
never went out because I was like a sphinx

among people. I was the best listener you

ever saw and the worst talker.

"Well, when the Chief called me down that

day it was the 'straw that broke the camel's

back.' It was the most humiliating experience

I ever went through. I had been with the firm

g years—was getting $40 a week—and was the

office 'football.' I went home that night de-

termined to learn how to talk convincingly,

interestingly, and forcibly, so that I could hold

people spellbound, not only for ten minutes,

but by the hour. No more of the silent stuff

for me. I had no more idea of how to do it

than I have of how to jump across the ocean,

but I knew that I wanted to do it, and I knew

that I would never get anywhere until I did

do it. It took a shock to m ke me realize

what it was that was holding me down to the

grind of detail work, but wnen I finally real-

ized why I was called 'Silent Simms' I beg.,n

to investigate all that had been written on the

subject of talking. I did not want to become

a public speaker—what I wanted was the

ability to talk as a business asset. I bought

numberless books on public speaking, but they

all taught oratory, and were so complicated

that I gave up almost in discouragement. I

continued my search, however, and was re-

warded a few weeks later by hearing about

the work of Dr. Frederick Houk Law, who
was conducting a course in business talking

and public speaking.

"You may be sure that I lost no time in at-

tending the lectures. I went after them as

eagerly as a hungry wolf goes after food. To

-the chief wired me to come back and gave

me Morgan's job as the sales manager.

my great surprise and pleasure I grasped the

secret of being a convincing talker—the secret

I had needed all my life—almost in the first

lesson.

"Almost at once I learned why I was afraid

to stand up and talk to others. I learned how
to talk to a number of people at the same time.

I learned how to make people listen to every

word I said. I learned how to say things

interestingly, forcibly and convincingly. I

learned how to listen while others talked. I

learned how to say exactly what I meant.

I learned when to be humorous with telling

effect, and how to avoid being humorous at

the wrong time.

"More important than these vital funda-

mentals were the actual examples of what
things to say and when to say them to meet

every condition. I found that there was a

knack in making reports to my superiors. I

found that there was a right and wrong way to

make complaints, to answer complaints, to

give estimates, to issue orders, to give opin-

ions, to bring people around to my way of

thinking without antagonizing them, and about

how to ask banks for a loan. Then, of course,

there were also lessons on speaking before

large audiences, advice on how to find mate-
rial for talking and speaking, actual rules on
how to talk to friends, to servants, and even
to children.

"And the whole thing was so simple that in

a single evening I learned the secrets that

turned me into a very dynamo of ambition. I

knew that I had at Lst found the road to
Mastery of Speech. I began to apply the prin-

ciples at once, and found that my words were
electrifying people. I began to get things done.

I began to put a new kind of ginger into my
letters, into my memoranda, into my taiks

with customers, end with people in the office.

In a little three minute talk with the Chief I

nearly floored him with some ideas that had
been in my mind for years, but which I had
always been afraid to mention. It wasn't long
before I was taken off my old desk and put at

the city salesman's desk. You know how I

made good. Seems almost like a dream
now. Tnen, a short time later, I was
given Roger's job cn the road, in the

hardest territory we have. And when I

began to break records there the Chief
wired me to come back and gave me Mor-
gan's job as the sales manager when Mor-
gan was put in charge of the Seattle office.

"This great change came over me simply
as a result of my having learned how to
talk. I imagine there are thousands of

others who are in the same boat in which
I found myself and who could become
big money-makers if they only learned
the secret of being a convincing talker."

When Ilarry Simms finished. I asked him if

I could not have the benefit of Dr. Law's
Course and he told me that only recently Dr.
Law had prepared a complete course in printed
form which contained exactly the same instruc-
tions as he had given in his lectures. I sent
for it and found it to be exactly as he stated.
After studying the eight simple lessons I be-
gan to realize that Simm's success was the
natural outcome of real ability to talk. For
my own success with the Course has been as
great as his. I can never thank Simms enough
for telling me about Dr. Law's Course in Busi-
ness Talking and Public Speaking.

SEND NO MONEY
So confident is The Independent Corporation,

publishers of "Mastery of Speech." Dr. Law's
Course in Business Talking and Public Speak-
ing, that once you have an opportunity to see
in your own home how you can, in one hour,
learn the secret of speaking and how you can
apply the principles of effective speech under
all conditions, that they are willing to send
you the Course on free examination.

Don't send any money. Merely mail the coupon
or write a letter and the complete course will be
sent, all charges prepaid, at once. If you are not
entirely satisfied, send it back any time within five

days after you receive it and you will owe nothing.
On the other hand if you are as pleased as are

the thousands of other men and women who have
used the Course, send only $5 in full payment. You
take no risk and you have everything to gain, so mail
the coupon now before this remarkable offer Is

withdrawn.

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON

Independent Corporation
Publishers of The Independent Weekly

Dept. L 11011, 119 W. 40th St., New York

riease send me Dr. Frederick Houk Law's "Mas-
tery of Speech," a Course in Business Talking and
Public Speaking in eight lessons. I will either re-
mail the Course to you within five days after its

receipt, or send you $5 in full payment of the Course.

Name .

Address

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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E. (. Co.'s High Grade Radio-Instruments
FOR SCHOOLS AND LABORATORIES

AT REASONABLE PRICES
Arc for Generating Undamped Waves for

Radio Telephonic & Telegraphic Transmission
These instruments are the acme of perfection in Radio Transmission. The latest ; nd best
developments in Radio during the Great War are embodied in this apparatus. Educational Institu-

tions and Laboratories can now procure the most modern Radio equipment at a reason ble cost.

The undamped Wave Generator illustrated is exceptionally well constructed cf heavy a.uminum.
The Arc chamber is flanged in order to offer the greatest cooling surface. The Arc takes place

across two solid special Tungsten electrodes which have been found particularly efficient for this

work. The electrodes are fully adjustable, permitting very precise adjustment of the emitted
oscillatory currents.
No. 7710

—

Yz K.W. Sustained Wave Generator, as illustrated, operates on 110 V D.C. Size 6 1/2 x 6% x 8%.
Shipping weight, 33 lbs.; price $50.00

This complete Radiophone Transmitter is unquestion-

ably one of the finest pieces of Radio apparatus ever

placed on the market. A Radiophone might have been

sold heretofore; but it was felt that in justice to the

purchaser, no instrument of this nature should be sold

unless it were possible to obtain efficient results there-

from. This transmitter is the result of great effort

expended in the design of a Radiophone set which should meet all requirements as to

practicability and compactness combined with highest efficiency. It includes all apparatus

necessary for transmission. The Arc is similar to the one illustrated elsewhere on this page.

No. 77 1
1—Complete Sustained Wave Radiophone and Telegraph Transmitter, inclosed in a beautifully

finished cabinet; size 14V2 x 9 x 12%"; weight 50 pounds; as illustrated; price $150.00

No. 7710

The Vacuum Tube
Socket illustrated

was designed to be

used by those who
are desirous of as-

sembling their own
vacuum controls and
who need a {rood

socket to hold the

bulbs. It is well de-

signed, durable and
reasonably priced.

No. 7715—Vacuum Tube Socket; 2% x 2%
x 1%"

; weight 1 pound; price $1.50

This Tube socket is adaptable for both re-

ceiving and transmitting tubes.

The Short Wave Regenera-

tive receiving cabinet shown

is built in accordance with the

most modern methods of re-

ception. In work with oscil-

lating audions it is necessary

that all losses be diminuated

as it was found that tuning

should preferably be done

with inductance alone, with-

out using variable condensers.
No. 7712

This Receiving set will be

found fully up to the mark in comparison with

the highest priced set on the market to-day, yet

its cost is well within the reach of all.

No. 7712—Regenerative Receiving Cabinet set, as illustrated; size 16% x 7% x 8"

price

weight 23 pounds ;

$50.00

» „ 1

t 'rf ****

4

TheTwo StepAmplifier illustrated is undoubtedly one of the finest instruments offered to

the experimenter. It is an example of unsurpassedly efficient apparatus combined with

exceptional mechanical skill in its design and

construction. Two Vacuum Tube sockets are

mounted within the cabinet which also contains

the two amplifying audio-frequency transform-

ers which were especially designed for this in-

strument. It is of great consistance in amplify-

ing live and radio telephone currents.

The telephones are plugged in any of three

lacks mounted on the panel, permitting the

use of either one or two steps of the amplifier

or simply cutting the amplifier out entirely.

Nc. 7713—Two Step Amplifier, as illustrated; size

7% x 734 x S": weight 7 pounds; price $55.00

t * j.

$* *v

* •
a*

i © -

• f •;

i

No. 7713

The Vacuum Tube Control Cabinet is one of the essen-

tial instruments of the modern radio station. The

Vacuum Tube holder, filament, rheostat, grid con-
denser and grid leak are mounted within the cabinet, the only part on the exterior being the rheostat
control knob and dial. The construction throughout is on the same high level of excellence with the
other instruments illustrated on this page.
No. 7714—Vacuum Tube Control Cabinet, as illustrated; size x 7% x 6%; weight 3 pounds;
price $25.00

No. 7714

P. S. No Tubes furnished by us with these instruments

THE ELECTRO IMPORTING CO.
MANUFACTURERS

231 FULTON STREET, N.Y.
ALSO SEE OUR FULL PAGE "AD" ON PAGE 614
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How We Stopped the Leaks

That Kept Us

Poor
How Howard Lindsay and His Wife
Discovered an Easy Way to Save One-
Third of Their Income. A Secret That

Applies to Any Income

By HARRISON OTIS
WHO should walk into the room but Howard

Lindsay! Of all men perhaps he was the

last I had expeeted to find as the president

of this great new company. They had told me that

Mr. Lindsay, of the Consolidated, was looking for

a fine country home and was interested in buying

the Dollard Place in Englewood; so as executor of

the Dollard estate I had come to discuss the terms

with him.
But Lindsay! Surely some miracle had hap-

pened. For it was the very man who had come to

me "dead broke" about four years back and had
asked me to help him get a new job.

"You are surprised, Mr. Otis, I can see that

without vour telling me. Let that real estate matter

rest for a moment while I tell you how the change
happened. It won't take five minutes. It all seems
simple as A B C, as I look back on it now.

How It All Began
"Our new life began when we discovered how to

save money. That happened soon after I started in

the new job you helped me secure. And it all

came about right in mv own home. Our sole source

of supply was my salary of $3,000. That first year

we didn't save one cent. Besides that, we woke
up on New Year's day to find a big bunch of un-

paid bills to be taken care of somehow or other

out of future salary checks.
"When I asked myself the reason for all this I

found that I did not know the reason, and no more
did my wife, because we hadn't the faintest idea

what our money had been spent for.

"Then we looked around among our friends and
learned a great lesson.

"The Weeds, I knew, were getting more than
$5,000 a year. They lived in a modest apartment,
did not wear . fine clothes, seldom went to the

theatre, did little entertaining, yet we knew they

barely had enough money to pay current bills.

"In the case of the Wells, I found a very different

story and one that set me thinking hard. Their
income was $2,000 a year, yet, to my amazement,
they confided to us that they had saved $600 a
year ever since they were married. They didn't

nave any grand opera in their program—except on
their little Yictrola—but they did go to the theatre
regularly, they wore good clothes, entertained their

friends at their home and were about the happiest
and most contented couple of all our married
friends.

"The difference between these two families was
that in one case the expenditures were made with-
out any plan—while in the other the income was
regulated on a weekly budget system.
"We sat down that evening and made up a bud-

get of all our expenses for the next fifty-two weeks.
We discovered leaks galore. We found a hundred
ways where little amounts could be saved.

"In one short month we had a 'strangle hold' on
our expenses and knew just where we were going.
In one year my wife proudly produced a bank book
showing a tidy savings account of $800.

My New Grip on Business
"Tn the meantime an extraordinary change had

come over me in business.
"I didn't fully realize this until the president

called me in one day and said, 'Lindsay, you have
heen doing exceptionally well. I have been studying
your work for the last year and you have saved the
company a lot of money. We have decided to give
you an interest in the business.'

"So there you are. It is wonderful, isn't it? I

often wish I micht tell mv story to the thousands
of young married couples who are having the

hardest time of their lives just when they ought to

be having the best time."
So now I have the opportunity and you are

lucky, if only you will act on the wonderful mes-
sage this story contains. HARRISON OTIS. Send No Money
The Magic Budget Plan

The Ferrin Money Making Account System is

built on the experience of Howard Lindsay. This
system, which is simplicity itself, comprises:.
The Ferrin Money Making Account Book.
The Ferrin Kitchen Calendar (for the house-

hold).
The Ferrin Pocket Account Book.
The Ferrin Investment and Insurance Register.

' The Ferrin Household Inventory and Fire In-
surance Record.

Compact information is given on Making a Bud-
get, Keeping Expense Accounts, Making Safe In-
vestments, Making an Inventory of Household
Goods.
There is no red tape or complicated bookkeeping

in this system—it is so simple that anyone can keep
it—so convenient that you will not notice tne few
moments of your time required to make entries.
The Pocket Account Book (price when sold sepa-
rately 50 cents) contains printed slips so that you
have only to jot down the amounts of your daily
expenditures. The Kitchen Calendar (price 50
cents) keeps track of household expenses. At the
end of each week or month these amounts are
transferred to the Money Making Account Book,
which contains 112 pages, size 8'4xl0 ,

'i
inches, and

is bound in half blue Silk Clotli Back—Cadet Blue
Cover, Paper Sides—Turned Edges, semi flexible,

stamped in gold on Front Cover. This book has
been prepared by an expert to fit any salary from
the smallest to the largest. Incorporated in it is a
recapitulation for every month of the year, which
shows at a glance the Budget and the amounts paid
out during the month for the various classified
items of expense. It is the only book to our knowl-
edge which has a Budget column for every month.
Special columns are provided for items on which an
income tax does not have to be paid, so that these
amounts may be deducted at the end of the year.

One Money Saving Feature
A war tax is now levied on almost every kind of

article you buy. Few people know that the amounts
so paid on daily purchases may properly be de-
ducted from their income tax report. By keeping
track of these war taxes on the pages for daily ex-
penditures, and transferring the weekly or monthly
totals to the Money Making Account Book, you
will effect a saving on your income tax that will
surprise you and that will pay the small price of
the System many times over.
The Ferrin Investment Insurance Register is

designed to keep an accurate record of your in-

vestments, insurance policies, etc. Contains 32
pages, size 5x8 inches, price separately, 50c. The
Ferrin Inventory and Fire Insurance Record will
enable you to make and keep a complete inventory
of every room in the house; also provides for
record of your fire insurance policy. It is an abso-
lute necessity in case of a fire. It may save you
many thousand times the cost, which is 50c when
sold separately.

Two Minutes a Day
The Ferrin Money Making Account System takes

only two minutes a day. Any bright grammar school
boy or girl can keep the accounts. This method is

not a hard ta c k.

Now you need not worry about the money you
spend for clothes, food, rent or the theatre. You
will spend it freely because you will know how
much you can afford to c nend.
The Ferrin Money Making System is a most

practical gift to anv new1v married couple. Many
people use them for Christmas gifts.

See how magic-
ally the Ferrin
Money Making
Account System
works, no matter
how much or how
little your income.
We know what
you will think of
it when you see it.

So we are willing
to send you the
complete system
without your send-
ing us any money
in advance. Just
mail the coupon,
and back will come
the system by re-
turn mail. If you
feel that you can
afford not to have
it, simply send it

back and you will
owe nothing.

But when you
have seen what
big

^
returns the

Ferrin System will
pay you, you will
surely want to
keep this wonder-
ful aid to money-
making, especially
as we are now
making a special,
short - time offer
of only $3 for the
complete system.
You will appre-

ciate what a re-

markable offer this
is when you con-
sider that other
expense account
books are sold for $3 and cover a period of only two
years. The Ferrin Money Making Account Book
covers four years, and therefore has twice the
value, $6. And in addition you get the Ferrin
Kitchen Calendar, the Ferrin Pocket Account Book,
the Ferrin Investment and Insurance Register, the
Ferrin Household Inventory and Fire Insurance
Record, each worth 50c, or $2.00. You have the
opportunity, therefore, of securing $8 value for
only $3.
But we can make this special combination offer

only for a limited time. We expect to place this
System in one hundred thousand homes this year.
We want your home to be one of them. You are
therefore urged to mail the coupon now—to do
so costs nothing and does not obligate you in any
way, and it may be a revelation to you of how
much more you can get out of your income.

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON

INDEPENDENT CORPORATION
Publishers of The Independent JVeekly

Dept. F-11011 119 W. 40th St., N. Y.
Please send me the Ferrin Money Making Account
System (the entire five books) for Free Examina-
tion. I will send you $3 in full payment within
5 days after receipt, or return the books.

Name
Address

El. Exp. 11-19

READ!
Letter from Head of

Financial Department of
Largest Corporation of
Its Kind in the United
States.
Independent Corporation
Gentlemen:

I consider your ac-
count book a remarkable
contribution to the peo-
ple of this country at
this time.

In our company we
have 5000 employes and
it was a revelation to me
in giving them advice in
regard to the making
cut of their income tax
returns to find how few
had any intelligent idea
of their income and their
living expenses.
The simplicity of your

plan which by compari-
son with previous meth-
ods of account keeping
would seem to be well-
nigh automatic appeals
to me strongly.
They say you can't

teach an old dog new
tricks, but I will say to
you that I am going to
use the Ferrin Book for
my own family expenses,
and consider it will
make money for me
right from the start.
(Signed) D. S. BURTON
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THE 100% WIRELESS MAGAZINE"
Partial

CONTENTS OF
NOVEMBER ISSUE:

"Why I Am Opposed to Government
Kadio Control."

By Dr. Lee de Forest
and G. W. Pickard

"Developing an Audion for the Ama-
teur."

By E. T. Jones

"A 170-25000 Meter Receptor."
By Francis R. Pray

"Second Prize Award—Radio Contest."
"Junior Radio Course."

By W. A. Heppner, Associate Editor

"Audio Frequency Wireless Telephone."
By E. T. Jones

"Local Forecast—Stormy."
By Dorothy Kantro

"The Third Pilh"
By J. K. Henney

"How Manufacturers Work 'Formica'
and 'Bakelite.'

"

By J. Stanley Brown

"Ideas—2nd Spasm."
By Thos. W. Benson

"Notes on Crystal Detectors."
By C. H. Byron

"Your 'Fist.'
"

By C. H. Pfeifler

"Destruction, of the Brussels Station in
1914."

By Henry M. de Gallaix

What "Radio Amateur News" Is:

With its fifth issue RADIO AMATEUR NEWS holds the field undisputedly as the

greatest radio magazine in print today. In point of circulation, number of articles, illus-

trations, RADIO AMATEUR NEWS now leads all other wireless magazines. Take
for instance the November issue with its fifty-six pages ; there were fifty-one separate

purely radio articles and 112 illustrations. Over twenty-seven thousand copies -were

printed and circulated.

Each issue of the RADIO AMATEUR NEWS now contains 56 pages (or more)
and an artistic cover in two colors. The illustrations average 125 every month and
there are from 40 to 50 up-to-date articles, some by our biggest radio scientists, in

every issue.

RADIO AMATEUR NEWS is the greatest and biggest radio magazine in print today.

RADIO AMATEUR NEWS is the only INDEPENDENT monthly wireless maga-
zine in existence. It caters to no commercial interests—it has no bass save its readers.

It is "different"—it has the latest radio news. It is a scientific magazine but it caters

largely to the RADIO AMATEUR—it is by and for the Amateur. It is published by
the publishers of the ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER, but there will be no duplication

of articles in the two magazines. Both are entirely different—but both together will give

you ALL the radio news of all the world. Whether you are a professor or an Amateur,
get a sample copy or order it from your Newsdealer today.

Junior Radio Course
A distinctly new feature began with the Septemher issue in our new Junior Radio Course.

In the November issue Lesson No. 3 appears complete. This course is intended for the
beginner and everything presented will be in plain English—even the merest tyro in radio
will find no trouble in understanding and assimilating the knowledge. The series is a very
important one and nothing like it has ever appeared in print before. Everyone owes it to

himself in this new age to know something about wireless and this course will enlighten all

laymen. Profusely illustrated with pictures that anyone can understand.

15c
The Copy

$1.50
A Year

Canada and For.eign

$2.00 A Year

SEND
15c FOR
SAMPLE
COPY
TODAY

EXPERIMENTER PUB. CO., 231 Fulton St., New York City

Pillilllllliilllllllll

56 PAGES
125 ILLUSTRATIONS
—SPECIAL OFFER—

Gentlemen

:

Please enter my subscription for RADIO AMATEUR
NEWS for the term of one year for which I enclose

herewith $1.50. For this you will send to me imme-
diately your great Wireless Course, containing 160 pages.

350 illustrations, size 6% x 10" with fine flexible cloth

cover. I have added 5c extra for postage. (I have

written my name and address in margin below.)

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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learn Electricity
"•tine New Way

IT'S no longer necessary to go to school or serve an ap-
prenticeship to learn electricity. With this new library

of APPLIED PRACTICAL ELECTRICITY you learn
right at home— in your spare time without interfering

with your present work.
Any big job that you want in the electrical field is yours
if you will train yourself to fill it. It only takes an hour
or two a day with these books.

This is the 1920 edition—new from cover to cover—chuck
full of the latest methods and most recent discoveries in
this fascinating field. Everything is written in plain, good
old U. S. language by 27 of the greatest experts in the busi-

ness. The eight volumes with 3800 pages make up a com-
plete course in electrical engineering. It's a home study
course for the beginner and a handy reference guide for

the expert combined.

Big Pay for fc^ps** Good Jobs ?
Trained Men $5000.00 a
year are waiting for men who can
qualify as Electrical Engineers—Sub-
station Operators — Troublemen—
SwitchboardOperators—DynamoTend-
ers—Electricians. Electricity is the
greatest force in the world and it is

growing bigger and bigger every day.
More and more men are needed all

the time. Why don't you get into

this big paying field now?

you are

ft>*ur«Siink trained inAreWaitinS somebranch
of electricity you will never have to look
for a job. The job and the big pay will

be looking for you. You can't dodge a
good job if you have the "know how"
under your hat. Let these 27 great en-
gineers help you to the best kind of job
with their books.

Send the coupon below and get them
for FREE examination. See our free
offer below.

flie World's Creates!

Electrical Books
LOANEDtoYOU

FREE
We will lend you this wonderful library to use in your own home or shop a
whole week FREE. It won't cost you one cent. DON'T SEND ANY MONEY.
Just fill out and mail the coupon today and the set of eight volumes will come
to you by express collect. You be the judge and find out for yourself what the
books will do for you. Use them as you please. Show them to your friends

and get their opinion. Then if you have any doubt as to their value send them
back at our expense and you won't owe us anything.

Only 7 Cents a Day
If you like the books rfter a week's examination you pay us only $2.00 and the same amount
each month until $24.80 is paid. This is only 50 cents a week— 7 cents a day. You can't afford
to pass up a better job on these easy terms. MAIL THE COUPON NOW.

American Technical Society
Deo»t. E258, CHICAGO

What the g^S* *
BOOkSTeaCh Electrical
Measurements—Electric Wiring— Un-
derwriter's Electrical Requirements —
Theory, Calculation, Design and Con-
struction of Direct Current Generators
and Motors—Types of Generators and
Motors—Management of Electrical Ma-
chinery—Electric Lighting—Alternating
Current Machinery— Power Transmis-
sion—Electric Railways—Self-Propelled
RailwayCars—TracklessTrolley—Power
Stations—Switchboards and Switching

—

Storage Batteries—Applied Electro-chemistry-
Electric Elevators—Electric Welding and Heat-
ing — Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony —
Land and Submarine Telegraphy.

free Service StesS
electrical books we give a one year membership
in this society. This entitles you to consult our
engineers and experts on any electrical prob-
lem. Write as often as you like. Ask as
many question as you like for one year.

Coupon is

All you
Need-
send it

Now

American
Technical

Society
Dept. E258

Chicago, U. 5. A.
Please send me the 8-vol-

ome set of Electrical En-
gineering for 7 days' examin-

ation, shipping charges collect.
If I decide to buy I will send $2.00

within 7 days and balance at the
rate of $2.00 a month until $24.80 has

been p~id. Then you will send me a
receipt showing that the set of books

and the Consulting Membership are mine
and fully paid for. If I want to get alorg
ithout the hooks, I will return them, after

7 days, at your expense.

Reference ,

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Awaiting your say-so, you'll find toppy
red bags, tidy red tins, handsome pound
and half-pound tin humidors — and—
that classy, practical pound crystal
glass humidor with sponge rr.oistener

top that keeps Prince Albert in such
perfect condition !

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
Winston-Salem, N. C.

P. A. has such a joy'us way of

making men glad about jimmy pipes:

To shoot it quick:—Prince Albert

turns over a new leaf in your smoke-

career ! Shovels smokesorrows right out

the attic airshaft and throws wide open

the smoke-section-shutters ! Talk about

letting in a flood cf smoke-sunshine

!

Bet your pet luckystone that the best

you ever heard tell about can't hold a

candle with what Prince Albert will

handyou seven days out of every week

!

And, then, some-on-the-sidc i

Smoking Prince Albert is just about

twins with having the top time of your

life on each fire-up ! It gives you a brand

new idea of how delightful a pipe

smoke really can be ! Such flavcr and

fragrance and coolness ; such freedom

frombiteand parch! Provepersonally that

Prince Albert's exclusive patented pro-

cess really does cut out bite andparch !

Talk about ringing the bell every time

you take just one more little smoke!
You'll agree with your eld fellow citizen,

General Approval, that Prince Albert

puts a man cn the firing line with a

jimmy pipe, andkeeps him there ; that

it sends all previous smoke setto records

to the rear-ranks ; that it just slams in

one good time on top cf another so fast,

30 happy-like, you realize that heretofore

you've been hunting regular-man-sport

with the wrong ammunition

!

You benefit by mentioning t'.-.c "electrical Experimenter" zeben writing to advertisers.

crimp cut
IQN6 BURNING PIPE

TOBACCO
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Spectacular Tesla Experiments

High Frequency

Currents

There is possibly no
more fascinating branch

of the electrical art than

the high frequency cur-

rents or electricity at high

pressures and frequencies.

The subject is one that

fascinates every student

of electricity. Moreover

these most wonderful ex-

periments can be performed by

anyone at but small expense.

The trouble in the past was that

very little has been printed how
to actually conduct these experi-

ments outside of magazine artic-

les. Few books are in existence

today that treat on the subject.

It will therefore come as a pleasant

surprise that Henry L. Transtrom, an
expert on high frequency currents, has

written a comprehensible book of 25£)

pages on high frequency currents, which
we know will be in every laboratory

of every experimenter worthy of the

name. Mr. Transtrom's book contains

14 large chapters and has 141 original
illustrations. Many
of these show exper-
iments and how to

conduct them. A
few random pages
are reproduced on
this page which
will give you an
idea of the won-
ders of these ex-
periments as well
as the thorough-
ness in which Mr.
Transtrom treats
the subject.

$2
.00
Prepaid

Fascinating Book that EVERY
Experimenter Needs

The book itself is very cleverly

written, explaining all the funda-
mentals of high frequency currents,

devoid of any obtruse mathematics
and technicalities, which would only
hamper the average student
The fundamentals of high fre-

quency currents are carefully ex-

plained, so that the student will have
a good insight into this fascinating

art.

The book itself is bound in blue
linen and measures 7y2 x 5j4 inches.

Order Your Copy To-day
You can not afford to be without this book. Fill in the
coupon today and the book will be sent to you prepaid

The Jos. G. Dranch Publishing Co.,
Dept. EE, 542 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen :—-Please send me at once your Mr. Henry L. Transtrom's
book "Electricity at High Pressures and Frequencies" as described on
this page. T enclose herewith value of $2.00, for which you are to
send the book prepaid at once.

Name

Address

.

City.

State.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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New York Electrical School

29 W. 17th St., New York, N. Y.

Please send FREE and without obligation to

me your 64-page book.

.(NAME)

.(ADDRESS)

Master Electricity By
Actual Practice

The only way you can become an expert is by doing the

very work under competent instructors, which you will be

called upon to do later on. In other words, learn by doing.

That is the method of the New York Electrical School.

Five minutes of actual practice properly directed is worth
more to a man than years and years of book study. Indeed,

Actual Practice is the onlv training of value, and graduates

of New York Electrical School have proved themselves to

be the only men that are fully qualified to satisfy EVERY
demand of the Electrical Profession.

The Only Institution of the Kind
in America

At this "Learn by Doing" School a man acquires the art

of Electrical Drafting; the best business method and ex-

perience in Electrical Contracting, together with the skill

to install, operate and maintain all systems for producing,
transmitting and using electricity. A school for Old and
Young. Individual instruction.

Over 5,500 Graduates are Successful Men
in the Electrical World

No previous knowledge of electricity, mechanics or mathematics is

necessary to take this electrical course. You can begin the course now
and by steady application prepare yourself in a short time. You will

be taught by practical electrical experts with actual apparatus, under
actual conditions.

Special Automobile Ignition Course
We have just installed a special automobile ignition course for auto

mechanics, garage men and owners. The course covers completely
ignition, starting, lighting and other electrical equipment in connection
with automobiles, motor boats, etc.

Let us explain our complete courses to you in person. If you

can't call, send now for 64-page book—it's FREE to you.

New York
Electrical School

29 West 17th Street, New York
You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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NEW AIRC RHVAILS SUNLIGHT
Tlhra ttlhx© Us© ©fT 100,000 C§MadlIl©°IP®we2* Aipc

UTILIZING arcs for the taking of
motion pictures and for general
illumination in theaters has long
been possible. However, the old

style arcs consumed too much cur-

rent, and did not meet the demands of the

photoplay producers. This new "sunlight

arc," however, is superior to anything yet

produced along the line of illumination, in-

thanks to the Sunlight Arc which made
this possible.

The Sunlight Arc is a mechanism ar-

ranged in such a manner that an operator
can handle several arcs at the same time,

unless it is necessary to shift them con-
stantly. The arc itself consists of a posi-

tive carbon- of special composition, which is

rotated bv a motor, and a negative carbon,

be narrowed down to three degrees. The
maximum candle-power of eacli beam is

120,000,000. This beam has been photo-
graphed while passing thru the air, and has
been used to wonderful advantage in pro-
ducing fog, moon and sunbeam effects.

Motion pictures have been taken with this

lamp, ouc-fourth mile au'ay, shining upon
the scene of action. If the ground glass

Photo Below Shows the Charming Actrecs, Miss
Marguerite Clark, in a Window-Scene from a

Popular Photoplay, But the Sunlight Streaming
Thru the Window Is Artificial, These Brilliant

Light Effects Being Realistically Produced by

Means of the "Sunlight Arc," a New Electric

Arc Light as Powerful as Sunlight.

The Photo at Left is fror.i an Instantaneous
"Movie" of General John J. Peisnii.y, i... j

Means of the "Sunlight Arc" at the Elks Club,

New York City. General Pershing Is a Member
of the El Paso Order of the Elks. Mayor riylan

of New York City appears at General Pershing's

left. (Photo (C) by International Film Service.)

Service.)

View at Right Shows Two "Sunlight Arcs" giving

a Maximum Beam Candle Power of 120,000,000
Each, Both Focust onto an Operating Table on

Which the Heart of an Animal Is Exposed While

Beating. Above the Table Is Placed a New Mo-
tion Picture Camera Taking a "Slow Movie," at

200 Exposures Per Second, of the Beating Heart.

asmuch as one single unit will give the
same amount and- better illumination than
the sixteen units which are now used in

producing a photoplay. By its use photo-
graphs may be taken by day or night, and
the same effect obtained as if the sun were
shining brightly. In proof of this, one of

the accompanying photographs is of Mar-
guerite Clark, the famous moving picture

actress, enjoying the beautiful "sunlight,"

which is likewise of special composition.

When a 24-inch parabolic mirror is used in

order to throw a spot-light,
_
the extent of

the beam spread may be adjusted to wide
limits ; in other words, the beam can be

made to cover a distance of 130 degrees,

and by moving the lamp arcs, in respect to

the reflector, this tremendously strong

flood-light, which can be used for interiors

of ball-rooms and the larger stage sets, can
627

and iris diafram are used, and the diafram
is stopt way down and then gradually
opened so as to form one of those fade-in

pictures in which the head of the person is

first seen, the picture then gradually devel-
oping itself, the illumination from the

smallest opening to the largest is absolutely
equivalent ; in other words, there is no
change whatever in the intensity of illumi

nation as the stop is opened. One very re

(Continued on page 696)
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'he Eiffel Tower Iltominatedl

November, 1919

France -America Corporation

The Famous "Eiffel Tower" in Paris, France, Illuminated on the Night of the Bastile Parade,
and Forming a Veritable Blazing Torch of Liberty and Victory, 1,000 Feet in Height.

The accompanying photo shows some-
thing of interest to all Americans, especially

at this lime when the bonds of friendship

and patriotism between the two great re-

publics—La Republique Franchise and the

United States of America—is many times
stronger than it ever was previously. This
photograph shows the sky-piercing Eiffel

Tower, one of the greatest engineering

masterpieces in all Europe, illuminated at

night and forming veritably a blazing torch

of liberty and victory, nearly 1,000 feet in

height. The illumination here shown oc-

curred on the night of the Bastile parade
in Paris. The gigantic steel structure of

the Eiffel Tower was illuminated by thou-

sands of lamps, both of the incandescent

and arc type, and due to the rays of light

shining thru the steel work, a very beau-
tiful and inspiring sight was the result.

It represents, when illuminated, undoubt-
edly one of the finest examples of modern
engineering in Europe, even in the world.

How would you have liked to have been
in Paris the night peace was signed, the
day

—

le jour dc la victoiref You can bet
your last dollar you would, for nobody
can beat the French when it comes to en-
tertaining and enjoying themselves. Take
it from an ex-marine, who told the writer
a short time ago that he never saw anything
like it in his career. The American,
French, Belgian, Italian and British sol-

diers hauled the great camouflaged German
field guns down the boulevards while the
French mademoiselles mounted the gun
barrels. Searchlights flashed across the
sky until it was as bright as day. The
restaurants and cafes were illuminated as
never before, and believe the story, friends,

of one of your own ail-American "devil-
dogs"—the French cognac ran up hill and
down again. They say liquids never run
up hill, but this was a night of exceptions.

Contributed by LUTHER YOUNG.

mi Signals for Fighting Forest! ir<

THE accompanying illustration shows
the heliograpri used by the Forest

Service lookouts for sending sun-

light signals in fighting forest fires.

Herbert A. Smith, Editor of the

Forester of the U. S. Department of Agri-

culture, states that the heliograph is ordi-

narily used only at stations wliere telephone

communication is impracticable and that

its grea"T value consists in establishing a

system of communication with isolated for-

est fire "lookouts" on the tops of high

mountains where the expense of building-

telephone lines would be prohibitory.

These lookout stations are used by the

Forest Service to detect forest fires. They
are placed on the tops of the highest peaks

and during the fire season are occupied

constantly by trained observers. Each

"lookout" man" has before him the best

obtainable map of the surrounding coun-

try, on which the exact location of his sta-

tion is shown. Around the point repre-

senting the station there is a circle gradu-

ated in 360 degrees. When a smoke is seen

the lookout man ascertains its exact bearing

upon his station and at once gets into com-
munication with headquarters. Every effort

is made to have at least two lookout points

overlook the same section of country, and

consequently it is usually possible to ascer-

tain almost the exact location of a fire by

the intersection of angles.

It is, of course, highly important that the

lookout points be kept in close touch with

headquarters, since success in fire-fighting

depends largely on getting at the fire while

it is small. For this reason the heliograph

is not altogether satisfactory, because it can

be used only on sunny days, and is of no
use during cloudy weather or at night.

Attention is called to the fact that the

heliograph instrument as a meins of com-
munication has been used for a great many
years, but its use has been almost entirely

restricted to the Arm)'. Interesting and
successful experiments, however, were re-
cently conducted by the United States For-

( Continued on page 703)

Science on the Mountain Tops—The Telephone and Heliograph or "Sun Mirror," Used in

Signaling the News of Forest Fires in Our Great Timber Sections of the West and Northwest.
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I
Li~T DO"—answered the blushing bride,

by wireless telephone, as she flew

thru the air, piloted by her newly
acquired husband.

Fifteen hundred feet above Sheepshead

Bay Speedway Park, the two airplanes cir-

cled together slowly, like bird mates. On the

ground below 200,000 people watched them
and listened to the droning of large mega-

supplied with a wireless telephone trans-

mitting and receiving outfit, in front of

the grandstand was a third station, at

which Miss Doris K. Schob, the brides-

maid, sat. Extensions carried receivers to

other members of the bridal party, Mrs.
Katherine Schaeffer, mother of the bride;

Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Mills, Sgt. William
B. Stewart, U. S. M. C, and others. A

of the boxes immediately adjacent to Gov.
Smith's box.
At 5 :40 o'clock Dr. Wouters' voice

came : "Do you take George Burgess to

be your lawful wedded husband?"
The bride responded : "I do," and a

cheer arose from the enormous throng that

must have reached the two planes. "I pro-
nounce you to be man and wife," said Dr.

r THE FIRST "SKY PILOT"
REV. ALEXANDER WOUTERS

DO YOU TAKE
THIS MAN?"ETC.

LT EUGENE BARKSDALE
BEST MAN CPILOT)

MISS EMILY SHAEFER
CBRIDE)

LT GEORGE BURGESS, U.S.A.

GROOM CPILOT)

MISS. DORIS SCHOB I

(BRIDESMAID)

Copyright, 1919, by E. P. Co. Photo (C) by Underwood & Underwood

Lt. George Burgess and Miss Emily K. Schaefer, the First Couple to Be Married in Air. The Ceremony Was Performed by Chaplain
Alexander Wouters Who Was Flying in Another Plane. The Ceremony Was Conducted by Wireless Telephone. The Wedding Was the

Feature of the Police Field Day Meet at Sheepshead Bay Speedway, near New York City.

phones attached to the ground station of a
wireless telephone. At 5 :40 o'clock a
woman's voice was transmitted to them
and her words were, "I do." The first

aerial wedding ceremony had been per-
formed.
Miss Emily Schaeffer of Sea Gate, L. I.,

and Lt. George Burgess of Brooklyn, N.
Y., were the principals in the ceremony
that featured the second of the two Police

Field Days recently held at Sheepshead
Bay, near New York City. They flew in

a plane piloted by the groom, who is an
aviator attached to the Mineola forces. In

the second plane the Rev. Alexander
Wouters of the Edgewood Dutch Re-
formed Church, the first real "sky pilot,"

flew, with Lt. Eugene Barksclale, the best

man, as pilot. A long streamer of bunting
indicated the bride's plane.

The two planes rose from the inclosure
of the speedway at 5:10 o'clock, each being

fourth station connected with amplifying
'phones distributed among the boxes.
At S :25 o'clock the 'planes had reached

1.500 feet altitude, and began to circle

above the field. The wireless telephone
began to talk.

"Station 3, can you hear me?" asked
the groom of the minister's machine.

"Station 1 is O. K.," responded Lt. Barks-
dale, speaking for Dr. Wouters.

"Hello, Dr. Wouters," spoke the groom,
"we are now ready."

"Hello, George," came again from the

best man. Speak to Dr. Wouters."
"Dr. Wouters, we are ready for the cer-

emony," replied Lt. Burgess.
Without further conversation. Dr. Wou-

ters began to read the ceremony from the
Common Prayer. The voices came dis-

tinctly to the telephone listeners on the
ground, and every response from the
couple was carried clearly to the section

Wouters. Then followed a prayer and
finally

—"Amen." Then congratulations

and responses between the two planes

were passed, mostly unintelligible to the

listening congregation. Then silence.

"We are coming down," called the 'planes

to the ground station.

Circling slowly, lower and lower, the

two planes, now escorted by two more, past

over the grandstand twice and each time

they were greeted with applause and a

sea of waving hats and hands. From the

'plane with the streamers, a white-gloved

hand waved its greeting to the ground.

Then the 'planes glided to the field, and
Lt. and Mrs. George Burgess stept out and
awaited the congratulations of Dr. Wouters
and Lt. Barksdale.
Then, for the third time, the bridal

party, now riding in automobiles, past the

stands while the Police Band played the

wedding march.
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The Electrically Drivemi Uo

TT RECENTLY paid a visit to the

M battleship New Mexico, which is

I one of the latest dreadnoughts to
-"- join the fleet and the first and only

one of any nation to have electri-

cally operated propelling machinery" said

Josephus Daniels, Secretary of the Navy,

in recent testimony before a congressional

committee. "On this account she has been

an object of surpassing interest to the

officers of our own navy and to those_ of

foreign navies as well, and to electrical

engineers in general.

"The result was satisfactory from even-

point of view and confirmed the judgment

of all who were in any way concerned in

it-s design and adoption. There was not

the slightest mishap with any part of it,

everything worked to perfection, and the

crew was as enthusiastic over_ the per-

formance of the machinery as is the de-

partment proud in the possession of such

an efficient dreadnought.

"When we entered into contract for the

machinery of the New Mexico, we stipu-

lated that, in addition to being capable of

developing the maximum power, she should

also give an economy at cruising speed

very much superior to that obtainable with

the turbine installations that we had pre-

viously used, and I am happy to say that

this stringent requirement was also met.

As a matter of fact, the New Mexico will

steam at 10 knots on less fuel than the

best turbine-driven ship that preceded her.

"On the whole, I think the country has

cause to be proud of this achievement in

engineering not alone because of the pro-

nounced success in this particular instance,

but because of the assurance it gives us of

the superiority of our capital ships to those

of foreign nations."

Secretary Daniels' expressions noted

above, have served to create of late con-

siderable interest in the electrical propul-

sion of ships. Altho the subject has been

discussed widely in the technical press for

several years, no popular explanation of

this invention has appeared.

One of the oldest practical examples of

the electrically propelled vessel in this

country is to be found in the fire boats of

the city of Chicago, 111., where the first

boat was equipt in 1908. Chicago was the

first municipality to accept the theory of

electric drive for boats of this class.

Now the popular mind, no doubt, con-

ceives an electric ship as like an electric

automobile or truck—something that stores

the ener~"- necessary to its operation, car-

ries it along and draws upon it as occasion

may demand.
But this is not so. It may, therefore, be

of interest to explain briefly what an elec-

tric ship really is.

WHAT AN ELECTRICAL SHIP IS.

In the first place, electric current must
be generated within the ship in order that

this energy may be put to its proper use in

propelling the vessel.

The current is usually produced by a

steam turbine which turns a generator.

The apparatus is called a turbo-generator

and this unit together with the usual engine

room auxiliar - constitutes the power plant.

The electric current thus generated is led

thru copper cables and suitable control ap-

paratus to electric motors and it is these

motor? which actually drive the propellers

of the ship. Thus electricity acts as a con-

necting link between the steam or other

motive force and the propellers. The in-

ternal combustion engine, which is some-
what similar to ordinary gasoline engine,

is also coming into prominence as a power
for the generation of electricity. This ap-

WHAT Sees-

Uo So So "Hew Mesde©00

paratus, whether it be a steam turbine or
an oil engine, is called the prime mover.
The question, "What is a steam turbine?"

may well be asked at this point. Conceive
an enclosed water-wheel with steam play-

For 00ID>©c©2iaIb©£:'
£>i>

"Flash and Sound Ranging with
the A. E. F." Special feature article

written by army officer in charge of
this work. By Col. Augustus Trow-
bridge, Professor of Physics, Prince-
ton University.

"The Helicopter or Vertically Ris-
ing Airplane." It stays stationary

in the air. Special article by the in-

ventor of a successful helicopter—
IV. J. Beach.
"The Human Aerial Rocket." A

sky rocket that carries passengers.

"Magnetic Storms." Did you know
that wind, sunset, et cetera, affect the

magnetic compass? Interestingly told

by Prof. Lindley M. Pyle, of Wash-
ington University.

What Atomic Farces Could Do.
The inconceivable power locked up
in the ato'm. Illustrated by diagram
and picture.

Is There a Sub-Electron? By Rog-
ers D. Rusk, M. A. A scientific con-
jecture of timely interest.

Rochcllc Salt' Crystals Talk. Spe-

cial article by the scientist that ac-

complished the trick.

Submarines Raise Sunken Ships.

By George Wall. An original and
novel scheme for salvaging the hun-

dreds of vessels sunk by the piratical

U-boats.

Guiding Vessels Thru Fog and
Darkness by Electrified Cable. The
remarkable invention of a California

genius—Earl S. Hanson.
Electrical Tricks of Stage-Craft.

By H. Winficld Secor. A score of

stage secrets which you have pon-

dered over are here illustrated and
described.

The Moss Airplane Superdtarger.

It gives the engine the same power
at 35.000 feet as at sea level. By
Charles M. Ripley.

ing against the paddles instead of water

and you have a simple elementary idea of

what a turbine is and how it operates.

NO MECHANICAL GEARS.

Next, there need be no gears in the elec-

trically driven ship. The function usually

performed by gears (that is, to make a

connection between the turbine, which to

be efficient must revolve at a relatively

high speed, and the propeller, which to be

also efficient must rotate relatively slowly)

is accomplished electrically, thus permitting

both turbine and propeller to operate at

high efficiency.

Just as in the automobile it is desirable

to "shift gears," it is also desirable at times

to accomplish the same result on board

ship, though not necessarily for the same
reason.

iesoc©

Electricity lends itself admirably to ef-
fecting these changes, whereas no practical
means has yet been found to accomplish
this mechanically in large ships.

In addition to this factor, electric drive
has appealed especially to naval men from
a military point of view.

NAVAL ADVANTAGES OF ELECTRIC DRIVE.

The primary naval advantage of the elec-

tric ship, as recently pointed out by Com-
mander S. M. Robinson, U. S. N., rests on
the ability to arrange the propelling ma-
chinery in a number of separate watertight
compartments thruout the ship placed near
the center so that they may be protected
from damage due to torpedo attack, shell

fire, grounding, collision, etc.

The U. S. S. battleship New Mexico
weighs 32,000 tons and requires 28,000 H. P.—nearly one H. P. for every ton of weight.

She is of the oil burning type with a
total oil capacity of 3,400 tons, or 6,800,000
pounds, or about one million gallons.
The oil burners heat nine steam boilers,

each of which can deliver 4,000 H. P. at
a pressure of 250 lbs. to the square inch.

The steam from these boilers operates
two turbo-generators which constitute the
power plant, each capable of producing
14,000 H. P. The current generated from
the turbines operates 4 motors—one for
each propeller. The motors are twelve feet
in diameter. They are operated from a
central switchboard or control station,

where the engineers, on receipt of instruc-
tions from the ship's bridge, can start the
ship forward, or backward, run the pro-
pellers at different speeds in either direc-
tion. They can run all four motors from
one turbo-generator or they can run the
two port motors from one generator and
the two starboard motors from the other
generator.

If one of the propellers breaks down, by
simply disconnecting the motor circuit, the
power of the two power plants can be used
to operate the remaining three propellers.
There are only a few of the various com-
binations of control and operation which
form one of the main features of the elec-

tric ship.

Among other battleships being equipt
with electric drive are the California, Ten-
nessee, Maryland, West Virginia, Colorado
and Washington.

The large calibre guns of the New Mex-
ico are fired by electricity; ammunition is

hoisted from the magazines by electric mo-
tors and some of the guns are loaded by
electrici fy.

The ponderous rudder is moved into any
desirel position by the simple turn of a
controller on the navigating bridge, which
sets in motion machinery in the hold of
the vessel for this purpose. There are sev-
eral steering stations located in various
parts of the ship where this operation may
be performed in case one station should be
disabled. In all, there are five different

ways of steering the New Mexico, one of
which is the hand method, which requires

the exertions of six men. Think of it!

The ventilation and heating of the ship

is by air—cold air forced into the vessel

in warm weather and hot air during the

winter months. The air is forced thru
pipes by blowers operated by electric mo-
tors.

There is a completely equipt electric car-

penter shop, machine shop, foundry, laun-

dry, hospital operating room, and bakery
where bread is baked in electrical^ heated

ovens, while the galley or kitchen is steam
operated, the ranges burn oil instead of

coal, and there are big steam pots for

heating.

—

Photos courtesy of General Elec-

tric Company.
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EVER since Nikola Tesla began ex-

perimenting with the high fre-

quency currents which bear his

illustrious name, the world has

stood aghast at the many and won-
derful effects made possible only by his dis-

coveries.

Most of our readers are no doubt familiar

•with nearly all high frequency "stunts,"

emanating" either from
the stage or from the

laboratory, and not
much" that is new can

be written upon the

subject.

But not so long
ago the writer, while
waiting for an elec-

tric train out on
Long Island, amused-
ly watched two boys
who took turns in

jumping upon a live

third rail, carrying
500 volts. They would
jump upon the rail

with both feet at once,
and then balanced
themselves upon the

rail. There is, of

course, no danger to

this as long as both
feet are on the rail.

One foot on the rail

with the other foot

on the ground means
certain death. The
explanation, as most
of our readers know,
is that when yon
stand on the rail with
both feet, there is no
return circuit. The
body in this case takes
on a charge of 500
volts, which, however,
is not felt at all by
the experimenter, the

same as you are not
conscious that over 14

pounds of weight are
pressing down upon
your body on every
square inch of you at

all times, due to at-

mospheric pressure.

This made the writer

wonder what would
happen if you stood

on one pole of a very

powerful Tesla coil.

In a recent conversa-
tion with Dr. Nikola
Tesla, the inventor

pointed out that he

had indeed performed
manv such experiments in his Colorado

laboratory many years ago. The currents

which he then used were far greater and

higher than those produced anywhere now.
Thousands of horsepower were used by

him at that time. Dr. Tesla explained

that he frenuentlv stood upon one pole of

his mastodonic coils while the full current

was on Of course, he had to stand upon

a metallic plate, but he had to be careful

so that no sparks jumped from his body to

other objects or to the ceiling. This would

have meant instant electrocution. Dr. Tesla
pointed out that as the human body has a
certain capacity, it radiated a good deal of

energy into the surrounding air. Due to

the tremendous current the sensation was
anything but comfortable. The current
heating the blood vessels raised the bodily

temperature, and the experiment for this

reason alone could not be extended for any

Fig. 1. A dry bath w
of bath is quite pleas
the skin. Besides th

a-tingling.

ith "cold fire." Altho millions of volts are used in the process, this form
ant. The currents throw off all dead skin, scale and dirt clinging to

treatment is distinctly invigorating, leaving the skin rosy and all

Every home will soon be equipt with a huge Tesla coil.

great length of time. Dr. Tesla explained
that during the experiment sparks and long
spark-streams would envelop his entire

body. At the extremities, elbows, knees,

hip bones, nose, ears, etc., the spark dis-

play was most pronounced. Streams five

to ten feet long would shoot out from the

extremities with a crackling noise. Due tr

the exceedingly high frequencies used, how-
ever, the sparks did neither sting nor burn

the flesh. Mr. Nikola Tesla's own words,

his body, indeed, was enveloped in "cold

fire." Dr. Tesla also explained tbat during
the experiments his hair would rise on end,
producing the same effect as if a large
static machine had been used, with the well-
known result, on the hair.

The other day we endeavored to repeat
Dr. Tesla's experiments, and the illustra-

tions shown here are the result. We called
upon the Electrical Testing Laboratories of

New York, who have
one of the most pow-
erful high frequency-
machines in the coun-
try. Altho but a pig-
my alongside of Dr.
Tesla's Colorado
thunderers, the ma-
chine gives 500,000
volts and uses 20 kilo-
watts. The trans-
former is sunk into
oil, and when the fuH
load is on throws
streams six to seven
feet long. The noise
of the tremendous
sparks can be heard
for blocks.

We first took a rab-
bit and placed him
upon the metal plate
of the "high" ter-
minal of the trans-
former. At first he
was much frightened
and jumped off the
plate at about 5 kilo-
watts. Long sparks
had shot out from his
nose and above his
eyes and at the end
of the ears. So the
writer wetted the plat-
form with water, be-
cause he thought that
sparks might be jump-
ing into the rabbit's
belly and legs which
insulated the fur part
of his body, giving
rise to stinging
sparks. An improve-
ment was seen imme-
diately. The rabbit
now held perfectly
still for about 20 sec-
onds, taking the full

charge of 20 kilo-
watts at 500,000 volts.

Long spark streamers,
four or five feet long,
shot from brer' rab-
bit's nose, ears and
back, and, curious to
note, immediately
above the eyes. Here

the sparks were so hot that they singed the
hair. So the writer wetted the spots above
the eyes, and after that the rabbit took
the full charge, never moving once ' for

twenty seconds at a time. See Eig. 2. Altho

long streamers came principally from the

nose, the photograph does not show it.

After awhile the rabbit seemed to enjoy

the performance, and right after his seance
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he was as lively as ever, eating a big carrot

at once. He is still well and about now.
We next wished to try a human being

instead of the rabbit, but the management
of the laboratory, due to possible danger,
would not grant permission. It was ex-
plained that the frequency of the big ma-
chine was too low for the experiment,
which had never been tried before on a
human being, so we desisted. The photo-
graph shown in Fig. 1 was made with a
regulation Tesla coil of a very high fre-

quency, hut of comparatively low power.
Only i K.W. was used. The subject, Mr.
Joseph K raus, field editor of this publication,

experienced hardly any sensation worth
mentioning. Only at the extremities, such

illlliilliiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM

Bre'r Rabbit taking a trifling 500,000 volts at
20 kilowatts, and llklna it well, thank you!
He held still for 20 seconds, only blinking
once in awhile. He was not chained nor held
down otherwise. "Movie" operators were at
hand and filmed him, too. He is still alive,

so Sis needn't worry that we Killed him.
Fig. 2.

as the ears and the nose, a slight prickling
sensation, not at all uncomfortable, was
felt. The feet were wetted with salt water
to insure perfect contact.

And the value of these experiments? As
Dr. Tesla points out, if these machines
come into daily use, and duly invade our
homes, it will be possible for us to have a
dry bath, more sanitary and infinitely better

than our present water baths. If the cur-

rent conditions are right, the body will

throw off scale, dead skin, dust and dirt

particles, hurling them far from the body.
For it should not be forgotten that Tesla
currents travel mostly over the skin, rid-

ding it of all impurities. But that is not

all. The unquestioned therapeutical effects

to the human body are of great value, not
only to the muscles but to the entire nerv-

ous system. Tesla currents, by softening

the arteries, make the old feel younger, and
the young, younger and more aggressive.

Women, particularly, should derive great

benefits from their future high frequency
dry baths.

Largest High Frequency Laboratory of the
World.

The insulating of apparatus for voltages

of from 100,000 to 150,000 at sustained

frequencies varying from 15,000 to 500,000

cycles per second, such as used in radio

telegraphy, is a far more difficult problem
than that of insulating for the same volt-

ages at "commercial" frequencies, such as

60 cycles per second.

To study this problem, the Federal Tele-

tiiiiiffiiitiiiifiiiiTiiJifiiiiitiimNiiiitiiittiiiitiiiitiiittmiiiimiiiitiiiiitiiitiiiKtiiitiiiiiiiffiifttiiuiiitftiitfiitiittiifH

Fig. 3. This shows a wonderful corona and
flash-over on a 37-inch porcelain pedestal in-

sulator. This corona is occurring at a po-
tential of 234,000 volts and 51,000 cycles per

second.

Mi>((nmiiJitiu]tfmifiiiiiiiftiiittiiitiiiiiiiittiiiitiiiiftiiJitiimiiimiitiiiiiiiiiiitJiiiit:iiifTim:iittiiiiiiitii:itiiiiiiiti*

graph Company built at its plant at Palo
Alto, California, a high voltage laboratory,

in which it is possible to duplicate the high
voltage and high frequency phenomena
which have to be met with in operating a
high power radio station.

The laboratory is unique in that it is

capable of generating a potential to earth

of a half a million volts, which is about
as high as is obtainable in any of the 60-

cycle high voltage laboratories of the coun-
try, and at the same time this voltage is

generated at a sustained frequency of

50,000 to 100,000 cycles per second. Thus,
this laboratory is the largest of its kind in

the United States, and, as far as is known,
the largest in the world.

Photograph No. 3 shows a corona and
flash-over on a 37" porcelain pedestal

(Continued on page jog)
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A MOVIE PHOTO THAT "RAN."

We have often heard of the "run" of
motion pictures, but the brilliant phantasy
gracing the top center of this group of
"Odd Photos" is a motion photo that "ran"
on one hot summer day in the Pathe film

studios. It originally represented a scene
from the "Isle of Jewels," a photo play of
note, but this plate of a "still" view was
overcome with the heat and so distorted
the faces and forms of Stuart Holmes and
Frances Mann that they now look most
grotesque. The effect was produced by ac-

cident, of course, the emulsion on the plate

having become distorted, due to trying to
force rapid drying by artificial heat, before
the photographer caught it, "freezing" the
graceful forms of the actors in the poses
here portrayed.

This is liable to happen to those who
indulge in an overdose of 2.75 Bock. This
is what the editors would c;:ll an "Ideal"

type of "Odd Photo." So all those inter-

ested in our "Odd Photo" contest take

notice, that what we desire is novelty, snap
and something different!

IS SHE TRIPLETS?

Triplets? No! Just one girl having her

picture taken three times on the same plate.

The black background turns the trick.

Contributed by A. J. VIKEN.

A REAL GHOST PHOTO?
The accompanying i,host plate was pro-

duced to convince a steadfast believer in

spiritualism that photos of ghosts were not
genuine, but only fakes, easily produced by
making dou.,.^ exposure using a black back-
ground.
The lady in the picture by posing as both

ghost and a living person in the same photo
succeeded in convincing a lady friend that
photos of ghosts are not always what they
seem

!

Contributed by A. J. VIKEN

TORPEDO TUBE IN FRONT OF
MUSEUM.

This clever superimposed or double ex-
posure photo shows two of Uncle Sam's
blue-jackets mounting a full-size, honest-
to-goodness torpedo tube, and right in front
of the New York Yuseum of Art—the
naughty bo-^. Old "Pop Knickerbocker"
sure will be sore when he finds it out.

Contributed by F. E. Z1ESSE.

PAUL BRAS IS "2" ELECTRICIANS,
ALREADY YET.

Herewith is a photo for your "Odd Pho-
to" contest. Although it has nothing to do
directly with electricity, it is odd. This is

a photo of an electrician, or rather two of
him, in front of a switchboard. It is a

double exposure, of course.

Contributed by PAUL BRAS.

S>S>

A NOVEL "LIGHTNING" PHOTO.
I am sending you herewith a photo for

your "Odd Photo" contest. It shows a
great forked "ribbon" lightning discharge
which was a very pretty si^ht. It seemed
to start in the lower right-hand corner of
the picture and streamed upward, splitting
into three very brilliant and several less
brilliant "ribbons."

Contributed by A. J. VIKEN

STANDING ON THE "3RD RAIL."
The picture, as you will see, shows two

boys standing on a "live" third rail, which
proves that as long as a person stands on
the rail with both feet at the same time
they cannot be harmed unless they place
one foot on the ground and the other on
the rail, which causes a circuit, thus killing
or severely shocking the person.
Contributed by EDWARD HINES.

THE "ELECTRIC TOP" AT NIGHT.
I herewith submit an "Odd Photo." I

took this photo while out at Riverview in
Chicago. It is a picture of "The Top" at
night. It was a time exposure. It is the
-ame "Top" that you described in one of
) our back numbers of the Electrical Ex-
perimenter.

Contributed by ROBT. H. FREEMAN.

CJv ie8 Tlhie Electric §painiM,eip

It's kind of rough on W illie to tip off his

dad this way, but news is news and it's got

to be printed.

Next time Willie smashes the neighbor's

kid on the nose, or sticks a surreptitious

finger in father's wallet, or chucks the cat

in sister's bath, he's in

for it. He can't go out

and brag to the gang.

"Shucks," says W illie.

"I don't care. The old

man will take me to the

woodshed and massage
me with his palm, and
then he'll get tired and
let me go."

The "old man" will

give Willie the walloping

of his young life, but he
won't have a streak of

red on an overexerted
palm when the woodshed
dialogue is done. For
dad will merely thumb a

button on the wall, tie

Willie in a chair or on

the table, apply this new
"Electric Spanker," and

sit by smoking a pipe or

playing solitaire while

Willie's heels kick in the

air and Willies vocal

cords contract and ex-

pand.

There was exhibited at

the New York Electrical

Show a mechanism that

Willie will vote nefa-

rious and his dad will

proclaim a blessing. It is

the Electrical Spanker

!

A small motor, which
retrieves with passionate

vigor what it lacks in

size, is the substitute for

irate dads biceps. Tt is

connected by a four-inch

rod to a broad applicator that perforins
the painful function of liason between
spanker and spankee. It is about the
breadth and length of the parental palm,
but packs a more violent wallop.

It has the advantage or disadvantage, ac-

Photo Copyrighted by Underwood & Underwood,

An Electric Spa
Has a Scientific
Set. And Why
by a Nice and S
Only Danger in

nker, the Latest Contribution to Science. Yes, But Never Before
Development Met with as Much Disapproval Among the Younger
Not? Jimmie's and Johnny's Naughtiness Will Now Be Answered
hiny Electric Spanker Replacing the Cat-o'-Nine-Tail. So Far the *
the Use of the Spanker Is That the Spankee Will Be Tickled to

Death by It. worse, and so forth

cording to the point of view, of deadly
accuracy. Dad's palm, when fatigued, some
times misses a few spanks. The applicator
lands "smack!" every jolt. It is to be con-
sidered, too, that whereas at about the
twenty-second onslaught fathers hand be-

comes weary, the elec-
trical device can con-
tinue delivering a regu-
lar, rhythmic and im-
pressive chastisement so
long as the "juice" holds
out.

Indeed, by tying Willie
to the chair or table,

father can go out for a
beer, or go to the office

and saunter home, to
find the applicator still

applicating.

Now, father's adamant
determination to wallop
Willie may undergo an
emotional softening and
regret, stimulated by
Willie's tears and wails,

and may cause him to

quit spanking Willie with
his palm. The machine,
on the other hand, is re-

lentless. Willie can howl
until the moon melts and
the device will keep on
earning its keep until

father shuts off the cur-
rent or mother sneaks
into the woodshed to

help sonny out of his

predicament.
There is only one ad-

vantage accruing to Wil-
lie. He can say with
truth hereafter, "That's
a lot of bunk," when dad
pulls the old bromide
that "this hurts me
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A "Real" Odd Photo—A Pathe
Photo of a Photoplay Still,

Which, Due to the Unexpected
Creeping of the Emulsion

Caused by the Forced Drying
of the Negative by Heat. Re-
sulted in tie Grotesque Effect

Here Portrayed.

A Night Photo of—Guess! Yes, Its "The Top,'

While Spinning, at Chicago.

Snapt
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Recently, in the City of Washington, D. C, a Minister Had the Sat isfaction of Broadcasting H is Voice Over an Area One M ile in Diameter.
His Sermon, Also the Choir and Organ Music, was Thus Heard One-half Mile Away from the Church, Thanks to the Magnavox, the
Wonderful Sound Amplifier. People Eight Miles Away Heard the Voice, and it Wafted One and One-half Miles Heavenward to an Air-

plane Flying Overhead.

HAVE you ever been in the coun-
try on a quiet Sabbath morning
and endeavored to note how far

away from a church you could
hear the minister's voice,—or for

that matter, the choir singing-, or the organ?
Not very far you will say, if you have ever
tried it. But in Washington, D. C, re-

cently, a minister had the satisfaction of
speaking to more people than any other
minister, possibly, in church history. His
voice, as well as the singing of the choir
and the organ music, were amplified to such
a tremendous volume, thanks to the newest
electro-mechanical amplifier, known as the

Magnavox—that the sermon was clearly

audible over a circle whose diameter meas-
ured one mile, or ever an area having a
radius of about one-half mile. The Mag-
navox amplifier, which has been described
several times in recent numbers of this

journal in connection with public speaking
events, was used on the present occasion

in connection with a vacuum tube or audion
amplifier, which is connected to the micro-
phones and horns ; these gathered the
sounds of the n.ufister's voice and the choir
singing, in the manner here illustrated. The
microphones, or sound detectors with the
horns, were mounted as inconspicuously as
possible about the pulpit and choral gallery,

and concealed wires led to the large vac-
uum tube amplifier, shown in the accompa-
nying illustration at the left. This was in

turn connected up with wires and a suitable

source of current, v/hirh led up to the bel-

fries atop the two church spires, where
there were placed on the outside of each
belfry two of the Magnavox special ampli-

fiers, fitted with large horns of the type
shown at the left of the photograph just

mentioned,
The minister spoke in an ordinary tone

of voice, and in fact it was somewhat un-
canny to be walking down a shady Wash-
ington street, when suddenly out of the

very air above you, there came the com-
mand—"Thou shalt not steal !" in stento-

rian tones. Verily it sounded as if the
prophets had come down to earth, and that

the Day of Judgment had surely arrived.
While it perhaps, would not prove bene-
ficial in a strictly ecclesiastical or religious

sense to think of conducting our church
services in such a broadcast manner as this,

it would not seem a bad idea if in forth-
coming years, our churches looked carefully
into such matters, and considered the prac-
tice of broadcasting their pastors' sermons,
organ and choral music by means of tele-

phonic amplifiers, which it would seem,
would surely have a beneficial effect and
would do no harm, that is certain. Talk-
ing on the lighter side, there will probably
be but one regret, and that will be on the
part of the board of trustees of the church,
which let ns say has installed at some ex-
pense one of these amplifying outfits. Mr.
Stay-at-Home who is enjoying the sermon
may make his remittance to the collection

basket when His Reverence pronounces the
all important words—"The usual Sunday
offering will now be received," by contrib-

uting a weekly or annual amount for main-
taining the equipment and its operating ex-
pense! If he I'.card the sermon.

Genera! Layout of Amplifiers.

Two Magnavox loud-speakers are in-

stalled on the belfry of each tower of Trin-
ity Church, corner "D" and Third Streets,

Washington, D. C. A special three-step

amplifier using a special combined audio
and radio frequency circuit, is employed,
so arranged that the output is 250 watts of
voice modulated current. The input cur-
rent can be any ordinary telephone current,

radio, or the voice, spoken into special

transmitters which are attached to the in-

strument.

Six volts are used on the filaments, and
300 to 600 volts are used on the plate cir-

cuits, depending on the volume of sound
required. A special set of attachments are
furnished, such as a minute transmitter
utilizing a silk cord, which can be placed
inside of a violin, cello, banjo, or other

string musical instrument; also a small

transmitter button can be attached to

horned or other instruments. Any of these

attachments will magnify the original in-

strument one hundred times' by actual

measurement.
In the church are installed special trans-

mitters, one along each side of the pulpit,

also one for each section of the pipe organ.
These transmitters are equipt with papier-
mache horns, 18 inches long and 14 inches

at the opening of the bell. They will pick

up a speaker's voice three to four feet away
from the horn and reproduce it faithfully.

Preliminary tests were made with an In-
gersoll watch touching one of the transmit-
ters, and with the three-step amplifier, the
ticking of this watch was heard two blocks
away thru normal street traffic. Pipe organ
music, choir singing and special solo pieces

(Continued on page 684)
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EVERYBODY knows what a lighthouse
is, and what its duties are supposed
to be. But how many know how they

work?
To begin with, lighthouses are not always

on the coast, many times they are a number
of miles at sea and entirely out of sight of
land. And the keeper is very rarely an old
retired sea captain with a beautiful daugh-
ter. More often he is an energetic young
man who 'is not afraid of good, hard work,
or the possibility of it, and in many cases
also, facing the probability of being left

alone for three or four
months at a time.

A lighthouse on the coast
line is usually in a wild and
lonely spot that nobody ever
comes near without a very
good reason. The keeper's
supplies are brought to him
by land or by boat which-
ever is most convenient for
the authorities, and are
brought when it is most
convenient for them.

It is of course, imperative
that the keeper know all

about_ gasoline engines and
electricity. For the motor
whereby the light is rotated
is usually run by a gasoline
engine supplemented by
hand gear in case the en-
gine breaks down. In some
houses the light is an elec-
tric one, instead of gas.
There are in General three

types of lights— steady,
flashing and occulting. The
"steady" light is easy
enough to understand. The
lighthouse simply burns a
steady red, white or green
light, according to how it is
marked on the navigator's
chart.

The steady light may be
fixt so that its light may be
seen from all points of the
compass, or its beam may
be trained to any point or to
several different points, if
desirable. For instance, a
lighthouse guarding a reef
at sea would throw her
beam to all points, so as
to warn ships to keep off.
But a lighthouse guarding a
sandy beach would only
throw her beam seaward,
for there would be no ad-
vantage in throwing it on
land.

Bw Ao Eh Wlhedloim
Ex-Radio Electrician, U . S. Navy

a little more care, for the light is mounted
on a platform and rotated slowly, so that a
ship at sea would see a flash every few sec-

onds, depending upon the length of time it

took for the light to make one complete
revolution. This light also may be flashed in

white, red and green, using a combination
of two colors, or perhaps just one. For
instance, it may be flashed as follows : "red,

red, green," "red, white, green, white, red,"

—and so on. By varying these combina-
tions and by varying the time of flash, it

may be seen that endless combinations may

be obtained. Thus it is made possible for

each lighthouse to have its own particular

flash and code designation, so as to be in-

stantly recognized by the skipper.

Now we come to the last of the three

general classes—the occulting light. Instead
of rotating and having its beam sweep the

whole horizon, it is simply lit for a few
seconds and then extinguished for a time.

It is seen only from certain angles, accord-
ing to the position of the dangerous object

it is guarding. If the object lies in a
channel running North and South, then

the beam will show only
North and South.
And here, as before, the

light may flash "red, green,
red, green," or any other of
a thousand possible combi-
nations. Each combination
together with the length of
time of the flashes, is placed
on the navigator's chart,

and is also listed in all nau-
tical tables, so that the navi-
gator can, by timing the
flashes and observing the
color, lock it up and at once
obtain his exact position.

The flashing light requires

Looks Like Lightning, Doesn't It? It Is—Man-Made Lightning. This Gigan-
tic Sheet of Flame Occurred When a High Tension Feed Wire Switch Was

Suddenly Opened. It Lasted But a Few Seconds.

18-FOOT ELECTRIC
ARC

The size and power of an
electric arc was recently
shown in an unusual photo-
graph taken by the Superin-
tendent of a power-house at

Tallulah, Georgia, at night,

when the switches were
opened on a 110,000 volt
transmission line that car-
ried no load at the time. The
arc, as shown in the accom-
panying picture, jumped 18
feet and appeared as a huge
flame. It disappeared al-

most instantly and caused
no damage. Contrary to ex-
pectation, however, these
flaming arcs are very dan-
gerous as they evolve con-
siderable heat and will burn
any person or combustible
material in their path. These
giant switches are controlled
from the ground or other
position by long handled
levers, as the operator could
not of course stand any-
where near it when opening
a circuit carrying a hundred
thousand volts or so—veri-

table man-made lightning.

Contributed by
STANLEY V/. TODD.
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THE one-hundred-inch reflector of
the Mt. Wilson Observatory on Mt.
Wilson, Cal., is the largest tele-

scope in the world. The mirror,
which is one hundred inches in

diameter and thirteen inches in thickness,
weighs four and one-half tons, and the
moving parts of the telescope, which are
electrically controlled, about one hundred
tons.

The glass for the mirror was manufac-
tured at the St. Gobain glass works in

France after many attempts covering an
interval of three years, as it was difficult

to find a piece of glass large enough and
sufficiently free from imperfections for the
purpose. It was then shipped to the op-
tical shops of the observatory in Pasa-
dena, Cal., where it underwent a long
grinding and polishing process for seven
years. All of this work was done by Prof.
George Ritchey, a member of the staff of
the observatory. As the work progressed
the mirror was subjected to frequent and
rigorous test, and finally, on July 1, 1917,
the completed mirror, which had been pro-
nounced practically perfect in form, was
packed in an octagonal-shaped box lined
with paraffin, placed on an automobile
truck geared to a maximum speed of two
miles an hour and taken up the steep and
winding mountain road to the summit of
Mt. Wilson at an elevation of nearly 6.000
feet.

The huge sections of the iron castings
for the telescope were made at the Fore
River Shipyard at Quincy, Mass., and
shipped around Cape Horn, as they were
refused shipment by the railroads on ac-
count of their great size.

All smaller parts of the great telescope
and those that required special care were
designed and constructed in ihe instrument
shops of the Alt. Wilson Observatory in

Pasadena.
The huge reflector is now housed in a

steel building designed for that purpose
with a 100-foot dome that weighs five hun-
dred tons and is quickly and easily moved
by electricity.

The 100-inch mirror lies at the base of
the telescope tube and simply acts as a
support for the silver coating that is placed
on its upp-:r concaved surface. The rays
of lHit from the stars do not enter the
mirror, and therefore it was not necessary
that the glass be entirely free from imper-

Mt. Wilson, Calif., Owns This 100 Inch Reflector.
The Mirror Is 13 Inches Thick, and the Moving
Parts of the Telescope Are Moved by Electric
Motors. The Central Photo Shows a Remark-
able "Sun-Spot" Photographed with This Tele-

scope.

By ESABEL Mo ilewh
OF THE U S. NAVAL OBSERVATORY

World's Largest
TeH©sc©p©

fections. It is the form of the upper sur-

face of the mirror that is of chief im-
portance, and this must be practically per-

fect.

Reflector Resilvered Every Six Months.

Every six months it becomes necessary
to resilver the mirror. This is done very
quickly and easily by means of an electric

elevator which lowers the great mirror
from its position at the base of the tele-

scope to the resilvering room below and
returns it after the process is completed.

The parallel rays of light from the stars

pass down the telescope tube and fall upon
the silvered surface of the great mirror
and are reflected back in the direction of
the upper end of the tube, coming to a

focus on a secondary mirror near the top

of the tube, which reflects them to the

photographic plate or observer stationed at

one side of the tube.

Preliminary tests of the instrument in

the fall of 1917 revealed a slight flare of
the star image, due partly to temperature
effects and partly to lack of rigidity in the

support of one of the secondary mirrors.

The latter difficulty was overcome by add-
ing a compression ring to the tube carrying
this mirror, and the temperature effect was
also looked into and overcome.

Shows Extraordinary Details of Moon's Surface.

These necessary changes were greatly de-

layed by the fact that the staff of the ob-
servatory was largely occupied with war
work of an urgent nature and the instru-

ment shops were needed for the same
purpose.
The great instrument is now fully pre-

pared to enter upon its observing career,

however. Test observations of the moon,
Saturn and other celestial objects have
shown the wonderful light-gathering power
of the huge reflector and revealed an ex-
traordinary amount of detail on the moon.

Its work will be largely photographic and
spectroscopic and comparatively few direct

visual observations will be made. It is ex-
pected that it will soon be storing away on

photographic plates light from stars and
nebulae that lie far beyond the reach of all

other telecopes in existence and that as a
result of these observations our knowledge
of the form and extent and nature of the
universe will be materially increased.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Q. 1. Will you explain what astronomers

mean by "the cepheids"?
A. 1. From the context of your letter I

should judge that you refer to the cepheid
variables, tho the cepheids is also an ex-
pression for a swarm of meteors whose
radiant point lies in the constellation

Cepheus.
The cepheid variables constitute a very

important class of variable stars. They
receive their name from Delta Sephei, a
well-known star of this class.

The light of a cepheid variable fluctuates

periodically in a most peculiar manner.
There is a sudden rise to maximum bright-
ness that occupies about one-third of the
entire period, followed by a much slower
decline of brightness which usually has a
more or less pronounced pause. These light

changes are performed with the greatest
regularity and have been likened in effect

to a revolving light in a lighthouse in which
there is the same sudden increase to maxi-
mum brightness, followed by a slow and
gradual decline repeated over and over with
absolute regularity.

The periods of light changes of the
cepheids range from less than a day to
forty-five days and there is a close connec-
tion existing between the period of the light

variation and the actual size or luminosity
of the star.

The discovery of this fact has led to

some very far-reaching results and made
this class of stars of the highest importance
in determining the distance of the globular
star clusters.

Dr. Shapley's revolutionizing discoveries
concerning the distances of these objects are
founded upon the simple relationship found
existing between the periods and lumi-
nosities of the variable stars in these clus-

ters, which are simply short period cepheid
variables.

It has been found that cepheids whose
periods are less than a day are giant stars

whose absolute magnitude is constant at
one hundred times the light-giving power

(Continued on ha'je 721.)
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Mew Electrical GyF© Gommpsi
UNTIL recently the magnetic com-

pass has been relied upon as a
means of indicating direction to

mariners al sea. In doing so it

utilizes the directive forces of the

earth's magnetic North Pole. In indicat-

ing direction the magnetic compass is sub-

ject to a great number of errors and in-

fluences which make its indications unre-

liable. When used on board a ship, espe-

cially a steel ship, many devices and
precautions must be taken to obtain a

characteristics by changing its temperature,
the magnetic compass will show deflection

—it is caused when the ship rolls. The
compa>s needle is caused to oscillate as

the mass of the ship is displaced to either

side of the compass needle.

An altogether different force is now used
i!) indicate direction. This force is as old

as the earth itself—the earth's rotation.

I he earth's rotation is made to indicate
direction by utilizing the new Sperry gyro-
scopic compass. The Gyro Compass is

I he captain or navigator of a shijj in

using the Gyro Compass docs not have to

take into consideration any variation or
deviation. He does not have to compensate
bis compass. J I e does not have to check
the compensation of his compass.

Instead of encountering the disadvan-
tages outlined, he is free to steer a true
course and to keep his ship on the straight

line course.

Perhaps the greatest feature of the use
of the Gyro Compass is the safety factor.

Fig. 1. The "Master" Gyroscopic Compass, Which Does Not Depend Upon Magnets for Its Operation, and Which Is Placed Below Decks

on the Ship as Shown in Fig. 4, While "Repeater" Compasses Are Stationed at Various Points About the Ship, Such as Steering Wheels,

Etc. Fig. 2 Is a Sectional View Thru the Gyro Compass, Showing the Revolving Wheels. Fig. 3, Top View of Master Compass, Showing
New Navy Type of Dial, Graduated in Degrees, Instead of Points of the Compass. Fig. 4. This View Shows the Location of the "Repeater"
Compasses About the Vessel. Fig. 5. The "Repeater" Compass, Operated by Electric Currents Transmitted from the Master Compass.

compass indication which is anywhere near
accurate.

It is well known that the direction of
magnetic fields upon which the compass
relies vary in different localities of the
earth. Magnetic mountains will distract

the needle—magnetic and electric storms
also influence it.

INACCURACIES OF THE "MAGNETIC
COMPASS."

On board a steel ship the change in

character or displacement of a cargo seri-

ously influences the magnetic compass.
Even a slight change in wind will cause
the smokestack to change its magnetic

nothing more than a small electrically

driven wheel rotating at a high speed.

Scientists have discovered that any small

wheel rotating about its own axis and
freely suspended to move in any plane when
placed upon a larger wheel, will place its

axis in the same direction as the axis of
the larger wheel. This principle has been
demonstrated, proven, and in practical use
for years. The Gyro Compass forms the

smaller wheel referred to, while the earth

forms the larger w-heel. As the earth

rotates it combines forces with the small
rotating gyro wheel and causes the axis of
the compass to point true north.

Many ships have been wrecked due to in-

accuracies of navigation resulting from the

use of the magnetic compass. The Gyro
Compass insures against such contingencies,

thereby insuring the ship, passengers, crew
and cargo.

HOW THE GYRO COMPASS WORKS.

When used on land one wheel, or ele-

ment, is sufficient to show the true North
Pole. When used on board ship, however,
the roll, pitch and yaw of the ship intro-

duces forces which would tend to throw
the wheel from off its indication. In the

I Continued on page yoo)
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SOUND RANGING "FRITZ'S" GUNS
TO WITHIN 50 YARDS

HUNTING "SUBS" WITH
"LISTENING FISH'^ 1

LISTENING FOR U-BOATS
AND VESSELS

ELECTRIC WIRES TO\
PHONES ON SHIP I

(CELLULOID" FISH." FILLED*!
; WITH WATER CONTAINING!
"SOUND DETECTORS" FOR. I
LOCATING U-BOATS

HOW THE BRITISH GUIDED
SHIPS THRU THE MINE FIELDS

POWER FROM THE BOWELS'
OF THE EARTH

SIR CHARLES PARSONS SUGGESTED
"STEAM WELL" TEN TIMES DEEPER
THAN ANY PRESENT SHAFT
COST $25,000,000-85 YRS.TO BUILD

REGION OF STEAM
AND HEAT IN DEEPER
REGIONS OF EARTH

Four Important Wartime Developments Described by the Eminent Scientist and Inventor of the Parsons Steam Turbine—Sir Charles Par-
sons—before the "British Association for the Advancement of Science."

>ir Cihairies Psnrsomis ©mi War Inventions
THE work of scientists in the war

occupied the greater part of the

Presidential address delivered be-

fore the British Association for
the Advancement of Science at its

meeting at Bournemouth by Sir Charles A.

Parsons, inventor of the marine turbine

engine.

British scientists, he said, "worked in

close collaboratiou with the men of science

of the allied nations and eventually pro-

duced better war material, chemicals and
apparatus of all kinds for vanquishing

the enemy and the saving of our men than

had been devised by the enemy during

many years of preparation, planned on a

basis of total discregard of treaties and

the conventions of war.

As illustrating the immense difference

between the recent and all preceding wars,

Sir Charles gave some interesting figures.

At Waterloo 9,044 artillery rounds, with

a weight of 37.3 tons, were fired, where-

as in the last offensive in France on

the British front alone 943,837 artillery

rounds, weighing 18,080 tons, were fired.

Again, in the entire South African war
273,000 artillery rounds, weiehing 2,800

tons, were fired, while on the British front

in France during the entire war over 17,-

000,000 rounds were fired !

SOUND RANGING AND LISTENING DEVICES.

Many of the new war devices Sir Charles
left to be discus'" in the meetings of the

sections, but he dwelt on sound-ranging
and telephonic listening methods. By the

end of 1916, he said, the whole front in

France was covered by devices which en-
abled the British to locate the position of
the enemy's batteries merely by sound. In
1918 more batteries were thus detected than
by any other meaas, and a single good set

of observations could give the position of

an enemy gun at 7,000 yards range to

within about fifty yards. Listening devices

were also largely used at sea, but it was
found that the motion of the vessel carry-

ing them when the sea was rough, and also

the noises caused by dragging the devices
themselves thru the water made them use-

less.

HOW THE WHALE HELPED PERFECT
SUBMARINE DETECTORS.

"So," Sir Charles went on, "the assist-

ance of eminent biologists was of invalu-

able help at this juncture. Experiments
were made with sea lions by Sir Richard
Paget, who found that they have direc-

tional hearing under water up to speeds

of six knots. Also Professor Keith ex-

plained the construction of the hearing

organs of the whale, the ear proper being

a capillary tube too small to be capable of

performing any useful function in trans-
mitting sound to the relatively large aural
organs, which are deep-seated in the head.
The whale, therefore, hears by means of
sound waves transmitted thru the sub-
stance of the head. It was further seen
that the organs of hearing of the whale,
to some extent, resembled a hydrophone.

"The course now became clear. Hollow
towing bodies in the form of a fish or
porpoise were made of celluloid, varnished
canvas, or very thin metal, and a hydro-
phone suitably fixt in the centre of the
head. The body is filled with water, and
the cable towing the 'fish' contains insul-

ated leads to an observer aboard the vessel.

When towed at some distance behind the
chasing ship the disturbing noises are small,

and enemy noises can be heard up to speeds
of 14 knots and at considerable distances."

Other listening devices made use of the

echo, and were developed until they could
pick up a submarine a mile away. Sound-
ranging stations were established ashore,
and from them ships steaming in a fog
were informed of their positions accur-
ately for ranges up to 50 miles.

SHIPS PILOTED THRU MINES BY CHARGED
CABLES.

Another device, used first by the Ger-

(Continued on page 720)
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\y Dir. Co BRAIKIM, Plh.B.
Of the Columbia University Observatory

THE tremendous advances made by

wireless telegraphy and telephony
during the last decade and par-

ticularly in connection with the

activities of the great war have
given rene ved impetus to the already con-

siderable speculation as to the possibilities

of pushing this method of communication
beyond the limits of man's earth and using

it for the purpose of "speaking" with other

inhabitants of the universe with which the

popular imagination has peopled cosmic

the emitted signal would be squandered un-
less it were possible to make the transmis-
sion truly undirectional, and secondly, the

time betweer. the emission and the receipt
of the signal at the other end would be too
long. Even the nea. st star is so far away
that it would take the electric waves about
four and a third years to reach it : and only
a very small number of stars are within
even a hundred years by wireless from us.

There has, of course, not as yet been
found any direct, unimpeachable evidence

the temperature is far too high, also, for

the existence of the very complicated or-

ganic chemical compounds necessary for

any imaginable form of life, different tho
it be from ours. Of Mercury we know
very little, indeed ; it is so close to the sun
that observation is extremely difficult and
unsatisfactory. Venus and Mars remain.
Mars has been the favorite playground.

Since the first announcement of the "ca-

nali" by Schiaparelli and the subsequent ob-
servations and speculations of W. H. Pick--

Copyright, 1919, by E. P. Co.

Mr. H. Gernsback's Radio Scheme Publisht In May, 1909. The Underlying Idea Is to Operate All the Powerful Radio Stations in the United
States and Canada Simultaneously by Means of Long Distance Radio Control. A Radio Operator Seated at Arlington (Washington) by
Pressing His Key Would Operate All the Radio Stations Over the United States as if All These Stations Were But One Huge Powerful
Station. Theoretically, This Would Give Us Enough Energy to Bridge the 35 Million Miles Separating Us from Mars. The Insert Shows
How the Radio Waves Are Propagated. It Is Understood, However, That the Waves Go in All Directions, Not Only Towards Mars. Thus

if Venus Were to the Right, She Also Would Receive the Messages.

bodies. The subject falls naturally into two
divisions : Are there in space or within the

confines of the solar system other inhabited
spheres, and secondly, is radio a suitable

means for interplanetary communication?
And in the discussion we must distinguish

clearly between that which is science

—

knowledge—and that which is merely spec-
ulation based upon science.

The first division of our subject presents
the bigger IF. Astronomy is not as -et

so far advanced as l > be able to speak wkh
finalitv. Much has been learned about the
physical and surface conditions of the

earth's fellow members in the solar system,
but not enough to decide the question
Should we wish to extend our field to out-
side space, instead of limiting ourselves to

the planets of our own system, we may
speculate vith safety. Every star in the

heavens is a sun, more or less like our own
sun, and multitudes of them must possess

planetary systems. No dnuht upon manv of

these planets conditions have been such as

to be favorable for the development of

some kind of life. But the nuestion of
life in other systems can be left here; it

need hardlv be considered further in con-
nection with the problem of communication
for the distances are too great. In the first

place, too much of the original energy of

of the existence of inhabitants upon the

other planets, and we are limited, therefore,

to a consideration of the planets' physical

conditions and to a discussion as to whether
these are favorable for the development
and maintenance of life. We ourselves are
the products of the terrestrial conditions

of temperature, atmosphere, humidity, etc.

;

a different combination of these factors

would no doubt have produced an entirely

different form of life. We cannot, how-
ever, discard a planet as uninhabitable be-
cause its condition differs somewhat from
the earth's, but we are safe in discarding
the major planets, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus
and Neptune. It is certain that conditions
upon these are unfavorable. The tempera-
ture seems to be far too high and the sur-

faces of these planets have not yet reached
the state of solidity attained bv the sur-

faces of Mars and earth. Undoubtedly,

pilllllllllM

MR. TESLA'S ARTICLE
W announced in our October issue was =§

|§ unavoidably delayed due to impor- g
=" tant research work of the great in- -

M ventor. We hope to present it in 'll

§§ an early issue. S
S —Editor. |j

yiiiiiiiniiiinii^

ering and Percival Lowell, much has been
written and said on both sides of the ques-
tion. We mav briefly sum up the affirma-
tive : The surface of Mars is declared to
be crost by a network of straight lines,

some of them double ; the poles of the
planet show at their respective winters,,

broad sheets of white, very like the ter-

restrial ice-caps, which decrease rapidly in

area with the coming of the summer, and
at the same time the "canals" broaden,,
"germinate." as they say. Evidently, then,
Mars is an arid planet with very little

water and these "canals" have been con-
structed by the Martian engineers to carry
the water from the melting polar caps to
different parts of the Martian surface.
Therefore, Mars is inhabited, and by ad-
vanced beings, too, for their engineering
feats are of the greatest difficulty. But the
observations upon which all this rests are
not accented by the astronomic world at
large, Tl great majority of observers,
among whom are the most skilled and ex-
perienced L the whole world, have declared
themselves entirely unable to see this com-
plicated network of straight lines. Streaks
a.id patches are seen by all but nothing like
Lowell's maps : nor do published photo-
graphs reveal them, and we are reluctantly
forced to decide in the nesrative. There is

(Continued on page 692)
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f u J HIS clever invention, combining

some of the characteristics and

qualities of the airplane with the

blimp or gas-filled balloon, is due

to Air. James X. Lewis, of De-

troit who has recently taken out a patent

on it There are many military as well as

other features, which seem to give great

promise in this combination of the hghter-

than-air flying machine or balloon, with the

heavier-than-air craft or airplane.

For one thing, the airplane is attached

to the blimp or gas-filled balloon by means

of a special and powerful design of quick-

acting clutch; by simply throwing a lever

attached to this clutch, the aviator, seated

in the airplane, may at any time release

propelled thru the air. At tiiis juncture we
perceive another very line point of inter-

changeability and adaptability, which would
seem verv useful and commendable for

war-time requirements, and which is here
made evident in our estimation, for it

would not be necessary to build expensivelv
equipt blimps or balloons of the dirigible

type if this idea be put in practice. For
example, by providing these special clutches

on simple forms of
1 alloons with no gon-

dola gear, or other attachments, then by
simply attaching the balloon onto the air-

plane we would have a dirigible which
could be driven at 30 to 40 miles an hour
and maneuvered in all the regular ways in

which f
1 '

-'-fibles are steered. Suitable con-

trol ropes or cables may lead down so as
to be readily accessible to the airplane pilot,

so that so long as he is flying attached to

the blimp, he may have control of the relief

valves for the gas compartments, air valves,

et cetera.

Another very important feature of this

invention lies in the fact that it should
prove one of the greatest advances yet
brought out in safely training aviation
pilots for the army and navy service. As is

well known, it is very risky to send aloft

a young pilot or aviation student who is

not verv familiar with the idiosyncrasies of
the machine he is trying to fly, and this

was very forcibly brought out at the army
training fields during the war. The sea-

Copyright, 1919. by E. P. Co.

No Need to Fall Any More While Learning to Fly an Airplane, if You Are Equipt with This New Balloon Release Clutch. You Can Enjoy
the Safety Afforded by the Superior Buoyancy of the Gas-Filled Balloon. When Sufficient Skill Has Been Attained by the Student Aviator,
He Can Cut Loose from the Balloon and Fly in the Plane Alone. The Combination Forms an Ideal Observation Unit for Military Work, in
That the Balloon Is Under Control of the Pilot. In Case of Attack the Observer Can Also Cut Loose and Descend Safely to Earth in the

Airplane, Which for This Work Need Not Have a Very Powerful Engine.

the clutch and sail off, having, of course,

started his engine going before doing so,

altho he can in emergency and if necessary,

cut loose from the balloon and volplane

to earth without the engine running. This
would seem to be one of the principal fea-

tures of Mr. Lewis' invention, particularly

where aircraft are used for artillery ob-
servation, etc., over the battlefields, where
balloons were frequently set afire by in-

cendiary shells or balloons, or else attacked

by enemy aircraft. Under such a condi-
tion, the observer, if he were seated in an
airplane carried by the balloon could cut

the plane loose and descend to earth safely,

much more safely, we believe, than is the
case where the observer has to depend upon
a parachute, for in some cases the para-
chute fails to open and the observer is

killed.

Another purpose of the invention, as

pointed out by Mr. Lewis, is the feasibility

of using the airplane with the attached

gas-bag to provide auxiliary buoyancy, the
airplane being operated or propelled in the
regular manner by its usual engine and
propeller. Naturally, of course, the speed
of the airplane in this case would not be
as great as if it were flying without the
attached balloon, owing to the great bulk
of the gas-bag, which would have to be

THOMAS A. EDISON
g will talk to you in our December issue, g
g This important as well as unusual fea- g
g ture should not be mist by any reader 1
g of the Electrical Experimenter. Mr. H. 1
g Gernsback, who interviewed the famous g
g inventor, asked Mr. Edison a multitude i
g of important and timely questions, g
g which, with the inventor's answers, will g
g be presented to the world for the first I
g time next month. =
g We have also secured many new and g
g unique photographs about Mr. Edison 1
g and his work, all of which will be pub- 1
g lisht for the first time in our December g
g issue. g
g There being no oil-painting in exist- g
= ence of Mr. Edison—altho several at- g
1 tempts were made by great painters, g
g but their paintings having been rejected g
g and destroyed by the great inventor—a g
g well-known artist was selected by us to =
g execute Mr. Edison's portrait. Upon =
g completion of the work, Mr. Edison was ="

g highly elated over the painting and ex- j§
= prest himself as well pleased with the g
g excellent likeness. g
g The cover of our December issue is an g
g artistic reproduction of this historic g
g painting and should not be mist by any g
g reader. g
g The next issue being heavily adver- g
g tised thruout the country, regular news- g
g stand readers should order at once from g
g their newsdealer to be sure of their copy, i

—THE PUBLISHERS. |
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plane pilot has much more chance to save
himself in such an emergency than the land
plane pilot or student, for with the sea-
plane he can always land on the water,
and, with the present design of this air-
craft, the machine will safely volplane
down from any height with the engine
dead. Landplanes may also volplane down
in most cases, even if the engine should
go dead. But with the seaplane the land-
ing area is not restricted as long as it is

over water. With the land plane, the angle
at which the volplane occurs is dependent
upon the height at which the plane starts,

and, before he knows it, the student may
find himself headed directly for a group
of trees or several high, piercing church
spires with a few dozen brick chimneys and
iron fences thrown in for good measure.
All of what we have just said is intended
in its application to the embryo aviator,

while he is learning the graces of ordinary
or trick flying. Ever imagine what a dif-

ference there is when his buoyancy is not
dependent upon the exact movement of

his hands and feet, when a slight misjudg-
ment may spell death to him. Now, with
this invention he simply throws on the

clutch, so as to secure the plane to the

gas-bag, and at the command, "Let go
!"

he is hauled skvward by the buoyancy of

the balloon.
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Users of faradic electric coils, such as

used for medicinal purposes and shocks,

may have thought that the day of the

faradic coil had about readied its zenith.

But such is not the case, for behold in the

present illustration we have the very latest

in tonsorial arts and sciences—the faradic

electric razor, invented by Frank White of

St. Louis, Mo., which not only shocks the

little hairs into a vertical position so that

they can be cut off painlessly, but also the

application of the mild electric current to

the patient's physiognomy produces the ef-

fect of an excellent massage, and not only

do these two wonderful phenomena take

place, but thirdly, the inventor makes an-

other strong claim in his recent patented

invention on the faradic razor—wherein he
states that the current flowing from the

razor to the face has the effect of align-

ing the metal fibers on the keen edge ; in

other words, the faradic current flowing

thru the razor acts on the steel fibers, par-

ticularly at the edge, with the same effect

as when the razor is stropt.

The apparatus required with the faradic

razor outfit here shown, is quite simple

and comprises a dry battery or other source

of electric current, and an induction coil

provided with primary and secondary wind-
ings. One terminal from the secondary or
faradic current circuit is connected to a
metal part of the razor, which may be a

safety razor ; while the second terminal

from the faradic coil leads to a suitable

electrode or contact plate, strapt to the

wrist of the shaver. Sweet dreams of Os-
sining's electric chair!

The accompanying illustrations show pre
cisely the effect "before and after" the ap-
plication of the faradic current to the lath-

ered skin—before a current is applied, the

hairs lie down—Fido-like—and a little

while after the current is turned on and
the razor applied, the hairs stand in line

Eureka! We have Found It!! After a Long Many Years of Searching Thru Patent Gazettes
from All Over the World, We Had to Dust Off Our Glasses Carefully to Make Certain That
We Had Not Been Foozled: For What Did Our Eyes Behold!!! Sure Enough, the Electro-
Faradic Razor That Makes Papa's Little Whiskers Stand up on End as Here Shown, so
That the Keen Edge of the Razor Can Zip Them off without Mangling Them, Heretofore

Causing Papa to Ejaculate Profanely.

just like a platoon of soldiers, so that when
the razor blade waltzes along over the skin

the hairs are guillotined at the roots, not

lynched, as with the present-day un-fara-
dized—or should we say un-paradized

—

razor ! Watson—the needle ! !

it New Y@rfil
s

In the May issue of the Electrical Ex-
perimenter there appeared a feature arti-

cle with special illustrations on page 20,

showing the four motor-driven escalators

being installed at the Park Place station of
the New York subway system, which is

one of the most elaborate and highest lift

escalators anywhere in the world.

AxleT

Pivof joints
on iinhs

AxleB
dacti Dec/ring$ A "of

nexf tower tread

lillillllllllllllllllllB

In the May Issue

of this Magazine
there was publisht
a sectional illus-

tration and de-
scription of the
new duplex esca-
lators, Installed
at the Park Place
subway station In

New York City.
This new escalator
presents several
novel features,
and the accom-
panying detail Il-

lustration shows
the Ingenious de-
sign of the treads
or steps. Each
step Is made in
the form of a
casting, and It

travels up the in-
clined rails on
four wheels. The
steps are linked
together by a
series of link
belts, which give
sufficient flexibil-
ity for the series
of steps to round
the curved return-
bends of the es-
calator at top and
bottom. In order
that the return-
ing steps may
follow In their
reversed position
on the underside
of the escalator.
These escalators
are elecrlcallv
operated, and
mark the very
latest advance In
the design of
moving stairways.

The details of the steps used on these
escalators, which are four in number, are
very interesting, and the accompanying
illustration shows how the steel plate steps,

which are fitted with wooden tread strips,

are linked together by an endless chain, so
as to be carried by the escalator upward
and over the toothed-end drums in the
usual manner.

The steps are independent units. This is

due to the novel arrangement of the small
iron wheels on which they they are carried
up the escalator tracks. These tracks are
flat steel members measuring about 5 inches
by 1 inch. The rear wheels are flanged and
travel on the inner edges of the tracks,

while the front wheels of each step unit
are plain flat wheels without flanges. The
step units are held rigidly in line owing to
the link belt or chain construction followed
in connecting up one step with another, as
the illustration shows clearly. The links

are made of light steel about 3 inches by
H inch in section, which gives great solid-

ity and ruggedness to the construction,
while at the same time preserving the neces-
sary degree of flexibility, so that the step
units will properly intermesh in passing
over the cogged drums at the top and bot-
tom of the escalator. Each of the four
escalators is driven by means of a power-
ful electric motor mounted at the top of
the structure and properly geared to the
cogged drum at the top, over which the
moving stairway belt passes. The steps
return to the base of the structure under
the rising treads, within the enclosed stair-

way provided for it as shown in the illus-

tration in the Mav issue.
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Imagine yourself standing upright on a

piece of plank in mid-air, and skimming
thru space at a speed of 100 miles an hour,

while the green fields, rivers and houses

flit along beneath you with dizzying speed.

"How did I get out there?" you will say,

"on that skimming board in mid-air? I

have seen the natives at Wakakee beach

ride the surf boards — 'Surfplaning' they

call it in that part of the world—but this

stunt has sure got me." Well, it all hap-

pened this way. The planing board was

secured to the high-powered airplane by a

small, strong wire cable secured to a quick-

acting reel. This board was held close up
under the fuselage or body, with release

clips, so that when the pilot pushed a but-

ton, the board swung loose, and you pro-

ceeded to scramble on it and hold fast for

dear life. The next minute the pilot un-

locked the cable reel, and before you got

your second breath, you found yourself

standing up vertically in mid-air on the

planing board and being hurtled thru space

at a terrifying velocity, with the wind whip-
ping by you with an exhilarating, yet awe-
inspiring velocity.

Planing thru the sky in this fashion
promises to become one of our newest hair-
raising "air circus" stunts. The inventor,
Frank H. Ellison, of New York City, guar-
antees to bring out all the people in any
town or city, including his own home town,
wherever this death defying air trick is

performed. We said it !
!

—

"Wherever" it is

performed, with the accent on the whole
four words.
In describing his invention, Mr. Ellison,

Sensations! That's What We All Crave These
Days. And Here's One That Will Make You
Stare for Some Time. Surfplaning in Mid-
air, from the Tail of an Airplane. As the
Magician Said—"It's a Good Trick If I Do
It—and it's a Good Trick If I Don't Do It."

We'll Say So.

goes on to say : "A skilful rider can
manipulate a planing board in the air as
many ways and even more than on the
surface of the water, balancing himself
with his feet placed in the toe-clips on the
top of the board, and using the ropes and
ring as a rein. In carrying out this as-
tounding feat, the observer releases the
board from the side of the airship, holding
it edgewise to the wind as he climbs on
board, holding on to it with one end and
grasping the hand support on the fuselage
of the airplane with the other. The pilot

lowers the prospective steeple-jack of the
air by means of an automatic reel, a suf-
ficient distance to clear the ship. By this

time the wind has caught the board, turn-
ing it flat in the air, after which time the
airplane pilot opens up his engine and pro-
ceeds to drive his machine at such a speed
as to hold the rider in a vertical position
on the planing board. Yes, boys, its some
sport,—take it from us land lubbers.

Ever want to go fishing and couldn't

catch enough worms? "Many's the time,"

says you. Well, right here we have some-

thing new and original in fish worm en-

ticers. I have recently found that by driv-

ing a piece of iron pipe down in the ground

a few feet (and, by the way, it should be

good, damp ground), and then connecting

a wire to the house electric light circuit

(with a 110 volt lamp or two in series),

the current passing over this wire to the

earth and spreading thru the soil about the

pipe, will tickle Mr. Worm and his fellow

reptiles so that they will come out of the

ground helter skelter and post haste,—not

by ones and twos, but by the dozens!

The worms are so glad to get out of the

ground, that they fairly jump out of their

holes into your hand. Don't believe me, I

suppose, but go ahead and try it. But

before you start, be sure and get a suf-

ficient number of large 40 quart milk cans,

in which to put the worms. With this re-

markable electric worm catcher, you can

safelv invite the whole neighborhood to go

fishing, for there will be plenty of worms
to go around. There is only one bad thing

about it, and that is when the office boy

finds out how beautiful it works, he will

be out fishing (five days a week, and will

be in on Saturday to spend those immortal

three hours between nine and twelve o'clock

with us.

One more word of caution before you

try out this stunt. You may find that in

order to have a current pass thru the lamps

and down thru the pipe to

earth, that you will have to re-

verse the wire where you con-

nect it, owing to the arrange-

ment of the electric light cir-

cuit, one side of which only is

grounded, while the other is

not. It is to the ungrounded
side that you will have to con-

Do You Have Trouble In Catch-
ing Fish Worms? Of Course,
You Do. Well, Here's a Trick
Taught the Editors Recently by
a Youthful Electrical Experi-
menter. Quoth He—Ever Try
Sticking a Charged Electric
Light Wire in the Wet Earth,
and See the Worms Come Wig-
gling Out; Oodles of them? No,
Said We. Well Try It. And We
Hereby Confer on the Esteemed
Inventor, the Croix de Angle-

worm, Pour la Merit.

nect the wire, and you can im-
mediately tell when you have
the right side of the circuit

hooked up, as the lamp or

lamps will immediately light

up as soon as the connection is

made.

Contributed by

TOWNSEND BROWN.
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FirsiEafe Co P<

The accompanying illustration and draw-
ing show a new laboratory electro-magnet
designed by Dr. Du Bois for making var-

ious physical tests. With these coils a half

ring core is provided besides various shapes

lias

electrons copiously, and, therefore, when
supplied from a source of alternating po-
tential, it permits so-called "inverse" cur-
rent to pass. The "inverse" cathode-ray
stream comes out from the focal spot in a

direction per-
pendicular to

the face of the

target and pro-
ceeds, in the

form of a nar-

row pencil,
straight to the

glass wall of
the bulb close

to and slightly

behind the
cathode. The
glass at this

spot fluoresces

vigorously, be-
comes locally

heated, and
usually cracks.

As air enters

the bulb, a
spark discharge
passes thru the

opening and it

is then easy,

for one who
has not studied

the phenome-
non, to con-
clude that the

tube failed by
puncturing un-
der electro-
static strain.

The essential

condition to be fulfilled was that heat should

be more rapidly withdrawn from the focal

spot. This could have been accomplished

r

,--=1

\
i

, i
j

For Laboratory Researches an Electro-magnet Must Possess Many Un-
usual Features. The One Here Shown, Designed by Du Bois, Permits
Experiments in Magneto-optics as Well as Those at Very High and Very

Cold Temperatures.

of pole-pieces. It is possible to produce an

extremely powerful magnetic effect and one

of the strongest fields ever obtained.
_
Pro-

vision is made for a very narrow air gap
when desired and swivel poles in cylindrical

sockets may be used so as to turn about
at any angle. This magnet may thus be

utilized to great advantage for effects of

light beam and magneto-optical investiga-

tions upon different substances put in the

air gap.
It is possible to send the light thru the

poles by means of axial holes or crosswise
in the air gap. Interesting experiments can
be made at different temperatures and pro-
vision is made for using liquid air contained
in leather bellows mounted on the magnet
or by surrounding the poles by a porcelain
heating vessel.

It is possible to work between tempera-
tures of 200 degrees Centigrade and 1300
degrees in a very strong magnetic field.

This powerful magnet allows of observa-
tions of all kinds of effects in a very
strong magnetic field and a widely different

degree of heat, and microscopic apparatus
may be utilized to great advantage with the
attachments provided.

NEW RADIATOR TYPE, SELF-
COOLED X-RAY TUBE.

A new self-cooled, radiator type X-ray
tube is described by Dr. W. D. Coolidge,
in the General Electric Review : The type
of tube described in this article was de-
veloped specifically for military use in the
portable Roentgen-ray outfits at the Front.
Its characteristics are such, however, that
it seems ultimately destined to supplant the
earlier type of hot-cathode tube for all

diagnostic work.
The earlier form of hot-cathode tube hav-

ing a solid tungsten target is capable of
rectifying its own current; but only for
such amounts of energy as do not heat the
focal spot to a temperature approximating
that of the cathode spiral. As soon, how-
-ver, as any part of the focal spot is heated
to a sufficiently high temperature, it emits

Detail of Swiveling Pole-pieces on New
Laboratory Magnet Shown Above. They Are
Calibrated and Can Be Swung to Any Angle

Desired—a Very Important Feature.

by water-cooling, but this method clearly
involved undesirable complications for port-
able work.

_
Experiment showed that the

most effective simple method consisted in
providing a target having a large heat

capacity and high heat conductivity, and
then in arranging to effectively cool this

mass of metal during the interval between
radiographic exposures. The importance

of having the target cold at the start is

shown by the following experience with a

tube having a 3.2 mm. focal spot and a

solid tungsten target: With the maximum
allowable energy input, it was possible

when beginning with the target at room
temperature to run four times as long be-

fore "inverse" current appeared as when
the experiment was started with the target

at dull red heat.

The considerations which are described

finally led to the anode design shown. The
anode stem consists of a solid bar of cop-

per 5ij inch in diameter which is brought
out thru the glass of the anode arm to a

multiple wing copper radiator. The head
of the anode consists of a mass of specially

purified copper which is first cast in vacuum
onto a tungsten button and is then elec-

trically welded to the stem. The tungsten

button, which is destined to receive the

cathode ray bombardment is 2.5 mm. (0.1

in.) thick and 9.5 mm. in.) in diameter.

The complete target, with radiator, weighs

860 gm. and has a heat capacity of 81 calo-

ries per degree Centigrade ; while the pres-

ent standard solid tungsten target, complete

with molybdenum stem and iron support-

ing tube, has a heat capacity of less than

10 calories. Because of its greater heat

capacity, it takes much longer to heat the

radiator type of target to a given tempera-
ture than it does the solid tungsten target.

What is much more important, however,
is the fact that between radiographic ex-

posures the target in the new tube cools

comparatively rapidly owing to the large

copper stem and the radiator.

In the standard hot-cathode tube with the

solid tungsten target, the target gets very

hot and radiates thru the glass walls of the

tube the greater part of the energy it re-

ceives. As a result, the glass becomes
strongly heated. In the new radiator typt

of tube, by far the greatest part of the

energy imparted to the target is conducted
to the radiator. It, therefore, becomes pos-

sible to make the glass bulb very small. For
portable work, a diameter of 9.5 cm. (354
in.) has been standardized.
For some applications it has been found

best to enclose the X-ray tube in a lead

glass shield. Glass of good quality and
containing sufficient lead is satisfactory ma-
terial from which to make such a shield.

The ordinary X-ray protective glass with
which the author is familiar does not have
as high a lead content as seems desirable.

However, the author was finally able to
obtain glass containing enough lead that,

for the same protective effect, the glass

layer has to be but four times as thick a*
sheet lead.

As seen from the photograph, the lead
glass shield has a round opening thru which
the Roentgen-rays can pass. The two halves
of the shield are bolted together.
Two portable Roentgen-ray generating

units have already been built around the
first model of this tube. These are the

"U. S. Army Portable Unit" and the "U. S
Armv Bedside Unit."

Interesting i-orm of Improved X-ray "

as to Be Self-cooling. It is Encased in
Issuing Thru a Circular

"ube Fitted with Radiator Flanges so
a Lead-glass Shield, the Desired Rays
Opening at the Center.
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OUR old phonograph record contest
as announced in our August issue

proved to be one of the most
popular contests that we have ever
held. Hundreds and thousands of

letters were received and many clever as

well as ingenious and practical suggestions

poured in upon the editors, it was no. easy

task for the judges to pick out the winners,

and in making the first prize award the

following was taken into consideration by

them.

While perhaps many of the other sug-

gestions were more ingenious, it struck the

judges that a new idea tending to improve
our health should receive first considera-

tion, and this is why the first prize was
awarded to Mr. F. R. Spindler. Not only

were the judges prompted to award the

prize on account of this feature, but also

because the suggestion is not only new, but

is eminently practical.

Furthermore, the bar bell as well as the

dumb bells can be made adjustable by add-

ing only two records at a time. Thus, as

the user becomes accustomed to it, he can

add more and more weight as he sees fit.

This is an important consideration, as at

the present time there are no bar- bells or

dumb bells on the market that are adjust-

able to such a fine degree.

On the opposite page we have endeavored
to illustrate a few of the good ideas ; there

were of course thousands of others, but

most of them were either duplications of

similar ones publisht herewith, or were not

very practical to the minds of the judges.

Many contributors suggested the use of

phonograph records as fan blades by heat-

ing the record in hot water and then shap-
ing the blades. This was not a bad idea.

However, the danger of the blades break-
ing is very great and while flying thru the

air might seriously injure people.

Our wireless enthusiasts, to be sure, came
in with a rush and had many good ideas.

There were loading coils, switch-board pan-
els, oscillation transformers, adjustable

transmitting condensers, tuning coils, bases,

condensers, fixt, variable and otherwise,

lead-ins, washers, scales for rotary con-
densers, loose coupler ends, etc.

Then we had knife sharpeners, a great

number of Tesla water turbines, many for-

mulae how to melt the records and make
various compounds from them, switches,

panels for wireless instruments, covers for

all sorts of chemical bottles and otherwise,

rheostat bases and even clock dials. One
ingenious contributor even showed us how
to make a mantle clock casing made en-

tirely of phonograph records, bent and
worked into shape.

One contributor from the middle west
sent in an elaborate design for a colored
disc apparatus to show the changing colors

of rotating discs. There were of course
a number of so-called omnigraphs, using
the record to make the dots and dashes by
cutting notches around the rim for the dots
and dashes. There were a great number of
electrical switches as well.

Some of the wireless ideas and several

others were so good that we will run them
in our other departments shortly. Particu-

lar mention should go to Victor H. Tegge,
of Haddonfield, N. J., who succeeded in

making a synchronous telegraph which he
calls a codeless telegraph. A very good
idea, which will be publisht later.

Mr. W. L. Lyndon, of Lyndon P. O.,

Alta., Can., showed us how to make a
large switchboard panel in four layers by
shellacking together a great number of
records.

Frank J. Pastern, of Chicago, takes the
cake by submitting an idea how to bend a

record in the form of a horn so it can be

used as a bicycle or automobile horn, using

a buzzer in the back to make the noise.

FIRST PRIZE.
ADJUSTABLE BAR BELL AND DUMB BELLS.

By F. R. Spindler,

83 Saranac Street, Rochester, N. Y.

Every Experimenter needs physical as

well as mechanical or electrical training,

therefore he can make a real muscle builder

from cast-off or worn-out phonograph rec-

ords. •

A steel bar about diameter and ap-

proximately 4 ft. long, threaded 12" from
each end, will serve as the support for the

records.

Variable diameter records are used to

give it a fairly spherical appearance. The
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I First Prize—$25.00. F. R. §
Spindler, 83 Saranac St., j
Rochester, N. Y. |

| Second Prize—$15.00. Jack- j
son H. Sterrett, 1001 Wal-

j
nut St., Erie, Pa. §

j Third Prize—*^\G0. E. M. |
Williams, '60l Main St., §
Salisbury, Md.

|
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amount can be varied to suit the user. Steel

washers are placed on each side
_

of the

series of records, which are held in place

by the hexagon nuts. The weight can be

made adjustable by simply increasing or

decreasing the number of records. A bar

bell too heavy is not practical as it tires

the user. About SO lbs. is a good maximum
weight for the average athlete.

The second illustration shows how dumb
bells are made by using a short steel bar,

threaded at ends, and a number of 10c or

else 7" records.

SECOND PRIZE.
CHEMIST'S TEST TUBE RACK.

Herein is shown a revolving test tube

rack which the writer has constructed and
considers a very practical and useful appli-

cation for phonograph records which have

outworn their welcome.

Several points about its practicability

are

:

1. It is very easy to construct.

2. It will hold a great number of tubes,

especially if large discs are used.

3. Being made of the phonograph discs,

it is quite impervious to most chemicals.

No dimensions are given, as the indi-

vidual will invariably desire to construct

it according to his own requirements.

Single face records with the blank faces up,

will look best ; otherwise the name plates

may be enameled black.

All small holes were drilled with a twist-

drill, and those in the lower disc were
reamed out to accommodate the bottoms of

the tubes nicely. Having no twist-drill

large enough for the holes in the upper

disc, a hole just large enough to pass the

threaded part of a bit was first drilled with

a twist-drill ; then the bit was carefully ap-

plied from both sides, until the piece could

be pushed out.

The Experimenter who possesses a lathe

can make many improvements over the

very simple construction here suggested.

Contributed by Jackson H. Sterrett, 1001

Walnut Street, Erie, Pa.

THIRD PRIZE.
RADIO SET MOUNTED ON RECORD.

The accompanying photograph shows my
idea of one use old phonograpn records
can be put to. This is in the form of a
combination Radio Receiving and Practice
Set, fastened on an old phonograph record
with a tuning coil on the back. Very accu-
rate tuning can be accomplished by moving
knobs up or down which extend out at
each side. Arms which contain knobs ex-
tend to the center of record on back, and
by means of a flexible wire are connected
to each slider, so that the set can be tuned
to any desired pitch.

Contributed by E. M. Williams, 301 Main
Street, Salisbury, Md.

FIRST HONORABLE MENTION.
Novel Lamp Shade.

I submit herewith a description for using
old phonograph records in constructing a
beautiful electric lamp shade. The bracket
supports were made out of galvanized
iron wire in the fallowing manner:

First meas'--e tLe radius of a record to
be used, dgume this, length, then find the
distance wanted between opposite records
at the top. Add these dimensions together
and add 1" for making loops at ends of
wire.

Now cut two wires, each being the total
length just measured, and bend as shown
in diagram. When this is completed they
are then placed to cross each other at

centers and fastened with thin wire so as
always to remain at right angles to each
other. Now obtain four small store bolts
about y&" xy2 " and bolt on phonograpn
records, one to each of the four loops on
the wire supports. Then get a shade sup-
port which can be placed over the electric

bulb, fasten it centrally on the bracket and
the shade is completed.

Contributed by Jacob Keener, 3145 West
54th Street, Chicago, 111.

SECOND HONORABLE MENTION.
Tool or Bricabrac Stand.

The photo herewith shows how to build

a useful tool or bric-a-brac stand, of service

in every shop or parlor, respectively.

To make this stand you should collect

(it sounds much better than swipe) a num-
ber of records, seven spools 3" long, one
spool lyi" long, two pieces of wood 1GJ/2 x
\Va" x i/2"

, and one long rod that is to pass

thru the holes in the spools and records

with a nut on top to tighten them. Then
take the two pieces of wood and cut out a

piece from the side and about 1" from
the ends. In the center of one of these

pieces cut a piece -Hs" deep. Cut out a

piece Y% deep from the bottom in the

other piece. Then put these pieces to-

gether. Drill a hole V^" in diameter thru

these pieces so the rod can pass thru. The
next thing to do is to take the rod, pass

it thru the base, put on the small spool,

then a record, then a spool, etc., until they

have rsached the top of the rod. Put the

nut on and tighten it. Many variations of

this design will suggest themselves. The
stand may, for instance, be composed of

gradually decreasing sizes of records.

Then again, it is well to drill holes in the

records to fit syme of the tools, especially

those that tend to roll off easily. This

makes a nice stand for small articles.

Contributed by George Kostka, 2347 S.

Ridgeway Avenue, Chicago, 111.

THIRD HONORABLE MENTION.
Tesla Turbine.

Below is my idea for the "Old Phono-
graph Record" Competition. This Tesla

(Continued on page 697)
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L:
ARNELLE! and have all on
and taken here s. Bordinage."
The clipping scissors ran swiftly

up the margin of the daily news-
paper and neatly cut the foregoing

from its personal column. With a little

nurmur of satisfaction, such as a naturalist

might give upon the capture of a new and
nteresting specimen, Paul Stevenson viewed
he latest addition to his collection. Paul
Stevenson was a hobbyist. Owing to for-

mer experience in the U. S. Secret Service,

ae was more or less adept in the solution

>f codes, and gathered material for this

)astime from the personal advertisements
in newspapers. These deciphered excerpts

.ormed a collection of human and unique

titerest. His other hobby, possibly more

fifth By J0EM WHITE
discern its actual meaning by a definite

number of words above or below those of
the code, or in possible alternation. Having
vainly endeavored to do this with several
universal editions of dictionaries, he finally

considered the possibility of the message

—

for such he assumed it to be—being void
of code and understandable only to one
cognizant of its reference. However, he
decided that its very lack of unity and co-
herence proclaimed that this was not the
case, and that the message was really con-
veyed in a very subtle code at present im-
pervious to his attempts to decipher.
That evening, after another futile en-

deavor at solution, he diverted to his other

" and have all on fifth and taken
here s. Bordinage."

It was identical with that of the "per-
sonal."

As he was puzzling over this startling
coincidence, the possible answer, calling

"Bordinage" broke in upon him.
"Damn fool," it read, "that's the same

thing. Wait now."
There was silence, then Arlington dashed

out the time and Stevenson threw down
his headset in the midst of the weather
report.

The first was the sending of an expert,
and from the sound he judged it to be that

of a professional station, while the reply

was more slow and amateurish and possest
the coarseness of other than a quenched gap

-Then Back Crashed
>he 'O. K.* in the
High-Pitched Tone of
the Q— Station. The
Operator at Q— and
Bordinage Were the
-Same! The Light from
:he Powerful Nitrogen
3 u I b s Flooded the
Transatlantic Radio
Station at Q— . One of
,he Secret Service
Men In the Outer Of-
ice Replaced the Long
Distance 'Phone. The
Radio Operator Moved
Nervously, as for the
-Ifth Time He Had
fried to Call the Un-
•esponslve 'Larnelle.'
Peeling a Hand on His
Shoulder, He Whirled
iVbout, and Faced — a
Representative of the
Canadian Secret Serv.

Ice."

practical, was that of Radio telegraphy, and
his he had profitably turned to the benefit
>f the government when his fine six-foot
)hysiq..e gained him easy admittance to the
lavy as a Radio-man. During the war he
lad been injured in U-boat patrol, and, tho
out slightly, he had been forced to abandon
his work with the navy. Upon complete
recuperation he hoped to continue in his
former capacity as detective for the nation.
As he fingered the "personal" it ap-

peared to offer no formidable obstacle to
decodation. Opening an album, which he
had removed from the polished oak shelf
jver his desk, he disclosed any number of
jersonals ranged alphabetically, in regard
:o the recipient, while on the opposite page
jnder corresponding names were their de-
lphering.

Stevenson's careful perusal assured him
:hat he was the possessor of no other ad-
vertisement directed to a "Larnelle" by
vhich to be guided in his solution of the
jresent excerpt.

Replacing the volume he applied various
nethods to the solving of the cipher. He
attempted the solution by the assumption
chat each word was an individual letter,

chen rearranging the order of the words
ind the letters themselves. As a last re-
sort he applied the dictionary, hoping to

hobby in despair. At one extremity of his

study his instruments were arranged in

panel formation, the majority of them hid-

den within a highly veneered oak cabinet.

On a desk, adjoining the instrument table,

reposed magazines relating to radio work,
many containing articles f his own, deal-

ing comprehensibly with the subject.

The night was damp and the ether seeth-

ing with the invisible pulsations. Orders and
conversation raced back and forth between
the battleships in the lower Hudson. One of

the men-o'-war was experimenting with
wireless telephony and the Marseillaise

chimed with bell-like clearness in his tele-

phone headset. The Br<_ jklyn Navy Yard
roared in with a running jargon, and Ste-

venson, in attempting to copy it, realized

that it was code. Disgusted with code, he
tuned them out instantly.

He noted the time—nine-forty-five—and
threw on more meterage with the intention

of receiving the time signals within the

next quarter hour.
Suddenly the clear, quenched note of a

high-powered station other than Arlington
reached his ear. Stevenson's face depicted

his astonishment as the air screeched out

the uncommon name of "Larnelle." He
quicklv and with increasing surprise, pen-
ciled down the remainder of the message:

Replacing the receivers he listened on
the same wave length for a possible solu-

tion to the enigma. However, the ether
was still as the grave in regard to the call

of "Larnelle" or "Bordinage." Again scan-

ning the response, it dawned on him that

the wrong communication had apparently
been transmitted, and that the first operator

was to wait, probably until the morrow,
before rectifying his mistake and sending,

as Stevenson thought, the correct key to

the cipher.

The next evening with little excitement
the ex-secret service man adjusted his in-

struments to two-thousand, five-hundred
meters, the Arlington wave length. It was
not until the evening was well over and
the hour was close at hand for the time

sianals, that his vigilance was rewarded
The high-nowered station screeched in his

ears

:

.- .-. -. . . . Larnelle

Larnelle, Bordinage."

Stevenson listened with unnecessary

tenseness for the signals rushed in with

the tone and loudness which marks only the

professional of great range:

"...watkins short delivery send four the

danger directions up s."

(Continued on page 712)
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Perpetual Mottioim
cluemes Worfi?

IT
usually requires but the most ele-

mentary knowledge of physics to de-

tect the fatally weak point in most

"perpetual motion" devices. In the

three schemes illustrated in the accom-

panying illustrations, however, the inherent

defects are rather hidden, and the writer

A Proposed Hydrostatic Perpetual Motion
Machine Which Would Appear to Offer Sev-
eral Advantages Over Simpler Types. The
Expansive Rubber Chambers Have Weights
Fitted to Them, Which Weights Cause These
Chambers to Collapse as They Descend Down
Through the Water on One Side of the Belt;

While as They Start to Ascend on the up
Side of the Belt, the Chambers Open up and
Present a Considerable Amount of Buoyancy.
Imagine What a Tremendous Amount of

Buoyancy a Series of These Air Chambers
Will Give! It Looks Like Free Power, Sure
Enough!!—But Will It Work? Think It Over!

has known not a few practical mechanics

and electricians who have been led astray

by them. As the youthful and enthusiastic

inventor will find it instructive to uncover

the underlying errors, we will not expose

them here, but will confine our remarks to

a brief description and incidentally point

out why they "ought" to operate.

SCHEME I.

In the first one, Fig. 1, a large pulley is

placed at the top and another at the bot-

tom of a deep vertical tank of water. On
these pullies a belt is placed, and at regular

intervals along this belt brackets are at-

tached. To each bracket a guide rod is

secured, and along this rod a heavy circu-

lar weight is arranged to slide. The weight

and the bracket are connected by a suitable

length of soft rubb r tube of large diam-

eter. The bracket, weight and tube, when
all assembled, constitute an airtight pocket

or cylinder, as illustrated in the detail

sketch, Fig. 1-A.
It will now be evident that the weight

will tend to distrnd the pockets on the left-

hand half of the belt and to compress them

on the right-hand half, as the weights_ in

the latter position are on top. Tmaeine.

then, the enormous buovant effect of
_
all

the submerged air pockets on the left side,

By JJOMH Bo ADAMS
and it will readily be seen that this side of

the belt will have a very strong upward
pull. As each pocket comes up out of the

water and starts to descend on the right

side, it will collapse, and the whole series

of collapsed pockets on that side will pre-

sent just so much dead weight, which will

accordingly add to the turning effect on

the pullies. Most perpetual motion ma-
chines depend on one force being stronger

than another, but the fundamental principle

here employed has the distinct advantage
of having all the forces involved act in the

same direction.

SCHEME II.

In scheme number 2, Fig. 2, the water
is contained in a vertical stand-pipe, and,

by providing one several hundred feet high

and attaching it to the back of a skvscraper,

it will be apparent that enormous power

$10.00 CASH PRIZE FOR THE BEST
ANSWER.

What is your opinion as to why the

three proposed "perpetual motion" machine
schemes here described and illustrated will

not work? Here are the rules by which to

write your answer to this problem:
Typewritten replies preferred, or else

hand-written letters in ink, but not in pen-
cil. Try to make your reply as short as
possible— about 750 to 200 words should
cover it easily. As thousands of replies

will be received, this will greatly expedite

the work of examining all the answers
which come to hand. No mathematics are
required or desired in explaining the fal-

lacy of the machines here illustrated. The
answers received will be past upon by a
board of experts, including the following:
Mr. John J. Furia, A.B., M.A.; Mr. H.

Gemsback
,

editor, and Mr. H. W. Secor,
associate editor. This contest will close

January 15.

Address all letters to "Perpetual Motion
Contest."

may be generated as long as the force of
gravity remains on the job.

At the top and bottom of the stand-pipe

are two large sprocket wheels, and around
these is operated a continuous belt com-
posed of light, hollow copper balls con-

nected with suitable links. These balls

Triangular
"""groove

I'
1

T1 czT ifflto

Fig. 3

A Magnetic Pendulum Arranged in the Man-
ner Shown, so That a Suspended Magnet
Reacts in a Field Created by Three Horse-
shoe Magnets. The Lower End of the Sus-
pended Magnet Runs in a Triangular Groove,
as Shown. Apparently, the Pendulum Magnet
Should Keep on Rotating Around the Groove,
and in the Direction of the Arrows Perpet-

ually! Is It So?

enter the stand-pipe thru a tube placed in

the bottom, the accuracy of fitting being

such that no appreciable leakage will occur

If the reader will now suppose our illustra-

tion extended in a vertical direction several

feet, and will form a mental picture of the

string of several hundred submerged air

pockets, the tremendous upward pull will

be appreciated. For every ball that passes

out of the water at the top, another will

take its place at the bottom, so that the

motion will necessarily go on perpetually.

If one should feel alarmed lest the motion
become too rapid and violent at light load.

Another Water Power Perpetual Motion Idea
Which Is Out of the Ordinary Class. This
Promising Design of "Everlasting Motion"
Machine Utilizes a Series of Hollow Balls
Mounted on a Continuous Belt. Gravity
Helps the Downward Motion of the Balls on
the Right Side, While as Soon as They Enter
the Water Chamber at the Left, There Is
Realized a Considerable Amount of Buoyancy
Created by the Long Series of Hollow Balls
Which Are Pushed Upward by the Water.
Again We Say, "Think It Over." You May

Win a TEN DOLLAR Prize!

there would be no objection to providing a

governor!
SCHEME III.

In scheme number three, shown at Fig. 3.

permanent magnets are employed in a hori-

zontal position in the manner illustrated. A
long slender bar magnet is suspended from
above on a swivel in such a way that the
lower end—the North pole—can move
freely about in the same plane as the three
horseshoe magnets. A triangular groove
is provided so that the free North pole
can only move along its three sides.

First, consider only the upper left-hand
of the three magnets, and start with the
free North pole at the point "a." It will

be evident now that the North pole will

tend to move in the direction indicated by
the arrow, because there is no point along
that side l the triangle which is not nearer
to the North pole of the horseshoe magnet
than to its South pole, in consequence of
which repulsion will prevail over attrac-

tion. When the point "c" is reached (still

forgetting th two other magnets) the mo-
tion will tend to continue in the direction

of the arro because .notion in that direc-

tion tends to move the free North pole
further from the North pole of the horse-
shoe magnet and slightly nearer to its

South pole. True enough, there will not

(Continued on page 712)
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IT
is a fact, well known to all of us,

that no form of life could exist upon
our planet earth for the briefest in-

terval of time if the light and heat-

giving rays of the sun were suddenly

withdrawn.
Yet an equally vital factor in the main-

tenance of terrestrial life is the earth's at-

mosphere. Were the thin veil of gases

that envelopes our planet to drift away into

interplanetary space, all life upon earth

would cease as suddenly and as effectively

as if the rays of the sun were to fail us.

SSABEL Mo ILEWS:
Of the U. S. Naval Observatory

assuming that the limits of the atmosphere
are practically reached at one hundred
miles above sea level.

As we rise above the surface of the

earth, the density and pressure of the
atmosphere decrease with great rapidity.

At sea level, the pressure of the earth's

atmosphere is about fifteen pounds upon
every square inch of the surface. At

CHART OF ATMOSPHERE

SHOWING HEIGHTS INDICATED

BY VARIED PHENOMENA SUCH

AS AURORAE. METEORIC FLIGHTS

AND TWILIGHT

VERY RARE UPPER ATMOSPHERE IOOT0500MI
LIMIT OF UPPER STREAMERS OFAURORAE

100 MILES-PRACTICAL LIMIT OF EARTHS ATMOSPHERE
DENSITY OF SURFACE DENSITY

i
III

1 .[':;.

FLIGHTS OF METEORS
RETARDED BETWEEN 50
ANDIOOMI. OF SURFACE

50 MILES -(LIMIT OF TWILIGHT EFFECTmm I
METEORS USUALLY DISAPPEAR
WITHIN 30 0R40MILES OFTHE
EARTH CONSUMED BY FRICTION
WITH THE ATMOSPHERE

COMPOSITION CF AIR IN THIS BELT

NITROGEN, OXYGEN, RARE GASES-

(SUCH AS ARGON, NEON, XEON, HEL-
IUM. KRYPTON) ID SMALL QUANTI-

TIES, ALSO DUST PARTICLES AND
IMPURITIES IN V£RY SMALL AMOUNTS
HO WATER VAPOR OR CARBON DIOXIDE

7 MILES* Wa OF ENTIRE ATMOSPHERE BELOW THIS LINE)(
i

• i

%"'»"'"TTMiY"oy£oyENTO i
iNIJiiOJiEN^^OJ^

(surface: of the. ear-ThT

This Illustration Vividly Depicts How Thin Our Earth's Atmosphere Really Is. Note That
Three-Quarters of the Entire Atmosphere Is Only 7 Miles Above the Earth. Even at This
Moderate Height It Is Impossible for Man to Live, Unless He Brings His Own Air with Him.

If we should take for a model of the

earth a ball, two feet in diameter, the

highest mountain on the earth (Mt. Ever-
est, 5 J/2 miles high) would be no more than
a grain of sand on its surface, since on this

scale one-fiftieth of an inch represents six

and two-thirds miles.

The extent of the earth's atmosphere on
the same scale would be represented by an
outer shell about one-third of an inch wide,

an elevation of only three miles it has de-

creased to such an extent that the average
human being would find it impossible to

live and breathe at this heighth for any
length of time, soon becoming violently ill

from "mountain sickness" as a result of
the reduced pressure to which the human
system cannot suddenly adapt itself.

Aviators who fly high above the surface
of the earth are also apt to be overcome

by the effects of this reduced atmosphenc
pressure. So earth-bound is man even ir

his aerial flights that very moderate at-

mospheric heights are as inaccessible tc

him as the moon and the summit of Mt
Everest, represented by a grain of sane
on our two-foot model of the earth, lies

beyond the reach of man and could not
be capped by him in his flights thru the air

It can be shown, in accord with the law
that governs the decrease in density of the
air with altitude, that one-half of the
earth' atmosphere lies within three and one-
half miles of the surface, one-half of the
remaining atmosphere within the next three
and one-half miles, and so on until the at-
mosphere becomes so rare that this law no
longer applies.

Three-fourths of all the earth's atmos-
sphere, therefore, lies within seven miles of
its surface.

It is an interesting result of this rapidly
decreasing density that celestial objects
shine most brightly when they are overhead
for their rays then strike the earth's sur-
face more vertically, and, therefore, have a
much she .er path to travel thru the lower
densest layers of the atmosphere than when
the object lies close to the horizon. (See
Fig. 1.) We are all aware of the fact
that there are always more stars visible
overhead than at low altitudes, the light

of the fainter stars being blotted out by
the densest lower strata lying close to the
horizon.

No reliable observations of the heavenly
bodies are ever made "within ten or fifteen
degrees of the horizon, and whenever star
positions of great accuracy are desired the
object is observed at the highest altitude
possible. This is owing to the fact that
the path of a ray of light is changed by-

refraction as soon as it enters the atmos-
phere and bent more and more toward the
vertical as it penetrates the denser layers
Rays from objects directly overhead or in

the zenith suffer no refraction, for they
strike the earth vertically, but the nearer
the object lies to the horizon the more are
its rays refracted by the atmosphere and
the more is it thrown out of its true posi-
tion. (See Fig. 1.)

Refraction at the horizon amounts to
more than one-half a degree, varying with
the changing temperature and density of
the air, and decreasing very rapidly with
altitude above the horizon.

Since the .iameter of both sun and moon
about equals the amount of refraction at

the horizon, it follows that these bodies
appear to be just above the horizon when
in reality they are just below.
The oval shape of the sun or moon sc

noticeable at the time of rising or setting

is an atmospheric effect that is due en-

tirely to the fact that the amount of re-

fraction increases so rapidly in the imme-
diate vicinity of the horizon. As a result

the lower limb of the sun or moon is raised

more than the upper limb and the vertical

diameter is shortened while the horizontal
diameter is unaffected and the disk, there-

fore, appears oval.

The apparently greatly increased size of

the sun or moon at rising or setting is not
generally considered an atmospheric effect,

but due to the fact that we then uncon-
sciously compare them with nearby terres-

trial objects, such as houses and trees; but
this explanation seems hardly satisfactory-

At the earth's surface the atmosphere,
measured by volume, contains 78 per cent
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sum's apparent westward */^L.
SPEED TWICE THE NORMAL-*-— ( S"N

)

I

EARTH REVOLVING EASTWARD AJ- f
1017 MILES PER HOUR //

AVIATOR. TRAVELING EASTWARP

AT 1017 Ml PER HR. WOULD CLR

CUMNAVI6ATE THE GLOBE IN

14 HR5.

SUN APPEARS STATIONARY
TO AVIATOR *

EARTH REVOLVING EASTWARD , / ,

AT 1017 M'LES PER HOUR ' , /

/

AVIATOR FLYING'WESTWARD"
AT 1017 ML PER HR. WOULD
CIRCUMNAVIGATE THE GLOBE

IN 24 HRS^ALTHO STAND-

STILL IN SPACE AIRSHIP OUTSIDE E3WTM? ATMOSPHERE
WOULD REMAIN OVER GIVEN SPOT IF

THE VELOCITIES OF EARTH AND
AIRSHIP COINCIDED

INTERSTELLAR AIRSHIP 10.000 Ml.

FROM EARTHS PULL WOULD
MAKE REVOLUTION WITH
RESPECT TO SUN

nitrogen and 21 per cent oxygen, with less

than 1 per co-it argon and minute quanti-

ties of helium, krypton, xeon, neon and
other rare gases, as well as such impurities

as soot, ammonia, etc. It contains, in ad-
dition, water vapor and carbon dioxide.

These two constituents of the atmosphere
represent scarcely 3 per cent of its weight,

but they are absolutely essential to all

living organisms upon our planet.

Fig. 2. To Show How the Height of the Earth's
Atmosphere is Found from the Duration of
Twilight. An Observer at P for Whom the
Sun is Just Setting at S is Carried by the
Earth's Rotation to P 1

, the Last Point from
Which He Can See the Twilight Effect Pro-
duced by the Sun's Rays Shining on the
Earth's Upper Atmosphere After the Sun
Itself Has Disappeared Below the Horizon.
It Has Been Found as a Result of Many Ob-
servations That the Angle PEP', Thru Which
the Observer Passes from Sunset to the End
of Twilight, Is About 18 Degrees and There-
fore the Angle PEH, Which Is Half of This
Angle, Is 9 Degrees. Knowing the Vali'e of
the Earth's Radius R in Miles, It is Now an
Easy Matter to Find H, the Height of the

It is the tempering effect of these two
compounds in the atmosphere that protects
us from the great extremes of heat and
cold that would otherwise exist on the day
and night side of our planet.

About 40 per cent of the sun's rays are
reflected away into space by the earth's at-

mosphere. Of the remaining 60 per cent,

one-fifth is absorbed by water vapor sus-
pended in the atmosphere between sea level

and an elevation of five miles, while two-
fifths are absorbed by clouds lying one or

two miles above the surface. As a result,

only 20 per cent of the rays that enter the

atmosphere actually arrive at the surface

of the earth. These estimates are the re-

sults of measurements of the solar radia-

tion made at sea level and on mountain
heights.

The heat-rays that are radiated from the

earth's surface also suffer powerful ab-
sorption by the water vapor and carbon

EAr~h *i
/

ATMOSPHERE

dioxide in the atmosphere. According to

estimates made, fully half the radiations

from the earth's surface are absorbed by
clouds and three-fourths of the remainder
by water vapor and carbon dioxide in the

atmosphere, so that barely 10 per cent of

the earth's radiations escape directly into

space, tho by continual radiations from one
place to another within the atmosphere the

heat gradually seeks higher levels and tends

to escape.

Were it not for this blanketing effect due
almost entirely to the water vapor and car-

bon dioxide in the atmosphere, preventing

too rapid radiation into space, as well as

the effect of the atmospheiic currents which
are a most powerful factor in equalizing

the extremes of temperature all over the

globe, it is very doubtful whether either

animal or vegetable life would be found to

any extent upon our planet. It is well

iiiiiiiiiiitiiintiii tiiiittiiiiiitjriiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiittiiiitiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiriiiiiiitiJitriiitJiiiuuujfifuituiiuturiuiHin

Atmosphere That Produces the Twilight Ef-
fect. This Comes Out Almost Exactly Fifty
Miles. Therefore the Earth's Atmosphere
Exists to a Height of Fifty Miles in Quanti-
ties Sufficient to Produce Twilight. The Du-
ration of Twilight Depends on the Angle at
Which the Ecliptic or Path of the Sun Cuts
the Horizon and Upon the Altitude of the
Observer Above Sea Level as Well as Upon
the Height of the Atmosphere; Therefore It

Varies with the Time of Year and with the
Latitude of the Obesrver. It Is Shortest at
the Equator, Where the Ecliptic Rises Most
Sharply from the Horizon, and at Hig'- Ele-
vations Where the Quantity of Air Above
the Observer Is Less in Quantity and

Charged with Fewer Impurities.

known that there are much greater ex-

tremes of heat and cold between day and
night on the mountain peaks than in the

valleys, owing to the greater rarity of the

atmosphere and the comparatively small

amounts of water vapor and carbon di-

oxide.

It is also well known that early frosts

will not occur when there is much water
vapor in the air or when clouds are plenti-

ful.

(Continued on page 691)
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Fig. 1. When Rays of
Light Pass from a Ra-
rer to a Denser Medi-
um, as from Interplan-
etary Space Into the
Earth's Atmosphere,
They Suffer Refrac-
tion, That is, They Are
Bent Out of Their
Course in the Direc-
tion of the Vertical.
Since the Atmosphere
Increases in Density
Toward the Earth's
Surface, the Rays Are
Bent More and More
from Their Course the
Further They Pene-
trate Into the Atmos-
phere. The Light
from a Star S in the
Zenith Suffers No Re-
fraction Because Its

Rays Strike the At-
mosphere Vertically at
O, But the Light from
a Star S' Striking the
Atmosphere Obliquely
at O' Is Bent More and
More from Its Course
as It Passes on Thru
the Atmosphere. The
Observer at P Sees the
Stsr S' Not in Its True
Direction PCS'. But
in tr.e Direction of the
Rays at the Time
They Enter His Eye,

Ullli;illll!,l!,..!imillilll!hll!llll!IIIIIIIIIIIMI]ll!l!lllllilll
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RF*CE Or THE EARth
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That Is, in the Direc-
tion PC'S". The Ef-
feet of Refraction Is to
Displace the Star from
Its True Position and
to Increase Its Altitude
Above the Horizon.
Refraction Is Greatest
for Stars at the Hori-
zon, for the Length of
the Path Thru the At-
mosphere Incre a s e s
Toward the Horizon.
The Line 0"P Is Long-
er Than OP and It

Passes for a Greater
Distance Thru the
Dense Lower Layers of
the Atmosphere, Where
It is Most Bent from Its
Course. Also Stars
Shine Most Brightly
When They Are Over-
head. The Path of
Their Rays Thru the
Atmosphere Is Then
Shortest and They Are
Scattered and Ab-
sorbed Less by the
Atm o s p h e r e. The
Twinkling of Stars
Which Is Due to the
Unste a d i n e s s and
Changing Density of
the Atmosphere Is

Also Greatest Near
the Horizon.

% Hum iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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VARIABLE CARBON RESISTANCE
FOR BATTERY CHARGING.

It is often desirable and necessary to

give a long low rate reforming charge to

ignition and other storage batteries.

Small batteries for motorcycles, mine lan-

terns, time clocks, etc., require a low am-
oere charging rate because of their low

A New Variable Resistance for Battery
Charging Composed of High Resistance Car-
bon Rods Connected in Series. The resist-
ance Is Adjusted by Moving a Slider Along

the Carbon Rods.

ampere-hour capacity. In the laboratory
where there are a great variety of uses
for a variable current in experimental and
research work this form of variable re-

sistance proves very useful, and, in fact,

indispensable.

When connected in the charging circuit

between the rectifier and the storage bat-

tery, this rheostat will give any ampere
charging rate between a very low rate and
the maximum current output of the recti-

fier by simply moving the spring clip along
the carbon rods.

This resistance is non-corrosive and in-

fusible ; cannot melt, disintegrate or break
from overload or continuous service, claim
the makers.

It is constructed of special high resistance

carbon rods. It weighs about 5 pounds.

A TOOL FOR REGROOVING
PISTONS.

Fitting of piston rings properly requires

that the grooves into which they fit be true.

The new regrooving tool here illustrated

makes possible the easy truing of the

grooves. The device is wired to the piston

and turned around so that the cutter re-

moves the high spots.

New

A NEW BATTERY CHARGING
RECTIFIER.

Since the demand of low voltage storage

batteries for lighting and starting has be-

come so universal there is an ever

growing need for a device to keep
these batteries fully charged, and
especially a low-priced, efficient

A.C. and D.C. rectifier. The recti-

fier here illustrated is very simple

as well as inexpensive. They are

practically automatic, requiring_ lit-

tle or no attention whatever since

they operate from 110-volt alter-

nating current, which makes them
very convenient to use, as they are

portable and can be operated from
any convenient lamp socket, each
machine being equipt with a cord
and screw plug, which can be rea'd-

ily attached to any lamp socket.

A transformer is assembled to

each and every machine which steps

down the 110 volts to a proper low
voltage. This is done by means of two
separate windings on the transformer, each

winding being well insulated, making it

entirely safe and independent of the other.

A permanent magnet of the high-grade

magnet steel is fastened to the slate base

opposite the armature, which causes the

armature to vibrate at the same frequency
as that of the al-

ternating or line

current. To one
end of the arma-
ture is attached
a platinum point,

which makes
contact with an-
other point of
the same mate-
rial, mounted on
an adjustable
contact screw. It

is automatic in

its action, being
self - starting.

When the current starts up again the recti-

fier starts up.

nuts or pipes that may be wished to

be clamped in the jaw. All that has to be
done to operate it is to open the jaws, place
the hook jaw on a nut or pipe or any other
object wishing to be clamped in the jaws„

Plfer- Wrenches for Autoists. Fits Round,
Square and Hexagon Shapes.

then simply grip the handle, which will
cause the jaws to adjust themselves rap-
idly to objects of various sizes.

Referring to Fig. 5, the jaws are shown-
nearly closed and gripping a small size pipe.

Note that the jaws are parallel the same as
they are in Fig. 4, gripping a medium size

nut On this style of a plier, length 8
inches, it will take in as large as a three-
quarter-inch pipe and has a parallel jaw
opening that will take in any flat object
such as a nut ; the flat parallel opening be-
ing three-quarters of an inch.

A Simple Design of
Battery Charging

Rectifier.

Ever Have to Regroove Your Piston When
Fitting New Piston Rings? A Mean Job, Isn't
it? Well, Here's a New Tool that Does the
Work in a Jiffy. It Cleans Out and Trues

Up the Piston Grooves Accurately.

NEW PLIER-WRENCHES OF
CLEVER DESIGN.

A Chicago inventor brings out two new
ideas in Plier-Wrenches that will fill the
long-felt want in any mechanic's tool kit.

These wrenches are quick-acting, self-

adjusting, always taking a firm grip on any
object that may be clamped in the jaws.
The main features that Mr. Allan, their

inventor, claims for these wrenches are:
that they are self-adjusting, and that the
jaws are always parallel when clamping
objects of various sizes, or when the jaws
are closed or wide open.

It does not matter whether the jaws are
closed or wide open or clamping nuts, pipes
or objects of various sizes, the grip of the
handle is always the same.

Referring to the above cuts, in Fig. 1

the jaws are shown clamping on a medium
size nut, while in Fig. 2 the jaws are seen
clamping on a large size nut, and the jaws
nearly open. If you will carefully notice,

you will observe that the handles are in

about the same position, irrespective of the
jaw opening.

Fig. 3 shows a pipe jaw that is inter-
changeable with the regular jaw used for
nuts, which comes in handy for loosening
nuts that have had the corners all rounded
off. It also shows that this can he used as
a pipe wrench.

Referring to Fig. 4 you will observe this

form of a plier gripping a medium size

nut. Note that the jaws are parallel, and
that the position of the handles do not lose
their grip. This plier-wrench has no ad-
justments. It is absolutely automatic and
self-adjusting to any size object, such as

IMPROVED STORAGE BATTERY
HYDROMETER.

You can easily test 3 our battery and know
that it is receiving proper care by using
this improved hydrometer, which contains
the following special features

:

The rubber collars at each end of hy-
drometer protect it from striking and
breaking, if accidentally dropt. The square
collar at bottom prevents rolling off.

The float is always in plain view. There
is no plug in bottom to drop out, spilling

the acid and breaking the float. All rub-
ber fittings are
made of special

high-grade stock.

The graduations
on scale are guar-
anteed accurate.

This hydrometer
consists of the

standard! hydrome-
ter described
above fitted in a
glass jar. This jar

is to be filled with

distilled water or

pure rain water,
making a safe and
handy receptacle

for both the water
and hydrometer.
The large rubber
collar on hydrome-
ter fits the top of

jar, making it dust

and evaporation

proof. After test-

ing the battery the

hydrometer is

placed back in the

water and acid is

rinsed off.

Instructions for
testing the battery

and for its proper
care during both
winter and sum- An Improved Storage
mer are printed on Battery Hydrometer
A , . . f for Testing Ignition
the label. Cells.
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An Ordinary Water Jet Such as Produced
When Siphoning Out Water from a Recep-

tacle at a Higher Level. Not Electrified.

SEVERAL very interesting experi-

ments can be performed with the or-

dinary water jet. Among the best

known are the electrified water jet,

the illuminated water jet, and the

Bernoulli air jet, each demon-

strating a fundamental principle

in physics.

The electrified water jet illus-

trates the principle of electro-

static induction (see figure 1).

A is a pail of water
;
B, rubber

tubing, and C, a small nozzle.

On creating suction at C, we
siphon out the water from A in

the form of a jet. The jet is in-

clined at a small angle from the

vertical as in the figure, and we
find that the stream breaks up

into drops a small distance above

the nozzle C. Electrify a rod

(ebonite rubbed with cat's fur,

sealing wax rubbed with flannel

or glass rubbed with silk), and
bring it near the nozzle as in

figure 2. As the rod approaches

nearer and nearer to the nozzle,
the jet breaks up into a broader and
broader fine spray. As the rod is taken

y JOIN Jo FUR ,!A 8 Ac
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS, N. Y. UNIVERSITY

4J,c=c=Wmtl©s3 J©&s sumdl Anir J©£s
away again the stream becomes compact
again as in figure 1. The rod, when held

near the jet, causes the water to be electri-

fied with the opposite charge just as it

breaks up into drops. The drops, since

they all have the same charge, repel each
other, forming a broad spray. The system
from the pail to the jet is electrically neu-
tral when the rod is not near. As the rod
approaches the jet, the charge similar to

that of the rod is repelled to the pail and
the opposite charge is attracted to the jet.

This is ' induction. (The jet becoming
charged without coming in contact with the

rod.) When the rod is removed, the pail-

jet system becomes neutral again (the posi-

tive and negative charges distributing them-
selves uniformly thruout the system). By
allowing the spray to fall against an in-

sulated metal plate and then bringing the

plate into contact with the electroscope we
may test the nature of the charge on the

spray. The nature of the charge of the

water in the pail can be tested by connect-

ing the water to the electroscope thru a

conductor (copper wire).

The illuminated water jet illustrates the

principle of total reflection. A vessel about
3 feet high, having a circular opening A,

A Similar
in Fig. 4 Is

When a Charged Electrode, Such as a Foun-
tain Pen Barrel Rubbed with Cat's Fur, Is

Approached to the Water Jet, the Stream
Breaks up Into a Broader and Broader Fine
Spray, as Here Illustrated. The Water Be-

comes Electrified.

Phenomenon to That Illustrated by Experiment Shown
That Here Shown. The Rubber Ball Is Held Suspended

i Mid-Air by the Air Blast from the Blowpipe.

about inch in diameter, and a lens B,
opposite to it that concentrates upon A
the light coming from the condensing lens

C, is filled with water. The room is dark-
ened and the stopper removed from A.
The water is heard striking the floor but
nothing is seen while the lamp D is

switched off. Wht-'-' lamp D. enclosed in

a light-proof box, is turned on, we see the
jet J illuminated, the rest of the space
around it remaining dark. Even if the eye
is placed at E, directly in line with the lamp
lenses and opening, no light is seen. How-
ever, if a piece of glass G is placed any-
where in the path of the jet and the eye
behind it, a brilliant spot is seen. It is evi-

dent, then, that the light from the lamp
travels only in the path of the jet. The
rays of light coming from D are concen-
trated (on opening A) thru the lenses C
and B and strike the jet on the inner sur-

face at an ansde greater than the critical

angle, so that they are totally reflected and
none of the rays emerge into the surround-
ing space. When light strikes a surface so
that the angle it makes with the surface is

greater than the critical angle, it is all re-

flected just at is is from a mirror ; and

The Illuminated Water Jet Illustrates the
Principle of "Total Reflection." The Light

Beam Is Reflected Down the Jet.

just as no light passes thru the mirror, so
no light passes thru the jet surface into the
surroundnig space.

The Bernoulli jet illustrates

the Bernoulli principle, which is

sometimes stated as follows : In
any fluid (liquid or gas) the
pressure is least where the ve-
locity is greatest. Figure 4
shows a cross-section of a pipe
P, connected to a disk D, thru
which a jet of air is being blown
under high pressure. D is an-
other disk to which a weight W,
is attached. The greater the ve-
locity of the air between the
disks, the less the pressure be-
tween them and the more they
are forced together, and hence,
the greater the weight W, which
can be supported. On a small
scale, a spool raa<- be substituted
for pipe P, and disk D, and a
small card may be substituted

for D and W, the air jet being
formed by blowing thru the

spool.

The same principle is illus-

trated in figure 5. At "A" we
see a vertical jet supporting a

light ping-pong ball up in the air. If,

now, the jet is gradually inclined almost to

the horizontal, we still find that the jet

keeps the ball in the air in spite of the at-

traction of gravity. The velocity of the

air at Pi is greater than at P2 , and, there-

fore, the pressure on the ball at Pi (down-
ward) is less than the pressure at P2 (up-

ward) : hence, the ball remains suspended.
(To Be Continued ) t,

In Any Liquid the Pressure is Least Where
the Velocity Is Greatest. This Device Proves
It. If Air. a* High Velocity. Is Blown Down
Thru the Pipe P, the Two Discs d and D Are
Held Together, Supporting the Weight W.
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THE CONSTRUCTOR

By EDWARD Si. JEWET1

FEW boys in-

deed realize
the fun and
entertainment
furnished by

building and operat-
ing a model theatre.

The purpose of this

article is to describe
the construction of a
miniature playhouse
and the method of
electric illumination
used in such a model
to produce the won-
derful effects seen in

modern life-size the-

atres.

The first step in

building the theatre
is to procure a strong
wooden box, measur-
ing about 1 foot high,

20 inches long and
from 10 to 12 inches
in depth. A common
soap box is just the
thing, and in using
such an article one
has the frame of his

theatre ready made
and does not have the
trouble of making
one. The box should
stand on its side on
the table. The entire
bottom is removed, and the back half of the
upper side, as shown in Fig. A. A small table-
like structure is next built by joining the re-
moved half of the upturned side with a
small piece of wood 20 inches long, 2 inche3

inch in thickness.

Front of theater

Remaining pari of
upturnedside ofbox

Side oftheater

Fig:A

Fiece ofwood form/rig bacfi

Fig. 1C. A miniature Theater Provides Lots of Amusement and Instruction During the
Winter Evenings. Some Experimenters Give Quite an Elaborate Show with One of These
Theatres. By Means of Electro- Magnets Under the Floor of the Stage, "Soldiers" Can
Be Made to March; Cannons and Tanks Operated by Motors, Etc. The Curtains Can Be

Raised and Lowe.-;d by Motor and Orchestra Music Supplied Via a Phonograph.

when the lamps are turned on. This paint

being thoroly dried, begin to wire the in-

struments and lamps as shown in the light-

ing diagram D, shown elsewhere. The most
convenient location for the instrument is

on the remaining half of the upturned
half of the box. The instruments are,

respectively, one small rheostat or current
regulator, and three one-point wood-base
switches; by means of these separate
switches any single one or any combination
of the different lamps may be turned on,

and by means of the regulator any degree
of brilliancy may be obtained at will.

Having tested the three colored lamps,
and having found that they operate satis-

factorily and are easily controlled by their

respective switches, start building the stage
scenery. Let me say here that it is practi-

cally impossible to state just what scenes
to make ; the builder must decide that.

One of the most beautiful types of scenes
is the "forest." This may be constructed

very easily. For a
background, go to
some wallpaper deal-

er or paper hanger
and ask him to sell

you a yard or two of
"forestry" wallpaper.
This paper is usually

printed with a repre-
sentation of a forest

or jungle on it, and
makes a most excel-

lent background for
the model theatre.

The easiest way to
hang scenes in the
back of the theatre is

to cut the scenery to
the exact dimensions
of the back of the
stage, then take some
small sticks of wood
(preferably flat
pieces) and form
them into a square of
the same size as the
dimensions of the
scene, then paste the
scene across the
"frame" and hang it

on the back of the
theatre by means of
miniature hooks or
brads. (Be sure that
you hang the scene
on the theatre with

the "frame" on the rear of the scene and
not on the front, as in the latter case the
frame would be visible and would tend to
spoil the effect of the scene). Of course,
"side scenery" and "ceiling scenery" are
necessarv. but these can easily be made by

Fig. 1-A. Forming the Frame-Work of the
"Home" Theatre. A Good Sized Soap Box

Makes a Nucleus for the "Stage."

Next, go to a store dealing in electrical
goods and buy three small colored incan-
descent "Christmas tree lamps" and minia-
ture sockets to fit them. The bulbs come in
many colors, but the best to choose for the
theatre are red, blue and green. Having
procured these miniature lamps, screw the
sockets on the under side of the upper
board forming the top of the table-like
structure mentioned above, as shown in
No. 2, Fig. B. The next step is to paint
the inner walls and floor of the box with
some very black substance, such as lamp-
black, etc. This is done to prevent any re-
flection of light from the walls and floor

tamps mountedunder board

Wiring Diagram for the Model Theater.
Each Battery (or 110 volt) Lamp Has a
Switch and All Three Lamps, Red, Blue and
Green, Can Be "Dimmed" by the Rheostat.

The Red, Blue and Green Lamps Can Be
Mounted in a Small Box Like That Shown,
and Mounted on Top the Stage Frame As in

Fig. 1-C.

cutting them out of the "forestry" wall-
paper described above.
The side view of the complete theatre is

shown in No. 1, Fig. C. The method of
making the back scenery is more clearly
illustrated in No. 2, Fig. C.
The main scheme in having the different

colored lights and switching arrangement
for them is to have different "effects" and
various intensity of light to correspond with
the change in the scenery. For instance,
for a "forest" scene in which "dawn" is

supposed to be the time, a faint blue, gradu-
ally becoming: more brilliant, is suitable.
For a "sunset" a combination of strong red
and faint blue is necessary.
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A F&EL-Operaittedl Show Wiinidlow AMracttiomi

Many store-keepers use their electric

'

:tatis during the winter months to keep their

dhew windows free from frost, and no

•doisbt ail effective animated attraction that

its *asy to make and will utilize this breeze

inom the electric fan for its motive power

^w^ll he of interest. Such a device is de-

.•scrihed herewith.

It consists of a sheet metal disk upon

which the desired advertisement is painted.

This is left to the originality of the user,

but it is suggested that it should be of few

words and the lettering large and arranged

in the form of a circle. Bright contrasting

colors will help to make it conspicuous.

The disk turns on a pivot fastened to the

inside surface of the window glass at such

a height, that it comes in direct line with

the vision of a person walking by on the

sidewalk. It is revolved by the current of

air against the driving vanes which can be

made in any desired form, such as a flag,

broad arrow, etc. The pitch of these vanes

should be adjusted by trial until the disk

revolves at a speed that permits the adver-

tisement to be read easily.

Referring to the drawings Fig. 1 is a

front view as the device appears from the

outside of window. Fig. 2 is an end view

and Fig. 3 is a detailed sectional view of

bearing. 1 is a disk of light sheet metal

(aluminum) about 8 inches in diameter. 2

is a driving vane in the form of a light

metal (1/64" aluminum) flag. 3 is the flag

staff soldered to disk. 4 is a small metal

ball for a neat finish and is the means

whereby the device is balanced. 5 is a

binding post forming the bearing for the

disk and which is glued to the inside of

window glass 7. 6 is the thumb nut of

binding post to allow the disk to be quickly

and easily removed so that the display can

be easily changed from time to time. As
shown in detail in Fig. 3, the bearing for

the disk is made by turning down a por-

tion of binding post so as to form a smooth

projection just long enough so that when
the thumb nut is tightened against the end

of it there is enough play to allow the disk

to turn freely. In operation this bearing

should be oiled occasionally.

This attraction is very effective even

5pining Window Attraction

Fig.2

ran

mm

Fig.3

ll ii ;""i
:

ll»iiii|jii

Mil'
1 "''! 1

!

111 " 'milium 1

1

FlG.l

A Window Attraction That Revolves at High Speed When Operated by the Breeze from an
Electric Fan.

when the source of energy is visible, but adds wonderfully to its ability to attract

when the fan producing the breeze is con- attention.

cealed from view, the element of mystery Contributed by J. A. WEAVER.

me E<dli©©F& Primsiiry Bsittttery

Home-Made Edison Primary Battery, Using
Copper Oxld and Zinc Electrodes in Caustic

Potash Solution.

The battery which I am about to describe

will give good service and is not expensive

to build.

This battery is of the Edison type and
consists of a perforated copper pipe A,
filled with red oxid of copper as the nega-
tive element and a zinc cylinder C as the

positive element. (The positive clement
gives the negative pole and vice versa.)

The exciting fluid is a 25 per cent solution

of caustic potash in water, which means
one pound of potash in three pounds of
water.
The battery container is a .glass jar D,

which is 6 x 8 inches. E is a cover for the

jar, and to this A and C are fastened by
the lugs F and G. There are three lugs

similar to F, and three to G. They are
arranged around the top of the jar at an
angle of 120 degrees with each other in the

same set. To one of each set of these

lugs, which are soldered to A and C, a

common dry battery bolt H is fastened, as

shown to the terminals.

The negative element A is a copper tube
3 x 6y2 inches. It is punched or drilled

full of ^-inch holes, and the bottdm is

closed by a piece of wood. B, which has
been boiled in paraffin fifteen minutes.
This is fastened in by taking a large nail

and denting in the tube A on the wood.

When you have finished the cylinder solder
on the copper lugs F, which can be of cop-
per strip, strong enough to hold up A, place
these lugs around the cylinder at a dis-

tance of 120 degrees.

The positive element is made of zinc

sheet rolled into a tube 4x5 inches. This
has lugs F soldered on as shown, and must
be well amalgamated, which can be done
by rubbing the cylinder with dilute sul-

furic acid and mercury.

Make top as shown in drawing of some
soft wood. Boil this in paraffin for fifteen

minutes, and then assemble the battery.

Make a 25 per cent solution of caustic

potash (be careful, as one drop might cost

you your eyesight) and fill two-thirds of
the jar. Now fill the copper element with
red oxid of copper or cupron, which is a
higher form of the ordinary commercial
copper oxid. Then place your elements in

and pour a layer of paraffin oil to a depth
of y2 inch on top of solution. The battery
is then ready to use. The E.M.F. of this

Edison-Lalande cell is approximately .7

volt and the internal resistance 0.03 ohm.
A 300 ampere-hour cell requires about 2^4
lbs. cupric oxid, yielding 1/5 horsepower-
hour.

Contributed by E. E. CROSS.
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cesser ClocK to an Electric
Alarm Type

The ELECTRI-
CAL EXPERI-
MENTER Is one
of those interest-

ing chaps, who
is forever telling

us about some
new-fangled elec-

trical do-flrmiy,
in an earnest ef-

fort to make our
lives more liv-

able, but one
thing he never
does forget to
tell us about Is

how to make an
electrical alarm
clock. But If we
do say It our-
selves, Mr. Beas-
ley, the author of

the present ar-
ticle, has really
shown us some-
thing new In an
electrical alarm
clock which he
has devised and
constructed, so
as to be a suit-

able attachment
to any ordinary
dresser clock. He
also shows us
how to rig up a
most desirable
night lamp on
the front of the
clock, so that by
means of a
switch on the
base, or else

mounted on the
wall near the
bed, one can
turn on the light

at any time of
the night, so as
to note the time,
—the lamp serv-
ing besides as a
bed-room light.

The alarm can
be set for any
hour desired by
the simple dial
device shown.

The sketch illustrates how to make an
electric alarm from a small dresser clock,

and circuit for lighting lamp on dial from
two different locations regardless of posi-
tion of other switch ; it allows alarm to be
turned off from bed without getting up
when switch "A" is placed near enough.
A small grooved wood pulley "P" attached
to the winding key of clock, rotates pulley
"X" with rubber band "Y." Pulley "X"
is of sufficient size to rotate only once in
24 hours. Alarm can be set for any time
by setting marks "S" on pulley "X" to
pointer "I." Marks "S" can be numbered
if desired with two numbers each, one
number to determine time to be set, and
another indicating time it will give the
alarm. The bell ringing contacts "R" and
"T" close when pulley "X" is in position
shown. Contact arm "R" is soldered to
shaft to insure good electrical connection.
Plugs "F" are tips from telephone cord*
inserted into receptacles "J" made from
copper line wire sleeves, allowing clock to
be detached from circuit. Wire at "G" i»

grounded to the clock frame. The circuit

is self-explanatory.

The alarm clock device as here worked
out, makes a very attractive and at the
same time very useful apparatus, which
anyone handy, with tools can make. It is

not necessary to obtain an extra battery
for the operation of this alarm attachment

;

the regular house-door bell battery may be
used.

Contributed by . B. F. BEASLEY.

An Experimental Motor Generator
The diagram herewith shows the con-

struction of a small motor-generator set,

which may be used to generate direct or al-

ternating current. First I will tell you the
advantages of this set. Most all radio ama-
teurs have had experience with spark coils

and interrupters used on direct current.

With this arrangement you put a heavy
load on the 110 volt line, draw an excess
amount of current which registers on the

meter and increases the electric light bill

considerably. Also you may notice that

every time the key is prest the lights grow
dim, and the larger the coil or transformer,
the dimmer the lights will grow. This is

very annoying to the other members of the
household.
With the set here described you are

getting your current from the armature of
the second motor and the load on the 110
volt line is always the same. We all know
that it takes more current to start a motor
than to keep it going, after being started,

so when your motor is started you have a

constant load on the line, which is smaller
than if the coil or transformer was con-
nected in series with the line.

The articles required to build this set are a

base 24" x 12" x \V2" and two discarded 110
volt fan motors, which may be bought from
any electrical repair shop.

Fan motors are usually series wound. As
constant speed is required, the field coils of
the motor may be connected in shunt with
the armature thru a rheostat. The field

coils of the generator may also be con-
nected in shunt around the armature, thus
giving us the desired constant voltage.

The speed-regulating resistance found in

each motor may be used as a field rheostat,

or other resistances may be wound for the
purpose. These may be placed in a box
with two multiple switches, with desired
number of contacts to act as a field rheostat
for the motor, and one for the generator.
The box may be placed beneath the coupling
of the rwo armatures.

A Home-Made Motor-Generator Constructed
from Two D. C. Fan Motors

If both are direct current motors and al-

ternating current is required, this may be
done by making an interrupter and placing

it in series with armature current of the

generator.

An interrupter may be used to a great ad-

vantage in increasing the frequency, if

properly made. A core made of soft iron

wire from three-fourths of an inch to one
inch in diameter; and about two inches

long, with about five turns of number 14

wire, will be sufficient. If the magnet is

too large it will act as a reactance or re-

sistance, and also the self-induction will

cause a large arc at the vibrator contacts.
The vibrator can be made of a piece of

spring steel cut to suit the maker. To be
sure of good, durable contacts a piece of
silver may be soldered onto the vibrator.

If the set is used on a 110 volt direct cur-
rent line, the voltage taken off oi the
generator will be from 65 to 80 volts. If

an A. C. machine is used the frequency will

be low and may be calculated.

Contributed by "ELECTRICIAN-
RADIO," U.S.N.

Connections of Armature and Field Windings of Two Fan Motors Constituting Experi-
mental Motor-Generator. Suitable for Radio, Charging Storage Batteries, Electro-

Chemical and Plating Work and Many Other Things
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IF
the resistance of a direct current ma-

chine is to be determined, the simplest

way is to connect the armature to a

source of low potential D.C. Then

measure the potential between two com-

mutator segments, each segment located un-

der brushes of opposite polarity, as indi-

Armafure
Commutator,

^Voltmeter

Fig. I Ammeter

To Measure the Resistance of a Direct Cur-
rent Machine, the Current and Voltage May
Be Determined by Means of Volt and Am-

meter, in the Manner Here Indicated.

cated in Fig 1. The segments are best

marked with a punch so that the resistance

is always measured between the same seg-

ments. The armature should, however, be

turned so as to obtain a position to give

as near as possible the mean value of the

resistance.

If the voltmeter indicates "E" volts and
the ammeter "J" amperes, then we have:

R
J

ohms

and hence if "I" denotes the normal load

current then I
2 X R denotes the copper

losses in watts.

If it is not convenient to obtain a low po-

tential source of ample capacity to meas-

ure the resistance as per above, then the

resistance can easily be obtained in the fol-

lowing way, using a few storage batteries

or ordinary dry cells as the source of

energy.
Fig. 2 indicates the connection in detail.

Mow if,

By Grtuistg^ Jsiimssoira
Associate Member A.l.E.E.

P = Number of poles

P/2 = Number of pole pairs = p
a = Number of circuits in parallel, depend-

ing on armature connection (a = p for

usual parallel connection, a = I for

series-connected armature)

Rm = Measured resistance

Rt = Total resistance of winding
Ru = Actual resistance of armature to im-

prest voltage on brushes in running
(Ohmic resistance only).

4p
2 Rm

R« =
P—

I

Rt _
° ~

4a
2

a
2

(

P

R«

I)

Now if the average temperature rise of

the winding at full load is wanted it can be
found as follows :

Let "Re" be the resistance at a tempera-
ture of the surrounding air = to. Care be-
ing taken that the machine has been stand-

Armature^
Commutator.

Disconnect
field
winding

Voltmeter

Battery
Element

Ammeter

Fig.2

Measuring the Resistance of D. C. Machinery
on a Low Potential Source of Current, Such
as a Battery, a Volt and Ammeter Giving

the Necessary Readings.

ing without load long enough to assume the
same temperature as the air.

Rh = Resistance of hot machine
th = Temperature of hot machine
k = Constant = Resistance increase per
degree temperature increase
From equation Rh = Rc (I + k (t* — t.) )

we get

Fig.3 Voltmeter

The Resistance of the Coll Insulation to Iron
Core Can Be Measured With An Ordinary
Voltmeter of Known Inherent Resistance.

th — to

R" — R"

k Rc
= The average tem-

perature rise of the winding above the air

temperature. This gives for copper wind-
ing about 2 — 1/2 degrees Centigrade or

4 — 1/2 degrees Fahrenheit for each per

cent resistance increase.

The resistance of the insulation to iron

can be measured with an ordinary volt-

meter of a known inherent resistance as

shown in Fig. 3. Connect one pole of a

suitable D.C. source to the winding as

shown in figure. The other pole is connect-

ed to the voltmeter terminal. Complete
the connection first to "A" ; we obtain the

imprest voltage "E" then connecting to "B"
we get the voltage "E2

" and the resistance

of the insulation is then

'E — E 2

Ri = Rv | ) ohms, where Rv = volt-

meter resistance.

Care should be exercised, however, as a

high potential will often arc over a much
higher resistance than a supposed safe in-

sulation resistance measured as outlined

above.

Needing an ammeter recently, I thought
[ would try to make one that could be ad-

Front View of Home-Made Adjustable Am-
meter.

justed to read any ordinary amperage. To
adjust this instrument, all you need to do
is turn the thumb nut which moves the
steel magnet up or down. The further
away from the magnetic vane the magnet
is, the greater the sensitiveness of the
meter. To graduate this instrument, I used
an ordinary pocket ammeter with dry cells.

First I screwed the magnet clear down, then
connected the meter in circuit with the

pocket ammeter which showed twenty-five
amperes. This moved the other meter
needle about three-sixteenths of an inch. I

marked this point and divided the distance
between said point and O into five parts,

each part representing five amperes, and so

on, until I finally had the scale calibrated for

jour different readings.

In many cases the experimenter will find

it convenient to utilize the moving element
from a discarded pocket volt or ammeter
for the instrument here described. With
a little care and ingenuity he can thus refit

this moving element into his new meter,

and when this is done it is usually more
satisfactory than a home-made armature
and needle.

Contributed by M. G. VAN WAY.

To adjust magnet
for different reatfi/y

Detail of Mounting in Adjustable Ammeter.
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THE Electrical Machinist' for as

such he is generally known today,
is usually a machinist or electri-

cian who has done a great deal of

machine work, and who generally

performs his work in an electrical repair

shop or a machine shop, which does a cer-

tain amount of electrical repair work. One
of the most delicate pieces of electrical ma-
chinery which the electrical machinist or

experimenter who dabbles in mechanics en-

counters, is the commutator.

Fig. 1 shows the simple operation which

has to be performed on many commutators,

and a handy little wrinkle in this con-

nection, will be mentioned. This consists

of slotting the rear extensions or lugs on
the copper commutator segments in which
the lead wires from the armature coils

are to be soldered. On small commutators
of \ l/2 to 2 inches in diameter, a single

hack-saw bl de will usually give a sufficient

width of slot, and this slot need be only
about 5^-inch deep, or sufficient to accom-
modate the two or more leads which have
to be soldered in them. Where a wider
slot is necessary on larger size commuta-
tors, two or more hack-saw blades are
used in the frame of the saw, care being
taken to see that all the teeth face away
from the saw handle or in the same direc-
tion. The Star hack-saw blades which are
tempered very hard, are generally used in

all machine shop work, and a medium tooth

'Ctricc
nlo WUHFHEILID)

Work

Fig. 3. Several Wrinkles of Value to the

Young Electrician and Machinist Are Shown

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW
SERir3,

"THE ELECTRICAL MACHINIST."
For the past fifteen months, the

publishers have been running a se-

ries of "Experimental Mechanics,"
which our thousands of readers
everywhere who are interested in

Machine Shop practice, either in an
experimental or vocational way,
have undoubtedly found both edu-
cational and instructive. This series

of articles having now been com-
pleted, and in view of the fact that

we have received many letters of

commendation on our mechanical
department in the Electrical Experi-
menter, and one that is eagerly
looked forward to every month, the

publishers have decided to start a
new series of articles on Mechanics;
especially written for the benefit of

the Electrical and Radio Experi-
menter.
A new series of articles will ap-

pear, beginning with this issue, en-
titled "The Electrical Machinist," by
H. Winfield Secor. Mr. Secor is an
electrical and mechanical engineer
of extensive experience, and his

series of articles entitled "The Elec-

trical Machinist," will undoubtedly
appeal to all classes of readers, who
not only are interested in a general
way, but, should they intend doing
any serious experimental work,
MUST become interested in the me-
chanics of everyday shoo practice.

The trade of the Electrical Machinist
is a recognized one everywhere to-

day, and in the forthcoming articles

Electrical and Mechanical shop
wrinkles will be woven toeether so

as to render the articles of the ut-
;

most practical value to the man who
j

has to do the work. The readers
j

interested in the pu e mechanics of

modern shop practice, will do well
j

to procure back numbers containing
j

the fifteen original articles entitled
j

"Experimental Mechanics," and
j

there are also a ho6t of valuable
j

books on the market available at !

nominal prices, which cover the
\

orthodox details of the machinist's !

trade in a very thoro and complete !

manner. —THE PUBLISHERS.

pitch is desirable. If the pitch of the
tooth is too fine, then the saw does not
work fast enough, and a waste of time will
result. If the pitch is too coarse, the teeth
are easily shattered and broken out, thus
wasting too many blades. The larger com-
mutators, 4 to 5 inches in diameter, have
their slots in the connecting lugs', milled
out on a milling machine. An improved
method for doing this in some shops is to
place a milling cutter on an arbor, which
is secured in the live chuck on a lathe. The
commutator may be mounted on the mov-
ing carriage of the lathe, and is prefer-
ably secured by a stud and nut thru its

center, so that after each slot is cut, the
nut can be released and the commutator
moved to bring the next segment in line
with the milling cutter.

The turning down of commutators, illus-

trated at Fig. 2, is one of the commonest
operations performed ly the Electrical Ma-
chinist, and one which is liable to cause
dismay to the embryo mechanic if he is

not very careful as to how he sets about
the operation. It must alwayr be borne
in mind that a considerable pressure is

exerted at right angles to the direction of
rotation of the commutator in the lathe
while being turned, and also that commuta-
tors are not always as strong as they look.
They consist of a large number of copper
segments separated by mica insulating strips
which are held under compression by the
drum and clamping ring, which together
form the commutator shell. If too much
pressure is exerted by the tool on the
commutator perifery, or if the turning

(Continued on. page 717)

New commutator Being bored
to fit shaft

fool sets s/igtitt/

obove center

lathe
chucA

Boring)
out tool

, Brass or iron banc
a Itiick arouna" commutator ^detail

fempereo'too/'steer^4
Fig. 4. Sometimes a Commutator Has to Be
Bored Out to Fit a New Shaft Diameter.
The Hole in the Commutator Is Bored Out
with a Steel Tool of the Shape Here Illus-

trated.
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HOW-TO-MAKE-IT
This department will award the following monthly prizes: First Prize, $3.00; Second Prize, $2.00; Third Prize, $1.00.
The purpose of this department is to stimulate experimenters towards accomplishing new things with old apparatus or old material,

and for the most useful, practical and original idea submitted to the Editors of this department, a monthly series of prizes will be awarded.
For the best idea submitted a prize of $3.00 is awarded; for the second best idea a $2.00 prize, and for the third best prize of $1.00. The
article need not be very elaborate, and rough sketches are sufficient. We will make the mechanical drawings. Use only one side of sheet.
Make sketches on separate sheets.

FIRST PRIZE, $3.00 SECOND PRIZE, $2.00 THIRD PRIZE, $1.00

AN ELECTRIC STOVE LIGHTER.
The above sketches are descriptive of a

very easily constructed stove lighter, which
is operated from the bedroom some dis-

tance away. All that was used were a few
batteries, some double insulated wire and
a small coil taken from the engine of a
discarded motorboat. Fig. 1 shows a lay-

out of the arrangement. Fig. 2 shows the

igniter end. This was made out of a long

cork driven into a short three-quarter inch

pipe nipple. The cork was left about one-
quarter of an inch from the point ends of
the wire, and the space filled with an in-

combustible cement. The wires were
pushed thru the cork, which afforded a very
satisfactory insulation.

It was, of course, necessary to prepare
the fire the night before, as shown by Fig.

-Battery 5parkgap

Igniter
-3

To beefroom

Useful Home-Made Electric Stove Lighter.

3. The grates were covered with a thin

layer of oily waste, a small wisp of which
was drawn thru the grate teeth near one
of the damper door openings in front. Into

this was laid the igniter nipple, around
which some of the waste was prest. The
coil never failed to generate -hot enough
a spark to immediately fire the waste in

contact with it, which instantly spread to

that on the grates above. In turn the wood
and the coal were rapidly ignited.

Contributed by
FRANK W. BENTLEY, JR.

MINER'S OR TROUBLE BATTERY
LAMP.

This light is very handy where you are
continually moving about and both hands
are engaged in some kind of work, as it

fits over one's head and no matter in what
direction the eyes are turned, the object

A Trouble and Diagnostic La

is illuminated. Best of all, it can be mado
very cheaply.

The band around the head is made of
leather with a piece of elastic sewed into

it, to make it fit firmly and tightly about
the head. The piece of wood rcrewed on
the band is to give the li^kt c slanting posi-

tion, so that the rays si light will shine
on the proper spot before the eyes. The
socket is screwed to this piece of wood.
The reflector is bu l

a piece of shiny tin

rolled in the shao: of a cone and fastened
on as shown. It not only reflects the light,

but shades the eyes from the strong light

above them. The batteries can be carried
in the pocket, but it is more convenient
to make a pocket in the head-band which
will accommodate one or more flash-light

batteries. Also make a switch as shown.
Contributed by

RAYMOND WENSINGER.

USE EGG-TIMER FOR LONG-
DISTANCE 'PHONE CALLS.

A very handy timer for the usual three-
minute long-distance telephone calls is the
common sand-glass or egg-timer. This set
on a shelf near the telephone is always
ready for use and saves much bother, argu-
ments, and overcharges.

Contributed by FREDA POTTS.

AUTOMATIC REEL TO REWIND
EXTENSION LAMP CORD.

The materials needed to make this useful
device are—an empty wire reel, about ten
inches in diameter, a piece of shade roller

about three inches longer than the width
of the reel, two shade brackets and two
pins from the ends of shade rollers. Place
the piece of roller in the reel to act as a
shaft and drive the two pins, one into each
end, with a metal washer underneath. One
end of the roller is made flush, but the
other end is allowed to extend. This is

to form a place for the string to rewind,
which has a weight attached and forms the
motive power. The correct length of string
can be found by experiment. Two leads
are taken thru the reel, one on each side,

and soldered to the washers on either end.
The circuit is made thru the brackets,
which act as bearings. To give this reel

a finished appearance, it should be put in

a box with holes cut at the proper places
for the cord. The string which is used for
motive power can be suspended over a
pulley to take up some of its length. The
diagrams will better explain the construc-
tional details.

Contributed by W. E. CONWAY.

Portable
lamp \ M

Lamp cord
ni/inos up -

on spool

Making Automatic Reel to Rewind Extension
Lamp Cord.

Using the Egg-Timing Sand-Glass for Timing
Telephone Calls.

MAKING MAGNETIC CHARTS.
A permanent chart of the magnetic lines

of force surrounding a magnet can readily

be made as follows: A sheet of thin card-
board of suitable size is evenly coated on
one side with paraffin wax, and over this
is spread an even layer of fine grade iron
filings. The magnet is placed against the
under side of cardboard and the filings
are agitated by lightly tapping the card-
board until their arraneement clearly shows
the lines of force. Then they are "fixt"
by holding over a hot stove or over a gas
flame near the wax surface until it softens.
When the wax is cool the magnet is re-
moved and the filings, beine imbedded in
the wax, will retain their position.

Contributed by J. A. WEAVER.
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EDITED BY S. GERNSBACK

DETERMINING THE MELTING
POINT OF SOLIDS.

In accurately obtaining the melting point
of some solids it is difficult to determine
the exact instant at which the substance
goes into a fluid state. This is particularly
true when working with fats and crystal-

line masses.
A simple manner in which to make such

a test is to place a small amount of the
substance on the bulb of the thermometer.
The thermometer is then past thru a cork
and in this manner suspended in a test

tube which forms an air bath. The test

tube may be immersed in water or glycerol
while being heated.
The material on the bulb will be clearly

visible due to the refraction of the light

while in a solid state but as soon as it

becomes fluid the bulb will clear up.
Fats and waxes may be scraped with

a knife, a few shreds put on the ther-
mometer. Crystals should be powdered and
the bulb immersed in the powder so a few
grains will adhere to the bulb.

Contrib. by THOMAS BENJAMIN.

SILENT DISCHARGE OZONE
APPARATUS.

First procure a Liebig's condenser. Af-
ter all traces of dust have been removed
from the Liebig's condenser a coating of
tinfoil is placed upon the outside, two
inches from each end, by means of shellac,
and also another coating is placed upon
the inside surface of the inner tube. If
this is found difficult the inner tube may
be filled with fine shot or iron filings, which
will answer the same purpose as the tin-
foil.

The condenser should now be clamped
to a support and the secondary of a good
induction coil connected to the two tinfoil
coatings. An oxygen generator is now
connected to the condenser and the coil
started.

The working of the apparata is as fol-
lows : A stream of oxygen gas is past
slowly thru the condenser while the induc-
tion coil is in opera-
tion, the discharge
taking place silent-

ly. This gives ozone
best, as it does not
involve any rise in

temperature, which
would cause the
ozone formed to

change to oxygen,
as maybe seen from
the equation :

302^-203

30^203
The reaction being
a reversible one.

Ozone, its Proper-
ties, Test and Use

:

Ozone is a gas of
deep blue color with
a peculiar odor. It

is more easily lique-

fied than is oxygen,
and it is more solu-

ble in water. Its

density is one-half
oxygen, as seen by

silver peroxide, AgL>0,
2Ag+20 3 >Ag2 2+20 2

If ozone is allowed to bubble thru a di-

lute solution of indigo carmine, a yellow
substance of much paler tint known as
isotin is formed :

GoH^O^Os >2C8H 5N0 2+202

Indigo+ozone >isotin+oxygen
If a bottle or empty test tube be substi-

tuted for the one shown in the drawing,
ozone may be collected mixed with oxy-
gen, and various other properties of the gas
may be observed.
Ozone is used in some cities, as Paris,

Florence and Petrograd, for purification of
water. It is used commercially for bleach-
ing purposes.
Ozone oxidizes sulfur dioxide to sulfur

trioxide and sulfurous acid to sulfuric

acid, as shown

:

(1) S0 2+0 3 >S0 3+0.
(2) H.SOa+Os >H,S0 4+0 :!

tion of element to be tested and add some
starch and a few drops of euchlorin; the
blue color shows the test.

Sympathetic Inks: 1. Make a mixture
of 1 part hydrogen peroxid, 1 part
euchlorin, and 1 part Barium chlorid solu-

tion ; when heated, the writing will turn
black.

2. Write on a piece of paper with some
undilute sulfuric acid and while the writing
is wet, heat it in a flame, but do not let

the paper get on fire, and the writing will

appear in lines like engraving.
Cont. by STEVENS SANDERSON.

EXTEMPORIZED FRACTIONAL
WEIGHTS.

Weights of small denomination—grains,

and fractional parts of a grain or gramme
—are generally too small to be conven-
iently handled, unless one uses a pair of
forceps. The writer has found it con-
venient to make a fresh set of small
weights from copper wire of small gauge.
It is only necessary to find the exact length

of wire required to balance a given weight,
when a simple calculation will show the
length needed to make weights of any re-

quired size. After cutting off the correct
lengths for weights of 2, 3, 4, or 5 grains,

the wire may be bent into a helix or
cylindrical form, the number of turns serv-
ing to indicate the number of multiples of a
grain. Similarly, a one-grain weight may
be made in the form of a ring, while the

fractions may be gridiron-shaped, each
prong representing one-tenth of a grain.

Contributed by H. G. GRAY.

SYMPATHETIC INKS.
Euchlorin: Add to two or three crystals

of potassium chlorat a few drops of hydro-

Mixture of
KC10S an</MN02

Lieb/gs Concfeoser

A Simple Apparatus to Produce a Silent Discharge of Ozone, Easily Constructed by Any!
Experimenter Who Wants to Study This Interesting Gas.

SOLDERS FOR ALUMINUM.
The use, serviceability, method of appli-

cation, and composition of solders for
aluminum are discussed in the light of
special tests made at the Bureau of Stand-
ards on commercial and other composi-
tions of solders. All soldered joints are
subject to rapid corrosion and disintegra-
tion and are not recommended except
where protection from corrosion is pro-
vided. Suitable compositions for solders
are obtained by the use of tin with the
addition of zinc or both zinc and aluminum
within wide percentage limits. Solders
are best applied without a flux. The higher
the temperature at which the "tinning" is

done, the better the adhesion of the tinned
layer. A perfect union between solder

and aluminum is very difficult to obtain,

but the joint between previously tinned
surfaces may be made by ordinary meth-
ods and with ordinary soft solder. Only
the tinning mixture need be special. Ta-
bles of the composition of many solders
are given.—Bur. Stand. Circular No. 78,

1919,

CHEMICAL TESTS OF MILK.
Artificial Preservatives in Milk—Put

about 10 c.c. of milk in a beaker and add
about 10 c.c. of concentrated Hydrochloric

Acid in which a few grains of Iron

Chlorid have been dissolved. Heat gently,

and stir constantly. If the milk contains some
artificial preservative (in this case, For-

maldehyd), a pur-
plish color will re-

sult.

Fat in Milk—Dip
a piece of filter pa-
per in some milk
and carefuly dry,

allowing no dust to

come in contact with
it. After it has
thoroly dried, soak
it in Carbon Di-
Sulfid until all the
residue is dissolved
in it. Pour the
liquid onto a watch-
glass and carefully
evaporate over a
water bath. The sub-
stance remaining in

the watch-glass is

the fat.

Contributed by
IRVING SIMP-
SON.

greater than
the formula

Ozone is an allotropic and an
form of the element oxygen. It

the same substances as does oxy
more vigorously. It rusts silver

that of chloric acid and heat a moment. When
3 . the tube fills with gas add water and

unstable shake. This when used as ink and the

oxidizes writing heated will turn a golden yellow,

"'en, but Euchlorine can also be used as a test for

lu black iodin—proceed as follows : Make a solu-

To Render Lamp Wicks "Everlast-
ing" and to prevent smoking steep in a
concentrated aqueous solution of tung-
state of soda; dry thoroughly in an
oven.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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AM American hydroplane, 2,000 feet

up, talked recently with a sub-

merged submarine at Fisher's

Island, six miles from New Lon-
don Harbor, off New London,

Conn. The conversation from both plane

and submarine was listened to by a party

of 250 engineers, members of the Edison
Society of Electrical Engineers.
As guests of Captain J. R. De Frees,

;ommander of the experimental station,

about one hundred of the engineers boarded

both air and water was worked out at the
local station, and will be made a part of
the regular naval equipment when final

tests are made. The system enables an
airplane, which can see submerged sub-
marines, to direct a friendly submarine to

the accurate firing of a torpedo at the

enemy submersible.

The airplane carries on radio-communi-
cation by means of an antenna wire, or
wires, trailing down from the wing tips or
else from the fuselage. These wires have

ment. The experiments have shown that
communication at sea can be carried on
under all conditions, more efficiently with
an insulated closed loop than with an ordi-
nary antenna now in general use. The loop
is of simple construction, requires no mast
and therefore does net interfere with sub-
mergence. Under storm conditions or dur-
ing a submergence where the ordinary
antenna is useless, communication by means
of the closed loop is perfectly practicable.

Details and results of the official tests were

, NAVAL SEAPLANE. 2.OOP £i. UP.
SENT RADIO-TELEPHONE AND
TELEGRAPH MESSAGES TO
5UBMEROED SUBMARINE AND
SURFACE VESSEL.

'U.S. DESTROVER BLAKESLfiE
ON WHICH WIRELESS SPE£C«
AND TELEGRAPHIC SIGNALS
WERE HEARD FROM SEA PLANE.
AND aUSMAftlNe

ETHERiC WAVE LOOPS
BY WHICH AIRPLANE ~
RADIO -COMMUNICATION
IS ESTABLISHED..

•
1 ^a^%C*-:-

Copyright, 1919., by E. P. Co.

Recently a Remarkable Radio Test was Conducted by the U. S. Navy. A Submerged Undersea Boat Succeeded in Transmitting and Re-
ceiving Wireless Signals to and from an Airplane Flying Overhead. The Paths of the Traveling Ether Wave Loops are Indicated by the

White Dotted Lines.

the destroyer U. S. S. Blakeslee, while
others boarded a subchaser. The sub-
marine N-6 dived several fathoms, and the
water craft established both wireless and
wireless telephone communication with her.

\t the same time a hydroplane established
radio communication with the surface craft
and with the submarine. The conversations
were plainly heard by the engineers aboard
i he surface craft.

The system of radio communication thru

weights at their lower ends, and are gen-
erally arranged to be quickly reeled in or

out as desired. The aerial on submarine
destroyers comprises several wires sup-

ported between the two masts.

Considerable experimental work has been
carried on in the past year with submarine
radio, and the tests between the airplane

and the submerged submarine marked the

culmination of a series of important re-

searches in this direction by the govern-

given in full detail in the October is-sue.

The design and specification of the sub-

marine closed loop antenna are given

below :

DETAILS OF SUBMARINE LOOP ANTENNAE.
The loop antenna consists of two insu-

lated wires grounded at the extreme ends
of hull carried over suitable supports to the

bridges, and thence thru radio lead-ins to

the apparatus.
(Continued on page 707)
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THE powerful German radio tele-

graph station located at Nauen,
German)-, and from which during
the war, thousands of ' messages
were sent broadcast, both of an

official military nature, and also in the form
of propaganda to the outside world, is

shown in the accompanying photographs.

in height. These latest style towers rest

on massive glass insulators at their feet,

and they are guyed in position by one-inch
stranded steel cables which are broken up
into short sections, by means of large strain
insulators, so as not to permit a loss of
energy either in receiving or transmitting,
due to these different lengths of guy wires

The Vossische Zeitung, Quoting Official
Sources, Recently Gave Details of the
Arrangements of Wireless Communication
Between Germany and America. The News-
paper Says Ffforts Will Be Made to Induce
the United States to Release Other Wireless
Stations Than That at Belmar, N. J., for
Service with Nauen. The Imperial Post
Ministry Has Established a Special Depart-
ment to Solve This and Other Wireless
Problems Under Herr Bredow as Director.
He Will Attempt to Make the Wireless

Cheaper Than Cable Communication.

Several motor generator sets, as well as

tuning helices and high tension step-up
transformers, are shown on the main floor

of this room. The floor as well as the

side walls are of colored tile, which is a
very attractive and sanitary finish for

the interior of such a building. The Nauen
radid station has employed from time to

time different transmitting apparatus, in-

cluding arcs, quenched gaps and high fre-

quency alternators. At one time the Nauen
plant was reported to be using a 200 kilo-

watt Goldschmidt alternator.

HiiuiiiiiiiiKiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniim

GREAT GERMAN WIRELESS STATION
RESUMES COMMUNICATION WITH
AMERICA—The Great Wireless Station at
Nauen, Germany, the Largest and Most
Powerful in the World, Has Resumed Un-
censorcd Radio-communication with Ameri-
can Stations. The Photo at Left Shows a
Part cf the Gigantic Aerlsl Wire System
Erected During the War at the German Sta-
tion. The Photo Below Shows the Interior
of the Generating Plant of the Nauen Sta-

tion, Rated at 600 Kilowatts.

_
The receiving apparatus used at this sta-

tion is provided with recording as well as

very efficient amplifying intsruments, and
messages from all parts of the world are
daily received and recorded at this station.

The amplifiers now in use, and also those
employed during the greater part of the
war, utilized vacuum tubes similar to the

The main building is of special brick as
may be perceived in the photograph, and is

quite an imposing structure. It is of typi-
cally German architecture and quite severe
in some of its details,—in fact, in some
ways it looks more like a fortress of me-
diaeval style than it does a modern wire-
less power station. These photographs are

very interesting indeed to us, as they are
the first to be taken of the Nauen wireless
plant since the declaration of war by Ger-
many in 1914. Visitors to this great radio
plant, one of the most powerful in the
world, even at the present day, will hardly
recognize the grounds or the antenna sys-
tem, as many changes were made by the
ex-Kaiser's radio . experts during the war.
These changes were made from time to
time as new improvements and greater
ranges were necessitated by the exigencies
of military operations. The Nauen station
has a large number of the latest style masts
stretching out for a great distance on all

sides, from the tops of which there extend
vast aerial wire net-works which are con-
nected with the radio station building.

Some of the steel masts tower 600 feet into

the air, while other masts measure 400 feet

being in tune with the fundamental wave
length used, or possibly upper or lower
harmonics of the fundamental wave.

One of the accompanying photographs
shows a very interesting view of the in-

terior of one of the transmitting apparatus
rooms of the Nauen Station. As will be
noted, the station building wdiich was
erected before the war is quite ornate and
somewhat resembles the interior of Ameri-
can radio and central stations. The ceiling

is covered with glass panels thru which
light is transmitted as well as thru the
windows from the side walls.

Photo Copyrighted by International Film Service.

De Forest audion, but the electrodes of
which are coated with metallic oxides so

as to give a very powerful electronic emis-
sion when heated. These bulbs were de-

vised by Lieben and Riez, and are claimed
to have a very high amplification factor,

—

in fact, superior to any other vacuum bulb
amplifier in the world. But this hardly
seems to be the case from the evidence
which we have heard against it from time
to time, gained from radio experts and offi-

cers who have become familiar with the

German form of tube. Many of these tubes

(Continued on page 707)
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Hew reinmeteF

t<ST

THIS instrument was designed for

the purpose of facilitating the meas-

urement of wave length and logarith-

mic decrement of radio circuits. It is

portable and of rugged construction

and may be used for field work as well as

for laboratory purposes. The instrument is

essentially a wave meter consisting of a va-

riable condenser, four inductance coils and

a sensitive hot wire indicating device, the

readings of which are proportional to the

square of the current passing thru it. A
crystal detector and head telephone are pro-

vided and -wave-length measurements may
be made either with the crystal a::d tele-

phone receivers or with the hot wire instru-

ment. A buzzer is attached to the instru-

ment in order, that it may be used as a

transmitter for calibrating purposes.

The inductance coils are connected in the

circuit by placing them in the holder near

the back of the instrument. The condenser

may be varied by turning the knob, on the

right-hand side of the instrument, care

being taken to see that the lock on the op-

posite side of the case is released. The con-

denser scale, reading from to 180 degrees,

appears in a depression near the back.

For the measurement of wave length,

four scales are provided. The scale which

is to be used with a riven coil is indicated

by a pointer which operates automatically

by the insertion of the coil in position.

Beneath the condei ser knob is a scale

which is marked off to the right and to the

left of the zero line from to 0.30. These
scale divisions represent the sum of the

logarithmic decrement of the transmitter

and of the decremeter, $i -f-
5
2,

5i being the

decrement of the transmitter under test and
S2 the decrement of the instrument. 82 is

given for each of the inductance coils for

various settings of the variable condenser.

There is an index mark 0, which is mov-
able about the knob and which may be ro-

tated until it is in line with the zero on the

scale. The hot wire instrument is connect-

ed in the circuit by placing it so that its lugs

fit into the lugs on the top of the instru-

ment. When the hot wire instrument is

removed, its terminals are short circuited

so that the wave meter may be used with
the buzzer or crystal detector. Extending
above the glass of the hot wire instrument

Lower Case and Cover of New Direct Reading Kolster Decremeter and Wave Meter.
The Four Inductance Coils Are Retained in the Lid by a Special Clamp as Shown.

View of Variable Condenser, and Other Parts of New
Kolster Decremeter and Wave Meter Obtained by

Turninq the Lid of Cabinet Upside Down.

is a small screw for adjusting the zero of
the instrument.

Measuring Wave Length.

In making wave-length measurements the
instrument should be placed as far away
from the coils of the transmitter as practi-

cable, beginning with a minimum coupling,
between the wave meter and transmitter, as
the hot wire instrument is sensitive apd will

burn out if too much current is past thru it.

When making wave-length measurements,
it is not necessary to get full deflection of
the hot wire instrument needle and it is

best to use as small coupling between the
antenna circuit and wave meter as possible.
The wave meter is in resonance with the

transmitter when the deflection of the hot
wire instrument is a maximum,
as indicated by the fact that the
deflection becomes less when the
condenser is turned in either di-

rection from this position. The
wave length is then indicated by
the pointer on the wave-length
scale.

More accurate measurements
of wave length may be made by
observing the reading on the con-
denser when the instrument in-

dicates resonance. The wave
length may then be determined
by referring to the calibration

curves which accompany each in-

strument.

Separate calibration of the in-

strument when it is used with
the crystal detector and with the
buzzer are furnished.
When the instrument is used

with the crystal detector, the
telephone receiver should be con-
nected to the binding posts so
designated and the hot wire in-

strument and buzzer battery re-

moved. The condenser scale

should be observed and reference
made to the calibration curve.

Measurements of Logarithmic Decrement.

The well-known Bjerknes method of ob-
taining the logarithmic decrement is used.
The task of making experimental observa-
tions and the necessary calculations re-

quired by the Bjerknes formula is, how-
ever, eliminated by the use of this instru-
ment. The sum of the decrements, SL _|-

S2 , is read directly from the scale under the
condenser knob after proceeding as fol-

lows :

1. Before connecting the hot wire instru-
ment to the decremeter set the needle to
zero by means of the adjusting screw.

2. See that the detector point is not in
contact with the crystal and that the buzzer
battery is removed.

3. With very little coupling between the
wave meter and the transmitter, adjust the
variable condenser until a maximum de-
flection of the hot wire instrument is ob-
tained.

4. Increase the coupling until the deflec-
tion of the hot wire meter is somewhat
more than half of the scale, if this is pos-
sible without making the coupling too tight.

In case the current in the transmitter is

small the deflection used must also be small,
otherwise inaccurate results will be ob-
tained.

5. Carefully turn the condenser handle in

either direction until the needle of the hot
wire instrument drops to one-half of the
maximum deflection.

6. Rotate the movable index mark around
the scale surrounding the condenser handle
until the two zero marks are exactly in line,
taking care not to change the position of
the handle.

7. Carefully turn the handle back until
the needle of the hot wire instrument makes
a complete excursion from half deflection
thru the maximum and back again to half
deflection. The reading on the scale now
opposite the indext mark O, will be 5, -f 5 2 .

or the decrement of the transmitter plus the
decrement of the instrument.
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IN
ordinary Amateur Radio

receiving' sets constructed

by themselves the coupling

coils which connect the de-

tector and antenna circuits

are a great source of loss of

power, due to poor design and

faulty construction principally.

For these reasons I take great

pleasure in laying before the

everyday experimenter plans and
specifications of a receiving set

which will undoubtedly mark the

line of Efficiency thruout its cir-

cuits and operation. A few
words as to the reasons for such

results will not be amiss. Abso-
lutely no sliding contacts should

be used, owing to the fact that

they are of high resistance,

gather dirt, and the filings pro-

duced by the sliding process

lodge in between turns and
short-circuit them. Taps should

not be taken off the coils for the

purpose of varying the induct-

ance ; this produces "dead-end"
losses and results in a consider-

able weakening of the incoming
signal. The coils should be wound
on separate tubes or spools, as

shown in the diagrams. Ar-
rangements are made to connect

the coils together when more in-

ductance is necessary, and all

windings are of stranded wire
(Litzendraht) to minimize the

high-frequency resistance.

THE LOOSE COUPLER.

Litzendraht was produced for the pri-

mary and secondary in the following man-
ner : Three strands of No. 36 were twisted

together for the secondary windings, and
six strands of No. 36 for the primary

winding. The primary consists of only

thirty turns and arrangements are provided

in the elementary circuit for cutting in

either the loading coils or the variable

condenser in series with the same, each

at a time, in order to make it possible to

increase or decrease the wave length be-

yond that of the tuner primary itself.

The wooden cores shown in Fie. 1 are

the forms upon which the windings are

placed, and in the same figure are shown
means of connecting them together when
necessary.

THE DETECTOR.

The detector is a great energy-consum-
ing and generally a energy-wasting device

of the receiving circuit, and can hardly be

avoided. Of course if the audion is to be
used in place of the crystal rectifiers con-

ditions are greatly changed and amplifica-

tion instead of loss of received energy is

the result. Crystals vary immensely in

resistance, but in order to obtain as little

loss as possible, low resistance crystals

should be used, providinc, however, their

rectifying qualities are good. Owing to

the fact that measurements taken on the

Wheatstone bridrre will not show anything
because the high-frequency resistance will

differ greatlv when the crystal is under
oneration. thp onlv thi^a: to do is to gret an
assortment of different crystals and try

them until a eood one is obtained. The
crystals should be fastened in the cup with
copper-mercTv amalgam, and all posts

supporting either the cup or point should

be strong and firmly held to the base so

Fig.3
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Fig . 2

constant and a source of

New Sectional Loose-Coupler for Amateur Work. PRIMARY: Form
—41/2" diameter, V/z" wide, 1" winding, Turns 30, -Feet 35, Six
Strands No. 36 S.C.C. SECONDARY WOUND WITH 3 STRANDS
OF No. 36 S.C.C. CORE Dl M ENSIONS—No. 1: 4" x 1"; No. 2: 4" x
1l/2"; No. 3: 4" x ZVz" and No. 4: 4' x 3J/2". Winding Space— 1/2"; 1";

2" and 3", respectively.

that when a good adjustment is arrived at
there will be little chance of losing energy
thru faulty connections.

CONDENSERS.

In the receiving set we have very low
voltages, and for this reason our condensers
are generally quite efficient. Nevertheless,

Hews95

The Hanson Audio-Frequency Wireless
Telephone.

By Edgar Terrain Johnstone
Developing Audions for the Amateurs.

By E. T. Jones
Notes on Crystal Detectors.

By C. H. Biron
Destruction of the Goldsmith Station at

Laiken, Beleium,
By M. Gallaiv—An eye-witness.

Receiving Cabinet of Latest Design.
By Palmer H. Craig

The Third Pill.

By J. K. Henney
San Diego California from London.

By M. Hall
Your First.

By C. H. Pfeiffer
Increasing the Secondary Voltage of
Your Transformer.

By F. E. Terman
An Ideal Receiving Set—Second Prize.

By A. C. Burroway
Amateur Ethics.

By Ensign Pierre H. Boucheron
Tmproved Types of "B" Batteries.

By J. H. Reed

a few hints as to its operation may be of
value. The condensers should be dust and
moisture proof to protect them from short-
circuits and leaks. They should be kept
away from tuning inductances to avoid
losses by induction. The dielectrics used
should preferably be those having little

hysteresis loss, as in some dielectrics this

loss does not depend on the stress under
which the dielectric is placed, but is al-

ways
loss.

TELEPHONE RECEIVERS USED IN

RADIO.

The factors of efficiency in re-

ceiver telephones are chiefly the

following: The diafram should
be placed as close as possible to

the pole pieces to keep magnetic
leakage low ; however, space for
variation should be provided. It

should be as light as is consist-

ent with sturdy construction.

Heavy enamel should not be

used for painting, owing to its

increased weight without in-

creased efficiency. The magnetic
field in a receiver is quite weak,
and the lighter a diafram is the

greater will be the amplitude of

its vibration, consequently the

louder the tone. Also, the smaller

the diameter of the diafram the

easier will it move. Every arti-

cle possesses a natural period of

vibration, i.e., the number of

times per second an object will

vibrate if struck a blow. From
the foregoing it will be easy to

see that if a force acts upen it

which strikes in the same num-
ber of times per second as is the

natural period of the object

(diafram in this case), it will

vibrate to a much greater extent

than if the period of the force

were something else. Since a dia-

fram vibrates in response to an external

force (the pulsating magnetic field in the

'phone proper), if the natural period of the

diafram is the same as that of the magnetic
field, the resulting amplitude of vibration

will be much greater than it ordinarily

would be.

For instance, if we are receiving a mes-
sage which is sent on a 500-cycle spark set,

which gives a tone of 1,000 sparks per sec-

ond, and the diafram of the receiver has a
natural (vibrating period) of about 1,000

per second, the result will be a much louder
note in the 'phones than would result from
using a different diafram or one having,

say, a vibrating period of 600 or 800.

The sensitivity of a receiver is the small-

est current which will give an audible re-

sponse when past thru it. A good, practical

test for this is to tap the two telephone

cord tips lightly on the end of the tongue;
if they are what is termed sensitive they
will produce a click in the 'phones, thus
detecting a very slight amount of current
generated by placing the two tips in saliva.

The usual method of testing 'phones for
their sensitiveness is to connect a buzzer
to the primary of your loose coupler and
the receivers to the secondary, making note
of the distance which the two coils were
separated when practically no signal was
audible. The sensitiveness of two different

receivers may be measured by the above
mentioned method. The receiver which
permits the greatest amount of coupling
between the two coils is the more sensi-

tive one.

CONNECTIONS.

All connections should be stranded wire
and well soldered. All switch contacts
should be good, especially in button
switches, and kept free from oxid and dust.

No steel or iron should be permitted in

any part of the set (not even steel screws)
to avoid hysteresis losses.
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A GOOD STRAIN INSULATOR
This strain insulator is cheap and effi-

cient and easily constructed. Its efficiency

is due to the glass petticoat keeping the in-

sulator free from rain and snow. The in-

sulator is a fiber rod 1/4 inch in diameter

and about 7 inches long, one end of which

is turned to a taper to tit in the neck of a

wine bottle which are usually long and
slender. The bottle having been cut off

near the bottom by tying a string around
the bottle where the cut is desired, saturat-

ing the string with alcohol, igniting, and
when flame is extinguished plunging in cold

water. Each end of rod is drilled deep and
tapt to take a J4"-20 thread tye-bolt. The
eye-bolt used in the tapered end is a little

longer than the other, and is screwed in so
that the eye just touches the neck of bottle.

This holds the bottle in position. Pitch is

poured in the space around eye-bolt and
also around the fiber rod on the inside of
bottle, to make it water-tight and more
rigid.

Contributed by J. A. WEVER.

It's an III Wind—etc. Who Cares for Prohi-
bition Now7 Here's the Finest Aerial Insula-
tor Ever—and It Has a Rain-Shedding Petti-
coat Made from a Once Proud Claret Bottle.

THE THERMO-COUPLE RADIO
AMMETER.

A very important commercialization of

an old principle is made in the new thermo-

couple ammeter for measuring high fre-

quency currents, such as are met with in

wireless work. Its superiority over the

old hot-wire instrument is so great that it

admits of no comparison.
The indicator used may be any high-grade

moving coil-permanent magnet type of me-
ter operating on the D'Arsonval principle,

but it must be very carefully designed, for

it must give full scale deflection on about

10 millivolts.

The "couple" consists of a straight wire

of high resistance, preferably nichrome,

connected to suitable terminals, and forms

the path of the high-f requencv current.

Welded to the center of the wire and to

each other are two fine wires, an iron and

a copper, which are connected with their

free ends to the meter circuit.

As the current passes, it heats the wire,

and consequentlv the couple. The heat

causes the couple to deliver a small direct

current voltage, which is proportional to

the effective value of the high-freciuency

current, which deflects the pointer. Conse-

quently the scale may be marked to read in

"amperes."
Up to about 10 amperes the resistance

strip and couple may be placed inside of

the instrument case, forming a self-con-

tained meter, but higher currents are best

measured by making the heating or resis-

tance strip 111 the form of an external shunt.

The terminals arc of heavy copper, the

same as a regular direct-current shunt, but

turn reel E. When a small knot pa
between B and C, a brief contact is madi
between springs A and B, closing the cir-

cuit and causing the sounder to make a dot
When a group 01 knots passes the contact
remains longer and causes the sounder t<'

make a dash. 1 he reel may be turned at

any speed to suit the learner.
Contributed by ALTON D. SPENCER

A Handy Instrument Fact for Radio Men.
High Freoiiency Currents Are Measured by
the D. C. MlllivoltmetP'- Connected to a Cop-

per-Iron Thermo-Couple as Shown.

instead of a single heavv conductor several

fine wires are stretched between the ter-

minal lugs so that each wire presents

the same inductance and "skin effect"

to the high-frequency current, thus in-

suring even division of current and
enables the "couple" to be placed on
one wire only, which is essential to the

quick heating and cooling necessary to

make the meter indication follow the

changes in current.

The shunts may be made inter-

changeable to measure various current
strengths with the same meter, and are

connected to the meter with flexible

leads, exactly the same as an ordinary
direct-current meter. The accompany-
ing sketch shows how the meter, heater
and couple are arranged.
Contributed by VICTOR H. TODD.

DAMPED AND UNDAMPED
AUDION HOOK-UP.

Since the ban upon radio reception has
been lifted 1 have done a great deal of ex-
perimenting with undamped wave recep-

tion. I do not know whether this has ever
been developed before or not, but for the

sake of those that have not seen it before,

I would like to make the following sugges-
tion in regard to undamped wave recep-
tion. I have never received any results

with the Ultraudion, Chambers or any other
hook-up as I have always been troubled
with the flexibility of the tones, not being
able to "hold'' a tone that was readable. I

am now using this book-up for both damped
as well as undamped wave reception, and it

CODE TEACHER MADE OF
KNOTTED STRING.

A simple yet effective device for
learning the telegraph code may be
made in the following manner:
Screw two pieces of brass or other

metal (A and C) to a block, allowing
one screw in A to project thru the
block. B is a thin piece of spring
metal, fastened to the block with a
screw that projecis thru the block.

Wires from the sounder and battery
are attached to the long screws holding A
and B. Small reels D and E are mounted
on the block.

Take an ordinary white cord and tie

knots in it, using a single knot for a dot
and four knots close together for a dash.

The alphabet or messages may be made in

To Sounder
To Battery

i'<r '/,; 'k

Improved "Damped and Undamped" Audlon
Hook-Up for Radio Receiving.

is giving me fine results.

PS is the loose coupler.

11 is a fixt inductance, 3" diam. 56 turns
No. 22 S.C.C.
CI is a variable condenser .001 mfd
C2 " .001

C3 " .0005

C4 " .001

12 is a tuning coil 3" diam. 30" long, No
22 enameled wire ; the inductance is varied
with a slider which gives minute adjust-

ment. 12 makes the audion oscillate while
CI and C4 change the tone of spark signals.

The sizes need not be followed exactly, but
if the general scheme is followed I am sure
the operator will be delighted with the re-

sults. For any further information, write
me, fellow "Radio-Bugs."
Contributed by E. GARRATT ARNOLD.

Simple? Well We Should Say So. A Code-
Teaching Instrument Comprising a Knotted
Cord Drawn Between Contact Making

Members.

this way : Roll the string on reel D and
fasten the loose end to reel E. Place the
string between the B and C contacts and

OPERATING AUDIONS ON A.C. 110
VOLTS.

Radio operators, both commercial and
amateur, will do well to read the fine arti-

cle on operating audions on A.C. circuits,

prepared by Elliot A. White, former in-

structor in Radio, Air Service School for

Radio Mechanics, Carnegie Institute of

Technology, in the July, 1919. issue. The
day of expensive high voltage "B" briiterie 5

.

and the still more troublesome storage cells

required for the filament current. i- rnpidly
passing. The efficiency is too low Better
to operate audions from a D.C. or A.C.
110 or 220-volt circuit, even if you have to
drive a small dvnamo from a water wheel
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Tt&omas Reed
rinKle

THE freedom of

wireless is here

— its in the air

(where it belongs),

and the inmates of

the "'Radio - Bug-
house" are beginning

to rave of novel-

ties in loose-couplers,

just as the girls, on
the approach of Eas-

ter, begin to study the

fashion magazines
and plan yet more be-

wildering styles.

The loose-coupler is

such an efficient and
willing little worker
that it seems like

"painting the lily," as

Shakespeare says, to

think of bettering it. It's only because we
love it so much that we try to improve it

still further—as Father used to say when
he unrolled the trunk-strap and beckoned
toward the shed.

Here's a wrinkle. If it's new, the "Ed."

will publish it, and perhaps it'll become the

fashion, like last Spring's tight skirts. Who
knows ?

As we make bigger and bigger couplers

to deal with the longer waves, we seem to

need some smoother and easier means of

Why Not Make an Innovation—Slide the Loose-Coupler "Primary" Instead of the Secondary
Sure! Why Not?

the other that counts, not the moving of
either one especially.

But the primary is heavier and more awk-
ward to move than the secondary, isn't it?

Yes and no. If you move the primary, you
can mount it—coil, box, switches and all

—

on four grooved wheels, and let it run back
and forth on a track, like a typewriter car-

riage. There's no reciprocating movement
easier and more accurate than that, is

there? No, he says reluctantly but with
conviction.

mary G, running back
and forth on the

wheel H H. No wob-
ble to that, either, so
you can have a pretty

close fit between your
two coils.

But you want a fine

adjustment, too? All

right, what's more
satisfactory than the

feed-screw of a lathe?

Rig up a miniature
feed-screw D (must
be brass) with a split

nut like E to grip it

or not, as you deter-
mine. (E has a knurl-
id head attached, not
shown in the figure,

as it would obscure
the nut.)

your primary on its

the clear view of

Now you can roll

wheels into nearly the right position, turn
the nut E till it bites the feed-screw, then
roll the knurled wheel F back and forth,

varying the coupling with extreme precision.

Or in an instant you can disengage the nut,

and without removing your hand, push the
primary back and forth with a wide sweep,
as you pursue some new and fleeting signal.

Fig. 2 (A, B, C, etc.) shows the action

of the feed-nut, and the successive stages

B c

Method of forming feed nut

Osangaged

Rear V/cn Wheel plan

Clever Disengaging Primary "Slide" Control. How the "Primary" Is Mounted on Small Wheels and Tracks.

moving the coils than the present slide-rods

provide. Well, why not make your sec-

ondary coil the stationary element, instead

of the primary, and move your primary in-

stead? It's the relative position of one to

Fig. 1 shows a lixt secondary, mounted on
a big stiff wooden dowel A. and this in turn
on a stout backboard B, braced by the
switchboard C. No wobble or sag to that
secondary. There is also shown the pri-

of forming it from a block of brass ; not too
much work, when you once get at it.

What do you think of the idea? As Nora
Bayes used to say, "Will we kill it, or leave
it live?"

The following little ar-

rangement will provide a

means of connecting a
(FIXT-VARIABLE) high
tension condenser in the

manner practiced in the va-

rious types of commercial
devices.

Phosphor bronze or spring
brass strips are mounted so

as to rest tightly on the

brass strip on the base; a
thin si rip of fiber or other
(insulating) material has a
handle and is forced be-
tween the spring contacts
and the brass strip, thus
serving as a means of in-

creasing or decreasing (con-
necting or disconnecting)
the plates of the condenser.

This switch can be used
to connect batteries in par-
allel as well as any other
apparatus. It furnishes a

witel

High Tension Condenser Switch That

simple and efficient type of
switch, which is well in the
reach of the everyday ex-
perimenter, and the readers
of the wireless fraternity

will appreciate this timely
article, where such switches
can be advantageously em-
ployed to connect the con-
densers used in audion con-
trol panels, et cetera. The
type of switch employed by
commercial concerns to ful-

fill this purpose is beyond
the average amateur's skill,

while the switch described
will Drove an easy instru-

ment to construct and will

at the same time perform
its duty efficiently. I have
used them successfully in.

the radio laboratory.

Contributed by

E. T. JONES.
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Variable Tone Bell.
i No. 1,312,610; issued to P. K.

Chapman and R, I!. Robinson.)
A method of building bells such

that the tone of the device can be

altered at will. The gong may be
cast or else punched with several
projections as here illustrated, one
or more of which can be cut off

as desired to give a different tone.
The striking hammer is provided
with several projections also, so
that the degree of "loading" on
the hammer can be changed, thus
altering the rapidity of the beats.

I

Suction Fly-Catcher.
(No. 1,313,203; issued to Harry

Pakeman.)
A suction type of flycatcher in-

tended to be driven by an electric
motor or other means, and provid-

, ing j scheme whereby a swiftly

I moving air current is created by a
I fan which current of air is so di-

rected as to cause the entrapment
of flies in such a way that they
cannot escape. The flies are caught
in a removable basket, which can
be detached and emptied at any
tune. A bait holder is provided in
which molasses, honey, sugar water,
etc., or other similar fly bait may
be disposed to attract toward the
suction distributor millions and mil-
lions of the ever-pestiferous fly.

Electric Welding Machine.
(No. 1,312,845; issued to James H.

Gravell.

)

In the ordinary type of electric
welding machine, having long jaws
or throat, it is practically impos-

sible to secure a satisfactory weld
at any great distance in from the
edge of the work, owing to the fact

the current, flowing in the arms
of the machine, tends to produce a
magnetic field in the work and
space between the arms, which op-
poses the flo.v of the heating cur-
rent. This reduces the efficiency of
the welder. In the present design
the inventor provides a special pri-

mary magnetic winding on an open
core frame, which produces a mag-
netic field between the arms. This
sets up a counter-current in the
arms, which offsets the self-induc-

tion or bucking currents, and this

permits the arms of the welder be-
ing extended for any length desired.

Electrically Heated Garment.
(No. 1,312,830; issued to Charles

K. Camm.)

The inventor has devised a
clever form of weave for produc-
ing a special fabric, in which the
electric resistance or heating wires
are interwoven. An automatic ther-
mostat is prcvided in the garment
in such a position that it will be
actuated and controlled by the tem-
perature of the garment.

(No.
Electric Ship's Log.

1,314,718: issued to Nikola
Tesla.)

A very clever invention is this
latest design for indicating the
speed at which a ship is moving
thru the water as devised by the
well-known inventor, Xikola Tesla.

As tne ship speeds along thru the
water, a small turbine, mounted at
the lower end of a tube extending
down thru the bottom of the shiD,
is actuated, and the faster the boat
speeds along, the more rapidly the
turbine rotates. The revolutions of
the turbine are conducted thru a
flexible or other shaft to a revohible
head or drum in the top of the
tube, and placed at the deck level,
for instance. At this point there is

mounted the indicating instrument

of the log, with the dial marked in

knots or miles per hour. The in-

dicator of the instrument is moved
by the friction or viscosity of the
air between the shaft-driven drum
and a similar shaped drum secured
to the indicator and in close prox-
imity to it, there being no direct
mechanical connection between the
two.

Electric Gas-Detector.
(No. 1,313,323 ; issued to Milton A.

Nobles, i

The device will detect and give
an unmistakable alarm whenever
certain gases are present in pre-
determined quantities. The con-
struction comprises a lamp operated
from a battery, such as the miners*
headlight ba.lery, which lamp is

blinked on and o;T whenever gases
are present. The compete aevice
comprises a circui'-c'osir.g device
involving the use of f. cata»ytic ele-
ment, such as a fine platinum wire
and also a thermostatic bar. Trv. in-

strument is not affected by changes
in temperature.

Thermic Telephone.
(No. 1,312,504; issued to Robert

Aernout Baron Van Lynden.)
The prior types of this de-

vice utilized a very fine platinum
wire, which the voice currents

caused to become heated and cooled
in correspondence with the voice
undulations. But in the present de-
sign the conductor is in the form
of an "S" and may be formed upon
the base electroly tically, or it may
be formed of a fine metal sheet or
foil laid upon the supporting sur-
face. Also, the conductor may
comprise a mark on the porcelain
or other support, such as that cre-
ated by painting or printing the
same upon the support surface.

Making Submarines Invisible,
(No. 1,312,595; issued to Henry H.

Suplee.)
At last we have the master in-

vention of the war, rendering sub-
marines invisible. Guess how the
inventor performs this trick? Sim-
ple: He installs a wall tank inside

the ''sub" from which pipes lead to
a series of nozzles placed around
the hull. Airplanes and blimps can
spot "Mr. Sub" even when sub-
merged 100 to 150 feet. But they

will have to try a new one, for
Mr. Suplee opens his valves and
hides his little hornet by shooting
out a colored liquid into the sea
water that effectually nullifies the
transparency of the water without
making a smudge. Nigrosin may
be used, mixed with water.

Helmet Telephone Set.
(No. 1,314,819; issued to Charles

H. Lehman.)
The speaker's voice does not

act on the microphone direct,

but is carried thru a mouthpiece
and speaking tube to this device,
which is placed at the rear of the
helmet. The usual telephone re-

ceivers are mounted in the sides or
ear-flaps of the helmet. In the

earlier forms of telephone and radio
telephone devices of this type, the
microphone was frequently mounted
on a breast-plate, but when the
aviator or pilot turned his head the
voice was no longer impinged on
the microphone.

Submarine Signal.
(No. 1,312,809; issued to C. E.

Scribner and J. L. McQuarrie.)
Improved submarine signaling

system in which the noise or sound
from the propeller of the local ship,

on which the microphones are
mounted, is overcome. This objec-

' ///// \\\

MICROPHONES ' '

tion 's here overcome by providing
two detectors, one of which is rela-

tively insensitive and both of which
are differentially related to a com-
mon telephone receiver. This makes
it readily possible to balance out the
noise due to the local propeller,
whereas the distant propeller affects
the sensitive microphone more than
the insensitive microphone, and p'ro-

duces a resultant effect in the tele-

phone receiver.
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Our Amateur Laboratory Contest is open to all readers, whether subscribers or not. The photos are judged for best arrangement and efficiency of the
apparatus. To increase the interest of this department we make it a rule not to publish photos of apparatus unaccompanied by that of the owner. Dark photos
preferred to light-toned ones. We pay $5.00 caUi month for tl.e best photo or photos and $'2.00 t.i tach "Honorable Mention." Address the Editor, "With
:he Amateurs'^_Dept.

The Editors desire to call to the attention of all owners of "Electrical and Chemical Laboratories" the fact that
hereafter the MONTHLY PRIZE WILL BE $5.00 CASH, instead of $3.00. ALSO $2.00 CASH WILL BE PAID TO
EACH "HONORABLE MENTION" ENTRY PUBLISHT. We have net received any "Laboratory Photographs" of

late. So "go to it" and send us your photo, together with that of your laboratory. If they are particularly good
we may list some new and bigger prizes. So get busy, Boys!!! It's up to you. Here's a way to earn some greatly

wanted laboratory apparatus at no cost whatever. Don't be afraid to send in too many photos, Boys.

'Aniat©^flr Electrical ILalboiratory C©mtes1l
H0N0RABLE;MENTI0N—ELLWOOD R. RUTENBER
$2.00 PRIZE PAID EACH "HONORABLE MENTION

'

THE accompanying photos show my experimental electrical lab-
oratory. I am sixteen years of aje and have been experiment-
ing for more than six years. My laboratory equipment in-

cludes the following:
IS V. 10 Amp. D.C. Generator; 6 V. 3 Amp. D.C. Generator;

110 V. 175 Amp. D.C. Motor; 1/20 H.P., A.C. Motors,
1/6 H. P., A. C. Motor; 6 cylinder Auto Magneto; 6 V. 40 Amp.
Storage Lattery; Combination \ rlt-Ammeter, 24 V. 50 A,mp.; Elec-
tric l.-nr; Home-made Static Machine ; Honf-made Medical Coil;
Switchboard; Ammeter,, 30 Amp. Capacity; Rheostat; Test Buzzer
l'/2 , 6, 8, Volt Transformer.

I have spent many happy hours in this laboratory performing ex-
periments of all kinds with the apparatus here described. I have
a variety of chemicals and acids for experimental purposes, also
three rr.i.-:ing trays and other paraphernalia necessary for the work
I also have a number of small motors, batteries, switches of various
kinds, spark coils, bells, and how-to-make-it odds and ends. I have
a very uceful home-m~de low-voltage rheortat which I will describe
for the benefit of other laboratory owners, at the earliest oppor-
tunity, in the columns of the Electrical, Experimenter.—Ellwood
R. Rutenber, 127 N. Washington Street, Marion, lnd.

THIS MONTH'S $5.00 PRIZE WINNER-
KENNETH STRICKFADEN

THE photos herewith show my electrical laboratory at Coney

Island, New York. It's good to be back again in the good old

V. S. A. and my "experiments," after a sojourn in Trance with

the A. E. F. My "layout" at present comprises a photographic

dark room, chemical "Lab." and electrical "Lab." One of the

photos shows the large Oudin high frequency coil, which is ex-

cited by an 18-inch induction coil, seen at the extreme right of the

photo. I have a goodly collection of telephone, telegraph and radio

apparatus—some home-made ar.d some standard stoc'a The Oudin

coil outfit is excited by the 18-inch spark coil operated by an elec-

trolytic interrupter on 110-volt circuit. A rotary spark gap is used.

My radio receiving set includes amplifiers. I have a Ford car,

specially fixt up and decorated, in which "Yours Truly" and all

the "junk" will attempt to fly across the continent to sunny Cali-

fornia, my old home town—Santa Monica.—Kenneth Strickfaden

(home address, 1217 11th Street, Santa Monica, Cal.).
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o

aim

I
SAW in a magazine some time ago
some guy's idea about entering into

a gab-feasl with the Martians, or

Martonians, or Marites—or what-
ever you want to call 'em," remarked

one of our crowd as we sat in the Union
Depot at Portland, Oregon, waiting for

a train to Pendelton.

"Yes," replied Jazz, "I saw that. It

struck me as being sort of sensational stuff.

I guess it is alright—in some respects—but

there is a lot of stuff evidently overlooked."

"How is that?" asked Punk, looking up
from his Police Ga-
zette.

"For one thing,"

began Jazz, "did you
see the write-up?"

"Oh," returned
Punk. "I have seen
some of the bird's

stuff on the subject

O. K.—but all that

stuff is so far from
home that I never
paid much attention

to it."

"Well," continued

Jazz Stokes, "as I

was going to say—
the late Percy Low-
ell gazed up at the

Martian bunch of

dirt and discovered
that it was stript

all over with stringy

marks. If you had
seen them without
any explanation you
might have pro-
nounced them rail-

way tracks, or road
ways — but old
Lowell must have
been awful 'dry,' or
something; so he
thunk up the canal
idea. It took."

"I thought that a
bird by the name of
Schiaparelli—a Ger-
man wop, or some-
thing — discovered
the canals," put in

Bender.

"I believe you are

right," returned
Stokes. "It was
Sarsaparelli that
dug up the canals

and Lowell that ex-

tended the theory
and kept them open
to the astronomical

public.

"Anyway-, a Har-
vard 'Proff by the

name of Pickering

got it into his head
that we could con-

struct a huee mirror
and do flash liffht

stunts on them and
take chances on
them catchine on.

Tsall&iinijif wittlh. Mare
would stretch a few hundred acres of black
clotli over some blinding sands of the great
African desert and have some monster
motors to roll and unroll the 'window
shades' in such a fashion as to give them
an optical impression that we are kidding
them into saying 'Hello' to us by some such
way. Of course such a stunt would cost

the price of a young war—but what's a bil-

lion or two to a scientist's young life!

Wood himself didn't intend to foot the bill."

AS SCIENCE SEES THE MARTIAN.
Due to th» very rare Martian atmosphere, the Martian's chest must be enormous to

accomr-odate his ponderous lungs, necessary to si pply his oxygen. Rare atmosphere con-
ducts sound very poorly, hence the large ears, required to catch the very weak sounds. Due
to the poor atmosphere, it is exceedingly cold on Mars, except at the equator. Hence
Martians are covered with a while polar fur from head to foot. A rare atmosphere conducts
odors but poorly—hence the elephantine nose, which goes to the odor, as the odor can't come
to the Martian. Gravity on Mars being much less than on earth— 1 lb. on earth weighs 0.35
lbs. on Mars—the pull on his body is very s-nall. Therefore, his height Is from 10 to 12
feet. To support such a tall body where gravity is small, better footing is necessary, hence
the big feet. The tremendously civilized Martian always rides or flies from place to place;
his legs are thus almost useless, hence devoid of muscles, consequently thin. The Martians
stopped all physical work millions of years ago; machines do his work. His arms thus are
weak and thin. But *he hands and eyes—the Martian's most important organs—are used
and worked constantly—therefore are developed wonderfully. As his food is all taken in

highly concentrated form and as he does not talk, the Martian's mouth has shrunk to very
small dimensions. Talking in a rare atmosphere being almost impossible, the Martian com-
municates by his telepathic organ, "A," a sort of sensitive skin stretched between antler-like
prominences ( n top cf his head. The same organ sends out the telepathic waves.—H. G.

"More than I ike I \— 1 don't know—beside-
I don't much care. But both the men are
exceptionally intellectual specimens of our
modern breed.

"A Frog by the name of Flammarion.
a 'proff' in some La Belle Universale or
something, let's out some of his think tank
juice and proposes to have an immense
bank of incandescent globes Iayed out on
a dark stretch of land and let some official

throw in and out the switch to the tune of
'Do you get us, Mars?'"

"Well," interrupted Punk, handing his

Police Gazette to a

preacher, "h?ve you
any better hunch
for our transetherial

commu n i c a t i o n
'-

Why tear down
when you can't put

up a better castle
than you ripped out

—even if the one
that you propose is

warmer than the
one you jerked out

of commission ?"

"Well," replied
Jazz, "can't I kid the

kids ? They are
smart men and have
a few smart faults

They have it all ovei

the rest of us in

many ways —-but
they cannot be per-

fect in all ways. In

one or two respects

they have fell down
in their hypothetical

proposals. Some of

us who sit back and
find fault with the

Peace Treaty and
so forth see a weak
joint in their pipe

dreaming and ur

with the 'heehaw.'

"Now will vou le>

me rave?

"In the first place .

how are we to know
that the beings thai

inhabit Mars — if il

is inhabited — are
gifted with a phys-

ical and mental com-
bination that results

in what we explain

as sight? We don't

know but what they

have evoluted past

us—if we are evo-
luting—and are get-

ting into their
knowledge what we
do with sight by
some other

and some more
on our getting them if they do catch on.''

"He was not a proff in finance, was he?"

questioned V. Dago Hule. with a sort of a

smile.

"Proff Wood (not referring to his head
exactly) figured out a plan wherein we

"Don't you think that that was just a sort

of figure of speech? T don't think that he

really thought of doing exactly what he

said. He probably proposed that as some
example of how it cou'd be done—don't

you think?" rattled off Bender.

sense? As the dog
for instance, has its

sense of smell de-

veloped to a much
greater degree than
has the human race,

so might we have
our sense of sight

developed to a much greater degree than
have the Martians. And are we sure that

they have developed up in the same way
that we have? Take the different forms
of life on our own planet : how different

(Continued on page 6gg)
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THE ORACLE

). If a Quick
research work or
.'re answered.

The "Oracle" is for the sole benefit of all electrical experimenters. Questions will be
answered here for the benefit of all, but only matter of sufficient interest will be publisht.
Rules under which questions will be answered:

1. Only three questions can be submitted to be answered.
2. Only one side of sheet to be written on; matter must be typewritten or else written

in ink, no penciled matter considered. Your correct name and address must be signed.
3. Sketches, diagrams, etc., must be on separate sheets. Questions addrest to this

department cannot be answered by mail free of charge.
answer is desired by mail, a nominal charge of 25 cents is made for each question. If the questions entail considerable
intricate calculations a special rate will be charged. Correspondents will be informed as to the fee before such questions

VOLTAGE DROP IN RAILS.
(1027) Chas. Hora, New York, N. Y.
rites us

:

soo feet soo feet

^^Vo/tmeter

e

S

1

' f

. h

e. g. a f.h. are "Books' &r "Ties'

no volts

/ ])
- Potential drop only o fen millivolts

Diagram Showing How Drop in Voltage
Measured.

Q. 1 The problem I wish you to solve is

this : Two rails, A, B,—C, D, are charged
with 110 volts; what would be the voltage

at e g and f h if the voltmeter is put
across these two points? Will it regisf!:2T

the same at A C, e g or f h, or will there

be a drop in the current, and if so. how
much? The rails are 1,000 feet Ions (such

as are used on the Elevated Railroads).

A. 1. If we understand your problem
correctly, what you wish to determine is

the drop in milli-volts across the two bonds
e g and f h on a track system such as is

used on the elevated railroad, and which
are of the same polarity. We can assure

you that the drop along these rails or

crossing bond such as e g or f h is very

small in any case, and for a three-foot sec-

tion of track, or measuring across a good
bond, the drop should be but a few milli-

volts. The drop in potential on a 1,000-foot

length of track will of course, in propor-

tion, be greater than that measured across

a bond or cross-section of, say, three feet

of track, but would be quite small in any
event.

has done some work along similar lines

with magnetically operated train stops,

which have been tried out on the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad re-

cently, so we under-
stand, has spent a

great deal of time and
money working out a
device quite similar

in principle. Engi-
neering reports which
he showed us demon-
strated that the de-
vice possest consider-
able merit and some
features heretofore
not fully realized, or

at least their practical

significance for such
a difficult task as this.

This experience has
tended to all the more

Across Rail Bonds Is

AUTOMATIC TRAIN STOP.

( 1028) E. M. G., of New London, Conn .

inquires :

Q. 1. What is your opinion of the "M-V
all weather train controller" as shown
and described in Electrical Experimenter
for February, 1918?

A. 1. In answer to your query asking

our opinion on the "M-V all weather train

control" as illustrated and described in the

February, 1918, issue of the Electrical

Experimenter, would advise as follows:

We have had no chance, of course, to see

this invention in actual practise in ord°r

to see for ourselves just how it would work
out under various weather conditions, but

from a theoretical point of ciew we would

say that the device c hould certainly work
out very well. Th? electrical operating-

theory of the invention is correct so far as

we can see, and an electrical engineer who

WANTED !! !

I "ODD PHOTOS" AT $1.00 EACH.
Here's what we want ! What have you got?

| ELECTRICAL PHOTOS—
| New photos of Lightning ; new and
I unusual Electrical Apparatus and

| Machinery; Electric Signs; Electric

1 Autos; Electric Clocks.

I SCIENTIFIC PHOTOS—
I New Scientific Apparatus; Results;

I Effects; Motion Pictures; Stunts.

I
OPTICAL PHOTOS—

Peculiar stunts obtained with vari-

ous lens arrangements ; odd film ef-
j

fects caused by unusual conditions ;
j

novel micro-photographic subjects.

[
ASTRONOMICAL PHOTOS—

Neiv eclipse photos; star and moon
\

effects caught by the camera; \

comets; shooting stars; progressive \

moon studies.

FREAK PHOTOS—
Odd double and triple exposure ef- {

fects; novel and striking effects due
f

to unusual exposures.

MECHANICAL PHOTOS—
Electrical and Mechanical apparatus |

of unusual news interest.

RADIO PHOTOS—
New stations, both commercial, gov- §

ernment, and private. Owners of |
private or amateur stations will find |
a special contest for these photos 1

on another page of this issue. §
And don't send us plate or film "nega- §

t'ves" ; send unmounted or mounted |
"prints' preferably a light and dark §
one. Enclose stamps if photos are I
to be returned.

Address photos to—Editor "Odd §
Photos", Electrical Experimenter, 233 1
Fulton Street, New York City.

reinforce our opinion .as to the practica-
bility of such magnetic train controls.
The device you are interested in would

seem to be all right if properly developed
and applied. We: understand that hereto-
fore, and even now, there are one or two
objections to all such automatic train stops
and controls of an electrical and magnetic
nature, which the railroads object to, and
that is that the currents passing thru the
rails are liable to conflict or nullify the
electric currents operating the block signals.

HUGHES BALANCE CONSTRUC-
TION.

(1029) C. H. Jones, McAllen, Texas,
asks

:

Q. 1. For data on building a Hughes
induction balance.

A. 1. We give herewith diagram show-
ing a Hughes balance constructed with an
ordinary buzzer as the exciter.

The coils are wound with No. 32 silk-

co.vered wire. About 300 turns are neces-
sary for each one. This winding must be
placed on the spools very evenly, and great
care should be taken to have all coils pre-
cisely alike. The lower two coils are con-
nected in series with the buzzer, the upper
two with a telephone receiver of about 75
ohms. A more sensitive receiver will, of
course, give more efficient results. These
coils are placed so that the winding opposes
that on the coil beneath it on two upright
posts, spaced the desired distance apart.
The exciting buzzer is now started and the
coils above shifted until no sound is heard
in the phones. If a metallic object is now
placed between the two coils, the phone
instantly responds because of the disturbed
balance.

The buzzer is a very simple device, made
by riveting a piece of hard rubber to the
armature. Said hard rubber has a metal
contact, which is connected with another
screw, so that the excitation of the coils is

entirely dependent upon these two con-
tacts, and only one cell is necessary in this
coil circuit, whereas two are used to
actuate the buzzer.

Colls 300 turns At*'32 Phone

nugnes induction t>aiance and How It Is
Constructed.
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Whtj Electrical Workers
Are Needed.

Consider for a moment what part electricity plays in

every-day life, in the comfort, convenience, pleasure and even
health of the whole civilized world.

Think of having to ride in horse

cars again—

of writing a letter every time

you now phone—

ofwaiting days for what the telegraph
does in a few minutes—
of no automobiles or moving pl-iurc

shows—

Electricity takes millions to and from work. Without it the
automobile and airplane would be impossible— the telephone and telegraph

would be useless. All the civilized world relies on it for li^ht, heat, transpor-

tation and communication. In a thousand ways electricity is used in factories,

offices and in the homes.

Electricity is almost as essential as the air we breathe.
ness would be almost at a standstill if deprived of its energy.

To say that electricity is still

in its inlancy is no exaggeration. Every-

day brings into practical use some new
method of controlling it, some new de-

vice or appliance for using it. In in-

dustrial work there are still scores of

operations where electricity will be
utilized sooner or later. The day is

coming when the railroads will entirely

replace steam with electricity. Doctors,

dentists ar.d scientists are only begin-

ning to realize the possibilities af elec-

trical energy.

These facts merely touch the
high spots, yet they prove beyond a
doubt that electricity plays a vital part

in business, in our individual lives, and
that there is unlimited scope for those

who make electricity their life work.

Busi-

The electrical worker provides
other men li-ht to work by, the tele-

phone and telegraph to convey their

orders, the power to run their machines
and transport their goods. He sup-
plies power in the homes to operate
washing machines, vacuum cleaners;
for ironinsr, heating and ventilating. In
short, it i j the e! actrical workerwho makes
it possible for the world to live moreccm'
fortably, toenj^y more pleasures and to
do a bigger, more profitable business-

Try to realise just what it

would mean if the world were
deprived cf this wor.^e-'ulenergy
and you whl heve a tester i-ea
of its importance ar.d under
stard why the electrical
worker is always
needed.

What Electricity
Offers You

Once you have mastered
the A-B-C of electricity you
are confronted with un-
limited opportunities for
advancement. You can
specialize in extending and perfecting the
wonders already accomplished in the field.

You may take up these branches of electrical

and mechanical work which cover the de-
sign and manufacture of electrical apparatus
or start in to qualify for a well-paid position

in the designing, construction, operating or
consulting branches of the electrical engi-
neering profession, and to fit yourself eventu-
ally for a position as Distribution, Operating,
Testing, Erecting cr Designing Engineer.

In the automobile, airplane, tele-
phone and telegraph lines there is also great
scope for the trained electrician. Many won-
ders of electricity have yet to be unfolded

—

its uses multiplied— end opportunities still

greater for those who can qualify.

With all these indisputable
facts—things you absolutely know
to be true—can you doubt for a
moment that in choosing elec-

tricity for your lifework
you are making a wise

choice?

How yoio
Qualify

You don't have to interfere
with your present work while qual-
ifying fcra good electrical position.
The American School c: n give you
just the training ycu need in your
SPARE TIME. Our electrical

courses have been specially pre-

pared fcr heme study—are written
so you can understand everything
quickly—and from your first "lesson

until you get ycur Diploma expert
instructors coach ycu. Our train-

ing will enable you to get into the
game EIGHT.

Read This
Guarantee
—Then Acff

"We guarantee at any time
during the first year of your enroll-
ment to refund the entire amount
paid if, immediately upon the com-
pletion of ten examinations, you
notify the School that you are not
satisfied with your course."

HERICAN
OF CORRESPONDENCE

Deef. G263 CHICAGO

Please send me
tell me how I a

for the position

booklet and
n lit myself
marked X

.Electrical Engineer . .Automobile Repairman

.ElectricLightandPower . .Airplane Mechanic
Superintendent . .High school Course

.Hydroelectric Engineer . .Architect

.Wireless Operator . Building Contractor

.Mechanic.il Engineer . .Lawyer

.Heating and Ventilating . .Business Manager
Engineer • .Certified Hub. Acc'nt.

.Sanitnrv Engineer . . Account int and Auditor

.Mastei number . .Bookkeeper

.Civil Engineer . . Gcn'l Education Course

. ..Structural Engineer . .Com. School Branches
..Western Union Course . .Fire Insurance Adjuster

g . .Telephone Engineer . . Shop Superintendent
- . .Draftsman and Designer . . Steam Engineer

..Automobile Engineer . .Stenographer

I

J
Name

I
l|

Address

I

t

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to adverti
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SKINDERVIKEN

TRANSMITTER

BUTTON
Be a Draftsman!
Make $30 to $75 a Week
Your name and address on the coupon brings thia
(Treat Cyclopedia of Drawing without a penny down.
Pav only net shipping charges when books arrive.
With these books and a low price "school set" of draw -

ing instruments, obtainable at any store, a man can
become master of drawing and earn $30 to $75 weekly.
LEARN AT HOME— Cord paying positions open
everywhere. Intense activity in manufacturing,
railroading, building, etc., calls for more draftsmen.

Shipped on 7 Days' FREE Trial

CYCLOPEDIA OF DRAWING
4 Volumes. 1650 Pages. Thousands of Illustrations.

Round in genuine American morocco. Pages x 8M
inches. Covers all branches of Drafting — Archi-
tecture, Electrical. Structural Steel, Sheet Metal,
etc. Teaches pen-and-ink rendering, lettering, free-
hand, perspectiye, shades nnd shadows, working
shop drawings, machine design, etc., etc.

Eft— m UUaAL Only $2 a month if you keep the
uUv 3 llCCK books. Coupon explains offer,
good only within borders of U. S. and Canada.
Free Membership in This Society.—A Consulting
Membership given free with each set—worth $12.00.

I
AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY

Dept. D-258 Chicago

AMERICAN
TECHNICAL
SOCIETY r

Dept. D-2S8
Chicago, U.S.A.

Please send Cyclopedia of
)rawing for 7 days' examina-

tion, shipping charges collect.
I will send %Z within 7 days and 92
month until $14.80 is paid, or notify

you and hold hooka subject to your order.
Title not to pass until fully paid.

Name

Address

rtefcrcr.ee.

'/2 Price $2.5P

SEND HO MONEY
IF You Can Tell it From a

GENUINE DIAMONDS™* it bid,

To prove that our blue-white MEXICAN DIAMONDcloMly
resembles the finest genuine South African Diamond (cost-
iog50 times as much), with same DAZZLING RAINBOW-
FIRE, (Guaranteed 20 yrs.) we will send this Ladiee Solitaire

Ring with one carat gem, (Catalogue price $1.98) for M«lf
Price to Introduce, 12 .60, plus War Tax 13c Same thine
but Gents. Heavy Tooth Belcher Ring, (Cataloge price 16.28)1

for $3.10. plus WarTax 16c Mountings areour finest 1? karat
gold filled. Mexican Diamonds are GUARANTEED FOR 20
YEARS. SEND ON MONEY. Just mail postcard or this ad.,

state size and we will mall at once C. O. D. If cot fully

pleased, return In 2 days for MONEY BACK, less handling
charges. Act quick; offer limited: only one to customer;
Write for FREE Catalog. AGENTS WANTED.

MEXICAN OIAMONO IMPORTING CO.
Dept. F-l Las Cruets, N. Hex;

( Bxeluair* controller* Mexican Diamond*)

HBBATTERYCHARGING
PAYS BIG PROFITS

I WINTER BATTERY CHARGING BRINGS YOU
$100 to $200 MONTHLY EXTRA PROFIT

Tor owners demand reliable Battery Charging ser-

vice Get your HB 500 watt Ohareer :NOW. Vre-

nare for BIG WINTER PROFITS. Recharges 1

(o 8 6-volt batteries. Cost 10c to 15c each, cus-

tomer rays 75c to $1-50. No expensive repairs,

hnrnou's or renewals. Steady, dependable service.

Easv to install and operate, no
mechanical knowledge required.

$15 PUTS THIS MONEY-
MAKER IN YOUR GARAGE

Springfield-Remington
Single shot rifle altered and refinishsd. Shoots
cal. 30, model 1906 army cartridge. Weight 7J£
lbs., total length 39 Inches, U. S. Barrel 23j^ inches
P.emington breech action, blued finish U. S. graduated
sight. Price $7.77. CARTRIDGES S3.50 Per Hundred
packing charge 45 cents.

FRANCIS BANNERMAN SONS 501 BSOADV/AY. N.Y.

NUMBER 5

IN
my preceding articles I have tried to

show you just why it pays to buy ad-
vertised goods—given you real tangible

reasons proving that advertised articles

are always the best and cheapest and wide-
awake concerns who advertise always the

most satisfactory firms to do business with.

But there is one point I haven't brought
up and I want to take it up now. And that

is the fact that the systematic reac'.'ng of
advertisements is an education in itself. If

you want to keep abreast of the newest
and latest developments in your business,

your studies or your pet hobby you cannot
expect to do so unless you make a habit of
studying the advertising pages of your
favorite magazine.

More care is taken and more time and
money is spent by advertisers in preparing
their advertisements than is expended in

preparing even the editorial matter that

goes into an everyday magazine. With the

volume of advertising that is carried each
month in a large magazine like the ELEC-
TRICAL EXPERIMENTER, and the

great number of advertisers who compete
in offering their products in every issue,

earh advertisement must be prepared, first,

to attract your attention, second, to give
you the advertiser's story as easily and
quickly as possible, and third, to so con-
vince you of its merits that you will want
to know more about the article or offer

advertised. This being true, it stands to

reason that real advertising must make at-

tractive and educational reading. Attrac-
tive because of the short, snappy style

used in all high class advertising of today
and educational because, while reading the

advertisements you are learning about all

the newest inventions and developments of
science, and actually improving your mind
at the same time that you are broadening
your knowledge.

I know a bright, intelligent inventor who
somehow never could seem to get along.

He was always wasting his time on foolish

ideas and impractical schemes. One day I

called his attention to the ELECTRICAL
EXPERIMENTER, then a much smaller
magazine than it is now, and asked him
why he didn't read the ads carefully and
get an idea as to what was successful in

his line and what the people wanted. He
followed the suggestion and the last time I

saw him he had perfected a revolutioniz-
ing invention, the idea for which he had
received from an entirely different adver-
tisement in the "Experimenter.' If I told

you his name you would all know him,
most of you have probably used or are
familiar with his invention.

This just goes to show that you can
never tell in what way an advertisement
may help you. Make a practice of reading
ads—go through the advertising pages of

the good magazines as carefully as you do
the text. Don't lay this month's issue of
the "Experimenter" aside until you have
read every line of advertising. Digest the

ads—get all the information you can from
the advertisers themselves by writing to

them. Keep yourself posted on what they
have to offer and when you need anything
in their line patronize them.

Advertising Manager.

Most Sensitive

Microphone

J.
00

OtWOOD Bo*

You can easily make a
highly sensitive detecto-
phone by using a Skin-
derviken Transmitter But-
ton to collect the sound
waves. You can build
your own outfit without

buying expensive equipment. Think of the
fun you would have with such an instrument 1

It's very simple, too, and inexpensive.
You can install an outfit in your home and

hear the conversation being held all over the
house. You can connect up different rooms of
a hotel. This outfit was used by secret serv-
ice operatives during the War. It is being
used on the stag;.
One of the main advantages of the Skinder-

viken Transmitter Button lies in its ultra-
sensitiveness. You can place it in any posi-
tion you like. It is the greatest invention in
micro-phones and has won recommendations
from men of high standing in the scientific
world. It is being used all over the world.
You can mount it most anywhere. Card board

boxes, stove pipes,

OLoetctivoicui stiff calendars and
hundreds of other
places will sug-
gest themselves to
you. The buttons
can not be seen
by any one in the
room, as they are
so small and light.

Only a small brass
nut is exposed to
the view.

Full directions
for connecting up
the button for use
as a detectophone
are given in book-
let which is sent
with each button.
The only instru-

ments needed to
complete a detect-

ophone outfit, in addition to a Skinderviken
Transmitter Button are a receiver, battery,
and, if desired, an induction coil.

The same circuit connections apply to all

experiments, regardless of how the transmitter
button is mounted.
The Skinderviken Transmitter Button oper-

ates on one or two dry cells. It often happens
that two cells produce too much current and
the sounds are deafening. We recommend
either one fresh cell or two worn out cells.

Send Us Your Order
TO-DAY

We have the utmost faith in this transmitter
button. We guarantee satisfactory service or
we will refund the purchase price. Boys

—

voting and old—send in a dollar bill RIGHT
NOW ! You can't lose. If you're not satis-
fied, you receive your dollar back. Isn't that
fair?

JOHNSON SMITH & CO.
Dept. E-13,

3224 N. Halsted Street, Chicago

USE THIS COUPON

Johnson Smith ft Cx, Dept. E-13,

3224 N. Halsted St., Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen:—Please skip at once to address below

Skinderviken Transmitter Buttons, for which I

enclose $

Kame "- - • >

Address

City ..

You benefit by mentioning tlie "/ lect'-ical Experimenter" when writing to 'advertisers
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Drafting

Lesson
The Chicago "Tech"

method is the quickest, easi-

est way to become a skilled

draftsman in spare lime,

without interfering with your
present position. Hut we
don't ask you to decide un-

til you know how well Quali-

fied you are for this pros-

oerous profession.

TEST LESSON
IN DRAFTSMANSI "?

Other institutions ask you
to pay first—and then find

out later what their in-
struction means to you. We send the free lesson first

and place you under no obligation at all. Discover your
Qualifications before you pay anything. And see for

yourself just what Chicago "Tech" otrers you in training

which will bring a ready market for your services and
open opportunities which are closed to the untrained man.

Send Coupon

Be aDraftsman
RaiseYour Income

Every Big Construction Job
Mi, -si Pass Through the Drafting Room

Do you realize what that means in the way of opportunity with big pay foi

Draftsmen? Think of the enormous volume of building operations now going for-

ward all over the country with the return of peace—the big engineering, construction

and manufacturing projects that must every one first go through the drafting roort

before the plans are ready for the workmen.
Never before in this country was there such a demand for skilled draftsmen

—

and this condition is true of European countries in which the destruction of wai

calls for vast re-building programs requiring the services of an army of draftsmen

All this world-wide demand means great prosperity for men who become trained

in draftsmanship.

$25 to $100 a Week
All you need is training to be ready to ac-

cept a call that should mean $25 to $100 a

week easily earned. You have the same oppor-

tunity to secure the valuable training in spare

time at home or by personal attendance from

the Chicago Technical College that many other

men had who are now holding fine positions

and earning big pay through their knowledge

of draftsmanship.

Act Promptly—Now
The longer j'ou wait, the longer you will postpone

the time when you will b»gin to draw a tempting

salary as an Expert Draftsman. Manufacturers,
Architects, Contractors, Engineers, Builders, Rail-

roads and other big employers of trained draftsmen

are ready with the work—when you are qualified to

handle it.

Come to the College or

Train at Home
Whether you decide to take one of the resi-

dent courses or to study in spare time at home
you will have the personal direction of practical
engineers, builders and architects, who give you
the benefit of their vast experience and the suc-

cessful methods they use in their own work
No time wasted. Every minute counts under
men like these—every one a specialist!
We train hundreds of men by the most modern

methods and see them quickly succeed, because we
give them a technical preparation that not only
makes proficient draftsmen of them, but also enables

them to fill higher executive positions In big con
struction enterprises. There is no limit to youi
progress after you have equipped yourself with what
the Chicago "Tech" can give you.

Drawing Outfit
Every student of the

Chicago "Tech" Home
Study Course In
Draftsmanship receives
the drawing outfit -

—

set of instruments in
case, drawing board,
T square, triangles
scale, curve, drawing
paper, pencils, etc., or
a cash credit in case
he already has an out-
fit. These instruments
are of the same ma'

No Extra Charge

and sizes as used by high salaried experts in drafting
rooms of factories, shops, railroads, etc. You use
them while learning—then take them right into youi
practical work.

Easy Payment
Chicago "Tech" training costs you little compareo

to the great benefits conferred, and payment of
tuition fees may be made in easy installments, if

desired. This splendid training will soon enable you
to pay for the course from extra earnings.

Below, in the coupon, we list our principal courses.
Just mark X in the ( ) to show which subject in-

terests you and we will send you full information
free. Mail Coupon or write today.

CHICAGO TECHNICAL COLLEGE
r CHICAGO, U. S. A.

AUTOMOBILE AND
GAS ENGINE COURSE

All about automobile mechanism—its con-
struction, operation and REPAIR—taught by
mail. You train directly under the Chicago
"Tech" automobile experts. Splendid op-
portunities open now.

Learn AM This *n Spare Time
All about the Principle of the Automo-

bile; Gasoline Encines ; Power Plants and
Transmissions: Carburetors and Fuel Su;>-

plv Systems: Imbrication and Cooling; Bat-
teries: Magneto Ignition; Starting and
Lighting Systems.

Know How To Fix Troubles
Most complete instruction in auto repair

work. Equips you for high pay or to s'ar*

a business. Big demand for trained rra r

Write— S'nii the coupon and got catalog

and all information now.

CHICAGO TECHNICAL COLLEGE
1145 Chicago "Tech" Building, Chicago

Without obligation to me, send your Catalog on subject indicated
below Also FREE Lesson if inquiry is on Dratti'ig or Plan Reading
Mark X opposite work in which you are especially interested.

T 1 Architectural Drafting
[ ] Machine Drafting
[ ] Electr'eal Drafting
f 1 Structural Drafting
[ ] Sheet Metal Drafting
1 ] Builders' Course

T ] Plan-Reading—Poildingi
[ ] Plan-Reading—Shop Men
[ ] Estimating
[ 1 Surveying
[ ] Autos and Gas Engines
[ ] Aeronautics

Xajno

Address

City State.

Collesa or Ho::-.o Study? State which

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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A Modern King Canute
The people who lived in the

good days of the wise King
Canute thought he had the

power to make the ocean re-

cede at a mere word of com-
mand. Today the Bell Tele-

phone Company finds itself in

a position not unlike that of

the ancient king. Its mere
word will not hold back an
ocean of expense.

Rigid economy and the most

modern methods of operation

have made it possible for the

Bell Company to keep its rates

at a far lower level than that of

the commodities which it must
use in construction and upkeep.

But it has felt the rising tide of

costs just as certainly as has
every business and every
family.

The one source of revenue

o f the Bell Lompany is the

price you pay for service. If

this price fails to cover fair

wages and necessary materials,

then both you and your tele-

phone company must suffer.

For one year the Bell Com-
pany was under Government
control. The Government an-

alyzed methods and costs ; and
established the present rates as

just. All the Bell Company
asks is a rate sufficient to pro-

vide satisfactory service to

every subscriber.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

One Policy One System Universal Service

No Money Required

WE TRUST YOU

Printing Press

FREE

Sterling Silver Water Set

\\- e nre giving away thousands of dollars worth of

valuable presents, such as Watches. Air Rifles, Guns,

Moving Picture Machines. Musical Instruments, Cam-
ens, Printing Presses, Typewriters, Books, Puzzles,

CfameSj Tricks. Tovs and Novelties, Rubber Stamps,

Household Labor Saving- Devices, etc. All you have to

d i s to send your name and we will send you, without

anv charge, 20 large beautiful colored pictures or 20

packages of posccards, to sell at 15 cents each. When
sold send us the money and we will g

: ve you goods of

your own selection to the value of $3.00 from our won-
derful premium catalog. Remember, you get these

goods as a p-emium for selling the pictures or post-

cards and send :

r">- us the money. You do not have
to pav one cent for them.

By (•nntiiutine the sale nf our ennds you can earn a maeniflcent

bicycle art! many other expensive presents. Send in your application

at once, statin;; whether pictures or postcards are preferred and we
will immediately send you the first lot. accompanied by our catalog

to select your premium from.

Spencer Publishing Co.
D
!io Chicago

Simplex Typewriter

HELIUM GAS WAS TO AID IN
BOMBING ENEMY

Some of the secrets regarding the pro-
duction of helium, the non-inflammable bal-
loon gas which was developed and pro-
duced in considerable quantities during the
war, were disclosed recently by a statement
based on a memorandum prepared by the
Bureau of Steam Engineering. In part the
statement says

:

"If the war had lasted until Spring, the
British and American Governments would
have sent helium-filled rigid airships over
strategic points in Germany, each capable of
dropping a total of ten tons or more of
high explosives, either in a single tremen-
dous discharge, or in a number of smaller
ones during its passage over a fortress or
city. These airships would have carried
batteries amply sufficient to repel airplane
attack.

"The success won in producing helium
has resulted in the War and Navy Depart-
ments allotting funds for the production of
the gas on a large scale for the use of the
military and naval service. It is expected
the plant will be in active operation in
a few months. It draws its raw material
from a natural gas field which is the largest
and richest in helium now known in the
world. A ten-year lease of this field is held
by the Government for practically its entire
output. During the war this helium gas was
camouflaged under the name of 'Argon.'

"Since helium is noninflammable," said
the statement, "an observation or dirigible
balloon filled with it cannot be destroved
by incendiary bullets. The only effective
method of attack would be by driving an
airplane bodily thru the great gas bag. With
the fire risk eliminated, the rigid airship or
Zeppelin will hence be one of the most
powerful weapons known.

"Just prior to the armistice a shipment
of 150,000 cubic feet of helium was sent by
our Government to Europe. The problem
of an ample supply of helium has, there-
fore, 'been virtually solved by American
energy and resourcefulness. This shipment
was made in a relatively brief period after
contracts were made for its production.

"The high military value of helium was
recognized by the Allies in the early stages
of the war, but it was not until the United
States began hostilities that methods for
obtaining the gas in serviceable quantities

could be devised. Helium is a component
of natural gases, and the quantity of the
richest helium-bearing gases which the
British used for their early experiments
was relatively very poor, having only one-
third of 1 per cent of helium.

"Prior investigation indicated, however,
that there were in this country deposits of
natural gases far richer in helium than any
known to exist in the British Empire.

"The result was that the Bureau of Mines
made contracts with the Linde Air Prod-
ucts Company and the Air Reduction Com-
pany, both of New York, which were oper-

ating organizations producing large quan-
tities of liquefied oxygen and nitrogen, and
were hence especially fitted to undertake the

production of helium, which is obtained by
the liquefaction of the other components of

natural gas, leaving the helium free.

"During the experimental period of this

work, the Bureau of Mines, assuming that

the plants designated by its organization

would soon be in successful operation, ad-

vised that the experimental work on the

two commercial plants should be stopped

The War and Navy Departments, and par-

ticularly the Naval Bureau of Steam Engi-

neering, which was concerned with the pro-

duction of helium, insisted upon a con-

tinuation of the experimentation of those

plants. Their judgment was vindicated

within a few weeks, when it was shown
that helium could be produced in quantity

and at a reasonable price by both these

plants.
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FreeProof thatICan
Raise Your Pay
No matter how much you are earning now, I can show you how to

increase it. I have even taken failures and shown them how
to make $100—$200, and in once case as high as $2,000 weekly.

I am willing to prove this entirely at my risk and expense.

LET'S have a little chat about getting ahead
—you and I. My name is Pelton.

J Lots of people call me "The Man Who
Makes Men Rich." I don't deny il. I've

done it for thousands of people—lifted them
up from poverty to riches.

I'm no genius—far from it. I'm just a plain,

everyday, unassuming sort of man. I know
what poverty is. I've looked black despair in

the eye—had failure stalk me around and
hoodoo everything I did. I've known the bit-

terest kind of want.
But to-day all is different. I have money

and all of the things that money will buy. I

am rich also in the things that money won't
buy>—health, happiness and friendship. Few
people have more of the blessings of the world
than I.

it is lo want for money, friendship, happiness,

health or any of the good things of life.

That "secret" surely made me rich in every
sense of the word.

M

IT was a simple thing that

jumped me up from pov-
erty to riclicj. As I've said,

I'm no genius. But I had the

good fortune to know a gen-

ius. One clay this man told

me a "secret." It had to do
with getting ahead and grow-
ing rich. lie had used it him-
self with remarkable results.

He said that every wealthy
man knew this "secret,"—that

is why he was rich.

I used the "secret." It

•surely had a good test. At
that time I was Art broke.

Worse than that, for I was
several thousand dollars in

the hole. I had about given

up hope when I put the

"secret" to work.
At first I couldn't believe

my sudden change in fortune.

Money actually flowed in on
me. I was thrilled with a
new sense of power. Things
I couldn't do before became
as easy for me to do as open-
ing a door. My business

boomed and continued to

leap ahead at a rate that

startled me. Prosperity be-

came my partner. Since that

•lav I've rever known what

A Few Examples
Personal Experiences

Among over 350.000 users of "Power
of Will" are such men as Judge Ben
B. Llndsey; Supreme Court Justice
Tarker; Wu Ting Fang. Ex. U. S.

Chinese Ambassador; Assistant Post-
master General B-itt ; Lieu.. Gov.
McKelvie of Nebraska; Genera] Man-
ager Christeson uf Wells-Fargo Ex-
press Co, : E. St. Elmo Lewis, former
Vice-Pros. Art Metal Construction
Co. : Gov. Ferris of Michigan, and
many others of equal prominence.

$300 Profit from One Day's Reading

"The result from one clay's 9tudy
netted me $M00 cash. I think it a

great book and would not be without
it for ten t'mes the cost."—A. W.
Wilke, Faiilktoii. So. Dakota.

Worth $15,000 ar:d Mors

"The book has been worth more
than Sir, (ion »o inc."—Oscar II. Sliei.-

pard, 1117 E. Locust, St., Decatur,
111.

Would Be Worth $100,000

"If I bad only had ! t when I was
20 voars ol 1. I would lie worth
Sliin.don oclay. h is nor b a hundred
times the price."—S. W, Taylor, The
Santo Fe By., Milans, Tex.

Salary Jumped from $150 to $800

"Since I read Power of Will my
salary has .in d from $150 to $xm>
a month."—J. F. Gibson, San Diego,
Cal.

From $100 to $3,000 a Monlh

"One of our boys who read Power
of Will before he came over here
jumped from $100 a month to $3,000
the first month, and won a $250 prize
for the best salesmanship in the
State."—Private Leslie A. Still, A.
E. F. France.

prised others. One by one people came
to me and asked me how I did it. I told

them. And it worked for them as well as it

did for me.
Some of the things this "secret" has done

for people are astounding. I would hardly
believe them if I hadn't seen them with my
own eyes. Adding ten, twenty, thirty or
forty dollars a week to a man's income is a
mere nothing. That's merely playing at it.

In one case I took a rank failure and in a few
weeks had him earning as

i high as $2,000.00 a week.
Listen to this:

A young man in the East
had an article for which there

was a nation-wide demand.
For twelve years he "puttered
round" with it, barely eking out
a living. Today this young man
is worth $200,0(10. He is build-
ing a $25,000 home—and paying
cash for it. He has three auto-
mobiles. His children go to pri-
vate schools. He goes hunting,
fishing, traveling whenever the
mood strikes him. His income is

over a thousand dollars a week.

In a little town in New York
lives a man who two years ago
was pitied by all who knew him.
From the time he was 14 he had
worked and slaved—and at sixty
he was looked upon as a failure.
Without work—in debt • to his
charitable friends, with an in-
valid son to support, the outlook
was pitchy black.

Then lie learned the "secret."
Tn two weeks he was in business
for himself. In three months his
plant was working night and day
to fill orders. During 1916 the
profits were $20,000. During
1917 the profits ran close to
$40,000. And this genial 64-year-
young man is enioying the pleas-
ures and comforts he little

dreamed would ever be his.

T COTT.D tell you thousands of
similar instances. But there's

no need to do this, as I'm willing
to tell you the "secret" itself.

Then you can put it to work and
see what it v ill do for you.

I don't claim I can make you rich over night.
Maybe I can—maybe I can't. Sometimes I have
failures—everyone has. But I do claim that I can
help 90 out of every 100 people if they will let me.
The point of it all, my friend, is that you are

using only about one-tenth of that wonderful brain
of yours. That's why you haven't won greater
success. Throw the unused nine-tenths of your
brain into action and you'll be amazed at the almost
instantaneous results.
The Will is the motive power of the brain.

Without a highly trained, inflexible will, a man
has about as much chance of attaining success in
life as a railway engine has of crossing the con-
tinent without steam. The biggest ideas have no
value without will-power to "put them over." Yet
the will, altho heretofore entirely neglected, can
be trained into wonderful power like the brain or
memory and by the very same method—intelligent
exercise and use.

If you held your arm in a sling for two years, it

would become powerless to lift a feather from lack
of use. The same is true of the Will—it becomes
useless from lack of practice. Because we don't
use our Wills—because we continually bow to cir-

cumstance—we become unable to assert ourselves.
What our wills need is practice.
Develop your will-power and money will flow

in on you. Rich opportunities will open up for
you. Driving energy vou never dreamed you had
will manifest itself. You will thrill with a new
power—a power that nothing can resist. You'll
have an influence over people that you never
thought possible. Success—in whatever form you
want it—will come as easy as failure came before.
And those are only a few of the things the "secret"
will do for you. The "secret" is fully explained in
the wonderful book "Power of Will."

How You Can Prove This at My Expense
T KNOW you'H think that I've claimed a lot.

Perhaps you think there must be a catch some-
where. But here is my offer. You can easily make
thousands—you can't lose a penny.

Send no money-^no, not a cent. Merely clip
the coupon and mail it to me. By return mail
you'll receive not a pamphlet, but the whole
"secret" told in this wonderful book, "POWER
OF WILL."
Keep it five days. Look it over in your home.

Apply some of its simple teachings. If it doesn't
show you how you can increase your income many
times over—just as it has for thousands of others

—

mail the book back. You will be out nothing.
But if you do feel that "POWER OF WILL"

will do for you what it has done for over a
quarter of a million others— if you feel as they do
that it's the next greatest book to the Bible—send
me only $3.50 and you and I'll be square.

If you pass this offer by, I'll be out only the
small profit on a three-and-a-half-dollar sale. But
you—you may easily be out the difference between
what you're making now and an income several
times as great. So you see you've a lot—a whole
lot—more to lose than I.

Mail the coupon or write a letter now—you
may never read this offer again.

PELTON PUBLISHING COMPANY
30T WILCOX BLOCK MERIDEN, CONN.

Pelton Pub'ishing Company
30T Wi!cox Block, Meriden, Conn.

You may send me "Power of Will" at your risk.

I agree to remit $3.50 or remail the book to you in
five days.
Name

Address
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Build and Fly An

Ideal Model Aeroplane
an Accurate Scale-Duplicate of a Famous Plane

You can build a perfect Model of a famous
Aeroplane, that will look exactly like the real

one, and that will rise from the ground or
water by its own power and fly in the air.

liu i Id one now ; it's the greatest sport you
ever hadl You can learn a lot about Aero-
planes; how they are built; operated and
controlled. Ideal Model Aeroplane Construction
Outfits make building easy. They contain all

parts, fittings, materials, plans drawn to scale

and complete building and flying instructions.

You put the parts together and build your Model
like a real Aeroplane mechanic.

Pick Your Model from Th^se CckbratcJ Aeroplanei

You can pet from Ideal Dealers Complete Con-
struction OutfVt to build RCfile-rpductiorj Models
of any of these well-known machines:

N C-4 (Naval-Curtiss Seaplane). The first

'plane to fly a<-rnss the Atlan;ic Ocean. 4 J
/i

ft. Model. Shown below.

DeHAVILLAND Battle Plane {DeH-4). The
fighting 'plane used bv the American Aces
In the World War. 3 ft. Model. Shown
Above.

Curtlss Military Tractor. The 'plane used to
train our Aviators. 3 ft. Model.
Blerlot Monoplane. The first aeroplane to
crnss the English Channel. 3 ft. Model.
Nleuport Monoplane. A famous French
'plane used in the War. 3 ft. Model.
Cecil Peoll Pacer. A racing-type aeroplane
with a record for distance flights.

Ideal Model Aeroplane Construction Outfits for

building any of the above Aeroplanes are gold
by Lending Toy. Sporting Goods and Depart-
ment Store*. Ask for them at your store. Bt
sure you get IDEAL Model Aeroplanes because
they are the only ones that are true copies of

actual Aeroplanes.

Sendfo r the Ideal Aeroplane Boob
Tells all about Ideal Aeroplanes and Flying
Toys; gives complete descriptions and
prices; contains list of stores where '

you can get them. Get this 48-page book.

Sent Postpaid for $c in stamps

IDEAL AIRPLANE & SUPPLY CO.
Making Mndel Arroplanta Sine* 1921 %

159- IGI V.'ooster St.

Cor. W. Houston St., New York

Noiseless Target Practice
Fit your .22 with a Maxim Silencer and get

no end of fun this winter practicing in your
backyard and basement

BAn 111 m Eil JS**"" MAKES YOO
I Mm A BETTER MARKSMAN

corf «WGt1
It eliminates recoil and all noise of £nrt£
the report, and steadies your aim. DwUK
Direct from Dealer or Factory $5.00. ,

Write for Free Book of Stories. t*i

MAXIM SILENCER CO
89 Homestead Ave., Hartford, Conn.

THE MIDGET SLIDE RULE
will solve any problem in addi-
tion, subtraction, multiplication,
division and proportion. A Log-
VLog Scale gives any root or power
Aof any quantity. Gives Logarithms.
USines, Tangents. Cosines. Cotan-
Hgents and the decimal equivalents
Jof fractions to sis figures. It is

I grease and water proof and will
give years of service. This rule is
not io be compared with the paper
utility rules which sell for $1.00
and are put together with paper
fasteners. It is accurate, simple

to operate and comparison shows that it is undoubtedly the
fastest and most complete rule made. Our refund guaran-
U» protect, you fi ora loss or disappointment. An Instruction book 16

with each rule

Mold. $1.25. Leather "C«»o SOe" eitra.
glide. Rules. Your manor baxk

t rouara not satisfied.

of rule 4 In.
: White Cat-

Send for catalogue of

GilsoQ Slide Rule Co., Niles, Mich.

TELEGRAPHING PHOTOGRAPHS
FROM NEW YORK TO DENVER
If you should ask the man in the street

as to whether or not he knew about the

new method of telegraphing photographs
of prominent people and news events across

the United States from New York City to

Denver, Colorado, daily, he would probably

gasp once or twice and let it go at that.

Probably many readers of technical jour-

nals are somewhat familiar with the Korn
system of telephotography, by means of

which it is possible to telegraph pictures of

scenes, personages, etc., over circuits 300 to

400 miles in length. This, and several other

systems which have been developed in

Europe, are not very speed}', however, and
they have several drawbacks.
An entirely new system, devised by Mr.

LeRoy J. Leishman, of Salt Lake City,

Utah, is being used daily to transmit by
regular standard telegraph dispatch over
the Western Union wires, at the usual rates,

photos of prominent personages and events,

from New York City to Salt Lake City and
Denver. By this system the photograph,
sketch or drawing to be transmitted has to

be coded. To do thh, the photograph is

placed on what is known as a coding board,

which resembles a small drafting board
provided with sliding scales, graduated with
the letters of the alphabet. It at once be-

comes evident how a given point on the

picture can be thus checked exactly by
taking the reading from a scale passing
thru the point horizontally, and then taking

a secondary reading on the same point, by
taking another reading on the vertical scale.

It might be thought that these subdivision

lines would be numbered 1 to 10, but it has

been found more scientific and expeditious

all around to use the letters of the alphabet,

which gives theoretically 26 letters. How-
ever, only 17 letters are used, owing to the

similarity of several of the letters, which
might be subject to error in telegraphic

transmission. Not only has the Leishman
system been worked out to give rapid coding
and decoding methods, but there are five

different degrees of shade lines transmitted
by code, i. e., special letters which are trans-

mitted by the use of index letters, so that

anyone familiar with sketching, such as an
artist, or even a student at the game, can
decode the telegram and reconstruct the

picture. The inventor, altho he is not an
artist, as he stated in a recent interview, can

quickly decoCe the picture and obtain very

excellent results.

To give a clear idea of just how the

system works, suppose we have a photo-

graph which is to be coded for transmis-
sion from New York to Denver. The
photo is mounted on the coding board, and
the complete telegram giving the positions

of the various component points of the pic-

ture, is completely worked out by a fairly

expert person in about one hour and a half.

Then what you get is a string of words like

this
—"bxfas dmgdq," etc., etc. The aver-

age photograph, for example a likeness of

President Wilson, will require a telegram
containing about 250 words. This may be

sent by day telegram rate or by night letter,

in order to gain the lower cost of trans-

mission. The telegram, of course, is trans-

mitted practically instantaneously to the

western city or other point, and the picture

completely reconstructed in a time period

corresponding approximately to that for

coding the picture in the fii-t place. It may
be thought by the reader that such a pic

ture would be nothing but a scratchy look-

ing pen drawine, which would not preserve

the exact features of a person verv faith

fully. But such is not the case. The orig-
;nal master photograph is mailed from the

eastern city, arriving several days after the

telegraphed picture has been on exhibition.

As soon as the master nhotoeraph has ar-

rived, it is placed on exhibit side by side with

the telegraphic reproduction, and it is prac-

tically impossible to tell one from the other.

In This Interesting Contest

TO THE BOY who can think of the most inter-
esting uses for tiie popular AbTQ-WHEH COASTER,

for earning money and for play, we shall award
one of our lai^e models absolutely FREE. It's a
mighty generous prize for a few minutis* work.
And the following eleven vc'uable prizes wiil be
given to those sending in the next best uses:

Camera, Camping Tent, IMlesa Kit, Seoul Knife,
Fleelwfng Sloor^^ SE-od, Compass, Ingersoll
Watch. Axe, Bank, COoctrie Flashlight, Poncho.

INFORMATION ABOUT CONTEST
1. Any boy or girl not over 15 years may compete.
2. Contest will be judged by three men well-

known in t)ie Boy Scout organization.

8. Write to Business Idea Dept.. Buffalo Sled Co..
for pamphlet explaining the Contest, and
colored catalog telling all about Auto-Wheel.

6. At end of letter write names of three Coaster
Wagon Dealers in your town. If any carry
the Auto-Wheel put an "x" after name.

YOU CAN DO IT. Any live boy who knows how
to get fun end earn money out of a good, strong
coaster wagen, has a fine chance to get the Auto-
Wheel as a prize. Here are a lew pointers: The
Auto-^ heel is a wgon for work or play. It's
built for strength and F^^ed. Has roller bearings,
steel axles and tires, body white ash, map.e gear.

If there's an Auto-Wheel dealer near you, he'll
gladiy let you see the Auto-Wheel Coaster in his
store, and he'll give you some good ideas for your
letter. CONTENT CLOSES NOVEMBER SO, 1919.

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE. GET BUSY.

Buffalo Sled Co.,

Lightning Racer Experi-
mental Model. This Is
not a toy. It U a prac-
tical, scientific fl y i n g
model, guaranteed to fly

hundreds of feet; designed and built from the finest
selected materials, by Model Experts. This machine
and our famous "Mont&ub Flyer" are the only Com-
plete Model Aeroplanes guaranteed to fly 600 ft. sell-
ing for lesB than $5.00. This model, shipped with
monoplanes detached, ready and guaranteed to fly,

$3 75 prepaid. Rend Btampa for circular describing
this wonderful model.
Blueprints of the following modfN 1-2 actual size 60 cents poet

paid in U. c
.

Blerlot Racer, files 600 ft Manhattan Racer, flies 2000
ft. Montauk Flyer, flies 500 ft. 3 ft. Curtlss or Do
Havlland Biplane, 75 cents each, postpaid.
I1EC Flying Hoat guaranteed to rise from the water and
fly 500 ft. TV sheets blueprint Jl 00 postpaid U. S.

H EC AEROPLANE CO.. 300 E 4Qth St.. N. Y. C.

Build Your Own PHONOGRAPH
It's Easy With Our Help ,^ SAVE*
a few li'mrs interesting worft

saves many dollars and gives mm, OVER
you a machine exactly to suit mtk r
your Ideals. We furnish motors, „|^|T%-?m HALF
tone arms, case material, blue ~" '

'

'

prints and full instructions.

Plavs any record. You can make
fine profit building phonographs
for your friends.

Write Todav for Our Free
Blue Print Offer. Ajzents
wanted for our ready built
Choraleons.

Choraleon Phonograph Co.
717 Monger Big., Elkhart, Ind

UMAKEM
Airplane Workchest. containing aircraft work table with
mitre cutting board and length gauge, steel drill, steel
hammer. Model Maker's steel square, screwdriver, sand-
paper block, 10" scroll saw, together with finest quality
reed and bass wood, aluminum, silh, para rubber, full
set of blueprints, directions, and all fittings for building
one 36" Bleriot Model flying Monoplane. Price $10.00.
Other UmakeM Outfits 50c to $50.

W. R. PRICE. Inc.
No. 2 UmakeM Building, 127 Fifth Avenue, New York

Yon benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when irritina to advertisers.
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"You've Gone Way Past Me, Jim!"
"Today good old Wright came to my office. All day the boys had been dropping in

to congratulate me on my promotion. But with Wright it was different.

"When I had to give up school to go to work I came to the plant seeking any kind of a job

—

I was just a young fellow without much thought about responsibility. They put me on the pay-

roll and turned me over to Wright, an assistant foreman then as now. He took a kindly interest

in me from the first. 'Do well the job that's given you, lad,' he said, 'and in time you'll win out.'

Well, I did my best at my routine work, but I soon realized that if ever I was going to get ahead I must not

only do my work well, but prepare for something better. So I wrote to Scranton and found I could get exactly the

course I needed to learn our business. I took it up and began studying an hour or two each evening.

"Why, in just a little while my work took on a whole new meaning. Wright began giving me the most particular

jobs—and asking my advice. And there came, also, an increase in pay. Next thing I knew I was made assistant

foreman of a new department. I kept right on studying because I could see results and each day I was applying

what I learned. Then there was a change and I was promoted to foreman—at good money, too.

"And now the first big goal is reached— I am superintendent, with an income that means independence, comforts

and enjoyments at home—all those things that make li.
r

e worth living.
• „_ — , „ __TEAR OUT HCRtM —— —

Wright is still at the same job, an example of the tragedy of lack
J INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

of training. What a truth he spoke when he said today, 'You've gone
'way past me, Jim,—and you deserve to.' Heads win—every time!

Yes, it's simply a question of training. Your hands can't earn, the

money you need, but your head can if you'll give it a chance.

The International Correspondence Schools have helped more than

two million men and women to win promotion, to earn more money,
to know the joy of getting ahead in business and in life.

Isn't it about time to find out what they can do for you?

You, too, can have the position you want in the work of your choice,

with an income that will make possible money in the bank, a home of

your own, the comforts and luxuries you would like to provide your
family. No matter what your age, your occupation, your education,

or your means—you can do it!

A" I

I

BOX 6206, SCRANTON. PA.
Explain, without obligating me, how I can quality lor the posi-
tion, or in the subject, before which I mark X.

I

All we ask is the chance to prove it—without obligation on your
part or a penny of cost. That's fair, isn't it? Then mark and mail

this coupon.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electric Lighting and Railways
Electric Wiring
Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work
MECHANICAL ENGINEER

B Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Toolmaker
Gas Engine Operating
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINK FOREMAN OR ENGINEER
STATIONARY ENGINEER
Marine Engineer
Ship Draftsman
ARCHITECT
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
PLtlUIIING AM) HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker
Textile Overseer or Supt.
CHEMIST

Name
Pre^ert
Occupation

Street
and Ivo

Q SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING
Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer
Sign Painter
Railroad Trainman
ILLUSTRATING
Cartooning
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typlal

SCerr. Public Accountant
TRAFFIC MANAGER
Railway Accountant
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Teacher
Common School Subject*
Mathematics
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
automobile 0PERATIH0
Auto Repairing

B Natation inSponlio
AGRICULTURE ID French
Poultry Raising! Italian

H Clty_

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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$20 THIS
Made toYourMeasure

ALLW00L SUIT
We make every suit to your
individual measures from the
exact fabric you select and
according to your exact speci-

fications. We ship it on ap
proval, delivery charges pre-
paid, for you
to try on, to
inspect and
examine. Un-
less you are
well pleased
with your bar-
gain your trial

order will not
cost you one
cent. Write
us today—

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER November. 1919

BIG
CATALOG
FREE

Chmsg

from 65

Beautiful

Patternt

Gend us a postal today for a
copy of our big new catalog
end style book with 65 cloth
samples ot the very finest,

high grade fabrics and latest
NewYork andChicago6tyles. Oar prices will surprise
you. We guarantee to save you Z5% to 40% or do sale.

Deal Direct— Save Money
Any member of your family can take your measures.
We guarantee a perfect fit. Yoa take absolutely no
risk. By dealing direct with us, the manufacturers,
yoa save the unnecessary expenses and rrofits of agents

and obtain the highest grade metropolitan
tailoring at a wonderful saving. Write for

Catalog Today — We'll Send It Free!

THE BELL TAILORS
Dept. 276

Adams at Green St. Chicago, III.

BOYS!SAT HOME
The Study of Electricity for Beolnners.

Dry Batteries. How to Make Them.
Electrical Circuits and Dlaarams. Part I.

Electric Beils, Annunciators and Alarms.

Modern Primary Batteries.

Experimenting with Induction Colls.

Electric Cas Igniting Apparatus.

Small Accumulators. How to Make and Use.

Model Steam Engine Design.

Practical Electrics.

Inventions. How to Protect and Sell Them.
Woodwork Joints. How to Make and Use.

The Fireman's Guide to the Care of Boilers.

The Slide Valve Simply Explained.

The Magneto Telephone.
The Corliss Engine and Its Management.
Making Wireless Outfits.

Wireless Telephone Construction.

The Wlmshurst Machine. How to Make It.

Simple Experiments In Static Electricity.

Small Electrical Measuring Instruments.

Electrical Circuits and Diagrams. Part 2.

Induction Colls. How to Make Them.
Model Vaudeville Theatres.
Alternating Currents. Simply Explained.

How to Build a 20-Foot Bi-plane Glider.

A B C of the Steam Engine.

Simple Soldering. Hard and Soft.

Telegraphy for Beginners.

Low Voltage Lighting with Storage Batteries.

Lleckfeld Gas and Oil Engines.

House Wiring for Electric Light.

Magnets and Magnetism.
Small Windmills and How to Make Them.
Collin's Wireless Plans. Part I.

Collin's Wireless Plans. Part 2.

Price 25 cents each, postpaid

SPON & CHAMBERLAIN
120 G Liberty Street, New York

Turn aYalve and Cojok
* or Heat *"®-jE

7Se Oliver Oil-Gat Burner
makes any cookine or beating stove ft CM
etove. Burns coaloil (kerosene). Cooks, bakes

better, cheaper. Keeps home warmer.
You retru.ate fla-ne. No fires ta
start, no dirt. Simple, ea?e, easllj

put In or taken out. No damaga
to sMve. Las's a lifetime.
MONEY - BACK GUARANTEE.
Free literature tells h^w two gals,
kerosene equals 97 lbs. of coal.

AGENTS WANTED
Oliver Oil-Gas Burner & Machine
Co., 1345 N. 7th St., St. Louis. Mo.
Western Shipments From Frisco.

Do away with coal andwood

Behind the Motion-Picture Screen, by
Austin • C. Lescarboura. Cloth bound.
Over 300 illustrations, 420 pages. Size

6% x 9}i inches. Publisht by Munn &
Company, New York City, N. Y. 1919.

The author has attempted to give the motion
picture public an interesting and entertaining
story of the screen drama and how it is made.
The work is elaborately illustrated with scenes
taken in various "movie" studios, and practically
all the standard types of cinematograph apparatus
are illustrated and clearly described. A new
and important feature is that there is one picture
to every page of text and the story corresponding
to each illustration is found opposite it.

The opening chapters tell how the working
plans of the motion picture are drawn up, the
essentials of a scenario, the photoplay director,
the actor, the camera man, how the director
coaches the actors. The motion picture camera,
the film and the lens. How battle scenes are
photographed several miles away. American and
foreign "movie" cameras, close-ups, fade-ins and
fade-outs, vignettes, double exposures for one film,
multiple printing of scenes. An interesting section
deals with the scenery and "props" used in mak-
ing the wonderfully realistic castles, ships, and
even whole cities that never existed except in the
"land of make-believe." A chapter is assigned to
tricks of the "movie" screen, including those
"nerve-racking* 'railroad collisions. Then we read
just how the motion picture film is developed,
printed and checked or censored. The "screen
reporter" is an interesting personage—he travels
everywhere, in the airplane, motor-boat and on the
battlefield. An explanation is given of the talk-
ing picture, as weli as the cartoon "movie."

Motion pictures taken on the ocean bottom arc
illustrated and discust, as well as film presenta-
tions of fish in action. The motion picture in the
home as well as in business receiver the impor-
tance it deserves, a particularly intc~e=tl-ig section
describing the various t%res of "home" cameras
and projectors, including those utilizing paper in-
stead of celluloid film. The concluding chapter
deals with the future of the mot-nn picture, bo''i
for amusement and business. The field of the
"movie" is widening daily ; the business man a~'l
salesman use it to show machinery in actual mo-
tion; the scientist and engineer find the cir"-
matograph of inestimable value in studying the
many difficult problems.

CENTRAL STATIONS, by Terrell Croft.
Cloth covers, 332 pages. 306 diagram?,
size 5^x8^ inches. Price $2.50 net.

Publisht bv McGraw-Hill Book Company,
Inc. New York.
Mr. Croft has here provided a well illustrated

and very clearly explained treatise on centr::l

stations, and this work can be confidently recom-
mended to all those interested in central station
operation and design. This work is not an ex-
haustive text book filled with mathematics for the
professional engineer, but comprises an exception-
ally clear exposition of all the modern factors
which influence and concern the design and op-
eration of light and power stations, and the gen-
eration and distribution of electric power, whethe r

it is for lighting, heating or other purposes. Some
of the first principles treated on in this work are
distribution loss and distribution loss factors;
maximum demand and demand factors, including
demand meters and how they operate, diversity
and diversity factors; plant factor and connected
load factor; load graphs and their significance—

a

very interesting and illuminating chapter, written
so the layman can understand it at last ; the gen-
eral principles of circuit design, including direct
and alternating current circuits.

THE ENGINERS' MANUAL, by Prof.
Ralph G. Hudson, S. B. Flexible cloth

covers, 316 pages, illustrated with many
diaerams, size 47-8 x 7ji inches. Price
$2.00. Publisht by John Wiley & Sons,
Inc., New York.
A most useful handbook of mathematical for-

mulas and tables covering both electrical and me-
chanical engineering, for the use of draftsmen,
designers and engineers. The first part of the
work deals briefly with the various terms and ex-
pressions encountered in algebra, trigonometrv,
mensuration of surfaces, both plane and solid,

analytic geometry, differential and integral cal-

culus, differential equations, complex quantities,

vectors, etc.

(Continued on page 68o)

Get Back

Your Grip*

On Health

Nuxated Iron
Master Strength-Builder

Of the Blood
Strong, Sturdy Men

and Healthy, Beautiful Women
Helps Make

3,000,000 People Use It Annually

Ask Your Doctor Or Druqqist

Sat
In

Solid Gold

Send Your Name and We'll

Send You a Lachnite
A T\ON'Taend a penny. Jaitsend roar name and say: "Sand ma
*-* a Lachnite mounted in a aolid gold nn» on 10 daya free
trial." We will send it prepaid right to yoor borne. When It

cotnei merely deposit 14.75 with the poptronn and then wear the

rlns for 10 fall days. II you. or il any of your friends can tell

It from a diamond, se nd it back. Bat if yoa decide to bay It

—send aa $2.60 month antll $18.75 baa been paid.

nr.uA TAriav Send *0UT name now. Tell as which of the
Write lOQdj aolid gold rinea Illustrated above you wiah
(ladies' or men's). Be sure to send finger size.

Harold LachmanC- \2N. Michigan Av. Dept. X7448 Chicago

Instructions on the

Electrical Slide Rule
A flet of concise lessons on the
use of the Electrical Slide Bule
has been prepared by Mr. Burgess
In response to many requests from
those, who desire to take up the
use of this instrument which Is

Invaluable to many electrical men.

A High Grade Slide Rule
in a leather rase and the
COMFT.ETE COURSE OF IN-
STRUCTION will be supplied

at a VERY REASONABLE
COMBINATION PRICE. We
hare selected the rule test

adapted for the purpose and
the lessons will enable you to

thoroughly understand its use.

Writ.) for full information.

Burgess Electrical School
745 E. 4->»A ft.. Chicago. 111.

DOLLAR ADDING MACUINf \
Adds and mul-
tiplies with
speed of expen-
sive machines.
Seven columns capacity. Re-
markably simple in con-
struction. Nothing to get
out of order. Weight one

llllilllll
ounce. Made
of metal and
celluloid. The
Ideal pocket,
home machine,

today. The best
desk
Order
way not to forget is to do
It now.

L. J. LEISHMAN CO., Dept. 142, Ogden.Utah

FOR HEADACHE AND NEURALGIA

ANTI-KAMNIA

(>K)TABLETS
IOC & 25c PACKAGES

ASK FOR A-K TABLETS
ALL THE PARTS AND PLANS

Of Plain M~Vt. T6-. V-del A. f 1 .00. B. tl.EO
Completed Model. A. (1.60. B, 82.00.

Made like a SK EETER. no other will fly.

No other can BKAT't I. others Boon die.
MeHe In a JIFFY, fly It In tt>e Park:
Made very NIFTY, strong aa Noah's Ark,

Prepaid—Dod'£ Bend stamps.

T NOVELTY & TOY CO. Newark. N. J.

ICO Genuine Foreign Stamps—Mexico War Is-
1J0 sues, Venezuela. Salvador and India IfU
Service. Guatemala, China, etc. Only lut*

Finest Approval Sheets 50% to 60%. AGENTS
WANTED. Big 72-p. Lists Free. We Buy Stamps.
Fs'ablished 25 yrs.

Hussman Stamp Co.. Dept. 67. St. Louis. Mo.

Learn Watchwork, Jewelrywork and

Engravine? ^ne 'rade commanding a good sal-raving ary an(j y01lr services are always
in demand. Address HOROLOGICAL Department,
Bradley Institute, Peoria, 111., for our latest catalog.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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The Cause of Stomach Acidity
and Fermentation

How to Remove It in 48 Hours
By R. S. Thompson

IF I were" asked to sound a health

warning that would he of the great-

est possible benefit to mankind, I

should say emphatically—-"Beware of

acid stomach." F.or acid stomach is the

cause of fermentation which, bad enough

in itself, is the forerunner of a hundred

ills that sap the energy and vitality of

its victims. I venture to say that ninety

per cent, qf all sickness starts with acid

stomach. Yet the cause of stomach

acidity can be removed in 48 hours

!

Nature provides hydrochloric acid as

one of the digestive fluids, but too

much of this acid causes fermentation,

hurries the food out of the stomach,

and carries the acid all through the

body. As a consequence, poisons

(toxins) are formed which are absorbed

into the blood, causing autointoxication,

nervousness, mental depression, and
countless ills of which this is b,ut the

beginning.

Every one of the vital organs in

time becomes affected—the heart, the

liver, the kidneys, the intestines, the

nerves, and the brain all decline, for

the stomach is the Power Plant of the

body. Even the teeth are affected by
acid stomach, for the gums recede and
pyorrhoea will be the result.

Stomach remedies only neutralize the

acid because they are stronger than the

acid. This ultimately ruins the lining

of the stomach. The acid being neu-

tralized is absorbed into the blood only

to come back to the stomach in greater

quantities at the next meal.

How much more sensible would it be

to attack this disorder at its source. In-

stead of attempting to neutralize the

acid after it has formed, why not pre-

vent it from forming in the first place?

Superacidity is caused by wrong
eating, and the remedy must be found

in the field of the cause—in eating cor-

rectly.

The individual sufferer from indiges-

tion, acidity, fermentation, gas and such

disorders has not carried his experi-

ments with food very far. If he had he

could easily cure himself, in 48 hours,

as Eugene Christian, the famous food

scientist, has proved beyond all doubt.

The reason which led Eup-ene Chris-

tian to take up tfhe studv of food in the

first place was because he himself, as a

young man, was a great sufferer from
stomach and intestinal trouble.

So acute was his affliction that the

best specialists of the day, after every-

thing within their power had failed,

gave him up to die. Educated for a

doctor himself, Christian could get no
help from his brother physicians.

Believing that wrong eating was the

cause and that right eating was the only
cure, he took up the study of foods and
their relation to the human system.

What he learned not only restored his

own health in a remarkably short space

of time, but has been the means of re-

lieving some 25,000 other men and
women for whom he has prescribed

with almost invariable success, even
though most of them went to him as a
last resort.

Christian says that all stomach and intes-

tinal disorders, with their countless sym-
pathetic ills, are caused by wrona: selections

and wrong combinations of food, and that
right combinations of food will positively
"remove every stomach and intestinal disorder
by removing its causes.

No one would think of putting salt into an
open wound, and yet we do worse than that
when we keep putting irritating acid-creat-

ing food combinations into our stomachs
already surcharged with acid.

The word diet is one which has an unpleas-
ant sound—it makes us think of giving up
all the things we like for those we have no
taste for. But Eugene Christian's method
is entirely different—instead of asking his

patients to give up the things they enjoy, he
prescribes menus which are twice as enjoy-
able as those to which the patient is accus-
tomed.

Christian believes in good foods deliciously

cooked—the kind all of us like best and
which may be obtained at any home store,

hotel, or restaurant. He says that most of
tne things we eat are all right—but that we
don't know how to combine or balance them.

Often, one food good in itself, when com-
bined with another food equally good, pro-
duces an acid reaction in the stomach;
whereas either of the foods alone or eaten in

combination with rome other food would
have been easily and perfectly digested.

Unfortunately, each food we eat at a meal
is not digested separately. Instead, all of
the food: we combine at the same meal are
mixed and' digested together. Consequently,
if we. c-t two or more articles at the same
meal which don't go well together, there is

sure to be acit.ity, fermentation, gas, and all

kinds of digestive trouble.

At Eugene Christian's New York office

there is a constant stream of men and women

who go to him for treatment after having
tried everything else, and rarely are the)

disappointed in the outcome. Some of the

results he has attained read like fairy tales.

I know of a number of instances where his

rich patrons have been so grateful for their
restoration of health and energy that they
have sent him checks for $500 to $1,000 in

addition to the amount of the bill when
paying it.

There have been so many inquiries from
all parts of the United States from people
seeking the benefit of Eugene Christian's ad-
vice and whose cases he is unable to handle
personally that he has written a course of
little lessons which tells you exactly what to
eat in order to overcome the ailment which
is troubling you.

These lessons, there are 24 of them, con-
tain actual menus for breakfast, luncheon,
and dinner, curative as well as corrective,
covering all conditions of health and sick-
ness, including stomach acidity', constipation,
and all intestinal disorders from infancy to
old age and all occupations, climates, and
seasons. They also tell you how to reduce
and how to gain.

"With these lessons at hand it is just as
though you were in personal contact with
the great food specialist, because every pos-
sible point is so thorough covered and clearly
explained that you can scarcely think of a
question which isn't answered. Yon can
start eating the very things that will remove
the causes of your disorder the do.v you re-
ceive the lessons and you will find that you
secure results with the first meal. Many
people who have suffered for vears from acid
stomach find that their ailment vanishes
completely in 48 hours.

If you would like to examine these 24
Little Lessons in Corrective Eating, simply
write The Corrective Eating Society, Inc.,
Dept. 16411, 443 Fourth Avenue, New York
City. It is not necessary to enclose any
money with your request. Merely ask them
to send the lessons on five days' trial, with
the understanding that you will either re-
turn them within that time or remit $3, the
small fee asked.

Please
_

clip out and mail the following
form instead of writing a letter, as this

\
s ° °f the official blank adopted by
.he Society, and will be honored at once

' " » »¥i mm MTr»a-«

CORRECTIVE EATING SOCIETY, Inc.

Dept. 16411, 443 Fourth Avenue
New York City

You may send me prepaid a copv of Corrective
Eating m 24 Lessons. I will either remail them to
you within five days after receipt or send you $3.

FCame

Address

City

State

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to ad- iertisers.
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BOYS

Learn Drafting
Employers everywhere are looking for skilled

draftsmen. They are offering good salaries to

tart with splendid chances for advancement

Drafting offers exceptional opportunities to a
young man because drafting itself not only com-
mands good pay, but it is the first step toward
success in Mechanical or Structural Engineering
or Architecture. And drafting is just the kind of
work a boy likes to do. There is an easy delightful
way in which you can learn right at home in spare
time. For28 years the International Correspond-
ence Schools have been giving boys just the train-

ing they need for success in Drafting and more
than 200 other subjects. Thousands of boys have
stepped into good positions through I. C. S. help,
but never were opportunities so great as now.

Let the I. C. S. help you. Choose the work you
like best in the coupon, then mark and mail it.

This doesn't obligate you in the least and will bring
you information that may start you on a success-
ful career. This is your chance. Don't let it slip
by. Mark and mail this coupon now.

Ttun out Hint

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 6207, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, -without obligating me, how I can qualify lor the
position, or In the subject, before which I mark X.

. HE0II1N10AL DRIFTING
_ STRUCTURAL DRIFTING
_ SHIP DRAFTING
. ELECTRICAL DRAFTING
ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTING
SHEET METAL DRAFTING
BOILERMAKER DRAFTING
BRIDGE DRAFTING
MACHINE DESIGN
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Blectrie Lighting and lull Troy,
Electric Wiring
Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Machine Shop Practice
Gaa Engine Operating
OITIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
STATIONARY ENGINEER
Marine Engineer
ARCHITECT
Contractor and Builder
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING
Show Card Writer

J Sign Painter
_ ILLUSTRATING
_ Cartooning
, BOOKKEEPER
^Stenographer and TrpUt
Cert. Public Accountant
TRAFFI0 MANAGER
Railway Accountant
GOOD ENGLISH
Teacher
Common School Sabjeot*
Mathematics
OITIL SERVICE
Railway Mall Clerk
AUTOMOBILE OPERAT'S
Auto Repairing

J PLUMBING AND HEATING
J Textile Overseer or So pt.

CHEMIST
Na»leatlon IDSpanlih
AGRICULTUREln French
Poultry RalsInglCJIUIlan

Name—
Present
Occupation.

Btreet
and No

City_

MATHEMATICS MADE EASY
The Arcascupe—the Combination Triangle
with a Brain—will multiply, divide, fujure
percentage and proportion, solve all problems
In j-igonometry and geometry, draw symmetri-
cal figures, plot arcs. etc. Superior to any slide
rule. Simple to operate. Also includes a
TRANSPARENT TRIANGLE. PROTRACTOR and
THREE RULES.. Used at Columbia University,
West l'oint. U. S. Aeronautic Schools, etc Only
cents Postpaid. Order today before you forget.

Dept. J. L. J. LEISH M AN CO.. Ogden. Utah

BUILD A $100
PHONOGRAPH

Assemble your own Phonograph

Ttn it yourself easily.
Have the finest machine.
Astounding saving. We
qive you the phonograph
secrets. Complete instruc-
tions 10 cents.

ELECTRO MECHANICAL PARTS CO.
160 N. Wells St. CHICACO

(Continued from page 678)

The section on mechanics takes up the subject
of kinetics—velocity, acceleration, circular motion
and relations of mass and space. This is fol-

lowed by excellent tables giving the properties of

various plane sections with formulae for comput-
ing the moment of inertia, radius of gyration and
distance to center of gravity. There is also a
very excellent table giving the properties of dif-

ferent solids. Another table and the accompany-
ing text cover the calculation and working stresses

in various shaped beams, the properties of stand-
ard I-beams, standard angles, channels, etc., with
fractional differences.

One of the chapters treats on hydraulics and
hydrostatics, and practical working formulae are

given for the flow of water thru orifices, pipes and
wires. Further sections deal with various proper-
ties of steam, steam boilers and engines, refrigera-

tion, heating and ventilation. Thence we come to

the section dealing with electricity. Only working
formulas are included in this section, so as to

make the handbook of the utmost value to the

practising designer and engineer, who invariably
wishes to look up the formula and not a long ex-

planatory text. This section covers electro-mag-
netism, electrostatics, direct currents, transient

currents, harmonic alternating currents, with the

various formulas for computing power factor,

impedance, current, reactance, etc. The mathe-
matical relations concerned with the functioning
of alternating and direct current machinery are

given, as well as those for transformers and in-

duction motors. The work concludes with an
elaborate series of tables giving the values of

squares, cubes, square root, cube root, etc., of

numbers as well as logarithms, sines, co-sines and
tangents; weight of materials, weir and orifice co-

efficients; channel co-efficients for use in Kutler's
formula ; properties of saturated and superheated
steam; and a very excellent and exhaustive table

giving the conversion factors for translating all of

the usual and commonly employed electrical and
mechanical engineering terms, from metric to dec-

imal equivalents and vice versa.

FINAL DIGEST FOR WIRELESS STU-
DENTS, by J. Henstock. Cloth covers,

88 pages, size 5 x 7^ inches. Price $1.25,

postpaid. Publisht bv James Munro &
Co., Ltd., 15 and 60 Brown St., Glasgow,
Scotland.
The aim of this manual by Mr. Henstock.

which has been written from the English point of

view, is to supply wireless students, especially

those taking the postoffice examinations in Eng-
land, with the most pertinent and useful instruc-

tions and directions, so as to prepare themselves
for the government examination, which is held
under the direction of the Postmaster General.
During an examination for the Postmaster Gen-
eral's certificate of efficiency, the candidate is

often confronted with a radio installation, which
a great number of superficial faults have been
purposely made in order to test his knowledge,
and so by studying such a work as the present
one, he may provide himself beforehand with the
necessary information so as to be sufficiently

grounded in radio matters in order that he may
at once perceive what the trouble or differ .nee
is in the set placed before him.

It is necessary for all persons operating a wire-
less telegraph apparatus on board ships registered

in the United Kingdom to hold either a first- or
second-class certificate of efficiency from the Post-

Master General, in accordance with article ten of

the regulations annexed to the International Ra-
dio-Telegraph Convention. The operator, under
such conditions, and holding such a certificate,

must be able to send or receive by sound mes-
sage in plain language in the International Mcrse
Code, at a rate of not less than twenty words per
minute, five letters being accounted as one word
for a first-class certificate. To hold a second-
class certificate, the sending and rece ; ving speed
in the International Morse Code is specified at

from twelve to nineteen words per minute.
The first part of the book deals with elementary

electrical problems, such as magnetism, induction,
etc. The author then proceeds to deal with the

various salient points in radio-telegraphy installa-

tions, such as the power set, its princinal comno
nent parts and how they function, etc.. the method
of presenting the work being in question

^
and

answer form such as:—What is the main differ-

ence between the 5 K.W. and the \ lA K.W.
high tension circuit? What does the primary low
frequency circuit consist of? etc. Further sections
deal with choke coils, fuses, various types of

keys, air core chokes, transformers, condensers,
jiggers, high freauency or sliding inductances,
coupling, aerials, detectors, telephones, emergenev
set. spark discharger, accumulators, faults in est«.

such as:—O. How do vou overcome leaking in

aerial due to wet weather? O. What would hap-
pen if the voltmeter were placed in the position
of the ammeter in the circuit, and the ammete r

transposed to the circuit position normally occu-
pied by the voltmeter?

fContinued 011 page 683)

NEW UTILITY CHEST
Quartered Oak or Leather
covered, desiened for ma-
eons, electricians, mechan-
ics, plumbers, fishermen,
painters, repairmen, line-

men, piano tuners, auto
mechanics, garage and
home use. Kiln
dried. Frame joints
lock-cornered. T.ay
with movable parti-
tions that automa-
tically raise when
chest is opened. Spe-
cial lock, twelve key
change.

Ask for catalog, prices, and name of dealer

Sold (
'Satisfaction or

Money-back" guar'tee

Union Tool Cheat Co.
Inc., 36 Mill St.,

Rochester, N. V.

Life's
The success o f

your life depends
on your

Health and
Strength

In a short time
.vou can

Double

Backbone

Automatic
Exerciser

Your
Strength

and improve yourHEALTH
More Resisting Power and Vim than you
ever had. Send for my booklet Life's Backbone, which
gives full description of the automatic exerciser—how it

works, and what it will do for you. Send for it now.

(The only one of

its kind.)

If you are bat-

tling with func-
tional weakness
in any form—if

you want to ao-

Quire

PROF. ADRIAN P. SCHMIDT Suite 308
1951 Broadway, N.V,

SKINDERVIKEN
TRANSMITTER
BUTTON
Universal Transmitting
element for Tele-
phones, Deaf-phones,
Detectophones, Wire-

less work and experimenting. 14,000 Buttons
sold, every one satisfactory. Price, $1.00 pre-
paid. Booklet free.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
Receivers, Induction coils, in stock at cut
prices. Office open 6 days a week from 9 to 5.

J. SKINDERVIKEN
335 Broadway, New York City

Telephone Franklin 4591

LEARN LANGUAGES
AT THE

BERLITZ SCHOOL
28-30 WEST 34th STREET

Brooklyn, 218-230 Livingston Street

Washington, Boston. Philadelphia, Detroit, Chi-
cago, Baltimore, Orange. Havana, Rio de Janeiro,
Buenos Aires, Sao Paola, Cordoba. Paris, London,
Madrid, Rome, etc., etc.

FRENCH, GERMAN, SPANISH, ITALIAN, &c,4t.

Bv the Berlitz Method students learn not
only to read and write, but especially to un-
derstand, and to speak the foreign language.

TRIAL LESSONS FREE

35 Miles

per hour

Is Record

of this

Car

Boys, Build This Car. This nlftj
little car driven by gasoline motor,
can be built by any boy. Parts are

furnished by us and are verj
cheap. Send 26c for building
elans and price list of parts show.

If? how tO hlljld thin InH'a rnr

STPHER MFG. CO.
156 Warren Street
TOLEDO. OHIO.

SELENIUM CELLS
Made by entirely new process. Highly sen-

sitive and quick-acting. Suitable for all ex-
periments. From $5 up.

Write for. Catalog

Selenium Laboratories
Good Ground, Long Island. N. Y.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERING
The Woriel's Demand is for Electrical Engineers

You Can Earn From $3,000 to $10,000 a Year

by making yourself a Competent Electrical Engineer.

Our course of training is thorough and most modern,

being especially designed for the man whose past educa-

tion has been limited and who now wishes to make him-

self a high class Electrical Engineer.

The men who get the big jobs are the men who
understand the principles of electricity and their application.

Our Electrical Course teaches in plain, simple lan-

guage and with easy lessons how to install and

operate electrical machinery and appliances.

electrical engineer
ranch School oft

These lessons in Practical Electricity cover

both Direct and Alternating Currents, high

potential and high frequency currents,

and all that is necessary to become a

proficient modern electrical engineer.

The Course completely covers the

field of modern electricty, including

power-plant work, and includes

the following subjects, viz.

:

Practical Electricity, The
Electric Motor, Practical

Mathematics, Electric Wir-

ing and Alternating Cur-

rents.

Your Diploma

FREE
Complete

Electrical Library
Of Ten Modern Books is

Given Free with this Course
of Study

The Joseph G. Branch
School of Engineering
Dept. L, 542 So. Dearborn St.

CHICAGO, ILL.

SEND FOR COMPLETE CATALOG
TESTIMONIALS AND LIST OF

POSITIONS SECURED
Complete, Practical Correspondence Courses in

Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Stationary Engineering
Mechanical Refrigeration
Drafting

Drawing and Designing
Pawer Engineering
Power Plant Accounting
Practical Chemistry
Practical Mathematics

Ingenlerla Electric*
(Spanish Course)

Marine Engineering
Automobile Engineering

«,«,, «.„,_.,-_, THESE BOOKS FREE!
With the Elccncal Engineering course, you get, FREE, these splendid text books— All Standaro WorlcrThese books alone are worth more than the price of the course. Each book by a recognized authority:

Practical Electricity The Electric Motor Alternating Current! Simplified
Electric Wiring Practical Mathematics

I" USE THIS COUPON
Jos. G. Granch School of Engineering

Dept. I_, 542 S. Dearborn St., Chicago
Without obligation you may send me information about your Speci3

Offer on your course checked below:
Electrical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering
Stationary Engineering

Mechanical Refrigeration

Drafting

Drawing and Designing

Power Engineering
Power Plant Accounting
Practical Chemistry
Automobile Engineering

Practical Mathematle
Ingenieria Electrica

(Spanish Cource)
Marine Engineerinp

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

Name

City

Present Position

. Address

.State .

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Erpcrimcnter" 'when writing advertisers.
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ARE YOU A PILL FEEDER?
Are you trying to dope yourself back

to health and strength with patent
medicine pills and potions? Are you
one of the hundreds of thousands of

weakened, sickly, discouraged men in

the country who have been fooled by
lying newspaper ads iiuo thinking
they could get honest red blood and
virile manhood out of a pill-box?
Don't waste your good money any

longer on so-called "remedies" that
cost 8 or 9 cents to make and are
sold to you at a dollar. There's noth-
ing in it—except for the fat purses
of their unscrupuio.is proprietors

—

and always the possibility of acquir-
ing some disgusting drug habit that
will be worse than, your present ills.

Lei Nalure Restore Your Vitality

Nature is the one great recuperative,
revitalizing agent that always can be
depended on, if you give her half a

chance to get in her good work. She
doesn't deal in dope and drugs; she
puts up no prescriptions. But she
can build you up; free you from your

- ailments; restore youi vigor and vital-
STRONGFORT ity—and she will do it. if you will
The Perfect Man make up your mind to get well and
strong again andthen go about it the right way.

Let me show you how the forces of Nature will dig
nut the causes of the constipation that may be rotting
away your body and your brain; how they will relieve

you of the dyspepsia, indigestion, billiousiiess that

ral(5 the tuck out of you and make you worthless for

any work; how they will develop your muscles, give

you the red blood that makes beef and brawn,
strengthen all your vital organs, and fill you up
again with the vim. vigor and virility that makes life

worth living and enables men to IX) THINGS In the

world.

STRONGFORTISM
Strongfortism is the science of Living Life in Na-

ture's way and giving the natural forces she has
implanted in every human organism the fullest oppor-

tunity lo get in their healing, rebuilding, revitalizing

work. It makes no difference what your condition is

now, what brought you to it or how weakened, sickly

and discouraged you have become. Strongfortism will

take hold of you and build you up. Strongfortism

will start vou on the road to full-blooded, vigorous,

virile MANHOOD. I GUABANTEE to improve your
condition 100 per cent, if you will follow my directions

for a few months.

Send for My FREE BOOK
The way Strongfortism built me up into the strong-

est man in the world; the way it has built up and is

building up my pupils in every part of the world, is

stated In plain, straight-forward talk in my book,
"Promotion and Conservation of Health, Strength and
Mental Energy." It shows you how Strongfortism can
and will do fur l'OU what it already has done for

thousands of other men weighed down by chronic ills.

Vou want a copy of this book. You would gladly
pay good money for it, if you knew what it contains.

IT'S FREE. Send three 2c stamps to cover postage
and packing and I will mail you a copy at once.

LIONEL STRONGFORT
Physical and Health Specialist

1076 Stro-igfort Institute NEWARK, N. J.

5000 milesWVW GUARANTEE

GOOD-WEAK Doable Tread Tirea repre-
sent quality, value, service and eatisfac*
tion, and are guaranteed for 6000 miles.
GOOD-WEAR Tirea do away with tire
trouble. The fact that we have over 30,009
satisfied customers, epeaks well for the
wearing qualities and enduring powers of
GOOD-WEAR Tirea and Tubes.

Rellner FREE with every tire.
Tubes are guaranteed fresh stock.

Size Tires Tubes
30x3 S5.F.0 51.60
30x3^... 6.60 1.75

31x3H;... 6.75
32x3>a ... 7.00
31x4 8.00
82x4 8 25
33x4 8.C0

1.85
2.00

2.25
2.40

2.60

Slio
84x4
S4x4!4
3"ix4S... 11.00
86x4i,... 11.60
36x5 12.60
86x5 12.75
87x5 12.75

Tires Tubes
.$8.75 $2.60
10.00 3.00

3.15
3.40
3.60
8.65

3.75

Send $2.00 deposit for each tire ordered,
balance C. O. D. Tires 6hipped subject to
your examination. State whether S. S.,
C. L. (Q. D ), plain or N. S. is desired.
All same price.

GOOD-WEAR TIRE & TUBE CO.
1397 Indiana Ave. Dept. 38 Chicago, III.

"Playing the Game"
is a fascinating booklet. It tells how a
man accumulated $10,000 in ten years on a
total investment of $3,000, putting in an aver-

age of $25 monthly.

"Playing the Game" was originally sold at
$1.00 per copy, but is now reprinted and we send it

free to anyone ambitious to achieve financial in-

dependence. It contains nothing for the man who
wants to get rich in a hurry, but will be helpful to
all who wish to save from $5 to $100 monthly and
invest by a safe method.

KRIEBEL 6c CO.
INCORPORATED

Investment BatvKers
141W South La Salle St., Chicago

(Continued from page 6Si)

SECRETS OF THE SUBMARINE, by

Marley Fotheringham Hay. Cloth bound,

229 pages, illustrations from photographs,

size 75-^x3 inches. Price $1.50. Publisht

by Dodd, Mead & Company, New York.

This excellent work is written in non-technical
English and tells all about submarines. Readers
of all classes may thoroly enjoy it, and at the
same time learn the more technical and predomi-
nant features connected with their operation and
strategy. The opening chapters deal with the
design and construction of ubmarines, and give
us some very interesting comparison figures as to
the buoyancy and also the relative, sue of the
submarines of different navies. Next we learn
about the varkras forms of power jjtamts and mo-
tive power which are practicable for submarine
operation. Then follows an explanation of the
general equipment, including steering gear, diving
gear, air system, water piping System, refrigerat-
ing system, heating system and navigating appli-
ances.

Chapter five takes up the armament, including
torpedo tube and guns and the author d'lStusses
these important features in an interesting and
non-technical manner. Next we find a discus-
sion on periscopes and methods of range finding;
safety devices and how they work; the safety keel
as applied \o submarines and other features com-
ing under this category, such as the telephone
buoy and submarine signaling apparatus, including
wireless telegraphy.

EVERYMAN'S CHEMISTRY., by Ell-

wood Iiendrick. Cloth Covers, 374 pages,

size $*A-x8lA inches. Price $2.00. Pub-

lisht by Harper & Bros., N. Y.

The author of this popularly written book
happily combined an extraordinary gift of writing
entertainingly and with authenticity on the matter
•with which he deals, which is usually the excep-
tion and not the Tute in text-book writing. On
the other hand, the. author has shown us that he
has the courage of his convictions, in that he was
not afraid to tarry the student reader rapidly for-

ward as he "progresses thru the opening chapters,
so that by the time the student reaches the inter-

mediate sections of the work, he will uncon-
sciously have absorbed considerable of chemical
lore. Some of the introductory chapters treat of

the phases of matter; elements and compounds,
themical names and phrases, inorganic chemistry,
air and water; the red-headed halogens; sulfur

and sulfuric acid; phosforous, arsenic; sand and
clay; lime and magnesia; iron and steel; paraffins

and petroleum bodies; olefins; alcohols and some
relatives; fats, oils and their products; sugar,

starch and gums ; aromatic compounds ; coal-tar

and finished products, etc., etc. The appendix
contains a special explanatory table of the ele-

ments, which will be of great help to the general

reader. It also contains a very useful bibliog-

raphy of practical chemical books.

AVIATION ENGINES—DESIGN, CON-
STRUCTION AND ^REPAIR, by Major
Victor W. Page, formerly of the A.

S. S. C, U. S. R. Cloth bound, size

Sy2 " x 814", 590 pages, 250 illustrations.

Publisht by Norman W. Henley Pub-

lishing Co., New York City, N. Y. Price

$3.00.

The book is unquestionably one of the finest

and most exhaustive treatises of the subject of

aviation engines that has ever been publisht. It

contains about six hundred pages, full of abso-

lutely valuable data. Not only are the engines

themselves discust, but the measurements involved

are covered in a masterly and authoritative

fashion.

Early in the book, the explanations offered are

of great value to the student. Here the essential

differences between the single and multiple cylin-

der engines are explained on a page opposite four

illustrations depicting the actions which takes place

within the cylinders. This excellent arrangement

of reading text and illustrative matter is con-

sitently maintained.
The main portion of the book, however, is what

-ictually makes no apology necessary for the pub-

lication of the book. Aviation engines of all

makes are here covered by detailed explanations,

diagrams and photographs in such a manner that

their individual characteristics and methods ot

function are clear to the aviation mechanic ond

the mechanic-to-be.
The Curtiss, Standard, Hall-Scott and other

well-known types of airplane motors are described,

together with the method of installation, upkeep

and repair.

(Continued on page 689)

"I'm now Secre-

tary to the Sales

Manager at $150

per month~on the

road to a big ex-

ecutive, position.'.

NEW WAY speed

and accuracy

surely gets a fel-.

low a regularjob."/

$25 to $40 Per Week for You
// You are a Really Efficient Stenographer

Expert Typists in Great Demand
Typewrite 80 words per minute or more and you will
druw big pay. Wherever you are, increased output of

finished work will bring the big money—good promotions—the private secretaryships—eventually the executive
positions. Stenographers who are real typists are wanted
by employers everywhere. Poorly trained in typewriting
means poorly-paid on pay-day. Expert ability means big
money—success.

The trouble hitherto has been that stenographers had
no way to improve their typewriting. Ordinary methods
left them stranded with out a 30 to 40 word ability.

There was no way to overcome the handicap.
Now the "New Way" has changed all this— -it opens the
door for every stenographer to high speed in typewriting—to perfect accuracy—to great caso of operation—to

promotions and Big Pay.
Based upon an absolutely new idea—special gymnastio
exercises for the definite, cultural training of the
fingers awuy from the machine! Marvellously successful.

Ten simple lessons, easily completed in spare time.
Your daily typewriting improves from the very start.

Cost low. Binding guarantee—no pay retained unless ex-
pected results are fully realized.

New Way booklet describes this revolutionary new system
In full detail—shows you the way to a transformed abil-

ity, doubled or trebled salary. Write for it today. FBEE.

THE TULLOSS SCHOOL
3531 College Hill Springfield, Ohio

Big Profits Every Month in

Battery Charging
MAKE BIG PROFITS In Winter BATTERY

CHARGING In Large and Small Garage*
Steffes & StefTes Garage, Chilton, Wiac, (pop. 1,500) "Income
per month J125.00", cost $16.00—Adams Cooper SalesCo., Ft.
Smith, Ark. (pop. 27,0001 •'Income per month from HB Charger Is
*120. 00—cost $16.00. * Alamosa Battery & Starter Co. , Alamosa,
Colo. [pop. 8-000) "Average Income per month $275.00, average

BRING YOU BIG PROFITS THIS WINTER
Small cash payment, balance on easy month-
ly terms HB Absolute M-ney-Baclt Guar-
antee. Recharges 1 to 8 6-volt batteries
for lOe to 16c each, customer pays 75c to
$1.50. No burn-outs, no expensive renew-
als, steady reliable service Easy
to install and operate. No electrical
knowledge required. Pin this ad to
your letterhead and mall TODAY
or Information.

HOBART BROTHER COMPANY
Box 112E Troy, Ohio
ucitiful Manufacturer* Strut 189M

BRANCH MANAGER WANTED
by old established Chicago Concern. We furnish full

stock of goods, advertising matter, and equip store com-
pletely, in good location, all at our expense. We allow
you to draw out $175 a month and will also pay you
liberal share of the profits your store earns. Work may
be started in spare time. No investment or previous
experience necessary. If you are a hustler and want an
opportunity to make $5,000 a year, we want you. and
will pay you well from the start. Send your application

today.

S. LEVY, Manager Dept. 784

—329 S. Franklin Street Chicago, 111.

Big Band Catalog sent free
Whatever you need—from a drumstick to
the highest priced cornets in the world.

Used by the Army and Navy
Send for big catalog; liberally ill-
ustrated, fully descriptive. Men-

" what instrument interests
you. Free trial. Easy pay-
ments. Sold by leading
music stores everywhere.

LYON & HEALY
67-87 JACKSON BLVD.. CHICAGO
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THE MAN YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE!
He has a commanding appearance, a strong personality and unlimited energy.

His strength is supreme and his muscles are splendidly developed.

He has broad shoulders, a well-shaped neck, a powerful back, arms of steel and a deep

full chest. His muscular legs, untiring, give him the energy and the springy step and the

walk of a youth. He possesses everything you lack and admire. He is a master of men.

WHY NOT BE LIKE HIM?
THE MAN YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE,

never has indigestion, but he can eat what-
ever he likes, for his stomach can assimilate
anything. He never suffers from constipa-
tion, liver trouble, nervousness, insomnia or
any of the common ailments that most of the
people have. Neither is he a slave to any
habits, but he is master of himself.

ARE YOU MASTER OF
YOURSELF?

You cannot expect to control others or com-
mand their respect until you can first control
yourself.

THE MAN YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE
does not heed the temptations placed be-
fore him in daily life. He does not waste
his best years in dissipation following the
ignorant crowd. He takes care of himself
and reaps his reward. His offspring are
bound to inherit his qualities. His mind
and his body are clean. He can do things
that others cannot do. HE IS A SUPER-
MAN.

WHY NOT BE LIKE HIM?
YOU ARE JUDGED BY YOUR APPEARANCE. The

world sizes you up by your own opinion of yourself—
as expressed in your looks, your actions, and the force
of your ambition. It Is the strong, clean-cut virile man,
the man of tireless energy, that gets to the top. You
cannot be alert, you cannot have full control of your
faculties, you cannot have that inexhaustible supply of
vitality and energy that means success in life unless you
have perfect health. Your physical condition is the
root of your whole life. Build up your body and mus-
cular strength and you build up your mind and vitality
and insure success.

Get a good healthy color in your face, feel strong
look strong, be somebody—BE THE MAN YOU WOULD
LIKE TO BE.

GIVE ME A CHANCE TO HELP YOU. I have helped
thousands—taken them out of the crowd of physical
wrecks and turned them into powerful athletes. I am
doing it every day and shall continue to do it, for it is

my life's ambition.

I HAVE TRAINED SOME OF THE WORLD'S
STRONGEST MEN. My pupils really amount to some-
body. You can, too, if you will let me take hold of you
and help you make the most of yourself. You don't
know what you are missing by not being an athlete. It

is a pleasure to feel bubbling over with vitality always—

-

never to feel tired. Think of it I After a hard day's
work—and still feeling refreshed 1

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
the Acme of Physical Perfection

THE FIFTH EDITION OF MY LATEST BOOK

"MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT"
HAS JUST COME OFF THE PRESS

I have only 100,000 copies on hand, so if you have not as yet read this interesting and handsomely illustrated boob,
by all means send for a copy while they last. This book describes my system of training, and contains 20 full page
photographs of myself and of some of the finely developed men and boys whom I have trained. After you have

EARLE/ E
y LIEDERMAN,

/ Dept. 214,

203 B'way, New Yorkreceived it, you will be mighty glad you sent for it.

I WANT EVERY ONE WHO READS THIS PAGE TO SEND FOR A COPY OF THIS BOOK, for I want to

make you the man you would like to be. y Dear Sir:—I enclose herewith
Simply tear off coupon and mail to me with 10c, stamps or coin, to help pay cost of wrapping, ^ 10c for which you are to send me,

postage, etc., and you will receive your copy promptly. The sooner you do this, the quicker I can get this s without any obligation on my part
book to you, so TEAR OFF COUPON NOW—while it is on your mind. X whatever, a copy of your latest book

S Muscular Development." (Please write
or print plainly.)

S NameEARLE E. LIEDERMAN
203 Broadway Dept. 214 New York City S Address

,<IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIItlllllll!lllllllllllllllllll!M!im!l!lllllll!l!l!l!l!lll>
City State.

El. Exp. 11-19
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Who wants to be
a good Boxer?
Suppose you are walking with your mother,

sister, or best girl, and someone passes a slighting

remark, won't you be ashamed if you cannot take

her part? Well, can you?

Or suppose you remonstrate with a man for

striking a smaller man, and the bully turns on you

Can you hold your own? Wouldn't you like to?

Or, if one of your pals says, "Come, put on the

gloves and have seme fun," can you do it, and get

any "fun" out of it?

Less than 2 per cent of all men and boys know

anything about the art of self-defense. That means

when the test comes, less t-han 2 per cent are ready.

Wouldn't you like to learn to box easily and quick-

ly at half the usual cost?

Marshall Stillman has developed a unique "Short-

hand Method" of teaching Boxing. You can learn

the fundamentals in six lessons and can outbox

older and stronger opponents after two weeks

study. His original principle has enabled him to

teach professional boxers difficult blows and guards

they could not learn by the old method. Trofessor

Mike Donovan, former middle-weight champion of

the world, who taught for thirty years at the New

York Athletic Club, endorsed this "Shorthand

Method," and helped prepare the lessons we send

you. Boxing instructors and Y. M. C. A. physical

directors are taking the course to use in their own

work. Thousands of men and boys in this country

'aud Canada—boys as young as 12 and 15, and men

as old as 50 and 60 have taken the course both for

the boxing instruction and to keep in good physical

condition and develop confidence and self-reliance.

It is the first time boxing has been successfully

taught by mail, and it is only possible because

Marshall' Stillman starts with movements you are

familiar with—holding out your hand for a coin,

the breast stroke in swimming, etc. The fiist thing

you know, he has led you into striking correct

blows with both hands, putting the body weight he-

hind them, guarding, ducking, feinting, etc. He
teaches you the rudiments in front of your own

mirror, before you face your first opponent. When
you finally meet an opponent, you know how to

hit him, what to expect in return, and how to

guard against it.

The special introductory price of the new Home
Study Edition is less than you would pay for a

single term of lessons by the old method. We will

include, until further notice, "Three Rounds of

Shadow Boxing," 8 Jiu-jitsu, or bone-breaking

holds and releases, and S holds in standing wrest-

ling—how to disarm a man, how to get out of

dangerous holds, how to guard against a kick for

the stomach, etc.—and also a complimentary copy

of Mike Donovan's famous book, "The Science of

Boxing." There are 175 illustrations in the course.

Frankly you don't believe that you can learn all

these things by mail, do you? All right, we will

take you on your own ground, we will send th»

course on 5-day approval, with the understanding

that if you keep it you pay $5, but if you do not

want it, you can return it on the fifth day, and end
the matter. Simply fill in the coupon—we will do
the rest.

ClhtfrnffcSsi S<BW®m(a>m Mes^d Owes3 ©ini@<°InIavIL£ Mile
(Continued from page 636)

played on the violin could be heard easily

for half a mile. Preaching from the pulpit

can be heard distinctly for the same dis-

tance.

Free Approval Coupon
MARSHALL STILLMAN ASSOCIATION

Suite E-ll, No. 461 Fourth Ave., New York

You may send me at your risk, on 5-day ap-
proval, the complete Marshall Stillman "Shorthand
Method" of Teaching Boxing, including all of the
instruction described rbove. I agree on my honor
to either return the lessons on the fifth day after
receiving same, or else send yon $5 on the fifth

day in full payment for the complete course.

Name

N. Burglund, radio and electrical engineer

of the concern manufacturing the Magna-
vox. Referring to the diagram herewith,

we see that this remarkable sound-repro-
ducing instrument is of the electro-dynamic

To /torn Chamber

Smoll ail'ottoc/ied

to diafrvm. Tentts

tomore up and \

do»n between pole \
puces WMM.

Section Thru the'iaagNAVOX"

MagnoroAW

1

Mogncvox N! Z

Jock

MX

Wiring Diagram Showing Connections

for 4"MA6NAVPXES*"& Amplifier.
"

M: 6r bot.

L_f
^' "Regulor Magnavox

plug

Mognovox 04

JOC/t

wovox N9S

Sectional View of the "Magnavox" Loud-Talking Amplifier.

This installation was a special test con-

ducted by the Signal Corps, U. S. Army,

under the personal supervision of Dr. B. W.
Burglund.

The amplifier is so constructed that one,

two or three steps may be used. The cam

switches on the Bakelite panel are as fol-

lows : M. master switch, controlling all

currents
; 1, 2 and 3 are respectively steps

of amplification ;
R, special switch for "cut-

ting in" a radio winding into the first step

and cutting out the voice transmitter. Two
binding posts are provided for attachment

to any radio detector or telephone circuit.

In the circuit diagram are shown the

four Magnavoxes (two for each tower)

and a small 6-volt storage battery for ex-

citing the magnetic fields of each Magna-
vox. This is not necessary unless the Mag-
navoxes are so far away from the amplifier

that the drop of voltage would seriously

weaken the fields.

For the sake of portability, special plugs

are furnished for connecting to storage

battery transmitters and plate battery (600

volts). They are not shown in diagram,

but attach to" the front of the amplifier.

Description of the Magnavox Reproducer.

The following details of the interior

mechanism of the Magnavox reproducer

are available thru the courtesy of Dr. B.

type, and in this respect differs from the

usual telephonic devices intended for re-

production of speech. The ordinary tele-

phone receiver operates on the electro-

magnetic principle, wherein variations in

the magnetic field act upon a flat iron

diafram about two inches in diameter,

causing the diafram to be attracted and

repelled alternately, so as to cause it to

vibrate. The vibrations *M the diafram in

the well-known manner give rise to air

vibrations corresponding to the originating

voice waves at the transmitter end of the

circuit.

In the Magnavox, the principle is electro-

dynamic, and the diafram is not acted upon
directly by the magnetic flux from the

electro-magnet. Instead, a minute insu-

lated wire coil is placed in a small air gap

about iV inch long between the pole-

( Continued on page 686.)

View Showing Pole Pieces and Diafram
of the Magnavox Sound Amplifier. The Dia-
fram Coil Lies Between the Pole Pieces.

Handy Binder

for the

Electrical

Experi-

menter

THE
ELECTRIC^

experih
enTER

Holds and preserves 12 issues, each of which can

be inserted or removed at will, without tools. Will

keep your magazines perfectly for all time or just

preserve them like new till you bind them perma-

nently. Made of heavy material, extra

strongly reinforced at the back and
covered with handsome green cloth,

suitably lettered in gold.

Ada postage tor 2 lbs.

ftoerimenter Pub. Co., Inc. DJa°£mt 233 Fulton St.,N.V.

tnem perma,-

65c
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CAMELS supply in a lavish w ly every-

thing you ever hoped to find in cigarettes 1

Camels are so unique in quality, in flavor, in

full-bodied-mildness, in refreshing satisfaction

that you should not delay your pleasure • an

instant! Try Camels out to the limit—
then compare them with any cigarette in the

world at any price

!

Quality alone would make Camels distinc-

tive. But, behind quality is Camels expert

blend of choice Turkish and choice Domestic

tobaccos. This blend is a revelation to

cigarette smokers ! You'll prefer it to either

kind of tobacco smoked straight, it is so

mellow, so delightful.

Prove conclusively that Camels are made to

meet your most exacting demands; that you
can smoke them liberally without tiring your

taste! And, know yourself that Camels
leave no unpleasant cigaretty aftertaste or un-

pleasant cigaretty odor

!

Quality will make you keen for Camels

18 cents a package
'Camels are sold evt rywhere in sc/en<
titically sealed packages of 20 cigarettes;
or ten packages ( 200 cig arettes} in a
glassine- pape r •covered carton. We
atrongly recomm&nrt this can->n for the
home or office supp/y or when you travel
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$2200
In

Four Months

This is Richard A. Oldham
Mr. Oldham w«s tel eraph operator for

the Illinois Central Railroad for twenty
years. Be is fifty-eight years old. One day
he read one of my advertisements and the
possibilities of making money in Auto Tire
Surgery business. In a few weeks he had
purchased and installed a Haywood outfit.
A short time afterward lie wrote un tiia*^ His in-
come in four months wad as much as it bad been Id
Two and One-Half years Telegraph Operator.

i TSRE
SURGEON

Make $2,500 to $4,000 Per Year
Giving New Life to Old Tires

A Haywood Tire Sur-

| geon can do morewith old
tires than was even dream-
ed before the war. By the
Haywood Method a Haywood
Tiro Surgeon can give 4,000
to 5,000 more miles of new life

to a tire that two years ago would
have been thrown on the junk pile.

And it's eacy to learn.

Stations are Needed
Everywhere

20,000,000 tires wearing down every day. By Tire Surgery you
can quickly repair, rebuild and give new life to tires seemingly all worn out.

Cuts, gashes, tears, bruises, broken fabric, every kind of an accident that

can happen to any tire, inside or out, you can repair and save for long

service. Tho chance to make money Is simply wonderful.

$2 P500 to $4?00Q a Year is Possible,
If we told you all the truth you*wouldn't believe it. You would

say, "it is too good to be true." Ev.t you can see what a great field there is

for Haywood Tire Surgery Stations-for this better way.

Send Today for My Free Book

WRITE TODAY
I have ready to mail you the day
.1 get your request, a fascinating
^ book— all about tires—how
^k. torepairthemby theHay-

wood Method—how to
M. haywood. President start in business-how

HAYWOOD TIRE & EQUIPMENT CO. to. build up trade-
1210 Capitol Ave. Indianapolis, Ind. ^ what to charge. In 48

DEAR SIR: Please send me by return mail your ^ the whofe^r^o^tionrieht
free book on the new Haywood Tire Surgery Method^ in front of you. Use
and the details of your free school of tire repairing. <0K coupon at the left.

M. Haywood, Pres.

Name

Address

^ Haywood Tire &
Equipment Co.

^ 1210 Capitol Ave.

— 4± Indianapolis

\ Indiana

^BATTERY CHARGED ATHOME^
Do it yourself. Save money and keep battery at highest eF-Ficiency by getting

NEW F-F BANTAM BATTERY BOOSTER
This 8 ampere rectifier charges any 6 volt storage battery from 100 to 130

Alternating Current Lamp Socket and at an expense equal to burning an el

a few hours.
Simple—safe—sure acting. Infusible and long wearing carbon elec-

trodes rectify the current. This new size F-F rectifier already wonder-
fully popular—light in weight—10 lbs. complete ready for shipment

—

includes ammeter and battery clips. Get one and enjoy immunity from
battery troubles.
Send check for prompt shipment by Express. For parcel post include postage

and insurance cliarfres.

Also F-P rectifiers of lareer capacities as well as Charging Bheostats that
operate from Farm Lighting Plants or Direct Current Service.

Ask for Circular No. 12

THE FRANCE MANUFACTURING CO., Cleveland, Ohio

Send 5t f o r ca-talo
models of new rr.at

Waxdl ainig' Rave r- Mfg. Cat

Airplumes
nocked—down scale
,and supplies.

Oia©=>K^lf Male
(Continued from page 6S4)

pieces of the powerful electro-magnet,
which pole-pieces are magnetized North
and South, as^shown in the accompanying
drawing. Ncr permanent magnets are used
in its makeAip. As the fluctuating or al-

ternating currents from the microphone at

the distant end of the circuit (or else the
oscillatory audio-frequency currents com-
ing from an audion amplifier) are past
thru this small coil attaching to the dia-
frarn, the coil is acted upon by the power-
ful magnetic field between the pole-pieces
in such a manner as to be either repelled
or attracted alternately (up and down) in
a rapid manner, and at a rate correspond-
ing to the voice wave pulsations. The
movements of the small coil are, of course,
immediately communicated to the diafram,
and it is attached firmly to the latter, and in
turn the movements of this diafram set up
powerful air waves which issue from the
sound amplifier horn attached to the in-

strument, and which is shown in one of
our photographs. The odd shape of this

horn has a special bearing on the acoustic
quality and sonority of the sound waves
its sponsors claim. The upright poles of
the electro-magnet have one-inch round
cores of annealed Norway iron, the pole-

pieces and yoke members being of similar

material. The magnetizing coils consume
a very small amount of current, or about
25 watts, and they are supplied to operate

on 6, 8 or 18-volt D.C. from battery, as de-

sired or on 110 volts D.C.
Contrary to the general opinion, no no-

ticeable effect is caused in these speech
reproducers when the latter current is used,

due to the commutator ripple, owing to the

high impedance of the windings, which
smoothes out the pulsation so that they are

not noticeable at all. Another very in-

teresting feature of the Magnavox, which
its inventors have ascertained after careful

research on the acoustics of the instru-

ment, is the diafram. As is well known, no
phonograph or talking machine with a

small diafram can be capable of producing

the full sonorous quality of the average

voice, such as a baritone, and particularly

the music from string or wind instruments

of the medium or lower tonal register.

This is because of the fact that the smaller

the diameter of the diafram the higher the

natural period or pitch at which this dia-

fram will vibrate; the greater its diameter,

within certain limits, of course, the lower
the natural period or pitch of the diafram
and the more quality will it give to the

average class of music, especially vocal or

instrumental eproductions in the baritone

or base register, for example. So the ex-

perts who have designed the Magnavox
found that wonderful results were obtained

by using a large diafram; in fact, it meas-
ures three and one-half inches in diameter.

The diafram is neither of iron nor mica,

but of German silver, and, furthermore, it

is not flat, but has a double ogee groove or

rib prest into its surface a short distance

from the outer perifery. This helps to

stiffen the diafram, and together with the

peculiar properties of the material with

which it is made, also tends to nullify any
effects of natural period vibrations of the

diafram itself.

It may be imagined from what has been
said before that the new sound, music
and speech reproducer must be used with

an audion or vacuum tube amplifier—but

such is not the case at all. This reproducer

fContinued on page 688)
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CHIR0RR4CII3
THE NEW PROFESSION OF
DRUGLESS HEALING

A dignified,

awaits you
pleasant and profitable career
in this new, uncrowded field

Learn at Home—Earn $3,000 to $5,000 a Year
Here is your opportunity to qualify at home in your spare time to become a Doctor of Chiropractic

amid make a big income. No matter where you live or what work you are now dovig, if you are ambi-

tious our Course in Chiropractic shows you how easily you may achieve financial independence. We give

you, rigflmt in your own home during your spare time, or in class, just the training you must have to succeed.

Never before has the demand been
| , /^

so great for competent Doctors of Chi-

ropractic. The day of Drugless Heal-

ing is here, and the masses of people

everywhere are eagerly welcoming

Chiropractic, the science of restoring

health by means of spinal adjustment,

as a natural scientific substitute for the

old outgrown system of "dosing" by

internal medicines.

Read What These Doctors of Chiropatic Say
'flUy Charge: Are $25.00 for 13 Treatments."

American University

:

My practice averages ten patients a day, of

•whitfh many are women. My charges per course

.sre<$25 per 13 treatments. The number of treat-

'ments varies from one to two courses in stubborn-

•cases. Minor cases take from 6 to 10 treatments.

(I lhave your school at heart and will boost it

•rill I can.—DR. W. H. WEDELL, M.T.D.D.C..

"N. Y.

Heartily Recommend: Course— Charges $2.00
per Treatment.

American University:

I have no hesitation in recommending your

•course in Chiropractic to anyone contemplating

such a course, as it is thoroughly practical, well-

•written, interesting and valuable to the new stu-

dent and a valuable adjunct to any drugless

'healer. I receive $2.(1(1 for all treatments.—

DR. ANNIE B. MeDERMONTT, N. J.

"I Am Proud of Your Chiropractic Course."

American University:

Our regular price for such work is $2.00. Treat

on an average of about eight a day, and give all

the way from 12 to 24 f'atments, which depends

on how obstinate the case is. Some are cured

with only five or six treatments. I am proud of

your Chiropractic Course.—DR. W. H. WOOD,

Missouri.

Average 15 Patients Daily— I Charge $1.00
per Treatment.

American University:

I charge $1.00 per treatment; average fifteen

daily Each patient never takes less than two

treatments a week and often one treatment a day

for ten consecutive days, and then two or three

each week. The cases run from 25 to ion before

considering themselves well. Your Extension Course

in Chironractic has been of great benefit. The

lessons are all based on sound scientific principles,

and very good.— I.. 11. ROCHE, D. C,

Remarkable FREE Charts
^\FB"f*^%^e want men and women seriously intending to take

professional careers in Drugless Healing to have

Wl FLIl"" charts. Their actual value is $31.50. But on
our offer they come free. There are 22 in all, printed

in colors. Send the coupon below to get all the facts about our offer.

8 Anatomical and Physiological Charts (with Bound Manual Key)
Handsomely Lithographed in Lifelike Colors.

4 Original Compendigraohs.
5 Illustrative Spir-1 Columns.
5 Colored Nerve, Pdn Area and Concussion Charti.

Magnificent Charts—Value $31.50—All absolutely FREE

This Is Your Opportunity
Get out of the rut and qualify now for this splendid profession that offers such

remarkable possibilities for making you prosperous and independent. Our Course in

Chiropractic will point the way for the attainment of your ambition. Never has

there been a more opportune time than now, for never has the demand for com-

petent Doctors of Chiropractic been so great as it is today. Now is the time to

get started on the road to success.

Mail the Coupon

TO-DAY
Don't delay. Your chances for building

a successful career are as great as those

of any of the others who are succeeding

in the practice of this great profession,

just let us give you all the facts—then

judge for yourself. Mailing the coupon

places you under no obligation of any

kind whatever. AH we ask is the eppor-

tunity to prove to you that what we tell

you is the absolute truth. We have the

facts to prove it—facts which you will

find mighty interesting. Just send the

coupon or a post card for our beautiful

new illustrated 72-page book and full par-

ticulars of our remarkable Free Charts

Offer. Mail coupon or write today SURE.

American University
Manierre Bldg., Dept. 612, Chicago, III.
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&e«ELECTRICP0W£r1-
$100

Tim wonder of the twentieth century inexpensive electric power, this is possible with our new
electric power system, a new idea in electricity- With the aid of our instruction and chemicals
you can make and install a power battery as shown in the illustration, absolutely safe and sim-
ple. Stop wasting money on buying batteries, install the new electric power battery. It is not
an acid or dry battery, it is a new combination of wet and dry elements which produce electric-
ity. These batteries are powerful and cheap to operate, they produce adirect current of more
than 20 volts, cheaper than any other form of battery. They are wonderful for operating all

kinds of experimental work, for lighting purposes and for many other uses where electric
current is needed. Any user of batteries knows the value of an inexpensive high voltage
electric current. These batteries should be in every home, office, shop and factory, no
matter how small a current is needed; to reduce or raise the current of the battery, simply
move the volt regulator on the switch board. The beauty of these power batteries is, that
they do not evaporate or lose current when not in use, therefore, with every day use recharg-
ing the battery is necessary about every month or so, it cr.n be recharged at home in a few
minutes, no electricity or machinery is required for this op3ration, recharging material can
usually be obtained around your home or can be bought for c few cants. These batteries when
charged weigh about Si pounds and if properly installed will last for years. Each battery
making out6t consists of a completely wired switch board, battery connectors, wire, instruc-
,tions and plan for making, installing and recharging the battery and complete chemicals.
Special Introductory price, $1X0, prepaid. Outside the U, S., $1.25.'

ELECTRIC LIGHT IN YOUR HOMIER
to pay. Anyone can install and
and inexpensive. No more smoke

or break, just as safe in the
room, always ready for use,

you instantly have a bright

It is not affected by heat or
closets, pantries, barns, sheds,

The latest electric fight, no batteries to buy or electric

maintain this midget electric light. Safe, simple
and smell, no wicks or oil, no chimneys to clean
barn, garage and clothes closet as in any open
day or night. A touch on the switch and
electric light. No matter where you live this

cold. Many homes have installed this electric light in their ball

cellars, garages, etc., with good results. It is an extremely useful light which no household should be
without. The reason for this bright electric light is that the lighting bulb is fitted with
drawn Tungsten filament wire which is much more efficient and durable, besides giving a 300% in-

crease In light as compared with the ordinary" carbon lamp. The power system furnished with this lighting

outfit is somewhat similar to the electric power battery described above. Each electric light outfit includes

the following: Complete directions ana plans, copper wire, insulated wire holders, knife switch, drop light

fixture with socket, friction tape, battery protector, maroon shade, national mazda globe. Our dry battery
compound, which assists in renewing and supplying the current and our current renewing system with which
you can renew the current at home without expense. With every day use one recharge usually lasts t

three weeks. This electric lighting outfit is undoubtedly the most practical and durable electric light c

cost and long service ever devised. Special price to introduce these electric lighting outfits $1.00, prepaid.

Outside the U. 8. $1.25.

which I

two to /
of low J

r
©Ur dHttnrOtttlPP—It is our intention that every article described above will reach you exactly as described, that

it will satisfy you perfectly, that it represents full value for the money you paid or we will refund your money.

Just to Introduce our new line of goods we are offering them at these greatly reduced piices. We only have a limited
number of the above described goods at these prices. Order now, direct from this ad. We guarantee safe delivery
Anywhere for additional 10 cents on each item.

A. B. C. PRODUCTS CO.2 JOHNSON & 13th Sts. CHICAGO

YOUR OPPORTUNITY
Canceled Government Contracts

We have secured a large quantity of Small Motors, Generators and Charging Outfits.

This material is new, still in original cases and carries the full factory guarantee.

This is Your Opportunity to buy new, guaranteed

Electrical Apparatus of Standard Manufacture

$32.50
j_| p INDUCTION

Battery Charging
Outfits

For use on 110 volt, A. C, 00

cycle, single phase current only.

eo
T.

,:^ l,

.-$48- 5o

I JO watts, SO volts. (j» /*Q ~n
6 amperes . JJ>DO - °

,%a(:^$68- 50

800 watts. SO volts. ffl>Q A
10 amperes . JJ>7'db

All outfits complete with switch-

board as cut shown.

MOTOR
110 or 220 volts, A. C.

60 cycle, single phase,
1750 R. P. M.

ALL MOTORS COMPLETE AS CUT

PI 10 volts

• A. C, 60

Mail S5.00 cash or
Money Order. We
will send C. O. D.

subject to full ex-

amination.

MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE

/m H

/4 ™cycle,single phase750 R. P. M.

WASHING MACHINE MOTOR
Suilable for oper-

ating Small Com-'

pressori, (."tiff**

'

Grinder

Weuhett, Lathe*

Drill Pres»ea.etc.

$18.50

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE. BARGAINS IN MOTORS AND GENERATORS. SPECIAL QUANTITY PRICES

£ POLYPHASE MOTORS KE ««„ ftlATAQQ '^JSS^JSSSJ?
Ntlf BflU I UK© V2Hp.$44- 50

1 Hp. $67 50

IT50
RPM.

60 cycl,, 3 or 3 pbtlt. Comptm, pulUy tr-4 b«a«

1 H. P. $59.50 3 H. P. $ 84 60

2 H. P. $72.60 6 H. P. $102.50

MANUFACTURERS' DISTRIBUTER

CHAS. H. JOHNSTON - West End - PITTSBURGH, PA.

"The Eastern" is a Large Achromatic Telescope
YOU WANT

,FARM OR RANCH

MADE UPON NEW
SCIENTIFIC FRINCIE£.ES.

Positively sucli a good Telescope was never
sold foi nils price before. Eastern Telescopes
ai- made hy one of ine largest manufacturers
of leuscopes in America; decontrol enure

Tiicy are nicely brass bound, with
production; measure closed ^tr^^o^aovnSt^t in 4 ^.n&

Uie osun tiy oral the seaside
scientifically ground .lensw. Guaranteed by

'

the^naken J

shou ,a he ,vilno „, OI , e . Tl.e scenery

feSf-MA'^^BOSjS^T&g^r1™* ^L.te.esoonejus,
,
sent wit 1. eacli order. I m- i, »f'^

n"
"ents by Blistered Letter, Post Office Money Order, Express Money

presented orm^ wil, order one for you. Wfietfier

^^'«^^^J^^^A^ p
U«?r^FFT NEW YORK

EASTERN NOVELTY CO., 67. 172 E. 93d STREE1 ,
NiiW xukiv.

(Continued from page 686)

'

in itself possesses very remarkable ampli-
fying properties and articulates the spoken
word very beautifully. It has satisfied the

most exacting test of the U. S. Signal
Corps at Washington, as well as many ex-
perts of the Army and Navy Department;
who have heard the instrument and tested

it. The loud talker talks in a very loud
and clear manner, with no vacuum bulb
amplifiers attached. It is simply connected
to a microphone, preferably a special mi-
crophone designed to be used with it, and
comprising four standard microphone but-

tons connected in parallel, all enclosed in

a single casing. In one test made with the
instrument in this fashion, using a 12-volt

battery current, a single reproducer wat
successfully employed to talk to 15,000 peo-
ple, or covering a sound area equivalent to

the average city block. In a test made at

the Navy Department building at Wash-
ington, D. C, Dr. Burglund successfully
transmitted the "tick of a watch" so as to
be heard one-half mile away by experts
who were listening for it. These tests

proved very interesting, and also the man-
ner of carrying them out. Dr. Burglund
hooked up first one stage of a vacuum
tube amplifier, and then successive stages.

When he hooked on one amplifier he would
ask thru the Magnavox that the listeners

stationed about one-half mile away lift

their right arms' to a horizontal position if

they heard the voice clearly and distinctly,

and to raise the arm vertically if they
heard the voice extra loud and clear, which
was the case when he connected two and
three stages of vacuum tube amplifiers into

the circuit with the Magnavox. The am-
plifying horn used in these different tests

mentioned has been invariably a 24-inch
quarter-sawed oak horn of the particular

curved form as shown in the photograph
of the instrument.
One of the most astounding features of

the Magnavox is that, contrary to what the
reader may at first believe, it is possible

when the instrument is talking loudly to

place the head directly into the horn with
no uncomfortable feeling of having your
ear drums shattered, or any rocking of the

head, as is generally caused by a very loud
sound, and at the same time you can walk
away one-half mile and still hear the Mag-
navox talking to you clearly and loudly,

and on a quiet day much farther than this

This instrument has manv hundred uses,

and one of the applications to which it is

now being applied is for use on ship-

board, and the ships being built by the U. S.

Shipping Board are to be fitted with it for
the purpose of giving orders from the

officers' bridge, or chart house, to the en-
gine room below decks. This has always
been one of the most difficult features to

install on any vessel, especially on war ves-
sels, where it was imperative that orders
should be accurately reproduced and heard
at all times. Due to the peculiar construc-
tion of the balanced Magnavox microphone,
which has found wide application in Air-
plane Radio telephony and the Magnavox
itself, either of these instruments can be

used where there is a perfect bedlam of

noise, such as created by the turbine and
dynamo running in the engine room, and
the noise of other auxiliary machinery,
without there being the least effect on the

telephonic transmitting and reproducing
qualities of the apparatus. In fact, in one
instance, the Magnavox was fastened on
the reduction gear case of a turbo-genera-
tor on a war ship. This, we must concede,

is the acid test of any telephonic device.
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Learn to Fill

Bigger Shoes

(
Continued from page 682)

PRACTICAL AVIATION FOR MILI-
TARY AIRMEN, by J. Andrew White,
major, American Guard. Cloth covers,

198 pages. Profusely illustrated. Size

6J4x9^ inches. Price $1.75. Publisht

by Wireless Press, New York City, N. Y.
The excellent compilation is designed as a text-

book for the student of military aviation, and its

arrangement makes it highly satisfactory for the

purpose. The opening chapter is devoted to defi-

nitions of the various terms which enter into a
consideration of aeronautical subjects. This is

followed by a description of the principles in-

volved in the design of airplanes for various pur-

poses. The author states that airplane design is

restricted by opposing essentials which require

the aerofoil (lifting surface) characteristics and
velocity to produce either maximum elimlr or

maximum velocity. A compromise between the

two is affected in all airplanes, and he proceeds

to illustrate these principles in a manner so lucid

as to require no further explanation to the reader.

After several chapters of design, construction,

and assembly of the various types of machines,

the author enters upon the field of gasoline en-

gines with which the airplanes are equipt. This
section of the work is treated in a very complete
manner, as is the rest of the book. The first of

these chapters Upon gasoline motors is entitled

"Fundamentals of Motor Power," and the state-

ments made thruout are so clear as to make one
wonder at the inherent simplicity of motors.

These chapters on the engines are worth-while
reading for themselves, even if one be not par-

ticularly interested in airplanes. Major White
carries the reader from the single cylinder en-

gine of antiquity to the ultra-modern, high-pow-
ered machine which the modern bombing and
battle-plane carries.
After these purely constructional details come

the chapters which deal with the fundamentals
and tactics of aeronautical manuvering.

LESSONS IN ASTRONOMY. Revised
edition. By Charles A. Young, Ph. D.,

LL. D. Cloth covers, 420 pages, about
350 illustrations. Size 5 x 7 l/2 inches.

Price $1.60 net. Publisht by Ginn &
Company.
There is, indeed, cause for rejoicing at this new

edition of what may be called the most popular
book on Astronomy which has ever appeared in

the English language. But slight changes have
been made in the text of this new edition

—

changes which were but necessary to bring the
book up to the second and in line with the most
modern researches which have displaced older
theories.
The book, as a whole, however, remains as it

always was : an unsurpassedly concise, clear and
comprehensive text on a subject which should be
known by all who have any pretentions at all to

a knowledge of science. The book is particularly
adapted to the needs of those who desire an un-
mathematical analysis of the Universe.
The section on the Moon is particularly inter-

esting—more interesting, in fact, than the wildest
romance that was ever written. This section is

also of interest at the moment, because of the re-
cent discussion regarding the motion of the moon
as prompted by Tesla's startling revolutionary
statements. It should be noted that Professor
Young's text is based on the strictly logical, con-
servative theories.
As to the appearance of the Earth from the

Moon, Young is quite complimentary to our
planet. He says: "It is easy to see that she
(the Earth) would be a very beautiful object, on
account^ of the changes which would be continu-
ally going on upon her surface—due to snow,
storms, clouds, growth of vegetation, etc."
The entire planetary system is treated in a

commendable manner. Each planet is thorolv
considered in its relation to the rest of the sys-
tem, and no reader can fail to obtain a thoro
survey of the field during the many pleasant hours
that may be spent with the book.
The stars, comets and other bodies are also

treated thoroly. The phenomena accompanying
comets and nebula are given careful consideration.
Here it is of interest to notice the divergence of
opinion on astronomical subjects by accepted au-
thorities, as demonstrated by the hypothesis ad-
vanced by many men for cometary and nebulary
phenomenons—which have caused so many foolish
predictions and stupid prophecies among ignorant
elements of population.
There is a meritorius appendix which includes

descriptions of astronomical apparata in use thru-
out the w.orld. The use of these instruments,
their origin and construction, ate described. The
appendix also includes a description of the method
employed to locate a ship at sea, the determina-
tion of time at sea, and various other problems
which are well within the realm of astronomy.
All presented and demonstrated with the same
clarity that characterizes the entire book.

/Continued on pane 690)

Engineers (all kinds)
$2O00 to $5000 Yearly

Office Manager or Auditor
$1800 to $5000 Yearly

matter what kind of

work you are doing
now, a set of these

jreat home study books will

jjjlll^ quickly fit you for a bigger
WB^rafgKNk ar>d better paying job. We will

^^^MT^^^send any set you select for one
^*§3sls|ltsi^ week's FREE examination,

and if you want to keep them
you pay only the special reduced price—
at the rate of 50 cents a week. This is

your opportunity to make more money

—

grasp it NOW. Use these books and a

little spare time and LEARN TO FILL
BIGGER SHOES.

Carpentry and
Contracting

Five volumes. 2138 pages and
more than 400 illustrations.
Prepares for Contractor, Build-
ing Superintendent and Car-
penter Foreman. KVeular price,

$25.00. Special price, $19.80.

Civil Engineering
Nine volumes. 3900 pages and
3000 Illustrations, plates and
diagrams. Prepares for Civil or

Structural Engineer. Transit-
man. Estimator, Designer or
ChlefDraftsman. Regular price.

$45.00. Special price, $20.80.

Telephony and
Telegraphy

Four volumes, 1728 pages and
2000 Illustrations, plates and
diagrams. Prepares for Tele-
phone Engineer, Wire Chief,
Exchange Manager. Trouble
Man or Telegrapher. Re^rolar
price. $20.00. Special price.

S I 4. 80.

Steam and Gas
Engineering

Seven volumes. 3300 pages and
2500 illustrations, plates, dia-
grams, etc. Prepares for Sta-
tionary, Marine or Locomotive
Engineer or Fireman. Regular
price, $35.00. Special price,
$21.80.

Law and Practice
(with Reading Course in 25
bound pamphlets) Thirteen
volumes, 6000 pages and 24 il-

lustrations. Prepares for all
Bar Examinations. A wonder-
ful aid to business men.
Regular pr.ee, $72.00. Special
price. $44.80.

Practical
Accounting

Four volumes. 1840 pages and
800 illustrations, plates and
diagrams. C. P. A. questions
and practical problems. Pre-
pares for Accountant. Book-
keeper or Cost Clerk. Regular
price, $20.00. Special price.
$14.80.

Pay Raisers
These books are written by
well known authorities— the
top-notchers in each line. They
will help you make more money.
You can't fail to understand
them, because they are written
in plain, everyday language.
Thousands of photographs,
diagrams, charts, etc., help to
make difficult points as sim-
ple as A-B-C

See our Free Examination—no
money down otter below

AskOurExperts
With these books goes free of all

charge a $12.00 Consulting Mem-
bership in the American Technical
Society. If any question puzzles
you—write us. Our corps of experts
and engineers will solve any prob-
lem. Ask all the questions you
want for a whole year. This serv-
ice is absolutely FREE.

Automobile
Engineering

Six volumes. 2000 pages and
2300 illustrations. Prepares for
Garage Foreman, Automobile
Mechanic or Chauffeur. Inval-
uable to car owners. Regular
price. $30.00. Special price.

$10.80.

MachineShopPractice
Six volumes, 2300 pages and
2500 illustrations. Prepares for
Machine Shop Superintendent
or Foreman. Foundryman, Pat-
tern Maker, Tool Designer or
Tool Maker, Regular price,

$30.00. Special price, $19.80.

Sanitary.Heatingand
Ventilating Eng'ring
Four volumes. 1454 pages and
more than 1400 illustrations,
etc. Prepares for Sanitary
Engineer, Heating and Venti-
lating Engineer. MasterPlumb-
er or Plumber. Regular price,

$20.00. Special price, $14.80.

Mechanical andi
Architect'alDrawing
Four volumes, 1578 pages and
more than one thousand illus-
trations. Prepares for Archi-
tectural or Mechanical Drafts-
man. Regular price, $20.00.
Special price, only $14.80.

Electrical Engineering
Eight volumes, 3800 pages and
3000 illustrations, plates and
diagrams. Prepares for Elec-
trical Engineer, Power Plant
Superintendent. Substation Op-
erator or Electrician. Regular
Price, $40.00. Special price.
$24.81.

Fire Prevention
and Insurance

Four volumes, 1500 pages and
600 illustrations, diagrams,
forms, etc. Prepares for Coun-
terman, Rate Clerk. Inspector
or Agent. Regular price.
$20.00. Special price, $15.80.

Don't Send Ant Nonets
Write the name of the books you
want on the coupon and mail it to-
day. We will send the books at once, ex-

press collect, and you can use them just as
if they were your own for a whole week.
If you decide you don't want to keep
them, send them back at our expense.

If you like the books, as thousands of other

men have after examination, just send us
$2.00. You can send the balance of the
special reduced price the same way— $2.00
each month (50 cents a week).

Start right now and learn to fill bigger
shoes. There will be a better job looking
for you if you do. Be ready to meet it when
it comes. Send the coupon now.

American Technical Society, X-258? Chicago, ML
American Technical Society, Deist. X-258 r Chicago, Illinois

Please Bend me set of- — - for 7 days* examination, shipping1 chrrp-es
collect. I will examine the books thoroughly and, if satisfied, will send $2 within 7 days and $2 each month until I have

paid the special price of —— If I decide not to keep the books, I .vill return them by ex-
press at your expense. Title not to pass to me until the set is fully paid tor.

Name -

Reference

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to adz
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(.TRAVELING
SALESMEN

C. W. Birmingham's earnings for one year were $1 -"
ier week in selling. Before that he earned $70 a
nonth as factory clerk. N. S. T. A. Training and Free
Employment Service made this possible. We train yo i

by mail in your own home. Salesmen are needed in
every business.

EARN J 2 . r. TO $10,000 A YEAR
Cet our FREE book. "A Knight of the Crip." It

tells all about Salesmanship, how we help our members
get good positions, how we have successfully taught star
Salesmanship to thousands of underpaid men, both young
and old.

Write today for FREE book—and line up for a big
i>ay job. Address

NATIONAL SALESMEN'S TRAINING
ASSOCIATION

Dept. 42S Chicago, 111. U. S. A

BEATRAVELING SALESMAN

The Consolidated

Radio Call Book
The most needed book

of the hour.

This book is, literally, the right
arm of all organizations and
persons directly or indirectly

connected with the ever in-

creasing radio field.

Compiled and published for
the express purpose of meet-
ing a timely and urgent neces-
sity among radio and steam-
ship companies, professional
and amateur radio operators,
and those having need of au-
thentic and practical informa-
tion on radio calls; radio, tele-
graph and cable rates, special
signals and general radio pro-
cedure.

Every Vessel and
Land Station Listed

Every vessel and land station
Is represented and listed in this
book alphabetically, according to
names of vessels or land stations
and according- to call letters. Re-
vision of American coastal sta-
tions tinder D. S. Naval control,
and their new calls.

That new and great aid to navi-
gation—the radio compass—is
explained and is a unique fea-
ture of this publication and of
special value to masters of mer-
chant vessels.

Contains all calls listed in the new book
to he published by the Department of
Commerce.

Price 75c Prepaid

Consolidated Radio Call Book
Company, Inc.

41 Park Row, Room 1420, New York City

This book also contains the advertisements of prac-
tically every leading company in the radio field.

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER

MARCONI'S NEW INTERNATIONAL
CODE, publisht by Marconi Interna-
tional Code Company, London, England.
Publisht in four different volumes, cloth
bound at $19.98, net per volume.
The Marconi Company is now putting out a

new International Code in nine of the chief lan-
guages of the world. It is as simple as it is
tomr-lete, condensing messages to a wonderful
degree. Not only does it facilitate and cheapen
communication wah English-speaking races, but it
also provides a means whereby intercommunica-
tion by letter or telegraphy between people pos-
sessing no knowledge whatever of the other's lan-
Suage, for it is sold thruout the world.
The work is remarkable in its simplicity of

coding and decoding; it is entirely modern, and
par excellence in reliability and secrecy. Great
care has been taken in compiling and binding
these volumes, so as to reduce to a minimum the
poss.bihty of mutilation in transit or use, which
experience has taught will frequently happen.
In add.tion, a system is so arranged that bvmeans of the numbered words a "secret cipher"may be compiled whenever required. Also a com-

plete glossary of all kinds of useful business
tables and information is given, including abuyer s guide with a list of the ablest producers
of all the best known goods.

Undoubtedly, this new code will find instant
tavor with commercial institutions the world over
assisting to a great degree in simplifying much of
tlie International correspondence handled atpresent.

November, 1919

ESSENTIALS OF MODERN ELEC-
TRO-THERAPEUTICS, by Dr. Freder-
ick Finch Strong, M.D. Cloth cover,
150 pages, 118 illustrations, size 6%x9y2
inches. Price $2.00. Publisht by Rebman
Company, New York.
A new revised edition by the well-known au-thority on high frequency and electrotherapeutics

particularly the application of high frequency cur'

LTl 'n ?
m

,

an
,

,lls
c..Pfovid >nSr a practical handbook

well illustrated, which proves invaluable and inter-esting reading to the electrical student, physicianand layman al.ke. Dr. Strong believes in the

rtille Z°'
P\ t ,at

.
»* one »s going to write anartfele or a book, it should be above everything

else made so intelligible that the average student
^115™%^ V.

nderstand fu!, y what >>e >s talkingabout without having to assimilate a whole dic-tionary of high-sounding medical terms, which isnot at all necessary, as a perusal of this interest-ing manual will at once demonstrate.
In this working manual, which everyone in-terested in electro-medicine should read, the au-thor explains the modern electron theory of

matter, as well as the laws and principles of
electro-physics, including induction and the in-duction (medical) coil. Chapter three treats onhe subject of physiology from an electricalstandpoint and their inter-relations. Chapter four
treats of galvanism and galvanic currents, in-cluding the electrolysis of warts and moles, as
well as superfluous hair. The succeeding chap-
ters deal with faradic currents and their appli-cation to various ailments, electro-diagnosis, static
electricity and its application by various modali-
ties High frequency currents, and their diverse
applicat,ons for different ailments, the Rontgen
Snt« riJ electr

?,- th erapeutics, sinusoidal cur-

app :
,ght ra

-vs - vibrassage and ozone inhalation

MOVING PICTURE
OPERATING

made simple with

" RICHARDSON'S HANDBOOK"

Good paying positions await

licensed projectionists.

Send for circular of the

standard work on projection.

700 pages, over 300 illustrations

Postpaid $4.00

Chalmers Publishing Co.
Room 600 516 Fifth Avenue

New York City

Don't Wear a Truss
KOOKS APPLIANCE,
the modern scientific

invention, the wonderful
new discovery that re-

lieves rupture will be
sent on trial. No ob-
noxious springs or pads.
Has automatic Air
Cushions. Binds and
draws the broken part*
together as you would a
broken limb, No salves.
No lies. Durable, cheap
Sent on trial to prove it.

Protected by U. S. pat-
ents. Catalogue and
measure blanks mat!9c5
free. Send name and ad-
dress todav.

C. E. BROOKS, 203C. Stale Street, Marshall, Micb

Battery ChargingYou r
Bluest Honey^Maker
$500.00 a Month Income with This
Eureka'Storage Battery Co .. Housto
first-little machine we bought of you
of service. With the new large mach
Irom oharging is $500.00.

You, too. Can Make Big Profits with
Recharges 32-6 volt auto batteries,
or equivalent in L2- or 24-volt bat-
ta/les, atone time, for 10c to 15c
each. Customer Days 76c to|1.60.
FiHure the profits yourself. No
electrical knowledge needed. Uses
no valuable floor space. Huns24
hours a day.
Small investment puts In

Charger
—"The
ery be:

iker in your g
sy monthly tor

pays for

garage. Balam
Outfit t

elf. Absolute Mo
slly

sck Guarantee. Write TODAY
_ I Information Send this ad.

HOB AR T BROTHERS COMPANY
113 E Troy, Ohio
icceasful Mfa. sincu 1893

THE NATIONAL AUTHORITY ON WIRING FOR TWENTY-FIVE YEARS

STANDARD WIRING
Will Make You an Expert Wireman

EARN $30. TO $60. A WEEK
This year's edition, completely revised to date, is the only
accurate book on electric light and power wiring and con-
struction, from the Fire Underwriters' standpoint, pub-
lished.

The National Electrical Code, with all its new rules, is
explained and illustrated. 52 of the latest and simplest
tables which show, at a glance, just what size of wire
is needed for any kind and size of lighting or motor
installation, for any voltage, current and drop desired for
any system, Direct Current, Alternating Current, single,
two or three-phase.

How to install and operate generators, motors and every
kind of wiring device with diagrams of connections. Spe-
cial chapters on illumination, House Wiring, Electrical
Units and their Equivalents. The latest lamp data. Proper
symbols to use to indicate outlets, etc., etc.

Also a complete directory of the leading manufacturers
of officially approved apparatus and supplies necessary
for any kind of installation.

350 Pages, Leather Cover, Pocket Size.

Sent to any address on receipt of $1.50

sooSoTsoid H.C.Cushing, Jr., 12 W. 40ih St, New York

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Esurftlh © Atmosphere
By Isabel M. Lewis

(Continued from pevje 651)

Nitrogen and oxygen, which occupy 99

per cent of the volume of the earth's at-

mosphere, have practically no absorbm:,'

effect on the earth's radiations, but they do

strongly absorb and scatter the short solar

rays in the blue and violet, and, therefore,

produce the intense brightness and char-

acteristic blue color of the sky.

When the sun's rays enter the earth's

atmosphere they are diffracted or broken

up to a certain extent by passing from a

rarer to a denser medium. The short blue

and violet rays suffer the greatest diffrac-

tion and are largely lost in the upper at-

mosphere, while the long orange and red

rays penetrate to the lower depths of the

earth's atmosphere.

The beautiful sunset hues and the red-

dish tinge so characteristic of the sun and

moon when rising or setting is due to the

breaking up of the rays by the dense lower

strata of the atmosphere and the trapping

of the blue and violet rays by the atmos-

phere.

Were it not for the scattering and diffu-

sion of sunlight by the atmosphere the sky

would always be inky black and the stars

and solar corona would always* be visible

in the daytime. All shadows would be

harsh and as black as the inky sky.

Without the atmosphere there would be

no winds, no clouds, no rainfall, no rain-

bows, no twilight, no beautiful sunsets, no
living beings. The dry and barren surface

of our planet would be constantly pelted

Avith the meteorites and meteoric dust that

are now almost entirely consumed by fric-

tion with the atmosphere, and only in ex-

ceptional cases reach the earth's surface.

The extremes of temperature between day

and night would be intense. The blistering

heat of a torrid day would be followed by

the frigid cold of an arctic night.

In our satellite, the moon, we see the

earth as it would appear without a protect-

ing and life-supporting atmosphere—a dry

and barren waste.

One effect of the atmosphere on our
-planet is to gradually wear down and dis-

integrate the rocks and mountains thru the

action of water vapor and air-currents.

This disintegration of the rocks is con-

tinually setting free gases that are to a

certain extent increasing the atmosphere of

the earth. Moreover, many stray molecules

of gas exist in interplanetary space and are

swept up continually by the earth's atmos-
phere in our journeys around the sun.

These are probably equaled in number by
the molecules that escape from the earth's

upper atmosphere, so that, on the_ whole,

the atmosphere is probably neither increas-

ing or decreasing appreciably.

The auroral displays, known as the

northern and southern lights, are electrical

phenomena of a nature not yet clearly un-

derstood that are associated with the rare

rases of the earth's upper atmosphere.

They are rarely seen outside of certain

belts in northern and southern latitudes in

the vicinity of the north and south mag-
netic poles of the earth, where they occur

in great intensity. The lower streamers

are at altitudes of about one hundred miles

or less, and the upper streamers reach

heighths of five or six hundred miles. The
aurorae are in some wav intimatelv asso-

ciated with the sun spot cycle and never

occur except when there is unusual activitv

on the sun in the form of sun spots or

prominences.
There is, indeed, a close connection be-

tween the conditions of the sun and manv
atmospheric effects, such as temperature,

rainfall, cloudiness and magnetic storms.

Learn Public Speaking
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meetings
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;
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;
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;
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dinner speeches;
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How to write better
letters

;

How to sell more goods

;
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memory

;
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;

How to develop self-

confidence
;

How to acquire a win-
ning personality;

How to strengthen your
will power and ambi-
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;

How to become a clear,

accurate thinker

;

How to develop your
power of concentra-
tion

;

How to be the master
of any situation.

New Easy Method
perfected and taught only by Prof. R. E. Pattison
Kline, former Dean of the Public Speaking Depart-
ment of the Columbia College of Expression, can be
learned in 15 minutes a day. Prof. Kline is one of
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Vz SAVED
GET OUR

BIG BOOK

BURNS LESS COAL
With an improved, all-east pine-

less furnace vou can cut your coal

bills in two. This efficient, base-

ment installed beating plant heats

and ventilates the entire home
It burns any grade of coal more
economically than a stove. It

needs no expensive piping or other

equipment. Any one can install it

in a day. They are described at

our wholesale prices in our Handy
Man Boolt. Send for it.

DO Your Own Plumb-
ing and Heating by the
Cut-To-Fit-Method
Bv our new plan anyone can install a complete plumb-

ing or heating plant in his own home. Send us a rough

sketch with measurements. Our engineers will draw your

plans, furnish information and see that the supplies you

order come CUT-TO-FIT your needs. No waste of time,

labor or unused materials. Only a few simple tools

necessary. Send for

THE HANDY MAN BOOK
It will show you how. It will

tell you iust what to order and

what it will cost at our wholesale

prices. It contains plans and
useful information for every

builder, property owner or

contractor. It will con-

vince you. It will increase

the value of your property

50<%i. You can do the

work yourself.

We have spared no effort

nr expense In the prepara-

tion of this valuable book. To
keep from sending it broad-
cast to uninterested persons we
request a temporary deposit of

25e which will be refunded with
your first order. Send for it

To-day.

The Service of

HARDIN-LAVIN COMPANY
Is guaranteed by 49 years' business at

4510-20 Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago

%5i Tiffany Belcher Ring,
eet with one perfectly out

blue-white diamond. $35.

X5S Solid gold Tiffany
style ring, one exquisite

diamond. $50

X58 One SWEET spark-
ling diamond, set Tiffany
style in solid gold mount-
ing. $75.

X57 Gentlemen's solid gold
tooth ring, set with one
superior diamond. $65.

X58 Gentlemen's massive
seven - diamond solitaire

duster ring. $75.

Genuine, blue-whte per-
fect-cut diamonds. Your
choice on APPROVAL.
Pay one-fifth AFTER
EXAMINATION; bal-
ance in 10 payments.
SWEET'S POLICY: You
must be satisfied or no
sale. PROFIT SHARING
PLAN: 7%% yearly in-

crease in exchanged
value on every diamond
purchased from us. Lib-
erty Bonds accepted at
Face Value.

Beautiful de Luxe
Catalogue FREE

We are Maiden Lane's Great-

est Credit Jewelers. Write

today for catalog of precious

gems, watches, etc. Lowest
Prices. Highest Quality.

Ten months to pay on
everything. Address
Dept. 579-S.

"THE HOUSE OF qUALIT.^"^^

tWSWEET&C©
2-4 MAIDEN LANE. NEW YORK

DENTAL
SCHOOL

SOG S. Wabash A«» . Chicaeo, III.

LEARN MECHANICAL DENTISTRY—DEMAND UNLIMITED
A paying professional trade: You will be a trained dentil

mechanic and receive our diploma when competent. Stu-

dents given advantage of thoroughly up to date laboratory,

•nd services of graduate Dentil Surgeons on practical cases.

No effort spared to place graduates advantageously. No age

limit. T)av nr Evening. Individual instruction. No educa-
tional requirements. No bnnlt nr home study. Easy terms.

Hiehest references. Especially attractive proposition to those
who write at once for catalog H.

and such progress is now being made in

the investigation of the effect of changes
in solar activity upon the atmosphere that

it is expected that before long certain of
the weather effects dependent on the sun
spot cycle will become largely predictable
in advance.
The earth's atmosphere shares the earth's

motion of rotation on its axis, moving east-

ward with the same speed as the surface

:

that is, at the rate of 1.017 miles per hour
At high elevations, however, there is a
strong tendency for the higher atmosphere
to lag behind the solid surface of the earth
and lower atmosphere.
Were it possible for an aviator to travel

eastward in an airplane around the earth

at the equator with the speed of the earth's

rotation, 1,017 miles per hour, he would
circumnavigate the globe and return to the

same point on the earth's surface in twenty-
four hours, but since he would travel in

the direction of the earth's rotation, the

sun would apparently move westward at

twice its usual rate and would rise and
set for him twice in the twenty-four hours.
If, on the other hand, he should take a

westward course at the same rate, he
would, as before, return to the same point

on the earth's surface after twenty-four
hours ; but since the earth is now turning
in a direction opposite to his direction of
flying, and at the same rate, the sun will

move westward at the same rate that he is

fixing and will, therefore, appear to remain
immovable in the sky during the twenty-
four hours.

Were it possible for our aviator to pur-
sue his journeys outside of the earth's at-

mosphere under the same conditions, but
freed from the effects of the earth's rota-

tion, he would find, if he traveled eastzvard,

that he would make one rotation with re-

spect to the sun in twenty-four hours, but
the same place on the earth's surface would
remain immovable beneath him all the time
since the earth would also rotate eastward
at the same rate.

If, however, he should turn and travel

westward he would make, as before, one
rotation with respect to the sun in twenty-
four hours (only in the opposite direction),

but points on the earth's surface would
speed past him at the rate of 2,034 miles
per hour and he would pass the same point

on the earth's surface twice in twenty-four
hours.

By Dr. C. S. Brainin, Ph. D.

(Continued from page 641)

still another point of view from which we
must examine our knowledge of Mars

—

its physical condition. Mars is so much
further away from the sun than the earth

that it only receives about forty per cent

as much solar energy per unit of area.

Then, too, calculation shows that its aver-

age surface temperature, therefore, must
be well below zero, as compared with 60° F.

on the earth. There is evidence of the ex-
istence of an atmosphere, tho- extremely
tenuous, for small clouds are seen at rare
intervals and somcimes the entire disk is

obscured by a haze. It is of the greatest

importance to ascertain whether this is

water vapor, as on the earth, or not. The
presence of water vapor on a planet is the

sine qua non of our kind of life. The evi-

dence here is again contradictory. The
two famous American astronomers, Keeler
and Campbell, have failed to discover any
traces of it with their spectroscopes, but
more recently Lowell's successor at Flag-
staff has announced affirmative evidence.

We must bear in mind that negative results

are never as certain as positive ones, but in

any case the amount of water vapor neces-
sary to produce the polar cap phenomena
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which have been observed on Mars is very

small, indeed, at the low temperature which

prevails there and might be absolutely in-

adequate to support human life; the spring

decrease in the polar caps may be due to

sublimation and not to fusion.

The final possibility is Venus. Here we
know that water vapor is present in abund-

ance, for the planet is always wrapt in a

heavy, cloudy atmosphere, the nature of

which the spectroscope has divulged. The
surface itself cannot be observed. There

is some doubt as to whether the daily rota-

tion period is about the same as the earth's

or equal to Venus' year. In the latter

case, it would always turn the same face

toward the sun and there would be a great

difference in temperature between the two

faces, while along their boundary there

would undoubtedly be a region with a mod-
erate, habitable climate. In the case of

the shorter rotational period the conditions

on Venus would be much like those of the

earth, but the average temperature would

be higher.

It seems to be the opinion of most

astronomers that of all the fellow planets

of the earth, Venus is the most likely planet

to support life, but, certainly, no evidence

of it exists. In the case of Mars, we can

only say that IF the observations of the

"canals" shoJd be established beyond the

preadventure of a doubt, we would be safe

in drawing the conclusion that life really

exists there. As the matter stands to-day,

there can be no doubt in the mind of any-

one who will take the trouble to investi-

gate the question that the chances in favor

are next to zero. It makes a great sensa-

tional story but is far away from the truth.

On the other hand, there may be life on

Mars, of a kind entirely unknown to us,

in spite tl the fact that the "canals" are

an optical illusion.

We turn now to the second phase of the

subject: If there is life on Venus or Mars,

can we get into intelligent communication

with the inhabitants, particularly thru a

wireless method? Our guess is yes. In

the case of these planets it would be only a

matter of a few minutes between the send-

ing and the receipt of the message, so that

the diffi~ulty noted above with planets of

other systems does not hold here. We
must assume, further, that the Martians

or Venereans, as the case may be, have
attained the degree of scientific develop-

ment represented by the possession of wire-

less, which is by no means a necessary
conclusion. A great many more or less

detailed plans have been propojed for open-
ing such interplanetary conversations, but
it seems to us that the-" all depend too

much on the assumption that these foreign

plantearians must necessarily be something
like us Earthians. We would suggest,

therefore, that if some rash soul makes the
attempt, the basis of the code should be
something which would of necessity be the
same for the other planets as for the earth,

i. e., some astronomical phenomenon. In
the case of Mars it might be something
connected with the satellites, and this is

probably the only sure way of getting upon
common ground.

Some have suggested gigantic lights as
the best way of opening communication be-
tween two olanets, in the belief that foreign
planetarians would be enough like us to
have organs like our eyes, sensitive to the
same rays to which our retina is attuned.
But this does not follow at all; our imagin-
ary neighbors might have "eyes" sensitive
to ether waves which "see" ultra-violet
infra-red or electromagnetic waves of lower
frequency such as are used in Radio. Of
course, those who believe firmly in the ex-
istence of Martian inhabitants, discarding
all the contrary evidence and evading the
absence of affirmative proof, are perforce
led to the conclusion that these are greatlv
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advanced over us in scientilic attainments,

as is proven by the wonderful '"canals."

If that were the case, we should also be
justified i- assuming further that these

Martians have far surpast us in their de-
velopment of RacL* in all its branches. In
fact, as we discard tl.e limits of the science
of astronomy why should we put any check
on our pleasant speculations? No doubt,
then, the Martians possess a perfect uni-
directional sending and receiving outfit, and
one which is so sensitive that they can
easily pick up signals from the earth in
spite of the great diminution of energy
which these v/ould undergo on their way
thru space. And no doubt they can send
out signals with sufficient energy to be
picked up by us. Some people have an-
nounced the reception of mysterious sig-
nals which they were convinced were not
of terrestrial origin. We do not feel com-
petent to discuss the electrotechnical phase
of the interplanetary communication prob-
lem. It seems that the most difficult part
of the g^.iie would be the first conscious
interchange of probably meaningless sig-
nals

; intelligent speech would soon follow.
Often science is more astounding than

the rreatest romance spun by the most vivid
imagination, and sometimes she is a de-
stroyer of pretty dreams. We may con-
clude with this unsatisfactory statement:
There undoubtedly is life on planets of
stars other t' an the sun, but communication
with their inhabitants is at present cer-
tainly out of the question ; in the solar
system itself, where interplanetary com-
munication is not without the realms of
possibility, no evidence of extra-terrestrial
life has been found, tho its existence is not
precluded.

HOW WE COULD TALK TO MARS BY RADIO.
In connection with Dr. Brainin's above

article in which the professor advocates the
use of the radio to bridge the gulf be-
tween the Earth and Mars, it is pointed
out that in 1919 already Mr. H. Gernsback
advanced such a plan. His article which
was printed in the May 1910 issue of
Modern Electrics magazine shows that the
idea is not only feasible but eminently prac-
tical. In those days it was not possible
to cover by radio one thousand miles, un-
less we had a power of at least 2 kilowatts
at our disposal. Today with our sensitive
vacuum tube amplifiers, it is possible to
bridge one thousand miles with a z/2 K. W.
with ease, and in exceptional cases 14 K.
W. will bridge the distance. It should be
borne in mind that this distance is thru the
earth's atmosphere which greatly impedes
propagation of radio waves. If radio
waves are a manifestation of the lumifer-
ous ether, and few scientists doubt that
it is, then the earth's atmosphere not only
greatly restricts the sending impulses, but
cuts them down enormously.
Take a ray of light, as any astronomer

knows the stars overhead are always seen
best for the reason that in this case the lierht

ray only passes thru thirty or fortv miles
of atmosphere. On the other hand when
stars are observed low down in the hor-
izon where the ray must pass thru hun-
dreds of miles of atmosphere, it is very
difficult and somtimes impossible to see the
stars at all. It is a well-known fact that
light rays and electro-magnetic waves (such
as radio waves) belong to the same family
and onlv differ in respect to wave length.
For that reason, it should be possible to

send radio waves thru interstellar space with
much greater facility than thru the ter-

restial atmosphere. Where it takes todav
one half or one quarter K. W. to trans-
mit radio waves over one thousand miles
of Earth, there is no doubt that this dis-

tance can be increased ten or twenty fold

in the outer space, providing always that

it is possible to propagate the waves on the

outside of our atmophere. which fact we
do not know as a certainty. It is a specula-
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tion among scientists today if the radio

waves can pass bevond the atmosphere at

all.

Inasmuch as the light rays pass thru the

Earth's atmosphere with ease, however,
there seems but little doubt that radio waves
will act in a similar fashion. Once we
grant this truth, it should be simple for

us to telegraph or telephone to Mars. Jt

we figure at the rate of Yz K. W. per thou-
sand miles on Earth thru our atmosphere, it

should be possible to telegraph over the

space of 35 million miles which separates

the Earth from Mars at the time of oppo-
stitution by using anywhere from five to

eight thousand K. W.
In his article in May '1919, Mr. H.

Gernsback proposed using 70,000 K. W. to

telegraph from the Earth to Mars. At that

time it was figured that this tremendous
energy would be required as then it was
necessary to figure at the rate of 2 K. W.
per thousand miles. Mr. Gernsback pro-
posed at that time to use all existing radio

stations in the United States and Canada.
operating them simultaneously by means of

telegraph lines connecting all the stations

together and working them from one cen-
tral point.

In other words, a station in San Fran-
cisco and another one in New Orleans was
to be operated from a central key at Wash-
ington. This idea would accomplish two
things. In the first place it is even today
impossible to operate a station of four or
five thousand K. W. capacity. No station

could hope to handle such a tremendous
energy. But by using separate stations,

the object can be readily realized providing
these stations can be operated simultan-
eously.

Connecting such stations together by
means of a land wire, however, is only a

theoretical consideration and is not prac-
tical. The reason is that electricity in pass-
ing thru a long land line of several thou-
sand miles takes a good deal of time in

transmission, sometimes as much as three
quarters of a second. For this reason if

the key was pressed in Washington, the
station at San Francisco would lag behind
for a fraction of a second from the one in

New Orleans. For this reason, except if

signals were being sent out at a very
slow rate, the scheme would be impractical.
In our illustration shown elsewhere, this

difficulty has been overcome by connecting
these stations together not by means of a
wire, but operating them by means of radio
control. This is a thing not very difficult of
accomplishing these days when distant con-
trol by radio has been tested out. The
scheme would work thus

:

An operator seated in Washington would
press his master key. This key in turn
would operate his own radio station. The
impulses sent out from this station will

cover the entire globe practically instan-
taneous, and reaching the various high
power stations, will operate these stations
the same as if an operator were seated at
each one of these stations. In other words,
instead of using land wires, radio would be
used. The advantage of this system is

that all stations can be operated simul-
taneously down to the smallest fraction of
a second, and the important part of this

scheme is that it costs practically nothing
or only a relatively small sum to put the
idea into operation any time when we are
inclined to make the experiment. The im-
portant other consideration is of course that
all the stations would have to be tuned to a
certain wave length so that all of them
would work in unison, the same as if there
were only one single huge station. We
have enough power in existing stations in

the United States and Canada today to
bridge the 35 million miles between the
Earth and Mars.
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STARTER forfFORD CARS

(Continued from page 627)

markable feature is the fact that colors can

be matched in this light. The quality of

the rays is such that when they are ana-

lyzed by means of a spectroscope, the spec-

trum is almost identical with that of

sunlight, except for the fact that there is

a trifle more ultra-violet. This color is in-

visible, but photographs may be taken by

its means, u d hence it is more ideal than

real sunlight for the taking of motion pic-

tures. A very small lens opening may be

used in the motion picture camera, as the

light is always intensely brilliant, and the

pictures turned out give a better definition

and a sharper focus. It is also fitted with

a special diafram by means of which sev-

eral spot-lights may be thrown into differ-

ent parts of the room. Another of its

marvelous features is the fact that this

spot-light can be thrown without a beam.

One unit consumes 15 K.W. or ISO am-
peres. Expensive? No, not at all, when
we take into consideration the light pro-

duced by this unit and an equal amount of

light produced by other units. It would

take thirty-two 30-ampere arc lights to pro-

duce as much light as one 150-ampere Sun-

light Arc lamp; thirty-two 30-ampere arc

lights use 960 a.nperes, compared with 150

amperes of the Sunlight Arc—a saving of

80 per cent. The Sunlierht Arc is very ap-

propriately named, inasmuch as the main

part of its illumination is produced by a

very intense white flame vapor, which is

found in the deep crater formed in the

burning end of the positive electrode, which

electrode as >«j have said is revolved slowly

by an electric motor. As a result of con-

centrating such a tremendous candle-power

in a space as small as tru crater in the end

of a H-'mch carbon rod, there is a brilliancy

of 800 candle-power to every portion of

vapor therein confined the size of a pin

head. This vapor has the great advantage

of making the arc non-flickerins?, and slight

drafts will not affect it. In other words,

it is the same practically as the vapor sur-

rounding the sun, and as tho we had actual-

ly taken a pinch of the sun and thrown it

into the lamp to do its duty.

One will realize at once the intense

amount of illumination which is necessary

in order to take 160 to 200 pictures per

second with the Novagraph slow movie

camera. In one of the photographs is shown
the Novograph camera taking motion pic-

tures of the heart-beat of an animal. The
camera has its Las focust downward, while

the two arc lights, one on each side, are

sending their beams down upon the rapidly

beating heart of the animal. In taking

these pictures, the animal is first chloro-

formed, then artificial respiration is carried

on, so that blood circulation is not stopt or

altered, enough chloroform or ether being

given to produce complete anesthesia. The
thorax is th.i.cut open and held in position

by blunt hooks, while the camera grinds out

its thousands of feet of film. The pictures

produced in this way were remarkable, and

absolutely no hitch occurred while the Sun-

light Arcs were in operation.

We have already referred to the picture

of Miss Marguerite Clark. Examine this

picture again and notice the wonderful sun-

light effect, the beautiful definition of

shadows and the softness of tone. There r
none of that vague frightened look which

stars generally have under other forms of

illumination. She seems perfectly comfort-

able standing by the window, while the

"sunbeams" play on her. Only one arc was
used on this occasion. Hence the rays,

almost parallel, produce shadows which
rival sunlight as no other lamp does.
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(Continued from page 646)

turbine can be made with any size records.

When finished it may be coupled with a

small dynamo. First slip a threaded iron

rod thru a record, slip on a washer, then

a record, etc. I used live "Little Wonder"
records and obtained satisfactory results.

When the records are on, screw a nut on

the ends to keep them from wobbling. Now
make the box. Make it just large enough

to fit over the records. It may be made
round, but it is easier to make it square

and fill in the corners with wood as in

the figure. Bore two holes in the sides and

put a piece of pipe in firmly to make good

bearings for the shaft. On each side put

washers and a nut. A pulley can be put

on or just couple it with a dynamo, etc.

Put two pipes ]n the housing, one to lead

the water in and the other to serve as an

outlet.

Contributed by W. P. Jones, 176 Mutual
Street, Toronto, Ont., Can.

FOURTH HONORABLE MENTION.
An Electric Egg Tester.

This is an idea for making an electric

"Egg Tester" from a 10-cent record. A
holder is cut from a piece of tin or brass

with a hole in one end to fit on to the neck

of an electric light bulb, and fastened to

the record as shown. Then a hole is made,

either round or egg shape, in the center of

the record. The light is turned on, and the

egg is held over the hole. The record is

black and the light coming thru the hole

makes the egg show up, and in this way
indicates if it is good or bad.

Contributed by Lawrence Bean, Lock
Box 7, AuSable Forks, N. Y.

FIFTH HONORABLE MENTION.
Radio Compass Antenna.

The Radio Compass Antenna described

on page 328 of the August Electrical Ex-
perimenter may be constructed by procur-

ing two 10-inch old phonograph discs. On
one disc draw diameters at right angles.

Cut a perfect square, whose side is 4^4",

from white paper and draw diagonals.

Paste the square on one disc so that the

center of the square will be over the cen-

ter of the disc's circle.

One-sixteenth inch "in" from each corner

of the square, drill the holes A, B, C, D,

Figure 1, with a No. 27 drill. Bisect each

side of the square and drill holes E, F, G,

H. Clamp the discs together and drill the

second one the same way, using the first as

a guide.

Eight 6-32 screws are now pro-

cured and put thru the holes in the first

disc and fitted with fiber tubes ¥4" long and

just large enough to fit over the screws.

The second disc is then placed on and

fastened with 6-32 nuts.

This completes the form. A coil consist-

ing of 240 turns of S. C. C. wire is wound
on the form. This aerial, properly con-

nected, should prove very useful to those

unable to erect a large outdoor antenna.

Work of this antenna as a Radio Com-
pass : Such an antenna, under certain con-

ditions, when properly connected, as is

shown on page 328, of the August issue,

will operate the radiodynamic "Ionic Ma-
chine" described by the writer in the May
1917, issue. In my above mentioned article,

the binding posts of the "Ionic Tuners" are

shown directly above the "Ionic Tuners"

(and rectifiers), which are themselves

shown at "7" and "8," Figure 1.

It is to these binding posts that the leads

of the "Radio Compass" antenna should be

connected. The buzzer of the "Ionic Ma-

chine" will then start, as soon as the coil
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formation on Lighting Systems, Garage Design and
Equipment, Welding and other repair methods. Con-
tains everything that a mechanic or an engineer or a

motorcyclist or the owner or prospective owner of a

motor car ought to know. Written in simple language

that anybody can understand. Tastefully bound in

American Morocco, flexible covers, gold stamped, 2,650

pages and 2,100 illustrations, tables and explanatory dia-

grams. A library that cost thousands of dollars, to com-
pile but that comes to you free for 7 days' examination.

Only 7c a Day

Partial List of
Contents

More than 100 blue
prints of wiring

diagrams
Explosion Motors
Welding
Motor Construction

and Repair
Carburetors and Set-

tings
Valves, Cooling
Lubrication
Fly-Wheels
Clutch
Transmission
Final Drive
Steering Frames
Tires
Vulcanizing
Ignition
Starting and Lighting

Systems
Shop Kinks
Commercial Garage
Design and Equipment
Electrics
Storage Batteries

Care and Repair
Motorcycles
Commercial Trucks
Glossary

Not a cent to pay in advance. First you see the
books in your own home or shop. Just mail

coupon and pay express charges when books arrive. You can read them and study them
for seven whole days before you decide whether you want to keep them or not. If you
like the books send only $2 in seven days and $2 a month until the special introductory
price of $19.80 has been paid. (Regular price $30.00.) Along with the set goes a year's

consulting membership in the American Technical Society. (Regular price $12.) This
great bargain offer must soon be withdrawn.

Send No Money Now
Don't take our word for it. See the books without cost. There is so much profit in this

offer for you, that we urge you to waste not a moment in sending for the books.
Put the coupon in the mails today.

Send no money—only the coupon

!

American Technical Society
Dept. A258, Chicago, 111.

r:

1

With every set is included—
FREE—a Consulting Mem-
bership which gives you the

privilege of submitting your
perplexing problems to a

corps of experts for an en-

tire year. This Consulting
Membership regularly sella

for $12.00.

American Technical Society, Dept. A258.

Chicago, III.

Please send me the 6-volume set, Automobile
Engineering, for 7 days' examination, shipping
charges collect. If I decide to buy. I will send
$2 within 7 days and Hie balance at $2 a month
until the $19.S0 has been paid Then you send
me a receipt showing that the $30 00 set of books
and the $12 Consulting Membership are mine and
fully paid for. If I think I can get along with-
out the books after the seven days' trial I will
return them at your expense.

Name

Address Reference.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Ten Reasons
WHY YOU SHOULD BECOME A

Doctor of Chiropractic
1. Because Chiropractic is the foremost drugless profession of the day.

2. Because Chiropractic brings results quicker and with greater frequency than
any other healing method now known.

3, Because Chiropractors invariably enjoy greater financial prosperity than
practitioners of any other method.

Because YOU cannot hope to achieve economic independence and the feel-

ing of security that you desire by working for others.

Because YOU thereby become one of the pioneers of a profession than
which there is none more promising today.

Because Chiropractic is in line with evolution of Science, and is in accord
with natural laws.

Because Chiropractors are gradually winning, universal recognition thru
their achievements.

8. Because the Chiropractic field is absolutely unhampered by competition.

9. Because the demand for Chiropractors is nationwide, and is growing with
tremendous strides.

10. Because YOU owe it to YOURSELF and to society to be of maximum
benefit to both, potentially and actually.

Do not accept our word for the above.

Write for Booklet X and details, or call personally.

Second fall class registers Nov! 1-15.

The New York College of Chiropractic
1416 Broadway New York City

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE
BUT YOUR NOSE ?

BEFORE

IN
THIS DAY and AGE attention to jour appearand

is an absolute necessity if you expect to make the most
outof life. Not only should you wish to appear as attrac-

tive as possible, for your own self-sati6faction, which is

alone well worth your efforts, but you will find the world
in general judging you greatly, if not wholly, by your
"looks," therefore it pays to "look your best" at all times.

Write today for free booklet, which tells you how I

M. TRILETY, Face Specialist

AFTER
Permit no one to see you looking otherwise; it will
injure your welfare! Upon the impression you constant-
ly make rests the failure or success of your life. Which
is to be your ultimate destiny? My new Nose-Shaper,
"Trados" (Model 24) corrects now ill-shaped noses
without operation, quickly, safely and permanently. Is
pleasant and does not interfere with one's daily occu-
pation, being worn at night.

a correct ill-shaped noses without cost ij not satisfactory

1283 Ackerman Bldg., Binghamton, N.Y.

SPECIAL

SALE!

$1.00
ONLY

Postage
extra.

Reduced Photograph of Trans-
mitter showing nickel plated case
and Hard Rubber Mouthpiece

Ship. Weight,
2 lbs.

Diameter,
3 M ins.

We have on
hand 2,000
Carbon
Grain Trans-
mitters as
per photo-
graph. They
are first-
class instruments and may be used for all kind of experiments, especially for
wireless telephone sets, where a heavy current is to be passed through. Slightly
used, but in perfect working order. Money refunded if not satisfied. A real
bargain. Order one cr more today.

THE ELECTRO IMPORTING CO., 231 Fulton St., NEW YORK

of the antenna becomes by rotation di-
rectly in line with the plane of the propa-
gation of the wave radiated from any sta-
tion which is sending.

1 thought that it might be interesting to
know that the "Radio Compass Antenna"
is capable of directional radiodvnamic con-
trol.

Contributed by Otto E. Curtis, 84 St.
Stephen Street, Boston, Alass.

SIXTH HONORABLE MENTION.
Cylindrical Records for Oudin Coil.

The old cylindrical Edison records make
a fine form to wind coils on, as the grooves
hold the wire in place. Such forms can
be used for a small Tesla or Oudin coil,

primary or secondary for small loose coup-
lers, tuning coils and loading coils. They
give far better insulation than cardboard
tubes, which often shrink and then the
wire slips or loosens.
Contributed by G. Edwin Smith, Wan-

chula, Fla.

SEVENTH HONORABLE MENTION.
Transformer Section Translators.

1 give nerewith a sketch of a practical
use for old phonograph records—for in-
sulating between the "pies" or sections of
transformers or spark coils. The drawing,
I think, is self-explanatory.
A square hole is cut in the center of the

record to receive the core and they are
placed one between each pie.

Contributed by Benedict V. K. French,
225 Allen Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

EIGHTH HONORABLE MENTION.
Radio "Loading Coil."

Herewith is a diagram of how to make
a "loading coil" out of old phonograph rec-

ords. You take two 10-inch records, a
piece of wood 2" in diameter and 2" thick

and then shellac (or. bolt), them together as

shown. Then wind No. 28 cotton insulated
copper wire on it, until there is only one
inch space left on the records, take out a
tap every layer or so, and bring to a switch
point on top of the record. Put on a

switch arm and hook it up. I have used
this for some time and it works as well

as a regular purchased one.

Contributed by Howard B. Bogue, 812 N.
Ainsworth Avenue, Tacoma, Wash.

NINTH HONORABLE MENTION.
Sharpening Razors with Old Records.

First take an old record, sandpaper it

with coarse sandpaper, then with a fine

sandpaper, and finally moisten the record

and put a little kitchen cleanser on and
with a block of wood- rub it until a fine

surface appears. When fully cleaned and
dry, put it on the Victrola and let it run
and hold the razor against it. If razor is

very dull put a little "Bon Ami" on and
it will sharpen with ease.

Contributed by Jos. Ruhland, Oconomo-
woc. Wis. I

(Our office boy "Fips," who saw tnis

suggestion, barked out thus : Suppose Mr.
Ruhland sandpapers the reverse side of

the record and leaves the music side alone.

Then let him cover his Victrola turn-table

with leather. Insert the razor between the

record and turn-table and one side of the

razor will be sharpened, the other stropped

!

Then don't neglect to play the music on
top of the record at the same time. I'll

applv for patent on this rinktum at once

!

Bad," eh?)

WIRELESS TAPPING DONE BY
BELA KUN.

By "tapping" the wireless exchanges be-

tween Paris and Gen. D'Esprey, with the

powerful wireless plant at Caepel, Bela

Kun, the Bolshevik dictator of Hungary,
was enabled to foretell every move made
by the Rumanians in their contemplated
offensive or by the counter revolutionary

government in Hungary.
Bela Kun has been enabled to read ci-

pher messages by means of a code book
which was stolen from the Allies.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Science Him tSHsiia|

By Emerson Easterling

(Continued from page 669)

are they; and cousins, we might say. How
about the life forms on the other planet?

A different compositional environment
would produce a different sort of beings,

wouldn't it? You know that Man was man-
ufactured out of the dust of the Earth.
Well, Mars has a little differently com-
pounded dust—not much, I guess, but some-
what different—sufficient to make a differ-

ent being. Of course that is just my idea

of it—but all of this Mars stuff is mostly
idea.

"If we concede that Mars is on the look-
out for some expression from us, or is

waiting for some response to some of their

signals that past over our heads ; what do
you think that they dream we are trying
to tell them by the evidence given in the
way of smoke and surface altering in our
past battles—especially the last European
shooting match? Don't you think that they
could see us making the big smoke and
everything? Of course, accepting that they
can see."

"I don't suppose that they could hear
us—thru all that thirty-five or forty million

miles of ether," put in Bender.

"They may have their sense of hearing
developed like a dog's smell," said Punk
sardonically.

"Talking of the optical demonstrations
that are proposed to attract Mars' atten-

tion, what do you suppose they think of
our volcanos? I suppose they understand
them, probably know more about such
things than we do "

"Prohibition and the sex question in-

cluded," snapt in Punk, licking his lips

and not even looking at the pretty young
woman that past by our crowd and almost
turned the subject.

"I suppose that'their time intervals are the

same as ours—being that that goes in as one
of the basic creative fundamentals—if you
know what that means, I don't, hardly.

In that respect we are homogenous—if

there is any one at the other end of our
proposition to make a we.
"The telegraph idea will probably make

the gap better than the ash and darkness
stuff. The etherial disturbances are more
than likely better adapted to the Martians'
receivability. Perhaps they have not de-
veloped along that line tho. Perhaps they
have not the natural resources in the elec--

trical line, due to different mineral com-
position or planetary relation. However,
I don't think that that would make any
difference, tho.

"Anyway we will sit tight and watch such
guys as Marconi, Tesla, Wood and the

like and see what turns up with Mars at

the other end of the line. We are doing
things today in that line. We, the world
in general, will not be more surprised at

finding that we have neighbors on Mars
than were we at the discovery of the force
of electricity, the air-ship, the telephone,

wireless, or the shimmie.
"Our train is ready to get on its way

to Pendleton," spoke up Punk, "Row-de-
dow !"

"Here's to talking to Mars over the
back yard fence," said Stokes, as we walked
out thru the gate to our waiting train.

"We may pick up a paper tomorrow and
read that some one has just received a

message from Mars."
"Yes," replied Bender, "and it might be

?. falpe alarm too."

3?Worth ofMSSi?- Gas
Equals gl Gallon of* Gasoline

A Wonderful Chemical Discovery that Increases

the Power of Gasoline fully One-third

Big Money Saver for the Motorist. Eliminates Carbon, Makes
Engine run Smoother, Saves Gas and greatly increases mileage

Miracle Motor Gas
Makes a tank ofgasoline this size Equal in Service

to a tank of gasoline
this size

rprised :t tin- way it multiplim the power of your Kanolim-. Hun-
itomera who huv.- made many testa show thai M I RACLE
m 15 to 40 per cont more mileage from every gallon of «an.

r result* than that. But even at 20 per cent it in

MIRACLE MOTOR-GAS Guaranteed Absolutely Harmless
Read Thin
Positive Gua

mileage f

1; coat of fi

MIRACLE MOTOR-OAS is Kuaranteed to inereas
percent, eliminate ami prevent carbon, greatly redu>
Contains no Aeid, Alkali, Ether or other chemicals in ai

other mechanism of a car. We will make good any injury or da:

auscd by the use of Miracle Motor-Gas.

HERE'S WHAT USERS OF MIRACLE MOTOR-GAS SAY ABOUT IT
•I ery doubtful about the of your MIRACLE MO-

TOR-GAS to do what you said it would do. After using it 1 tind

tho ear works much smoother, the amount of gasoline is very much
less and the CARBON deposits in the engine are a thing of the
PAST, which fact alone more than pays the cost of your product.

you know, I wa« a hard customer to convince but 1 have been
thoroughly convinced and satisfied."—Dr. D. W. McKenna.

"I »m well pleased and satisfied with the results obtained by
the use of your MIRACLE MOTOR-GAS. Where I used tr.

get IS miles to the gallon of gasoline, [ now get 25 miles: an
increase of over 40 per cent in mileage, besides the car runs
smoother, picks up quicker, and positively removes all CAR-
BON. Seven hundred additional miles at a cost of one dollar
is certainly satisfactory."—I. T. A. Lewis.

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE 70 PROFIT
One of the greatest Money Making opportunities ever dreamed of is offered you right now. Live, hustling .*ales agents are

nted to sell Miracle Motor-Gas in every town and county of the t nited States. 1 hink of the millions of car owners and every one
:ood prospect. Practically every auto driver will buy when once you have explained what Miracle Motor-Gas will do. It is one of

the biggest Money Makers you can find. Your field is unlimited. There are thousands of autos all around you and you can help to
make every one of them run more efficiently with Miracle Motor-Gas.

EASY TO SELL I PROFITS COME FASTI RESULTS WILL SURPRISE YOU!
Once you get started selling M iracle Motor-( las you w ill be surprised to find how easy it sells. Just show our Guarantee to snm*

auto owner and ask what he would give for a product that would do what we guarantee it to do, Read again those letters from uht^,
they tell the story. We have hundreds more just like them. As soon aa Auto owners find what Miracle Motor-Gas will do, they
ramble to get a supply. You don't have to sell it. You only need to convince a few;—the others will follow. Sales come so fast

that you can't help but make money, One agent felt like pinching his own arm to see if it was really himself who was making so
much money. It isn't at all unusual for our men to make $10, and SOU per day. Some even do better than that.

ONE MAN MADE $210.00 IN ONE DAY. READ THESE LETTERS.
'hese are extracts from actual letters received from sales

They tell the story better than we can. Here's what O. V. Dar-
ling wrote us:

—

"Made a test of Miracle Motor-Gas today on a 103 mile trip.

Had two Eords. The one with the Miracle-Gas used only 3 1- gal-

lons of gasoline; the one without Miracle-Gas used 7 gallons." As
a result of this test he sold Miracle Motor-Gas like hot cakes. In

one day he sold enough to make a clean profit of $210. We have
his letter to that effect. v>

Next comes this letter from Dave Isom: — "My whole heart

HUNDREDS MAKING BIG MONEY—WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO
Are you going to "get in" on this opportunity,—are you going to be one of the big money makers. Why work for a bare living

when you can make hundreds every week. Don't let this chance slip by. Sit right down now and write us. Show the kind of stufl

and soul arc in this work. '1 he Commercial C lub of 4,000
members is boosting for me. Everyone is well pleased. Have
two more men working for me. Send me 800 more packages
by express. 1 can't afford to be waiting for goods. Sold 90
packages yesterday." 'That's over SCO profit.

1

And then read this one just received from R. Vollbreeht;

—

"Miracle Motor-Gas a big success. My 6 dozen were gone
in two hours. Ship 50 dozen by return express. Will have to
order in carload lots soon. Miracle Motor-Gas is a wonderful
proposition."

k. Don't let this cha

you are made of,—show folks that you too can make big money. Any
with Miracle Motor-Gas. Read all those letters again. They prove

:

how we stand.

GET BUSY I DON'T WAIT!
Don't make the mistake of being a doubter and losing the oppor-

tunity. Our guarantee protects you. Or, better still, if you order

t wo packages at the 50c trial price, and after testing them you aren't

satisfied, send back the unused goods and get your dollar back.

Miracle Motor-Gas is a proven proposition. It has demonstrated
what it will do and now we want hundreds more good live agents to

sell it. So get busy—get your order to us at once and tell us what
territory you want. But you'll have to act quickly. Better get

the Coupon on the way to us by return mail. Wire if you want
terms for exclusive rights in your State.

CHAS. A. BUTLER & CO..
193 Wayne Bldg., TOLEDO, OHIO

Reference: Home Savings Bank, Toledo.

>ne with ami
'on take no

ion and a <

lances. Or
I
to work cat
hank. The

ake good
II tell

CHAS. A. BUTLER & CO..
193 Wayne Bldg., TOLEDO, OHIO.

Tf your proposition is all you claim for it, would like tho
exclusive agency for County. .Send lull parti-
ticulars.

Enclosed is SI .00 (or two packages of Miracle Motor Gas.
'Retail price S1.00 each.) If 1 am not satisfied after ! have
used them, it is understood that you will refund my dollar.

Nome
,

Cttv

A $5.00 Electric Toaster-Stove for $2.50 Postpaid

A SPLENDID GIFT
TOASTS, FRIES, BOILS

Toasts bread as fast as you can Eat It. Attach to your
lighting circuit and it is ready for use.

We furnish the parts. You do the assembling and save
$2.50. Nothing complicated, anyone can assemble it in
15 minutes. No knowledge of electricity required.

Frame made of Steel, Nickel plated and highly polished.
Size 10" long, 6" wide and 3 94" high. Furnished with
6-foot cord and plug.

Not Inc.,EMPIRE ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES CO. 2212 Sedgwick St., Ch icago, 111.

CORE WIRE We have been fortunate in securing thru auc-
tion several tons of guaranteed pure double an-
nealed Norway Iron Core Wire and are selling

At Pre-war Prices, 20cts. lb. this wire to "Experimenter" readers at 20c lb
This wire is just the thing for spark coils, transformers, etc., and it is, of course, a very much

more superior product than the usual iron wire. We have only ona size left:

24 INCHES LONG. Thickness about No. 21 B and S
If this size should be ton long we advise eu'tinc t^e wire down yourself bv means of shears
As long as the supply lasts we offer this wire as described above to our customers at the very low price of

20c a pound. Add postage or we will ship express collect. Order at once.

ELECTRO IMPORTING CO., 231 Fulton Street, New York City

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers
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Save over half
the r e g u 1 a r

cost. Enjoy
your own hand-
iwork. You
can make a
splendid talk-

in? machine
that plays all

records. Blue-
prints with full instructions. Extra-Special in-

troductory offer. Double spring motor, 12" turn-
table, Universal tone arm reproduces all records
and all other necessary metal parts, together
with three 10" double-faced records, furnished
complete for $11.85.

Write for catalogue. Send
25c for blueprints only. $1185
PROTECTO EXPLOSION
AUTOMOBILE WHISTLE

$050
SaL Lumplele

A pleasant, distinctive warning sig-

nal—more effective than a horn.
THIS TYPE OF SIGNAL USED ON
U. S. MAIL TRUCKS AND AUTO-
MOBILES.
Self installed in

two minutes on any
machine or motor-
cycle ; wrench only
tool required. Can-
not get out of order
—NO WIRING. Money-hack guar-

antee. $2.50 complete.

Order NOW I

Marvel CurtainWindows

Bevel plate *

"

WfA^BUBTjMta
glass, nickel
trim m e d

.

High Qual-
ity. Insert them your-
self in back or side

No mechanicai skill or special

tools required. Improves the

appearance wonderfully Var-

ious sizes and

00
and up

$000 complete set

*\ of 3 lights for

_*£ 1917-18-19-20 Fords.

curtains in 2 minutes.

Shanes shown in

catalOR. Priced

according to size

at
$1

The MARVEL CO.
333 S. Dearborn St.

Dept. E2E, Chicago. HI.

OEALFRS i— Aaento,
Garagemen write to-
day.

Armature

Winding
and

Motor Generator
repair and operation can be quickly

and thoroughly learned in the shops
and laboratories of the School of

Engineering of Milwaukee.

SPECIAL 6-MONTH COURSE
designed to fit students for important
and remunerative positions in this

great profession.
"Earn While You Learn" if you

wish. Secure actual practice under
wage-earning conditions.

Send NOW for special booklet
and full particulars.

School of Engineering of Milwaukee
125-373 Broadway Milwaukee, Wis.

School of Engineering of Milwaukee,
125-373 Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis.

Gentlemen

:

riease send me full information concerning your
Armature Winding and Motor Generator Course.

Name

Address

.Education.

(Continued from page 6jg)

Gyro Compass two wheels are used, so that

both wheels combine their effect in fixing

the meridian. When the ship rolls one of

these rolls opposes the forces thereby set

up, while the other holds and indicates the
true north.

Figure 1 shows the binnacle stand with
the glass dome cover taken off and the

lower case dropt down, so as to show the

two sensitive elements. Each wheel is

mounted within a case which is suspended
from a main frarnj and spider, as shown
in figure 2. Following the standard prac-
tise of the U. S. Navy, the compass card
is marked in degrees, instead of points of
the compass, as formerly used by navi-

gators on the old magnetic compasses.
The cross-section drawing, Fig. 2, shows

the method of suspending the wheels from
the framework, and also indicates the trol-

ley, which is merely a very sensitive con-
tact for detecting any movement of the
wheels. It forms a pilot contact of a sec-

ondary system, whereby the compass card
and other parts of the compass are operated
by means of a motor, so as to relieve the

wheels of all duty other than indicating

the true north. As shown in the plan view,
figure 3, the azimuth motor accomplishes
the work of moving the card. It is a very
small electric motor geared to a continu-
ous rack under the compass card.

On the opposite side of the compass from
the azimuth motor is a transmitter. This
transmitter consists of three fingers which
have electrical contacts, and are operated
by means of a small cam shaft acting in

under each contact. As the card is moved
by the azimuth motor the same rack also

operates the pinion that is connected to the

cam shaft of the transmitter. Contact on
the three fingers is made in such sequence
as to connect in various pairs of poles in a
step-by-step motor, mounted in the repeater,

Fig. 5.

The main Master Gyro Compass is placed

down below deck so as to protect it from
weather and sea, as in Fig. 4. It has
repeaters, however, that show its exact
reading at any instant. A similar and
familiar application of the repeater prin-

ciple is that used in hotels and public build-

ings, where a master clock operates a num-
ber of repeater clocks. As stated above, a
step-by-step motor is contained within the
repeater, operated from a transmitter on
the Master Gyro Compass. The step-by-

step motor operates the card of the re-

peater mechanically, and its movements
shadow thjse of the Master Compass. A
number of repeaters are used on the ship,

such as on the bridge, the Master's Cabin,
on the stern deck, pilot house, and at all

auxiliary steering stations.

The workmanship of a Gyro Compass
must be of the very best. It will be seen
how necessary this is when it is considered
that each of the twin fvro wheels revolve
at 12,000 revolutions per i linute, or 200 r.p.

second. Each wheel is driven by a small

three-phase, induction motor.

A switchboard panel for controlling the

ship's supply current, usually 120 volts, is

also furnished. The ship's supply current

is usually direct current and is converted
by means of a motor-generator set to three-

phase electricity for spinning the gyro
wheels.

In case of failure of the ship's supply
current the compass will still operate for

a period of two hours, as a storage battery

is connected in on the line and is auto-

matically cut in when the emergency occurs.

The Electric Safety razor makes shaving a
pleasure. Blade vibrating 7,200 times a minute
cuts the beard smoothly and without slightest
pull or irritation—feels like a gentle massage.

|Can be used with or without electric current. I

All users of the Lek-Tro-Shav speak weD of it |

A barber says—"Have shaved for years and have |
never used any shaving device near its equal."
A home user says—"The most pleasing shave I've

;

ever had in my life. Shaves my face closer than I
used to shave, but there is no after irritation or ill
effects as I .usually get from another razor."

No. I Made for use from Light Socket.
No. 2 Made for use from Dry Battery.

Write for illustrated circular describing Lek-Tro-
Shav Safety Kazor fully.

VIBRATING ELECTRIC RAZOR CO. !

Dept. 122. Omaha, Ne.br.

INVARIABLY
Four-mo nths-for-a-dollar subscribers
renew their orders for

THE PHOTO PLAY WORLD
because they find this high class

publication indispensable for their

library every month.

If you are not a regular reader, a
dollar will bring you the next four
numbers, each bigger and better
than ever. When your subscription
has expired you 11 want the Photo
Play World regularly.

The yearly subscription is $3.50—
35 cents on newsstands.

Sample copy on request.

THE DOWNS PUBLISHING COMPANY
Bulletin Building Philadelphia, Pa.

UC DARY TANK It goes with realYankee.O.DMD I i Mnrv Pep_ by its own power
MADE OF METAL, IN CAMOUFLAGED COLORS OR GRAY

Most remarkable
Toy ever invented.
By drawing the
Tank backward,
either with the
ihand or over the

I

floor or table and
then placing it

down, it will
crawl along, over-
coming all obsta-
cles, in the same

life-like manner as the larger Tank that proved so deadly
in the great war. What makes it go is somewhat of a
mystery, for there is no mechanism to wind up as is
usually understood with mechanical toys, yet this tank will
keep plodding along ten times longer than the ordinary
run of toys. It will perform dozens of the most wonderful
stunts; it will go backward or forward at will, and alto-
gether will give you more fun and amusement than any
other toy yet brought out. 2% inches long. Each packed
in colored box. Price only 35 cents prepaid, three for One
Dollar, or $3.00 'by the dozen, postpaid to any address
in the world. Johnson Smith & Co., Dept. E13, 3224 N
Halsted St., Chicago, 111.

Telegraph Pictures
BY ELECTRICITY

Complete sets of two machines of this
marvelous equipment at ridiculousb
low prices. Instructive, mystifying
and useful. This picture of President
Wilson was telegraphed by these ma-
chines. Will transmit pictures, maps,
drawings and hand writing. Picture
telegraphing is the coming science
Write today.

J. LEISHMAN CO.. Dept.T Ojden, Utah

PARCHEESI
Our Grandparents played

Parcheesi. Our Parents played
Parcheesi. Our Children want
Parcheesi. Sold by Depart-
ment Stores, Toy and Sta-
tionery Stores.

Manufactured by

SELCH0W & RIGHTER CO, N. Y
TRADE r-iAWK

PARCHEES

,
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PATENT
(ADVICE

Ho Oeiriraslbaclri

In this Department we publish such matter as is of interest to inventors and particularly to
those who are in doubt as to certain Patent Phases. Regular inquiries addrest to "Patent Advice"
cannot be answered by mail free of charge. Such inquiries are publisht here for the benefit of all
readers. If the idea is thought to be of importance, we make it a rule not to divulge all details, in
order to protect the inventor as far as it is possible to do so.

Should advice be desired by mail a nominal charge of $1.00 is made for each question. Sketches
and descriptions must be clear and explicit. Only one side of sheet should be written on.

Automatic Release Air Valve.
(350) T. A. Ayes, Ilion, N. Y., writes:
Having applied for a patent on an "Automatic

Release Air Valve," am writing you to get your
opinion as to its merits, aad whether you think
it advisable to try to commercialize it or not.
The idea of the valve is to release the remain-

ing pressure from the air hose after the valve
has been closed, and do it automatically, not
leaving it to the trainman to do it or not, and
by the use of such a valve you are reducing the
chances of wrecks and accidents by doing away
with the cause of such accidents.
There are hundreds of accidents (and wrecks)

caused by air hoses bursting while the train is

in motion, and in every case it can be traced to

a weak air hose ; and what caused the air hose
to be weak? It was all O.K. when it was put
on the train, because the railroads will not have
anything but the best in air hose, knowing the
responsibility resting on it. Then what made it

burst? One thing, and only one thing, and that

is the very thing my valve does away with,
which is : pulling the hose apart when an un-
coupling is made, while the pressure is still in

the hose. With a pressure of 85 lbs. it takes
quite a pull to part two hose, and the pull either

bursts them at once or it strains them so that

the jar and vibration of the running motion of

the train causes them to burst, with a conse-
quent wreck, with loss of life in lots of cases.

The valve used at the present time is the
cause of it all, for the reason that it will not
release the pressure from the hose when turned,
and the trainmen will not run the risk of un-
coupling the hose by hand, as they run the
chance of getting hurt every time they do so.

So in either case my valve is cutting down the
chance of accidents either to the trainmen or
train.
Another incident : A week or so ago, at Dun-

kirk, N. Y., a train ran into the rear of another
train because the airbrakes refused to function,
for the reason that a tramp stealing a ride on
the train had (accidentally or otherwise) turned
one of the air valves (or cocks), so that when
the engineer applied the brakes they only
worked on the engine and tender, because the

line was cut at the valve turned by the tramp.
Now, if that valve had been one of mine, the
accident would never have occurred from that

cause, for the simple reason that as soon as the
valve had been turned by the tramp the brakes
would have been set either on the train or on
the engine, according to whichever value he
turned.

I am only asking you as to what you think of
the idea, as I have a working model and know
it will do everything claimed for it, and will cost
but very little more than the present valve.

A. If our correspondent's release air valve
works in the way he claims, he certainly should
have a valuable patent, and we are sure that the
railroads would welcome such an improvement
on their airbrake system, which improvement is

badly needed. We would advise our correspon-
dent to get in touch with a patent attorney.

Automatic Sign.
(351) Robert N. Rose, Queens, L. I., has this

to say :

I would like to ask your advice concerning a

new idea of mine and hope to see the answer in a
near issue of your magazine.

Perhaps you have noticed on some of the sub-
way stations electric signs which announce the
destination of the! trains as they come into the
station. I have devised an automatic way of

lighting these and it would cost but a small
amount to make them.
About a foot above the rails from the beginning

of the station to the end I would run several

copper strips a few inches above each other. On
the train would be a metal wedge fastened to a

rod which runs up on the car, and say the lowest

strip was to operate the sign reading "This train

for Van Cortlandt Park." The conductor would
then move the rod to where on the dial it said

the above station (or to some other station) and
when the train would come into the station the

wedge would connect the circuit and the sign

would lifht. There are also some other features,

but this is the principle.
A. There is nothing fundamentally new in a

device of this kind, and there have been ingenious
patents issued along similar lines before, but
somehow or other traction companies have never
been kindly disposed toward such devices.

Cold Air Device.
Irving Simpson, Brooklyn, N. Y., ad-.

(352)
vises us :

I enclose a drawing of an idea which occurred
to me while thinking of the methods of cooling
the atmosphere in the home and elsewhere during
the hot days of summer. The common electric
fan does not cool but merely "stirs up" the air.

It is a well-known fact to scientists that when a
current of electricity is passed thru a bar of
Bismuth and a bar of Antimony and both bars
touched to each other, the temperature at the
points at which the bars touch is sufficiently low
to freeze water. This "cold" generated is the
principle of my idea.

A sheet of Bismuth and a sheet of Antimony
(which are specially prepared so that they are
perforated and that the space between the per-
forations are raised to points), are placed in a
case so that the points of both plates touch. The
current is turned on and a fan is placed in back.
The current of air coining from the fan passes
out thru the screen into the surrounding air.

A. The idea set forth by our correspondent is

certainly worth trying, but we do not know off-
hand what success it will have. While the Peltier
effect is well known and has been described at
length in this magazine, very little is known as to
what happens when a plurality of contacts are
made between the two metals. The experiment is
surely worth while trying. We think a patent can
be obtained on this device should it work.

Electric Alarm Clock.
(353) George Daniels, Hamilton, Ontario,

Canada, writes this Department, with sketch, pro-
posing a novel and simple electric ringing at-
tachment for alarm clocks, and asks our advice
as to its patent aspects.
A Your scheme is certainly very simple, and

should work satisfactorily with any standard
form of alarm clock on the market. The editor
has experimented a great deal with electric alarm
clock attachments, and has often considered the
commercial possibilities of manufacturing such an
attachment, but he has come to the conclusion
that very few people will invest in one of these
devices unless they can be purchased for a very
small sum—certainly less than $1.50 or $2.00, the
usual price for the simplest electric alarm clock
attachments available.

Don't Lose Your Rights I
TlfitV.r"** /liccliicinrr VAiir i n ui-nf inn +r. 'inu.Before disclosing your invention to any-

one send for blank form "Evidence of
Conception" to be signed and witnessed.
A sample form together with printed in-
structions will show you just how to work
up your evidence and establish your rights
before filing application for patent. As
registered patent attorneys we represent
hundreds of inventors all over the U. S.
and Canada in the advancement of inven-
tions. Our schedule of fees will be found
reasonable. The form ''Evidence of Con-
ception" sample, instructions relating to
obtaining of patent and schedule of fees
sent upon request. Ask for them,—a post
card will do.

LANCASTER & ALLWINE

253 OURAY BLDG.,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

TO THE MAN WITH
AN IDEA

I offer a comprehensive, ex-
perienced, efficient service for
his prompt, legal protection and
the development of his proposi-
tion.
Send sketch, or model and descrip-

tion, for advice as to cost, search
through prior United States patents,
etc. Preliminary advice gladly fur-
nished without charge.
My experience and familiarity with

various arts frequently enable me to
accurately advise clients as to prob-
able patentability before they go to
any expense.

Booklet of valuable information
and form for properly disclosing
your idea, free on request. Write
today.

RICHARD B. OWEN, Patent Lawyer
164 Owen Building, Washington, D. C.
2276-8 Woolworth Bldg., New York City

PATENTS TRADEMARKS
COPYRIGHTS

Before disclosing an invention, the inventor should write for
our blank form "EVIDENCE ON CONCEPTION." This should be
signed and witnessed and if returned to us together with model or
sketch and description of the invention we will give our opinion as
to its patentable nature. Electrical cases a specialty.

Our illustrated Guide Book, "HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT,"
Sent Free On request. Highest References Prompt Attention Reasonable Terms.

FREE
COUPON VICTOR J. EVANS & CO., Patent Attorneys

Chicago Offices:
1114 Tacoma Bldg.

Name

= I^
S
n
Ur^ °Si

1

c
J
es: Philadelphia Offices: New York Offices:514 Empire Bldg. 135 S. Broad St. 1001-1007 Woolworth BldgMAIN OFFICES: 779 NINTH, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Address
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HOW TO MAKE
MONEY WITH YOUR PATENT
HOW TO SELL
HOW TO KEEP CONTROL

,:; HOW TO ORGANIZE
HOW TO RAISE MON.EY

These and hundreds of other vital questions the in-
ventor must know to make his invention a financial
success, fully answered in

The Inventors' Manual of Valuable Informafion

$1.00 per copy, postpaid
If you have a patent or are thinking of taking out one,
protect yourself by getting all the information this
valuable buuk contains.

Write for free circular ana table of contents.

I G.E.Perry Company, Publishers. 1324Broadway N. Y. A

c7he Book

for
Inventors and

Manufacturers

Bjr return mail FREE.
Write L4CEY&LACEY

Dejn K. WashbistonJK
r

Competent Patent Service
By a Former Examining Official

of the U. S. Patent Office

Norman T. Whitaker
Lawyer and Engineer

480 Whitaker Bldg. Washington, D. C.
Branch Office, 87 Nassau St.. New York City.

INQUIRIES INVITED

Free Book on PATENTS
Write today for a Free Copy of "How to

Obtain a Patent." Contains valuable in-

formation and advice to inven-

tors. Tells how to secure

obtain Patents. Send model or sketch
of your invention for opinion of its

patentable nature—Free. (20 years

experience.) Talbert & Talbert, 4287
Talbert Bldg., Washington, D. C.

PATENTS
Inventors Invited to Write for Information

and Particulars
Highest References. Best Results.

Promptness Assured.

WATSON E. COLEMAN
Patent Lawyer

624 F Street N. W. Washington, D. C.

Hand Bnoks on Patents. Trade Marks, etc., ;ent

free. Our 70 years of experience, efficient service,

and fair dealing, assure fullest value and protec-

tion to the applicant. The Scientific American
should be read by all inventors.

MUNN & CO., 622 Woolworth Bldg., N. Y.
Washington Office. 622 F St., Washington, D. C.

Patents Promptly Procured

Send sketch or model for actual search

of U. S. Patents. Highest references.

Personal service. Moderate fees. Write

for Free Patent Book.

CEORGE P. KIMMEL, Patent Lawyer
99-Z Loan & Trust Bldg. Washington, D. C.

S
TAMPS

50 diff Belgium (large bi-colorl, Thina. Jamaica.
Portugal. Venezuela, etc.. 10c; 100 dtff.

.
nice

packet, 20c: 1.000 well mixed. 40c: 100 var.

r s 50c: 1 nnn himres. (0c; Agts. wanted H0%.
List free. I bu" «>imns. L. B Dover. Overland. Mo

(Continued)

However, you might do very well in endeavor-
ing to obtain a paient on your scheme, and to
this end you should take the matter up with a
patent attorney, a number of reliable ones ad-
vertising in these columns. As soon as you
place the drawing and specifications of this de-
vice in the hands of your patent attorney, he will
immediately make a search of the patent office
records to ascertain whether or not there are
.my conflicting patents, and will notify you one
way or the other.
In closing, we might suggest that to success-

fully commercialize this electric alarm attachment,
it should be simplified and made as cheap as
possible, utilizing a flashlight battery instead of a
large size dry cell, and also using as cheap a bell
as is available, or even designing a very simple
and cheaply manufactured bell for the apparatus.

Electric Motor.
(354) J. P. Morgan, Pliny, W. Va., writes us,

showing a sketch of a simple D. C. rotating field
motor, as he calls it, and wants to know if it would
be worth patenting. It employs oppositely dis-
posed pairs of field poles, which are successively
excited so as to drag around a pivoted iron arma-
ture.

A. The scheme you show with the motor field
composed of a series of electro-magnets, which
are excited in pairs successively by direct cur-
rent in order to drag around a simple iron arma-
ture having no windings upon it, is quite old,
indeed. You will find such motors of several
different and very ingenious types described in
many of the books on electric toy making. In
fact, the earliest electric motors, dating back
35 to 40 years or more, were constructed on this
simple, yet inefficient principle.

Unless you have something novel in mind in
regard to the design of this small motor, which
you do not disclose in your description of the
device, we do not believe you can obtain a patent
on it. However, the best thing to do is to take
the matter up with a reliable, patent attorney, and
we can recommend any of those advertising in
these columns. The patent attorney will make a
search of the U. S. Patent Office Records and
ascertain the nearest similar patents which cover
ideas identical to or closely resembling your pro-
posal.

Simplified Electric Motors.

(355) C. W. Halligan, Lewisburg, Pa., writes
as follows:

"I should like your advice on this idea: It
consists essentially in a radically different design
of electric motor, and would, no doubt, find its

principal application in toy motors.
"Referring to the drawing, Fig. 1 shows an end

view of the essential parts. A single magnetic
coil is provided with a hollow core. An iron
shield surrounds one-half the interior of this space,
as shown. The shaft is at the center of the
solenoid, and is provided with a cam extending
the whole length of the shaft and shaped as
shown.
"In Fig. 2 the brush mechanism is shown.

The cam, continued beyond the end of the sole-
noid, provides a means of making and breaking
the circuit at the correct time.

"In operation, if the solenoid be energized, the
cam will tend to assume the position indicated
by the dotted lines in Fig. 1, following a well-
known law in physics. At this time the current
is broken and is again made after one-half revo-
lution by the brush shown in Fig. 2. In this

way rotation is effected.

"In Fig. 3 an alternative construction is indi-

cated. In this case the shield is omitted and the
axis of rotation is eccentric to the axis of the
solenoid. The principle is the same: The iron
will tend to assume a position such that the dis-

tribution of magnetic flux is symmetrical, the
same as in the magnetic vane type of volt and
ammeter. A suitable flywheel must be provided
on the shaft to insure an even rotation.

"Please advise me as to the commercial value
of the idea and its patentability as soon as con-
venient."

A. As you suggest, the theory of the opera-
tion of this motor is correct, and undoubtedly
it will develop quite an appreciable amount of

power if a very powerful electro-magnet coil is

used. We presume you have done some experi-

menting already and determined just what pro-

portions the various parts need to have, in order
to work most efficiently for a given voltage and
amperage.
We do not remember having seen anything just

like this in the form of an electric motor for toy
purposes, and believe that you can obtain a
patent on it. Its simplicity should make it quite

worth while for commercial development, so long
as the design is confined to a small motor, as, of

course, a large motor built on this principle would
be verv wasteful of energy. We would suggest
that you put this in the hands of a patent attor-

ney and have him make a search in the U. S.

Patent Office for any conflicting patents. He will

notifv you directly whether or not there are any
such patents which would interfere with the grant-

ing of a clear title patent for you on this in-

vention.

ATENTSPIf you have an invention and desire to secure aH9 patent, send for our Free Guide Book, HOW TO™ GET YOUR PATENT. Tells our Terms, Methods,
etc. Send model or sketch and description for our opinion
of its patentable nature.

RANDOLPH & CO.
Dept. 172 Washington, D. C.

PATENTS
C. L. PARKER
Formerly Member Ex-
amining Corps. U. S.

Patent Office.

PATENT LAWYER
McGill Bldg.

Washington, D. C.

Patents, Trade Marks, Copyrights, Patent Litigation

Handbook for Inventors, "Protecting, Exploiting
and Selling Inventions," seat upon request.

INVFNT0RSHAVEN'T YOU SOME IDEAuiiuiuuiia
tbtkt you can,

t just work out ,

Give us the idea—we will develop it for you. Me-
chanical and electrical ideas developed. Experts in
model and experimental work and: in perfecting in-
ventions. Designing and building labor-saving
machinery a specialty. Get in touch with us

—

we can save you money.

ELK MFG. CO., INC.
1926 Broadway, New York

LEARN WATCH REPAIRING
You can learn by our modern and orig-

|i inal system of instruction every part
|l of the Watch Repairing Trade at home

as good or hetter than at a shop. Ton
can earn money white learning and secure b
well paying position or start in business after
completing our course of instruction. Good
watch repairers are always In demand and earn
from $20 to $35 per week. For particulars
Ipplv to the

Milwaukee School of Watchmaking 166 Mason St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Become a

MOTION PICTURE OPERATOR
Prepare yourself for an all-year-round, steady,

well-paying position; salary $30 weekly and up-
ward; cost of instruction, $15; $5.00 will start

you. Day and Evening Classes. No charge for po-
sitions secured.

Moving Picture Operators School
644 8th Ave.. Near 42d St., New York

BE HAPPY ! !

YOU NEED NOTSTAMMER
Many have been cured by my system. Complete cure
in from four to five weeks' treatment. Terms accord-
ing to arrangements.

Write or call for details and references.

CHARLES PFERDMENGES,
25 E. Washington St. Chicago

Tel. Rand. 3431

MUSIC TAUGHT FREE

3ou can moloI TtUuM. IMt tfoi quufc&j

In Your Home. Write today for our booklet. It tells

how to learn to play Piano, Organ, Violin. Mandolin,
Guitar, Banjo, etc. Beginners or advanced pupils.

American School of Music, 57 Lakeside Bldg., Chicago

Electricians I
Get up-to-date fn HOUSB WIR-
ING I Save Time. Money.
~L abor and Material by using
our 98 Genuine Blue fRiNT
Drawings, containing all the

latest diagrams and connections known in house wiring—every diagram
and connection up-to-the-minute as used by first class electricians

for wiring Bells, Burglar Alarms, Lights, Annunciators. Firb
Alarms And Electric Gas Lighting. These drawings are bound In the
form of a flexible book [9x12] for convenience In using on the job.
Send for them, and If they don't make you more efficient aaa wireman
and save you many times their cost as a contractor, return them and
money will be refunded—you can't afford to be without them. Onb
Dollar postpaid. Send for circulars on other sets of drawings.

patent specialty company
P. O. Box No. 583 San Francisco, Cal.

UNDER MASTER TEACHERS " "v ' •«
3 At Home -

Wonderful home study music
lessons under great American
and European teachers. En-

dorsed by Paderewski. Mas ter teachers guide and coach you

.

Lessons a marvel of simplicity and completeness.
Jl nn Inolnimoiil Write naming course you are interested
Hny inSIlUlTIBIlI in:Piano,Harmony,Voice .PublicSchool
Music,Violin.Cornet.Mandolin.Guitar,Banjo or Reed Organ
—and we will send FREE CATALOG. SEND for It NOW!
UniversityExtcnsion Conservatory,Gii2 Siejel-Myrrs Bhtj.. Chicago

Dept. S

Send for a Complete Catalog of

MASONIC BOOKS
Jewelry and Goods

REDDING & CO.
'

Publishers and Manufacturers

200 Fifth Avenue, N. Y.
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(Continued from page 628)

est Service to extend heliograph communi-
cation to the work of discovering and ex-

tinguishing fires.

It is pointed out by Arthur L,. Dahl that

in order to test the adaptability of the heli-

ograph to the lire patrol conditions some
experiments were tried in the California

National Forest in the northern part of

California. A competent instructor was
secured and seven men were chosen from
among the rangers to learn the art of sig-

naling. None of these seven men had any
previous knowledge of the instrument, but

they quickly learned the technical part of

their work and became proficient operators

in a very short time. When the experi-

ments were begun the only apparatus avail-

able was the standard heliograph instru-

ment used by the Signal Corps of the Army.
There are a number of these instruments

used by the forest men. The instrument
consists of two four-inch square mirrors

and adjustable frames, a mirror bar, a

sighting rod, a shutter and two hardwood
tripods, to the top of which the whole outfit

is attached. The equipment is rather bulky

and weighs approximately twenty pounds.

The principle of the heliograph is the re-

flection of the sun's rays steadily in a given
direction, provision being made for alter-

nately exposing and obscuring the mirror
so as to transmit a series of long and short

flashes, 'this device is set up at a point

from which can be seen the station to be

signaled. By means of the sighting rod
and the tangent screws the instrument is

sighted on the receiving station. The mir-
ror is then so adjusted that the reflected

ray is projected directly toward the station.

The circle of illumination created by the

mirror has a diameter which increases ap-

proximately fifty feet for every mile of dis-

tance from the mirror. For example: If

the receiving station is six miles distant, the

space at that spot within which the flash

can be seen would be 300 feet wide. As the

shutter is placed directly in the path of the

reflected rays, flashes are transmitted by
opening and closing the shutter. The actual

manipulation is very similar to that used
in telegraphing. The best code for helio-

graph communication is the Myer code,

used as a standard by the Signal Corps.

It is stated that in some cases the Morse
code has been used for this purpose, but
since it was created primarily for audible
signaling rather than visible signaling, it

is not adapted for heliograph work. The
Morse alphabet is based on a combination
of ones and twos. For instance, the letter

A is represented by 22, the letter L by 221,

and the letter P by 1211. The one in the

Myer code is represented by a short flash.

This means holding the shutter open for
about one-half second. The two is repre-
sented by two shorter flashes in quick suc-
cession. Spaces between words are repre-
sented by a long flash of about two sec-

onds. It is of the utmost importance that
uniformity in the mechanical movement of
the shutter be cultivated, as lack of rhythm
in the signals of the sender entails unnec-
essary concentration on the part of the
receiver.

It is maintained that it is easier to send
than to receive messages, and one of the
difficulties to be overcome by the forest
rangers was to secure perfect team work
between the men, as the men at first sent
their messages too fast to enable the "re-
ceiver" to decipher them. When the men
had been taught the code, and were able to

send messages, a definite system was laid

out for the forest. There were within the
experimental area two prominent peaks al-

To cut down tine cost per cut

A Matter of Teeth
The efficiency of a hack saw blade depends

almost entirely upon the rake, the "set,"

and the pitch or number of teeth to the inch.

There's no overhanging "hook" to the teeth

on a Starrett blade. With proper adjust-

ment of weight or pressure, they'll cut just

as fast on the last cut as on the first. The
teeth are uniform in shape, "set" and
spacing. That's why every blade in a box

of Starrett saws cuts alike. Ihe blade
Starrett Hack Saws are made in varying

pitches or number of teeth to the inch, from

10 to 32, according to the work they are

intended for.

Different kinds and shapes of metal need

different blades for economical cutting.

Get Starrett blades, use them according to

the Starrett Hack Saw Chart and watch

your cost per cut decrease. Write for

Catalog No. 21 "L E" it's free.

THE L. S. STARRETT CO.
The World's Greatest Toolmakers

Manufacturers of Hack Saws Unexcelled

ATHOL, MASS.

Use 9tat1StM../HacK Saw Blades

42-963.
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FOR AUTO AND TRACTOR EXPERTS
Learn at the School

That Is Thorough

You and every man or

boy who is interested in

automobiles, trucks and
tractors can positively learn
to be a motor expert at The
Milwaukee Motor School.
Why? Because this school
is so thorough—the instruc-
tion is so simple and clear
that anyone who wants to
can learn this profitable
trade here. For over eight
years this big school has
been successfully teaching
boys, men and young men
to be motor experts aid to-
day our efficient instructors
rannot be excelled for their
ability to teach you any-
thing you should know to
earn big money as a motor-
mechanic, chauffeur, garage
owner, auto salesman, re-
pair man or factory worker.

AN UNUSUAL SCHOOL
Men who have attended

other schools come here to
complete their training.
Some of our graduates are
employed by other schools
as instructors. We make
you an expert. We assure
your success.

FREE TOOLS special offer
Everyone who enrolls now

will receive a new kit of
29 tools without any charge
whatever. These are not
loaned but. arc act- tally
you rs to take home w i th
you when you leave the
school. There are no
strings tied to this offer.

This fine set of tools and
kit bag are worth fully
$17.50.

Low Tuition if You

Write Today

Send for our new-
book entitled "Making You
Master of the Auto.
Jvearn how we teach all

the everyday problem
concerning automobile
and tractor engines
ignition, starting and
lighting systems
magnetos, carbu-
retors, etc.

1

SEND FOR K|/\1A#
OUR FREE WvlW

BOOK AND SPECIAL OFFER

MILWAUKEE MOTOR SCHOOL
Dept. 1158 555 Downer Street, Milwaukee, Wis.

Mail the
coupon
today

Milwaukee
Motor
School

Dept. 1 158.
555 Downer St.,

Milwaukee. Wis.

Please send nie your
free book and In!] i ar-

Hctilars of your 1 ice Tool
Kit offer.
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THE BEST
Yes, the best and only the best is

cheapest in the end. Then why not

apply this rule when taking a course

in wireless? Our correspondence

course is simple, easy to master, up

to date and consists of 15 lesson

books prepared by our expert theory

instructors. All practice and trans-

mitting apparatus for mastering the

code is furnished free.

We Operate the One Big

radio school of the world, and this

correspondence course is an exten-

sion of our activities, a Post Gradu-
ate Course in our Washington School
being given you free, if you desire.

You see we are not A RADIO
SCHOOL, but actually and absolute-

ly THE RADIO SCHOOL—the top

one, the biggest one—the one that

HAS BEEN and IS turning out the

WINNERS every week. You can't

compare its with any other school,

because we are head and shoulders

above all—the very top. You get

the idea? You can't get a better or

higher course, we are the final—the

finish. Act now. Get a grip on
yourself—take the big important step.

Settle your career today. Our new
catalogue, just out of press, will tell

you how. Send for it.

SERVICE RADIO SCHOOL
Dept. E, 900-2 Pa. Are. Washington, D. C

CARNOTITE
(Radium Mineral.) The American Pitchblende found in Colorado,

from which Radium is extracted.

A generous piece, enough to conduct experiments, such as affecting

photographic plates thru opaque material (similar to X-Ray pictures),

first made by Sir W. Crookes and Mme. Curie, is furnished in neat,

wooden box. URANIUM ORE {Radio-Active)

Containing about 35% of pure Uranium; also Radium and Vanadium.

One of the most rare and interesting minerals. Twenty milligrams are

furnished in glass vial protected by lead cover.

One box of Camotitc and one vial of Uranium Ore as described above

50c sent prepaid.
FORMULAS

Luminous Paint—Silver Plating Powder—Liquid Court
Plaster—Soap Bubble Liquid—Straw Hat Bleach

—

Collapsible Tube Tooth Paste— Resllverlng Mirror

Liquid—Polish for Tan Shoes—Dressing for Tan
Shoes—Paint to make Oil Cloth.

These Ten Recipes In sealed envelope for 50c.

Sent prepaid.

233 Fulton StreetSidney Specialty Co., NewYo^cYty

ready equipt for fire lookout work.
It is noted by Mr. Dahl that both peaks

were connected by telephone with the For-
est Supervisor's office and with the nearby
rangers' cabin. In addition to these two
principal peaks, there were five smaller
ones, also connected by telephone. The
first two points were made the central
stations, and two of the best men were
stationed there. The other five points were
designated as substations. These substa-
tions reported to the nearest central station,
and since each forest officer was furnished
with all locating instruments it was merely
necessary for the substation to report the
degree angle of the fire from its point and
add a short statement of local description.
A typical heliograph message would

read : "Smoke bears 26 about seven miles
on Rattlesnake Creek, near Bloody Rock.
Just started. Burning in bush." If the
same fire was discovered by several oper-
ators each would send a report, and by
plotting the angle lines given in these re-
ports would give the location of the fire,

which would be at the point of intersection
of those angles. The average speed at-
tained by the operators was four words a
minute. It will be noted that as the aver-
age message need not exceed twenty words,
that after discovering a fire a good helio-
graph man can notify headquarters within
five minutes, whereas under the old condi-
tions he would have to ride for an hour
to reach the nearest telephone. The range
over which heliograph signaling may be
effected on favorable atmospheric condi-
tions is almost unlimited. By actual test

it was found that perfectly visible messages
could be flashed for a distance of 45 miles
and read without the a'd of a field glass.

It is held that the only serious drawback
to the use of the instrument is that on a
cloudy day it is useless. When it had been
determined that the heliograph was valua-
ble to the forest officers, the next step was
to secure a more portable and less awk-
ward outfit. After much experimenting
the ideal instrument for the use of the
forest men was designed. The instrument
proper is made of aluminum alloy with
certain parts of broi.ze. It fits into a small
leather case approximately the size and
shape of a 3A kodak case, which very con-
veniently fits into the saddle bags on the
horn of a patrolman's saddle. Instead of
two heavy tripods, as in the case of the
Army instrument, the new Forest Service
instrument fits entirely on the head of
one small tripod about 20 inches long 2
inches in diameter.
The entire equipment, including tripod

and instrument, weighs about one-fifth of
the standard instrument, and in bulk it

bears the same relation. It was also found
that by reducing t e size of the mirror
from \y2 inches square to 3 inches square
no appreciable difference was made in the
brilliancy of the flash. This afforded the
opportunity of reducing the size of the
whole instrument accordingly. As fast as

the rangers on the different California for-

ests can be taught to use the heliograph,
they will be furnished with the new instru-

ments, and on their rides through the

mountains, i a fire is discovered, they need
only proceed to the highest available point

and flash their signal to the proper points

where the "fire fighters" are notified their

services are required.

Chicago has more telephones than all

France, and a single office building in New
York contains more than there are in the

whole of Greece.

Siam's telephone service is owned and

operated by the government, and Bangkok,

the capital, is the only city with an ex-

change.
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THE HEART OF THE WIRELESS
An A mateur Station

Without a Vacuum Tube

is Years Behind the Times

MARCONI V.T.

Under agreements recently effected the Marconi V. T. is the

only vacuum tube, or audion, which may be sold to amateurs,
laboratories, schools of instruction and experimenters.

The approximate operating life of the MARCONI
V. T. is 1,500 hours.

Fleming Pat. No. 8036&4

De Forest Pat. Nos. 841387-879532

Class I.—Designed for use as a detector; operates

with plate potential of 20 to 60 volts.

Class II.—Designed for use as an amplifier; plate

potentials from 60 to 1 1 volts may be applied.

Tubes in either class may be used for detection or

amplification, but those of Class I are best as detectors,

and Class II tubes are superior as amplifiers.

Standardized Socket $1.50 additional

The Marconi Resistance, connected in the circuit

between the grid and the filament of the Marconi

V. T., is made in the following standard sizes:

Y2 megohm, 1 megohm, 2 megohms, 4 megohms,

6 megohms.

Resistances of any special fractional values up to 6

Standard Resistance, Complete $1.00 megohms can be supplied.

Send all remittances with order to COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT

MARCONI WIRELESS TELEGRAPH CO. OF AMERICA
235 BROADWAY,
NEW YORK

RETAIL OFFICE AND EXHIBITION ROOMS—25 ELM STREET, NEW YORK
Sole Distributors for De Forest Radio Telephone & Telegraph Co.

Schofield Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio
American Bldg., Baltimore, Md.

BRANCH OFFICES:
Insurance Exch. Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.
136 Federal St., Boston, Mass.

301 Commercial Bank Annex, New Orleans, La
109 South 2nd St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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DE FOREST
elephone

The Newest Development in the Radio Field

A Wi reless Telephone that plugs into a lamp socket. A genuine
DE FOREST UNDAMPED WAVE RADIOPHONE (and tele-

graph) OPERATING DIRECT FROM YOUR 60 CYCLE, 110
VOLT HOUSE CURRENT. NO MOTOR-GENERATOR RE-
QUIRED. JUST PLUG IN AND TALK—SIMPLICITY ITSELF.

A greater invention than wireless telegraphy. Absolutely silent

in operation. Trouble-proof, fool-proof and only one adjustment
required, after which the instrument "stays right." Couldn't pos-
sibly be simpler to operate. Practically simultaneous transmission

and reception by means of electrically operated relay transfer

switch. Marvellous, snappy, clear speech. Voice quality superior

to that over a wire. Absolutely stable in operation. Utmost selec-

tivity. No decrement. The panel is divided into three divisions rectifier,

filter and oscillator. The rectifier employs two bulbs, thus taking advantage
of both halves of the cycle. The filter of inductances and capacities smooths
out the ripple, freeing the speech from distortion. The oscillator of four

tubes comprises a new circuit of high efficiency both in power, output and
modulation.

Tested f Telegraph 50 to 75 miles Depending upon aerial

Range; \ Telephone 10 to 20 miles height and terrain.

Our actual experience with this set indicates that these ranges can be greatly

exceeded.

Price Complete
Including Bulbs

$200.
You will eventually use this type of transmitter,
now recognized as the most efficient of all low-
power systems. Investigate this new De Forest
nroduction now. Order immediately to insure early
delivery; either thru your regular dealer or direct
from us.

DE FOREST RADIO TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH COMPANY
Inventors and Manufacturers of Amateur and Commercial Radio Apparatus

1415 SEDGWICK AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

RIMENTERS! Get a SKINDERVIKEN

Transmitter

Button

diafram.

with the
6Crewed U

together again the telephone is ready

readers will be particularly interested

the different experiments that can be performed with the Skinder-

viken Button. Fig. 1 shows the Skinderviken button attached to the

back of an Ingersol watch case. When speaking towards the inside of

the case, it will be found that the voice is reproduced clearly and

loudly. Fi?. 2 shows another interesting stunt. By attaching the button

to a tin diafram about the size of half a dollar, and by holding the

iliafrnm at the side of the throat, as shown, speech can be trans-

mitted with surprising clarity. Fig. 3 illustrates the same arrange-

__ runt placed on the

THE SKINDERVIKEN TRANSMITTER
BUTTON presents the latest advance

in microphones and marks a revolu-

tion in transmitter construction. It work;

on an entirely new principle, >akcs up

practically no room, and marks the end of

all telephone transmitter troubles.

The SKINDERVIKEN TRANSMITTER
BUTTON can be placed in any position and
it will talk loudly and distinctly and is at

the same time extraordinarily sensitive.

It was primarily designed to replace the

old damaged or hnrnt out transmitter.

Simply unscrew and remove the telephone
transmitter front, disconnect the two inside

wires, unscrew and remove the bridge and
the old electrode. There remains only the

These wires are then connected
Skinderviken button, the latter

the diafram, and after screw- Fig. 7 Fig. 8

Electrical Specialty Co.

Dent S 128 So. Eleventh St.

Philadelphia, P;.

Gentleme-:
Enclosed please find $ for which send imme-

diate!-, pre:).-:: I Skinderviken Transmitter Button.

Name

City

chest

as shown. In this posi-

tion the transmitter
will talk clearly and loud-

ly.
Fig. 4 shows an ar-

rangement whereby the

fikindcrviken button is at-

tached cn a thin wood

|ioard at the preacher's

oulpit. His voice is clear-

ly transmitted so that people hard of hearing can readily hear the sermon.

Fig. 5 shows an interesting stunt, whereby a hole is drilled in the

side of a thin glass water-tumbler; the sides of the glass thus acting

as a diafram, the voice is clearly transmitted. Fig. 6 shows a simple

match box Detectophone. The Skinderviken button is concealed inside

of a box, only the small brass nut showing on the outside. This cat:

be camouflaged as well. This device talks well. Fig. 7 shows how to

transmit phonograph music at a distance merely by drilling a small

hole in the phonograph arm and attaching the Skinderviken button;

a very favorite experiment with all experimenters. Fig 8. shows how

a very sensitive Petectophone can be made by placing one of the

the center of ORDER TO -DAY
button;

a lithographed cardboard

picture, so that only the

small brass nut shows.

The large surface cf the

picture acts as a big oia-

fram, and the voice 's well

reproduced.

Im mediate Shipments

Electrical Specialty Co.
Dept. S, 128 So. Eleventh St.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Mesco Radio Buzzer
With Shunt Resistance

U. S. Navy and U. S. Army Standard

THE Radio Offi-

cers of the NC
Planes, after test-

ing all other
buzzers, de-

cided to use
the "Mesco"
on their ra-

dio equip-
ment. The
R - 31 was

equipped with two Mesco Radio Buz-
zers.

Why? Because of its reliability and
constancy in operation; greater output
efficiency; ease of adjustment; un-
affected by extreme variations in

weatber conditions; exposed wires
eliminated.

Sparking is almost entirely elimi-

nated, so that the energy lost in light

and heat in the operation of other buz-
zers is here conserved and radiated in

the form of oscillating energy.
Th's buzzer maintains a constant note and is

recommended as an exciter for checking wave-
meters where pure note and ample energy are
required.

List No. 55, Mesco Radio Buzzer
Price $2.05

MESCO WIRELESS PRACTICE SET

The Practice Set comprises a regular telegraph
key without circuit breaker, a special high pitch
buzzer, one cell Red Seal Dry Buttery, and four
feet of green silk covered flexible cord.
The key and buzzer are mounted on a highly

finished wood base, and three nickel plated bind-
ing posts are so connected that the set may be
used for five different purposes.
List No. Price
342 Telegraph Practice Set, with Battery
and cord $3.24
Weighs 4 lbs. packed.
Price does not include postage.

MFCPA Combination Tr-ieV--! (->r Learning the Mo
IfltOVVl and Continental Visual and Audible Codes

This outfit is the only reliauie instrument which
will enable students to become proficient opera-
tors in the U. S. Naval Service, because it is

equipped with a buzzer and miniature lamp en-
abling the user to master both the visual and
mdible signals quickly.
List No. 52—Practice Set with Red Seal Bat-

tery and Cord $4.05
Weighs 4 lbs. packed. Price does not include
postage.

We carry a Large and Complete Line of Stand-
ard Wireless Material Recognized by Experts as
such with Competent Experienced Wireless At-

tendants in Charge

SenJ for th; New Edit! n of Our Catalog W28
It is pocket size, contains 264 pages, with over

1.000 illustrations, and describes in plain, clear

language all about Bells, Push Buttons, Bat-
teries, Telephone and Wireless Telegraph Mate-
rial, Electric Toys, Burglar and Fire Alarm Con-
trivances, Electric Call Bel's, Electric Alarm
Clocks. Medical Batteries, Motor Boat Horns,
Electrically Heated Anparatus. Battery Connec-
tors, Switches, Battery Gauges, Wireless Tele-

graph Instruments, Ignition Supplies, etc.

Manhattan Electrical Supply Co., Inc.

17 Park Place, New York. N.Y.
CHICAGO ST. LOUIS

114 S. Wp'U St. 1106 P>no St.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE: 604 Mission St.

(Continued from page 66i)

Wire.—Seven strands of No. 14 B. & S.

phosphor bronze wire, covered with 40 per
cent Para rubber, to a total outside diam-
eter of V/.
Supports.—Two substantial masts, trian-

gular or oval in cross-section, 3 feet high

with insulators at the top, erected at either

end of the boat and braced to withstand
considerable strain.

Stanchions.—Two stanchions insulated at

the top placed high enough to support the

wire at least 1 foot above the bridge.

Radio Insulators.—An extra radio insu-

lator similar to the one already installed,

placed in the space now occupied b_\ the

antenna mast (or in any convenient place

at least .1 feet away from the other insu-

lator), and extended vertically thru the

hull.

Water-light Sleeves.— (To prevent the

sea water from working up under the in-

sulation on wire. ) LSrass stock 3" lon^
bored to outside dimensions of insulated

wire for 2-Vj" and drilled dimensions of

hare wire for )<\" . The wire is stript of
insulation for a few inches and is slipt thru
i lie sleeve, the insulated portion being
smeared with white lead and the stript

portion being soldered to the brass.

Grounded Connections.—Lugs on end of

wire grounded to hull by bolts.

Lead-in Joints.—Junction of insulated

wire and radio conductor is made water-
tight by marine glue poured in a cylindrical

mold.
Wire - tightening Device. — (a) Turn-

buckles may be placed at the end of each

wire next to ground connections: or (b) in

order to take up slack on both wires equally

it is preferable if construction of boat per-

mits to place one insulated turnbuckle be-

tween stanchions on bridge.

Receiving Apparatus.—Tuner capable of

receiving wave lengths of 300 to 16,000

meters, and oscillation audion detector and
three-stage resistance type amplifier of

French design. (The Navy standard audion
control box type SE 1,000 two-step ampli-

fier cannot be used unless placed in a noise-

proof and inductive-proof compartment.)
Transmission Apparatus. — Regular

quenched spark set, preferably the 1 KW.
size. Terminals of loop antenna are con-

nected to the antenna and ground connec-
tions, respectively, with a .0005 microfarad
condenser in series with the loop. The
ground connection on the set being re-

moved.

(Continued from page 662)

were captured during the war, of course,

and we may presume from those captured,

that the bulbs used in practically all the

Teutonic radio stations were similar or

nearly so, and that if the German experts

had devised any wonderful new bulb, that

they would have put these bulbs into their

field sets, by the very nature of. the war-
time conditions, and particularly those used
in the large base radio stations, several of

which were captured during the latter

months of the war. In a test with these

bulbs as compared with the French vacuum
bulbs and the American types, such as the

De Forest and Western Electric amplifiers,

the German bulbs showed up as good, but

not better, under careful te?ts which were
carried out in conformity with U. S. naval

specifications for the device. A radio en-

gineer of the U. S. Navy Department re-

cently informed us to this effect, and we
also heard the same opinion voiced by offi-

cers of the French and British Armies, who
had the opportunity of carefully testing a

The World's
most wonderful
Typewriter—

Here's a polyglot machine that

writes a!l languages from Eskimo
Ind ian to Kata Kana Japanese
and over 365 different type-sets.

The type is instantly interchange-
able—two different languages or
type sets are always on the ma-
chine. You just turn the knob

—

to change language or type.^ Hammond ^

^tirTiPIiE^
"MANY TYPEWRITERS IN ONE"

Sounds like an Arabian Knights
story but the machine itself is very
practical, very real. It is the

typewriter President Wilson uses
personally —- the typewriter he
took with him when he visited

King George. It's the typewriter
King George's mother, Queen
Alexandra, and many other

Queens and Kings use.

The Multiplex has revolution-

ized typewriting—has changed it

from monotonous commercial
work to the beauty of fine print-

ing and engraving.

No Other Typewriter Can Do This:

MULTIPLEX HAMMOND'S
Many styles, many languages
Two types or languages always In themachtnei

$u<yt [Wwv t&e- KVucvO- -to- c^vorva/5-

Write for booklet showing the many
languages and type sets of the Multi-
plex—there's a type for every profes-
sion, every business, every science, in-

cludingtechnical
signs and sym-
bols and chem-
ical keyboard.

Hammond Typewriter Co.. 589 East GOfJi S:., New York

Gentlemen—Please send your Free Book and
pamphlet, "The President and His Typewriter."

Name

Address

Occupai '/..n
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AMPLIFY your RADIO SIGNALS
With the new DETECTAGRAPH-TRANS-

MITTER, the amateur can amplify radio sig-

nals to such an intensity that he can hear the
signals about his station without the need of
the telephone head set.

By the addition of a loud talking telephone
he is able to hear the messages many feet
away from the instrument.
The super - sensitive DETECTAGRAPII-

TRANSMITTER herewith shown is two and
three-eighths inches in diameter, five-eighths of
an inch thick and weighs
less than three ounces. It
is the most sensitive
sound detecting device
ever brought before the
public.
The manner in which

the amplifying process is attained is by attach-
ing with tape the DETECTAGRAPH-TRANS-
MITTER to the regular wireless receiver.
Not only is this instrument applicable for

amplifying radio signals, but it can be used
with equal satisfaction for magnifying other
sounds. Phonograph music can be transmitted
from one place to another by means of this in-
strument, and those who are afflicted with deaf-
ness will find enormous benefit by using this
transmitter. It is the greatest device for build-

ing your own loud talking
telephone, detectagraph
and other devices. Can
be used for any purpose
where a sensitive detect-
ing instrument is re-
quired.

Our Super-Sensitive De-
tectagraph Transmitter.
Price, $7.00 Complete;

Our Special No. 25 Loud
Talking Receiver. Price,

$4.00 Complete

Model "B"
Horn. with
Loud Talking
Receiver, Cord
Plugs and
Desk Stand
Base. Price,
$12.00 Com-

plete

The Detectagraph
Junior Deaf-Phone

$15
Equal to any $35 in-
strument made. Out-
fit consists of Super-
Sensitive Transmitter
with cord connector;
Super-Sensitive Ear
Piece with small
black cord ; Black
Single Headband

:

Black Case and Two
Batteries.

Detectagraph Rheostat,
especially made for am-
plifying circuits. Price,

$2.00 Complete

Model "C" Horn,
with loud talking
Receiver, Cord Plugs
and Wall Base.
Price, $12.00 Com-

plete

Super-Sensitive No.
40 Receivers to be
used In connection
with Detectagraph-
l ransmltters, $ 1 0.00

Order direct from ad.

Or write for free descriptive circular.

BOISSONNAULT COMPANY
26 CORTLANDT STREET NEW YORK CITY

Makers of Super-Sensitive Microphone Devices

Detectagraph $15
This detecting instru-
ment of marvelous
sensitivity can be
used for detecting
secret conversations.
Outfit consists of
Sensitive Transmit-
ter. 25-ft. B 1 a o k
Cord, B e c e i v e r ,

Headband, Case and
Battery.

Read All Signals
That Reach Your Station

With the ordinary receiver many signals never become audible. Those stations

you've wanted to hear can now be brought in with surprising intensity if you
connect into circuit a

Type RORB, Price $45

Two-Stage Audio-Frequency Amplifier
This Amplifier is designed to eliminate howling due to

resonant feed-backs, without impairing its amplifying effi-

ciency. The cover is hinged, affording accessibility to all

parts. The sockets accommodate the standard four-prong
tube and perfect contact is secured through strong phosphor-
bronze springs.
The wiring and mechanical construction are characteristic

of Grebe workmanship. Better be sure your Amplifier is a
Grebe.
Write for free bulletin describing Grebe Amplifiers;

complete catalog sent upon receipt of 10c.

A. H. GREBE & CO.
70 Van Wyck Boulevard Richmond Hill, N. Y.

LEARN WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
Fascinating and educational Work—Big Salaries—Prepare Now

The United States Shipping Board is makingheavy demands uponusforDodge-tralnedwirelessoper.
ators. Travel all over the world, secure, free, unsurpassed living accommodations and earn a bigsalary.

We Also Teach Morse (Wire) Telegraphy and Railway accounting
School established 45 years. Endorsed by wireless, railway and telegraph officials. Low
rates. Students can earn living expenses while attending school. Catalog Free. Write Today.

Oodqe's Telegraph and Wireless Institute 22nd St. Valparaiso, Indiana

BeaCost Expert.EarnS5.000 to 410.000 yearly

|
CPA's teach you thoroushly In a few monthsbyour
New Home study system-l ow Cost -FREiT "*00K

International Accountants Society. DepL ^T^oto S.Michigan Ave. Chicago,

FREE
BOOK ONAVIATION
Learn of the great opportunities in this \,ew

I $1,000,000,000 industry. Thousands ofmen needed.
" Learn bymsil—free book tello how Write at once
Nat Aero Inst., Dept. 7448, 916 S. Mich. Ave., Chic.

large number of bulbs of all makes, before
and after the signing of the Armistice.

Two large antenna systems are pro-
vided—the larger being of T-shape, and the
smaller in the form of an elevated hori-

zontal triangle with the down leads from
the apex, says the Wireless World. Simul-
taneous transmission on two different wave-
lengths is thus possible. The two main
masts, of lattice construction, are 260
meters high, and are bedded on an insulat-

ing ball at the base. Additional insulation

is provided at ISO meters from the ground.
The supply alternator, single phase, can
deliver 800 horse-power, and after multipli-

cation of the frequency by static frequency
raisers, furnishes 24,000 cycles current to

the aerial. The wave-length is thus 12,500

meters. Transmission at 200 letters per
minute can be carried on. The overall effi-

ciency is claimed to be 65 per cent from
alternator to aerial at 12,000 meters wave-
length.

The following table gives an interesting

comparison with the installation in use in

1908:

1908 1918

Small
\

Large
Aerial Aerial

Masts 1 of 100 2 of 150 2 of 260
m. m. m.

1 of 135 4 of 120
m. m. m.

Antenna area 31,000 77,500 155,500

sq. metres sq. m.
Primary ouptut 50 175 600

K. W.
Aerial energy 12 100 400
k. w:

System slow
|
quenched .H. F.

spark spark Alternator
C. W.

Range Kms. 3,600 8,000 20,000

THREE LAND RADIO STATIONS
FOR AIRPLANE MAIL.

The Post Office Department has con-

tracted for the erection of three high-

power radio stations, the first of a chain

of wireless communicating centers in vari-

ous cities to be used primarily for the di-

rection of mail-carrying airplanes handi-

capped by fog, it was announced recently

by Emil J. Simon, the well-known New
York radio engineer.

Stations will be established at Belle-

fonte, Pa., and Cleveland, Ohio, with a.

third at some point on Long Island or

Newark, N. J. Appropriations for them

already are available. Others will be-

erected at Washington and Chicago as

soon as Congress provides funds.

Each station will be equipt with steel

towers 200 feet high and 300 feet apart and

will have a range of approximately 400

miles to mail airplanes and approximately

700 miles between stations, the difference

in range being due to the lesser sending

ability of airplane wireless equipment.

The station at Bellefonte were com-

pleted about the middle of October, while

the other two definitely decided upon were

expected to be ready early in December.

Establishment of the radio stations will

enable the Post Office Department to main-

tain communication between cities having

air post delivery independent of telegraph

and telephone services in the event of a

disruption of service by storms or other

causes.

Lieutenant Clark A. Edgerton, formerly

of the army aviation service, in charge of

the air mail experimental work at Wash-
ington, will direct the activities of the radio

stations.
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By H. Gernsback

(Continued from [>aye 6jj)

(standard 110,000 volt insulator for 60-

cycle work, such as is used in electrical

power transmission equipment) equipped

with a "corona" or flux distributing shield.

This flash-over is occuring at 234,000 volts

and 51,000 cycles per second. Without the

corona shield, corona will form on the

metal cap of the insulator and flash-over

will occur at voltages slightly less than

100,000 at a frequency of 51,000 cycles per

second.

SEVEN ZEPPELINS WERE LURED
TO DEATH BY RADIO.

This is the tale of the seven Zeppelins.

Do you remember the last big raid over
England after which most of the flock of
ungainly birds came flopping down into the

fields and forests of France, while one met
its fate in the Mediterranean?

People in London told one another all

manner of tales about frozen motors and
gasoline icicles. As well to let it go at that

in those days, but now that I know the

Germans know all about it, here is what
happened, says Gordon Stiles in a p ess

report from Berlin.

A certain French radio officer had been
very diligent during the war. When Amer-
ica came in some wireless experts from
over there joined forces with him. x^mong
other things they studied the German
method of wireless control of aircraft.

The Allies had known for a long time

the Zeppelins were guided by instructions

sent from powerful wireless stations in

Belgium and Germany. When its cargo

of bombs had been disposed of the airship

would flash back, "Where am I ? And what
course shall I take to reach home?"

This call would be received by several

German stations, indicating the direction

from which it came. Thus by using for-

mula which involved mathematical calcula-

tion dealing with intersections and the like

the position of the Zeppelin could be ex-

actly determined. The rest was easy. The
compass course to be taken went thru the

ether to the Zeppelin.

By patient work the French radio officer

had compiled a vocabulary which embraced
more than 400 German code words. With
the help of mechanicians he had built a

wireless set which had all the characteristics

of the German apparatus, even to "flaws."

On the night of the raid in November
1917, this set was read for use. Fate was
with the Allies, for when the Zeppelins were
floundering at a dizzy height over London,
the signaled replies from the German sta-

tions did not reach them. Static disturb-

ancs prevented the message carrying.

The French stations were very busy.

"Come this way." "Take this course."

"Steer so many degrees east by south."

These were the messages flashed over the

new sending apparatus.

From the Zeppelins, one after another
came "O. K." And they came. They came
so accurately that the French actually tele-

l honed the various anti-aircraft stations the

exact minute when they might expect a

Zeppelin over their position. Allied night

fliers were sent up in swarms to demolish
those which the guns did not claim.

We know their success. The big gas

bags came tumbling into France or sailed

wildly about, damaged and limping, until

the airplanes finished them.
Another dent in Fritz's wild war dream.

"ASK ANYONE WHO HAS USED IT"

Said Denver, Col. to Valley Stream, L. I.:

—

One of our most enthusiastic customers communicates by wireiess

from his home in Denver to a friend on Long Island. He uses a
Brandes Headset—after exhaustive tests and comparisons. (Name
on request.)

BRANDES
WIRELESS
HEADSET

CLEAR TONE
LIGHT WEIGHT

DEPENDABLE SERVICE
Score 100% efficiency in actual use.

Sharp, Urn blurred, Readable Signals

assured by
"BRANDES MATCHED TONE'

Superior"
ct, 2000 ohms, $7

Exactly matching the tone of both receivers in each set and thus eliminat-

ing all confusion due to unmatched harmonics.

Buy a Brandes Superior Headset and use it critically for ten c'ays.

Then, if it doesn't come up to our claims or your expectations, return
it and your money will be cheerfully refunded. Test it—compare with
others—for sensitiveness, clearness, distance. Prove for yourself theTRIAL

OFFER
fine quality, the "matched ton
alike, strengthen the signals ana
Government experts, and exp^
schools; and by professional an

The two diaphrams, toned exactly
Prevent blurring. Used r y many V . S.
Is abroad; by colleges ind technical
amateurs everywhere.

SEND 4c FOR CATALOGUE E.

C. BRANDES, Inc. .
32 Union Square

Room 814 New York Ci.y, U. S. A.

WIRELESS RECEIVER SPECIALISTS

Complete Line of Brandes Receivers for those in Canada. Send stamp for Pamphlet "E"
Radio Electrical Supply Co., 43 McGill College Avenue, Montreal, P. Q., Can.

TE Li.

BAVK. BAY
64

•H Boylstors. St.

BostolN. — Mt5I.

tftSTATiS

RAPID

RADIO— Splendid oppor-

unities now in the Merchant
Marine for Wireless Oper-

ators. Big salaries! New
Schedule: Junior operators,

$100 per month; Chief op-

erators, $125; food and
quarters besides. Equiva-
lent ashore from $40 to $50
a week. Graduates in all

parts of the world as In-

spectors, Instructors, En-
gineers, Operators, etc.

The oldest, largest and best equipped radio school in New England. Recommended by
Marconi and Government officials. DAY AND EVENING CLASSES. START ANY MONDAY.

RADIO APPARATUS
Distributors of All Prominent Makes:—
De Forest, Wireless Specialty, Murdock, Grebe,

General Radio, Clapp-Eastham, Brandes, etc.,

etc.

Largest and Best Stock of any House in New
England.

For real prompt delivery send us your orders.

For Honey-Comb Coils, Unit Panels, Vacuum
Tubes, Baldwin Telephones, Murdock 55'a,

Grebe Developments, etc., etc.

F. D. PITTS CO.
DEPT. D

12 PARK SQUARE BOSTON, MASS.

TYPE LC-101 INDUCTANCE
COIL MOUNTING

Are You Listening to Hawaii?

"The Ellis Music Master Reproducer"
made- for all phonographs. Pleases the most exacting

music lover Eliminates twang. Perfect harmony of ac-

companiments, individuality of artists voices and instru-

ments reproduced from records in life like reanimation. It

sells on its merits. Send 10c for booklets E, "Hints to

Music I-nvers" and "Music Masters " Atrents wanted
J. H. ELLIS, P. 0. Box 882, Milwaukee. Wisconsin

BLANK CARTRIDGE
PISTOL &|5M ONLY 50c

For protection and sport even* man a.ni

boy should have one. Order at once. Get ad
American flag FREE. Monev refunded if de=
sired. E. L. LEWIS CO., 1400 B'way, N.Y.C*

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertiser
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DUCK'S
New Big 264-Page Wireless
and Electrical Catalog
Just Out—Now Ready

It is mailed for 12c in stamps or coin which may be deducted on
first order of $1.00. Catalog not sent otherwise.

We regard this catalog as our greatest effort.. It embraces every-
thing in wireless worth while. 172 pages with no waste space
devoted exclusively to wireless instruments. Your amateur
friend will tell you that there never has been any wireless catalog

to take the place of catalog of this company and above all that you can absolutely
depend on our goods. There is no need for any other catalog when you have
this big catalog.

NEW MODEL 5BB. NAVY TYPE RECEIVING TRANSFORMER $23.50

A big improvement over our
former model. Primary divided
into two sections, with three
dead end switches, greatly im-
proving selectivity.

Secondary divided into three
sections, with two dead end
switches, eliminating harmonics.
By changing the construction
of the end piece, there is also

greater loose coupling. It is a
wonderful improvement over
our old model both in perform-
ance and appearance. Only

The secondary on our new type
Arlington is divided into three
sections with two dead end
switches, eliminating dead end
effect and harmonic and giving
greater selectivity. The end
support similar to that on our
Navy type permitting of greater
loose coupling. It is a beauti-
fully finished instrument and
will be sold by us at the same
price as the old model. $9.00.

OUR IMPROVED ARLINGTON RECEIVING TRANSFORMER

THE WILLIAM B. DUCK CO., 240-242 Superior St., Toledo, Ohio

TRACO QUALITY
RECEIVING TRANSFORMERS

Used the world over. Insist on the genuine, built by
its originators. Substitutes are expensive, irrespective
of design. We absolutely guarantee our tuners to give
the maximum signal volume. Delicate refinement, un-

interrupted service and high class work-
manship unite to make TRACO tuners
the standard whereby all others are

judged. If you Dealer
does not handle them,
order direct from us.

LIBERTY DETECTOR
VALVES. RADIO AM-
LIFVING PHONES,

type used by the
UNITED STATES,
BRITISH and FRENCH
GOVERNMENTS, now
in stock, for sale.

Send stamps for
bulletins.The Famous 5A and 5C Models

THE RADIO APPARATUS CO., Pottstown, Penna., U. S. A

CHANGE OF PRICES
With Quantity Production and adoption of

Automatically Wound Coils, we are glad to an-
nounce a Reduction in prices of our Amplifying
Transformers as follows:
Type A-2 fully mounted with Aluminum Sup-

ports, Engraved Bakelite Dilecto Panel, and
Nickel Plated Bind Posts $7.00

With Supports, but without Panel and Bind
Posts $5.00

Assembled, but Unmounted $4.50
Although originally designed for use with

VT- 1 Tubes, these are now being used exten-
sively and with excellent results with Marconi
V. Ts.

ACME APPARATUS CO., 28 Windsor St.. Cambridge, Mast.

DENMARK PLANS BIG RADIO
STATION

Official announcement that Denmark is-

making plans to open wireless communica-
tion between Copenhagen and the United-
States was made recently by the Danish-
Legation. This statement was made public :

"Information to the effect that regular
wireless connection has been established
between Denmark and Great Britain has-
just been received by the Danish Legation
here. Plans are now bein^ worked out by
the Danish Ministry of Traffic for erecting-
a great transatlantic radio station near Co-
penhagen which will put Denmark in direct
wireless communication with the United
States.

"Danish newspapers complain ihat their
telegrams for some time have been greatly
delayed because of the crowded cables. The-
Danish papers express the hope that the
still important plan for a great transatlantic
station will soon be realized. The Danish
press is anxious to get into direct communi-
cation with America, so as to be able to-
obtain news from over here at first hand
and at reasonable rates.
"The Danish wireless station at Lyngby

is at times able to hear the American sta-
tion at Arlington talk to Rome, but is not
powerful enough to send messages over the-
Atlantic. The plan now under considera-
tion by the Danish Government call for the-
erection of a transatlantic wireless station
to cost 2,000,000 kroner."

JAPAN WANTS $16,000,000,000
PACIFIC CABLE.

'J he Marconi Company, it was said, had
proposed a wireless system between Amer-
ica and the Far East, at a cost of about
$6,000,000. But the members o-f the council
declared that wireless would not be satis-
factory owing to static conditions and
other disadvantages which would make
transmission impracticable for more than
seven hours out of twenty-four.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.

RADIO-CONTROLLED 'PLANES
WERE TO BOMB BERLIN,

SAYS JACK BINNS.
At the very moment when the armistice

was signed a squadron of super-Handlay
Page bombing airplanes were awaiting or-
ders to bomb Berlin, says Jack R. Binns,
the well-known radio expert, late instructor
in the wireless school of the Royal Air
Force. These giant machines were equipt
with wireless in such a way that the Ger-
man wireless station at Nauen would have
unwittingly navigated- them in a direct line
to Berlin.

It has made inter-communication between
airplane and airplane possible over a dis-
tance of 400 miles, with less power, than i-;

used by a ship- at sea to communicate 200
miles.

It has made aerial navigation possible
irrespective of weather concutions. It has
made the transmission of human speech
between the occupants of one plane to the
person on another plane possible over a
distance of 25 miles.

Of these its* effect upon aerial navigation
is the most recent and most phenomenal cf
the developments arising out of the welter
of war.
On all the great Handley Page and

super-Handley Page airplanes of the British
Air Force the so-called Chanffer "direction
"finder" has been equipt. This is one of the
most closely guarded secret inventions of
the war.
With its aid the navigator of one of these

giant machines can pin down upon a chart
the exact latitude and longitude of the air-
plane within five minutes of commencing
the observation. Moreover, this navigational
work can be done while the machine is in

a dense fog.

The most remarkable thine about this in-
vention is the fact that the large aerial
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which makes a wireless station such a con-

spicuous landmark is entirely missing. In

its place two moderate sized coils of wire

are fitted into the nacelle of the machine.

I have located the exact position of a

Handley Page while flying above dense

clouds over the North Sea in less than ten

minutes.

The manner in which these observations

are taken is as follows: One of the two

coils on the machine is movable thru a

complete circle. This coil is moved until

it receives signals trom some well-known

wireless station in Europe. The direction

of this coil gives the true bearing of that

particular station after allowances have

been made for certain well known and

charted errors, such as magnetic deviation

of the compass and quadrantal error of the

airplane.

The angle of the station to the bearing

of the machine is then worked out on a

chart, and the resulting line drawn dear

across the chart. When this is completed

the coil is turned around until some other

well-known station is heard. The same

process is completed, and the point where

the two lines cross is the exact location of

the airplane in latitude and longitude above

the earth. The whole apparatus, with the

exception of the coils, can be carried in one

hand ; and the coils, while bulky, have very

little weight.

Another remarkable feature of this in-

vention was its application to the big bomb-

dropping airplanes that raided German

cities In this case there was a variation

in its utilization. The coils were hxt rigidly

in the machines, which then pointed them-

selves bodily at a wireless station situated

at the point where they wished to go.

In other words, German wireless stations

-directed British bomb-dropping airplanes to

their cities without knowing it, and over

the shortest possible route. The wireless

stations back of the British lines took care

of their return.

Next to the direction finder the develop-

ment of the wireless telephone on aircraft

has been the greatest achievement of the

radio experts during the war.

All the day and night bombing squadrons

were fitted with it. Its utilization brought

success to bombing raids by eliminating all

confusion and enabling the squadrons to

retain their formation under all conditions.

The squadron commander sitting in his

machine would issue orders in an ordinary

tone that was easily heard above the roar

of the powerful engines, while the ma-

chines were rushing thru space at the rate

of a mile every thirty seconds.

If thru unforeseen circumstances, a ma-

chine got separated from the squadron, it

could rejoin by means of instructions given

thru the air by the human voice up to any

distance within twenty-five miles. -

This wonderful invention was also util-

ized in scout work. All the Bristol scouts

were equipt with it.

They would sit above the clouds watch-

fully waiting. Immediately a German scout

appeared the artillery co-operation machine

-vould radio the fact to the aerodrome The

operator on duty at the 'drome would then

talk into a telephone transmitter, and ten

seconds later the Bristol would swoop down

thru the clouds upon its unsuspecting prey.

One of the 1918 developments was the

long distance wireless telegraph sets for

aircraft. With these machines engaged in

patroi work hundreds of miles back of the

German iines could communicate instantly

with headquarters any distance up to 400

miles. Nor onry this, but they could receive

special instructions instantly from head-

quarters.

The moment the German command began

to move troops in the back areas, the fact

was known in all headquarters in the

British army. .

All this was done from a speck in the

sky, from an airplane large enough to

carry only two men.

TWO STEP
AMPLIFIER

TYPE TRIODE E
This unit . was designed to facilitate ex-

perimenting by making all wiring and con-

nections visible and accessible It is a

compact unit of the resonance low frequency

type, and provides a maximum of amplification. The design of

this instrument is such that it will not "squeal," "howl," "fry" or

"roar," as is the case with so many amplifiers now on the market.

Particulars and price on application.

THE EATON OSCILLATOR
FOR EXPERIMENTERS

This instrument, in conjunc-

tion with a loose coupler, a

single variable condenser and
a vacuum tube, makes a com-
plete system for receiving all

undamped signals.

It will oscillate over a wave-
length range of 200-25,000
meters, and requires no ad-

justments of any kind. It

employs the Eaton Circuit,

standard with all U. S. Navy
receiving equipment.

The simplest and cheapest

way of receiving undamped
signals. PRICE $14.90 Immediate Delivery

WIRELESS SPECIALTY APPARATUS CO.
ENGINEERS, DESIGNERS, MANUFACTURERS

Boston, Mass., U. S. A.

TYPE Y673 Coupler

200 to 3000 meters

Price $12.00

Camb. Rectifier, for

storage battery

charging

Price $22.00
Type-Y673-Coupler

Three-cent stamp brings bulletins of both

these instruments

CLAPP EASTHAM CO.
131 Main Street, Cambridge, Mass.

Pacific coast representatives: Remler Radio Mfg. Co., San Francisco

Canadian representatives: Radio & Electric Supply Co., Montreal Rectifier

BEEKO VARIABLE CONDENSER
Size, 3}^x4!4 inches.

Price each
Mounted (postage weight 2 lbs.) $5.40 N*»w Yrwlr PJl-w
Unmounted (postage weight, 1 lb.).. $4.60 "cw lorR ^nJt

Manufacturers and Distributors of

HIGH GRADE

Amateur
Wireless Apparatus

Send Stamp for Catalog 40E

J. H. Bunnell & Company
32 Park Place

New York

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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BecomeAn Artist
In Spare Tiine

Wonderful New Method
By our wonderful new method of teaching by
mail, you can learn Illustrating, Cartooning and
Commercial Art right in your own home—and in

your spare time. Hundreds of successful students

and graduates are now making splendid incomes.

Get into this fascinating work yourself and make
from .^50 to $125 or more a week! Our method
makes it easy for anyone to learn. The study is

fascinating. Only a few minutes a day ! Personal

instruction given you by Will H. Chandlee, one

of America's foremost commercial artists. You
can have your own studio—or secure high salaried

position. Many students have earned more than

the cost of the course while they were learning I

No Talent Necessary
Just as you have learned to read and write, we
can teach you how to draw. Everybody has the

ability. True, some have more than others, but

that is because that ability has been developed.

You start with straight lines—then curves. Then
you learn to put them together. Now you begin

making pictures. Shading, action, perspective, and
all the rest follow in their right order, until you
are making pictures that bring you from $50 to

$500 or more ! Many artists receive as high as

$1000 for a single drawing!

Big Demand for Commercial Artists

There are thousands of big-paying artists' positions
open right this minute. These positions are actually

going begging for the lack of trained artists to fill

them. Magazines, newspapers, advertising agencies,
and business concerns are all looking for men and
women to handle their illustrating. With the tre-

mendous expansion of both foreign and domestic trade,

commercial art is more in demand than ever—and that

demand is increasing every dayl

Write for Free Book
Mail coupon NOW for our valuable book, "How to

Become an Artist." Contains full particulars of our
tree Artist's Outfit, and special terms for a limited
number of new students. Also contains many inter-

esting drawings by our students, showing their amaz-
ing progress. Book just full of valuable information
to you. Send for it NOW I

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART, Inc.

1460 H Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

FREE COUPON
WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART, Inc.

1460 H Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Please send me, without cost or obligation on
my part, your free book, "How to Become an
Artist."

Name

.

Address

RADIO AMATEURS
Do you want your radio station listed

among the "long distance" amateurs?

Our new type "R" 1 K. V. A. 25,000 volt

Wireless Transformer will make your

station efficient for "long distance" relay

work. Write for our catalog 20 T describ-

ing complete transmitting apparatus.

Thordarson Electric Mfg» Co.
501 S. Jefferson St. Chicago, III.

Will Tlhes© Pos-p®^

By John D. Adams

(Continued from page 649)

lie a very marked effect at this distance,
but the main thing to note is that there will

be no back pressure. From the point "d"
the free North pole will then proceed to
point "a," as every point along that leg of
the triangle is nearer to the attracting

oouth pole than to the repelling North pole
of the horseshoe magnet. This completes
the path, and, if the reader will now apply
the same line of reasoning with the other
two horseshoe magnets in place, it will be
seen that the operating force is very greatly

increased, as each of the three magnets
may be considered separately with the same
result. As the free North pole leaves the

point "a" under the repulsion of the North
pole of the left-hand magnet, it is also at-

tracted by the South pole of the right-hand
magnet.
The above merely describes the device

in its simplest form. If such a machine
were to be designed for power purposes,
t!-.e power could be greatly increased, it

would seem, by providing a great many
bar magnets, and if they were arranged on
a belt at the ton and bottom, three similar

horseshoe magnets, with polarity reversed,

could be applied to the upper or South
poles, thus doubling the power.

FRENCH TO HAVE 12,500 MILE
RADIO STATION

The new wireless station to be erected

at Croix-d'Hins, near Bordeaux, will have
a sending radius of 12,500 miles. It will be
one of the most powerful wireless stations

in the world, with five times the strength

of the Eiffel Tower station, three times that

of Lyons and twice that of Nauen. The
station will have a capacity of 72,000 words
daily, and will reach all of the French
colonies thruout the world.

"FLAH-T"
By John White

(Continued from page 648)

Stevenson's face showed his open disap-

pointment and consternation as the radio-

gram proved, not a key to the message on
hand, but a puzzle

;
quite as difficult, if not

more SO', than the "personal."

However, on pondering the matter, he
wondered if it were not probable for this

message to have a direct bearing upon the

newspaper excerpt. It was decidedly pos-
sible, else why should Larnelle have post-

poned this message last evening when by
an obvious mistake a duplicate of the "per-
sonal" had been transmitted, unless he
feared that the uninitiated receiving the
two with such proximity should discover
the relation between them. This being the

case, the solution must be of the utmost
simplicity.

Crossing the room, lie compared the mes-
sage just received with the personal. The
truth dawned upon him! The r.:essage and
the personal were but the alternate words
of a complete communication ! A code im-
possible to solve except for the slight, very
slight, chance of one stumblinq upon the
two halves, each transmitted thru radically

different mediums.
Quickly and met 1, 0'1icallv Stevenson

hatched up the communication, one word
froin the "personal" an 1 t: e next from the
radio message, translating as he proceeded,
until the deciphered code was before him
in full. in

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter'' when writing to advertisers.
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1919 ATLAS war* maps FREE
To tHe readers of Electrical Experimenter who tike advantage of this offer made in connection with

Webster's New International

It read, capitalized and punctuated:
"L,arnelle:—Watkins and Short have de-

livery read}'. Send all four on the fifth.

Danger and directions taken up here. S. S.

Unsuspecting. Bordinage."

It was evident that a "Larnelle" and

"Bordinage" were the recipient and sender

of the message, respectively. Stevenson

plausibly assumed that "Send all four on

the fifth" was a conveyance in which t"

transport the "delivery." The "danger and

directions" gave the idea that the work
was illegitimate. His interpretation of

"S. S." varied. It might well he intended

for steamship, but from the context he was
of the opinion that it was more appro-

priately "Secret Service."

Stevenson, with his former experience as

a government detective, considered that

there were plans being formulated, if not

already complete, which would culminate in

illegitimate business. His ignorance of the

kind of work and lack of sufficient evidence

prevented his informing the proper au-

thorities. He decided that it would be im-

possible for him to do other than await de-

velopments.
Stevenson unhooked the telephone book

from his desk and ran his forefinger down
the 's Warlick, Washburne," and then

his searcli was rewarded with .... "Watkins
and Short, paper manufacturers, 36 East
Cliff Street."

"Paper manufacturers," thought Steven-
son, "that apparently is above board, un-
less
—

"

For the next month the air gave no sign

of Larnelle, nor was his activity displayed

in the personal columns.
Stevenson decided that the transaction,

of which he had but the faintest conjec-
ture, were being directed by one Bordin- i

age in the very safe manner described. The
complete message was doubtless written out
in full, and, on two separate sheets divided
into alternate words, a copy of one being
sent to the publication while the other was
transmitted by radio. By mistake or ab-

sentmindedness on the first evening, Bor-
dinage had sent the wrong half.

Some five weeks after the first insertion,

Stevenson again found reference to Tar-
nelle in the personal columns. It ran

:

"Larnelle : fast with s. wary on may
shortly. Bordinage."
The same evening, Stevenson, intent upon

his instruments, threw in two-thousand,
five-hundred meters wave length.

Occasionally, a high-powered station would
chime in, but he was far too high for the
common gossip. As ten o'clock approached
he feared that Bordinage and Larnelle had
varied their wave, but shortly his anxiety
was put to nought by the strident screech

. . . ."Larnelle Larnelle Larnelle. .

."

"....work but caution s. direction re-

moval follow Bordinage," it continued in

the clear-cut notes of the experienced op-
erator.

There was silence and Arlington ticked

out ten o'clock. Stevenson, with receivers

still clasped to his ears, compared the mes-
sage with the "personal."
When pieced together the communica-

tion read

:

"Larnelle :—Work fast but with caution.

S. S. wary. Directions on removal may
follow shortly. Bordinage."

Again, and with more certainty, he inter-

preted, "Secret Service wary." It was also

apparent that Bordinage, Larnelle and Co.
were contemplating a chance of base of
operations if the danger increased.

Removing the headset he walked to the
desk 'phone and called Washington by Long
Distance.

"Hello, Secret Service? Chief Lang-
ford, please Lang How's the boy?
Stevenson speaking. ... Hope to be with
you again soon. Say, is there any 'queer'

in circulation now?"
"Yes, some. In fact, to you, Steve, I'M

confess there's ouhe a bit."

THE ONLY GRAND PRIZE
(Highest Award) given to dictionaries at the
Panama-Pac.fic International Exposition was
granted to Webs. or s N ew International find

the Merriam Seres for superiority of educa-
tional merit.

WORDS OF RECENT INTEREST
Anzjc, ace, barrage , Bertha, blighty, Boche,
Bolshevik i, camouH <ge, Lewis gun, Liberty,
bond, Sammy, soviet, tank, war bride.
These are but a few of the thousands of lato

words—all clearly defined in this great work.

Authority" The Merriam Webster
A Complete Reference Library in Dictionary Form—with nearly

3,000 pages and type matter equivalent to a 15-Volume Encylope-
dia, all in a single volume, in Rich Full Red Leather, or Library
Buckram Bindings, can now be secured on the following remarkably
easy terms.

THE ENTIRE WORK (WITH COMPLETE 1919 ATLAS)

DELIVERED for $1.00^
and easy payments thereafter of only a few cents a week (in the U. S and Canada)

ON SUPERIOR INDIA PAPER

Reduced About One-Half ,n Thickness

and Weigh

INDIA PAPER EDITION
Printed on thin, opaque, strong, superior India paper.

This edition is only about one-half the thickness and
weight of the regular edition. Size 12-^ in. x 9^4 >n
x 2% in. Weigth 8% lbs.

1 REGULAR PAPER EDITION
y Printed on strong book paper of the

highest quality. Size 12% in. x 9%
in. x 5V2 in. Weight 15% lbs. Both
editions are printed from the same
plates and indexed.

Over 400 000 Vocabulary Terms and. In
addition 12,000 Biographical Names, near-
ly 30.000 Geographical Subjects, besides
thousands of other references Nearly
3,000 pages. Over 6.000 Illustrations.

The only dictionary with the New Divided

Pa%e y characterised as
'AStroke of Genius."

'To have this work in the home is like sending the whole family to college"

is the 1919 "New Reference Atlas of

the World " containing nearly 200
pages, with 128 pages of maps beauti-
fully printed in colors with marginal

reference indexes, late Census figures, Parcel-Post Guide, Late
War Maps, etc., all handsomely bound in red cloth, size

10% x 13%.

The ATLAS

To hose who m-"il this coupon at once

G. & C. MERRIAM CO.
Home Office Dept. S. Springfield. Mast.
(Publishers of Genuine Webster Diction-

aries for over 70 years)
Please send me free of all obligation or ex-
pense a copy of "Dictionary Wrinkles" con-
taining an amusing "Test in Pronunciation"
(with key) entitled "The Americanization of

Carver;" also "125 Interesting Questions"
with references to their answers, and striking
"Facsimile Color-Plate" of the new hindings.
Please include specimen pages of India and
Regular paper with terms of your Electrical
Experimenter free Atlas offer on Webster's
New International Dictionary.

Name

Address

Y0U HavECDtTllKn[IW

I Motor Mechanics •

—No matter what business you enter, motor power ia
fast replacing- all other Vpcs of power. Auto, truck
and tractor factories are working overtime

—

1,500,000 new cars and thousands of trucks and
tractors will be put in service in cities and oa
the farm this year. Hen are needed every-
where to repair and operate them. Big wages
are paid competent men who know how. you
returned soldiers aDd sailers w!o want jobs birder than you left—you young men evefy^
where—your opportunity is right here. Don't Sit and dream of success—make it.

Make $2,000 to $5,000 a year SSS^SSSffi^
v.ait you every where. Every village has or needs its garage. Big city shops are calling for
more trained men. "White collar" jobs no longer get the good pay. Auto mechanics always" have
rood jobs and get big pap. Your opportunity as a trained auto or tractor man is bigger BIGHT
NOW than ever before.

My Course TeachesYou Thoroughly and Completely In
"7 QI<ai4 RneirVi/asl-s Come here, learn this business—then go out and make
i POOri, PU»y VV«eti!s g00(J as thousands of other IOWA STATE graduates are

doing. Here you learn step by step, slowly—surely—simply, every phase of auto, truck and
tractor repair and operation—starting, lighting, ignition systems—vulcanizing, welding, ma-
chine shop practice. Tools are placed in your hands, not books, with a competent instructor

always at your siie to help and explain. You get knowl-
edge here in 7 weeks that takes years to pick up
on the outside.

FREE T. M. C. X. MEMBERSHIP.
Don't wait a day longer. Write today 1

my big FREE book on the business,

showing actual pictures of
equipment yon work on, etc.

Mail the Coupon Note.

FRANK D. HENNESSY,
Pres. and Mgr.,

Iowa Slate Auto 4 Tractor School

799 Hebraska Street, SIOUX CITY, IA.

MONEY for YO U&Ld
rl

to your Salary — Make extra Pin Money
i I KJ \J Start a lucrative business of your own.

Spend an hour each day taking subscriptions for the "Experimenter." We'll pav you well and you'll enjoy the work.
Write for full particulars. Circulation Dept., ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER, 233 Fulton St.. N. Y. City

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" zvhen writing to advertisers.
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POSITIONS GUARANTEED
TO EVERY GRADUATE OF OUR SCHOOL

By FOUR LARGEST RADIO CONCERNS

$125 per MONTH PLUS ALL EXPENSES

MODERN EQUIPMENT—SPECIAL SHORT COURSE

INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION

FINEST STAFF OF TEACHERS AVAILABLE

DORMITORY — SWIMMING POOL

CALL OR WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET

YM.C.A. RADIO SCHOOL
Department R

152 East 86th St. New York, N. Y.

"BEST RADIO SCHOOL IN THE EAST"

THE BARR
Mercury - Cup Wireless Detector

The most efficient Detector on the market.
Tested by the United States Government and
Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co.

Increases the efficiency of every wireless receiv-
ing set by making the signals clear, sharp and
distinct.

Instantly adjustable at a constant pressure.

For full information and price—write

The Barr Mercury-Cup Detector, Dept. A. The Wyoming, Washington, D. C

I

THCSARR MERCURY -CUP DETECTOR

|t_-figmlLEARN TELEGRAPHY^&Sff*—7_I_-MORSE AND WIRELESS-".

" THERE'S MONEYIN IT**

TEACH YOURSELF
In half the usual time, at trifling cost, with the
wonderful Automatic Transmitter. THE OMNIGRAPH.
Sends unlimited Morse or Continental messages, at
any speed, just as an expert operator would.

Adopted by U. S. Gov't. 4 ttylet. Catalogue Jreo*

OMNIGRAPH MFG. CO.
39L Cortlandt St. New York

20000 meter long wave tuner
Works on any aerial overhead or loop.

Involute coils machine wound. Five taps
P. & S. round or square pattern. Weight,
2 lbs. Formica top, nickle plated parts. Wir-
ing diagram on bottom. No delicate tuning,
throw the switch and
copy all the arc sta-

tions. Tunes from
4000

_
M. up. Coils

set in special wax.
Works through worst
static. Foreign orders
solicited. Price $15,
delivered to you any-
where in the world.

TRESCO
Davenport, Iowa

BOYS
How would you like to

iave this ghastly warning
hanging in your room?
It will make your station

or den look big and com-
mand respect. It is the

neatest sign made. Printed In bright red with big bold
letters on stiff cardboard. 7%" i WVt". Price 20c.
3 for 50c. postpaid anywhere. Don't miss this op-
portunity.

LEONARD BECK
102 Beach 65 St., Arverne, N. Y.

\om benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.

"Source New York?"
"I have an idea that it is. But it is being

distributed rather widely by agents. But
what's the idea. How'd you. . . .

?"

"Have you got Watkins and bhort under
suspicion?" broke in Stevenson.

"Yes, but how the devil'd you know. Is

there a leak?"

"No, your department's O.K. Cut 1

think I'll have a bit of information for

you shortly. Well, so long for the time,

and remember me to the boys."

Then again followed weeks of silence be-

tween Bordinage and Larnelle. Stevenson
experienced fears that they had intercom-
municated thru other channeds and that,

whoever they were, they had fled.

However, his fears w ; dispelled when
a few days later, amid the agony columns,
appeared the following code to Larnelle

:

"Larnelle to ignorant to of Europe pos-

sible plan followed at with goods nine to-

morrow arranged. Bordinage."
Stevenson decided that the "S" was the

first part of a reference to the Secret Serv-
ice, and with his knowledge that the law
was closing in upon the probable counter-
feiters, it was doubtless to enlighten Lar-
nelle of the increasing danger. "Europe
possible plan followed," if the foregoing
were true, tended to show the contemplated
method of escape. The completion of the

message in the evening would, of course,

verify his conjecture, but if the conspira-
tors were then told to disembark by a pre-

viously arranged plan designated by a letter

or numeral, it would be impossible to inter-

cept them.
Again calling up Washington the ex-

secret service man communicated with
Chief Langford.

"Hello, Lang, old boy? How about that

'queer' you and I talked about. Contem-
plating arrests, aren't you?"

"Yes, but we can!t find exactly where
under the sun they're \vurking from. It

also seems that somehow or another they're

on to us. I haven't the slightest idea where
they get their information. But where'd
you get yours? How the deuce!"
"How are your directions sent to your

deputies in this city?" inquired Stevenson.
"Special delivery and wireless ; but that's

not it; it's all in code."

"Oh," murmured the radio man, compre-
hensibly. "Well, have a squad of men up
here at nine P. M. to-morrow and I think

you'll get them all with the possible ex-
ception of the leader. But you'll have to

get me permission to use the Brooklyn
Navy Station this evening. It is the only

way you can get any of them. They'll be

gone by to-morrow. Can't explain any
more on the 'phone."

"What! Well, I'll take your word for

it, but it is beyond me. No mistakes now,
Steve. The permit'll be there before you.

And, say, I'll be in the city myself."

Stevenson hung up, and with pencil and
paper worked long and zealously at the

"personal." When he raised his pencil an
hour later, there was before him a sup-

plement similar to that sent by Bordinage
7'ia the aid, but one, which, when placed

with the personal, would convey Steven-
son's orders to Larnelle.

The same evening his face glowed with
appreciation as his fingers clasped the key
at the Navy Yard's station, to which Lang-
fords' permit had gained him quick admit-
tance.

A half-hour before the usual time of the

Bordinage messages, he called "Larnelle

Larnelle Larnelle." His wave length was
two-thousand, five-hundred meters—that

previously employed by Larnelle—and the

slightly subdued quenched tone of the

navy's roar was so similar to that of Bor-
dinaee's that anvone but a professional

operator would fail to detect the difference.

"Bordinage Bordinage," he signed, and
shortly came the amateurish reply from
Larnelle.
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These Up-to-Date Books

Will Save You Money
No. 5—WIRELESS CONSTRUC-
TION AND INSTALLATION FOR
BEGINNERS describes In detail

with working drawings, how to

make simple but efficient sending
and receiving sets at lowest pos-

sible cost. 73 pages. CO illustra-

tions.

No. 3—LESSONS in WIRELESS
TELEGRAPHY should be owned
by every amateur. 35 clear les-

sons covering all principles from
aerials to end hisses and audions,

so you can understand how they

work.

No. 6—EXPERIMENTAL WIRE-
LESS CONSTRUCTION with
working drawings and detailed in-

structions for building spark coils,

transformers, tuners, couplers,

condensers, detectors, etc. (More

advanced than No. 5 book.)

HOME MADE ELECTRICAL
APPARATUS (in 3 parts),

with details and working

drawings, taken from real

apparatus. Vol. 1—Static

machines, batteries, storage

cells, rectifiers etc., etc.

Vol. 2—Voltmeters, ammet-
ers, telegraph and telephone

instruments, shocking coils,

spark coils, experiments, etc.

Vol. 3—Dynamos, motors, electric engines, min-

iature lighting, wireless, Tesla coils, electro-

plating, etc.

Get Them Now—Price May Have to Ad-vance
Any Day

Price now 30c each. Postpaid

COLE & MORGAN, Inc.
Publishers

Dept. 4, 19 Park Place, New York, N. Y.

Announcement

Leo J. Meyberg Co.

Announce they have bought

the business of

Haller Cunningham Elec-

tric Co.

428 Market St.

San Francisco

and that they have no connec-
tion with any other concern.

Send 4 cents for our catalog of Amateur
Wireless Apparatus

AMERICAN ELECTRO TECHNICAL APPL.CO.
235 Fullon Street, N. Y. City Tel. Cort. 3153

BATTERIES—SPECIAL TYPE FOR AUDIONS
Uetec.ors, Condensers, Variom-

„ eters, Loose Couplers. Tuners.
| Bakelite, Brandos Head Sets,

n i ll llllinTnill Arn,y IIeai1 Iian <ls, Binding
Hl "i 1^ Posts, Knobs. Levers. Sliders

Contact Points. Switch Knohs,
etc. De Forest's High-Class
Mfg. Radio Parts on hand.

"Catalog delayed beyond our control. It will be sent
to thnsi- who li-'v asked before tha 1st nf Ocoher "

Going Up !

It gives dandy results

and h worth much
more than $10.50.

Order one now.

Send 2-cent
stamp for bulletin.

COLBY'S TELEGRAPH SCHOOL, AUBURN, N. Y.

"Shut down wave length to two-hundred
meters and keep it there," ordered the ap-
parent Bordinage. There was but one dan-
ger, namely, that the genuine Bordinage,
listening in, .should overhear the orders
given to his confederate. But this was not
the case.

With the wave as short as the present
one, the danger of Bordinairc's receiving
the following message from Stevenson was
nil, and it would be equally impossible for

Larnelle to cop" the bona fide communica-
tion from Bordinage in the old wave
length.

Stevenson tapt out

:

"S. on doings as method communication
not now as be" 840 w. 80 at P. M. all Bor-
dinage." The "840 W. 80" being the resi-

dence of Stevenson.
When combined with the personal of that

day, the full message read

:

"Larnelle: S. S. onto doings. Ignorant
as to method of communication. Europe
not possible now. Plan as followed : Be at

840 W. 80 with all poods at nine P. M.
All arranged. Bordinage."
As he threw in his switch for receiving,

the "O. K. Larnelle" ticked in his ears,

followed, as he returned to the former
meterage, by a crashing, high-pitched call

for the Brooklyn Navy Yard from a Cana-
dian Station at Q . In the midst of the

communication the sender quit abruptly

and apparently from t same station came
the call, "Larnelle Larnelle, Bordinage."

Stevenson switched to a rotary gap, and,

running it slowly, answered in the uncer-

tain manner of Larnelle. The message
from Bordinage followed:

"....s. on business as method communi-
cation only safety T be landing all at A. M.
as Bordinage."
When Stevenson O.K.'d the message as

Larnelle had done in previous times, the

Canadian station returned and continued
the message where it had left o*L Its tone

and wave length were identical with that

of the Bordinaee station.

At the -completion of the communication,
Stevenson handed the 'phones to the regu-

lar operator and compared the Bordinage
message •. ith the personal. Decoded it

read :

"Larnelle : S. S. onto business. Ignorant
as to method of communication. Europe
only possible safety. Plan "T" followed

:

Be at landing with all goods at nine A.M.
as arranged. Bordinage."
His conjecture was correct ; the 1 ' intended

to flee.

As Stevenson made his way homeward,
a possible explanation for the interruption

of the Canadian station occurred-

to him.
Upon reaching his quarters he immediately
got in touch with the New York Branch
of the LT. S. Secret Service.

"Hello. . .Langford arrive yet?. . .No?. .

.

Well, as soon as he gets in, send him over
to Stevenson's.... ves, important."

Earlv that morning, Langford, tired from
a sleepless journey on the Washington flier,

arrived at Stevenson's dwelling.
The friends shook hands and Stevenson

inquired :

"The men, will they get here this even-
ing?"

"Sure, they'll all be here, but what's this

something 'important' you want and then
me for your bed."
"This is it : I think that we can get hold

of the leader also. Here is my whole
plan...." and he recounted to the amazed
Langford how he had first caught on to

the i i ft of things.

"But how under the sun could they have
deciphered our codes?" demanded the se-

cret service man.
"A person of sufficient ingenuity to for-

mulate a cipher of the cleverness that Bor-
dinage employed should have no trouble in

decoding those of vours which he received
thru the air But for the last part of
the plan. Have extradition papers ready

MURL0CK No. 55

2000 Ohm Set $4.50
3000 Ohm Set 5.50

WHY PAY MORE?
Here are receivers that will respond to

the feeblest signals. They are un-
questionably

SENSITIVE
Here are receivers so rugged in con-
struction that they will keep their sen-
sitive adjustment longer than any
others made. They are unquestionably

DURABLE
Here are receivers fitted with every
accessory tending to comfort and con-
venience. They are unquestionably

COMFORTABLE
Here are receivers designed to have
100% perfect appearance. They are
unquestionably

GOOD LOOKING
They fill every requirement in every
respect, at prices considerably under
any obtainable anywhere.

WHY PAY MORE?
The demand for our receivers and
other MURDOCK apparatus has been
so great that we advise early orders if

you wish to secure prompt service.

Bulletin J9B sent free on request

WM. J. MURDOCK CO.
55 Carter Street, Chelsea, Mass.

509 Mission Street, San Francisco

Star Storage Batteries
More Dependable

Lower in Price

The BEST Guarantee
Liberal discounts to dealers ; write for

particulars.

THE
STAR STORAGE BATTERY CO

Manufacturers of

Automobile Starting and
Lighting Batteries

Muncie, Ind. U. S. A.

CTIinYT.ean to recognize the marks that nature lias
• I Hill stamped all over the human form. Look through

II IIMAM and beyond the deceptive smile Know the strong
nUIYIHll and weak points of those vou meet. Send 5 cents

in stamps for "PERSONAL POWER", a little

NATURF 1lno!i ,nat "" ,]s I,IIW Address P A. Koss. Secre-tin I UHL tnv Progress League. 31 Union Sq., N. Y. City

) on benefit by mentioning the ''Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advert!.
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HIGH SCHOOL
COURSE In
TWO YEARS
YOU ARE BADLY if you lack

HANDICAPPED High Scho • 1

traini ng.
You cannot attain business or social

prominence. You are barred from
a successful business career, from
the leading professions, from well-

paid civil service jobs, from teaching
and college entrance. In fact, em-
ployers of practically all worth-while
positions demand High School train-

ing. You can't hope to succeed in

the face of this handicap. But you
can remove it. Let the American
School help you.

FIT YOURSELF FOR A
DIG ffllfUDE This Course.
aaatm r«aHW«M» which has been
prepared by some of Americans leading pro-
fessors, will broaden your mind, and make
you keen, alert and capable. It is complete,
simplified and up-to-date. It covers all sub-
jects Riven in a resident school and meets ah
requirements of a High School training.
From the first lesson to the last you are
carefully examined and coached.

USE SPARE fINE ONLY
Most people idle awayfifty hours a week.

Probably you do. Use only one-fifth of your
wasted hours for study and you can remove
yourpresent handicap within twoyears. You
will enjoy the lessons and the knowledge
you will gain will well repay the time spent
in study.

YOU BUN NO
IB I ft£ ^° tnat you triay see f°r

Bra 9 $P Sr5 yoursi If howthorough and
complete our training is,

we invite you to t^e ten lessons in the High
School Course—or any course of specialized
training in the coupon below—before decid-
ing whether you wish to continue. If you
are not then satisfied, we will refund your
money in full. We absolutely guarantee
satisfaction. On that basis you owe it to
yourself to make the test.
Check and mail t!:e coupon NOW for full

particulars and Free Bulletin.

AMERICAN SCHOOL
Of CORRESPONDENCE

Dept. H-268 Chicago, Illinois

Explain how I can qualify
for the position checked.

mr
..High School Graduate Lawyer
..Electrical Engineer Business Manager
..Elec. Light&Power Supt Certified Pub. Accountan

..Accountant and Auditor

..Bookkeeper

...Stenographer
..Fire Insurance Expert
..Sanitary Engineer
...Master Flumber
..Heating & Vent. Engineer
..Automobile Engineer
..Automobile Repairman
..Airplane Mechanic

neral Education Course

..Hydroelectric Engineer
Telephone Engineer
Telegraph Engineer
"Wireless Operator
Architect
Building Contractor
Civil Engineer
Structural Engineer
Mechanical Engineer
Shop Snnerintendent
Steam Engineer
Draftsman and Designer Common School Branches

Name

Address..

from Canada for one Bordinage, and also

a squad of Canauian {.lam-clothes men
watching the wireless operator at Q
read)' to arrest him the minute you tele-

phone the word. Of course, I'm not sure

he's the man ; but if so, by to-night I'll get

hold of sufficient evidence to demand his

arrest."

"Why not, after the capture cf the crim-
inals, get the men themselves to tell the

whereabouts of Bordinage? That seems
the simplest way," argued Langford.

"Because," returned the radio man, "I

doubt if they really know who or where
lie is. He has played one of the safest

games in the annals of crime. And also

I will require the use of the Brooklyn
Navy Yard station for the whole day. You
remain here to direct the capture of the

men."
Before noon, Stevenson again journeyed

to the Navy Yard, where Langford's influ-

ence gained him control of the key.

He had scarcely seated himself, when the

operator at the Canadian station at Q
signaled an outgoing ship. Stevenson threw
on his sending apparatus and called "Bor-
dinage, Bordinage, Bordinage, Larnelle."

There was no danger of Larnelle hearing
for the wave was in the upper hundreds
and Larnelle, in obedience to the orders of

apparently, Bordinage, had reduced to two-
hundred.
There was no response to his call of

"Bordinage."
A few minutes later the same Canadian

operator transmitted the weather reports

relayed from the astronomical station at St.

Johns. Again Stevenson made a futile at-

tempt to call Bordinage.
Thruout the afternoon an J evening, ex-

cept when the navy station was operated

for government use, and only when the Ca-
nadian operator was busy, the hobbyist

vainly endeavored to reach Bordinage.
Shortly after nine, Langford entered and

announced that the active members of the

gang, including Larnelle, coming to Ste-

venson's home, had been arrested with little

difficulty. Thev had brought the "goods,"

five boxes of tightly packed ten-dollar bills.

Stevenson had been correct. They protest

ignorance as to the whereabouts of their

leader.

The radio man motioned for quiet and
again listened to the Canadian operator in

communication with an Atlantic vessel.

"How about this Bordinage," broke in

l.aneford.

"I'm going to get him now," responded
Stevenson.
A moment after the man at Q had

completed his orders to the ship, Steven-
son prest the key with

:

"Bordinage, Bordinage, Bordinage."
It was the first time he had flashed the

call zvhen the Canadian operator had not

been transmitting. "Larnelle Larnelle" he
signed.

Silence for the moment.
Then back crashed the acknowledgment

in the high-pitched tone of the Q sta-

tion. "Larnelle Larnelle, Bordinage."
A coincidence was impossible ! By a

process of elimination the operator at

Q and Bordinage were the same?
The light from t'te powerful nitrogen

bulbs flooded the trans-Atlantic station at

Q
, and, reflected from the polished in-'

strnments, dimmed the pale glow of the

Audions into almost obliteration.

One of the two men in the outer office

noiselessly r;nlaced the Long Distance
'phone linen th; desk.

The radio man moved nervously in a

swivel chair, as for the fifth time in half

as many minutes, he had screeched out to

the unresponsive T arnelle.

Feeling a hand on his shoulder, he

whirled in his seat and faced—a represen-

tative of the Canadian Secret Service.

(The End.)

WIRELESS
OPERATORS

are in

GreatDemand
OIG salaries paid
*-* to trained men.
Our course of in-

struction will qualify

you rapidly for an ex-
cellent position. Un-
usual opportunity to

see the world.
Autumn classes just

starting. Enroll now.
Terms moderate.

Easy payments.

Eastern District Y. M. C. A.
179 Marcy Avenue

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Telephone Williamsburg 3800

Memorize Continental Code
Almost Instantly

My method is the short cut. Complete
Chart and full instructions 10 cents.

C. K. DODGE
MAMARONECK, N. Y.

Make your own "Wireless," also Dynamos, Bat-
teries, Motors, Telegraph, Telephone, Lights, Bolls
Alarms, Coils, Current Reverser, Electric Engines, etc!
Book with 75 Illustrations; by experts so anyone carl
understand it. With Catalog. Ali 10c, 3 for25c [3»

J. C. Dorn, 705 S. Michigan St., Dept. 22, Chicago. Ills.

Arnold
J. F. ARNOLD

Loose Couplers
Combination Loose Coup-
ler Parts and accessories.

Send 3c stamp for lit-

erature which is sure
to interest you.

2082 Lexington Av. N Y
Established 1910

Universal Radio System
Up to the minute radio apparatus for pro-

gressive users who can recogJiize quality.

Send stamp for catalogue.

Universal Radio Mfg. Corp.
Dept. W Elmira, N. Y.

/^Sale on Dry Cells^
We have, in stock a quantit'- of slightly used batteries

which we are closing out ; , $1.25 PER DOZ. These
cells will be shipped by express only. Send money order
or cash, in registered letter—no stamps accepted. Five
cents will bring our illustrated catalogue showing other
bargains in Ihe electrical line.

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTY CO.
Dept. E., 128 So. 11th St.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Dept. E.. 48 So. Front St., Columbus, Ohio

SEND TO-DAY

For Catalog for Complete Line of

Receiving Apparatus
REMLER RADIO MFG. CO.

'

163 Sutter St. San Francisco, Calif.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimei when writing to advertiser:.
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"Wireless!
KNOB AND SWITCH
LEVER—Mounted on brass?

bearing and shaft, threaded
fi-32, two inches long.

Lever securely fastened to

knob. Each 40 cents, post-
age 4 cents.

KNOBS as illustrated above as
used on switch lVix% with
hole for mounting, each 20c
postpaid.

Consolidated Radio Call Book, postpaid, $1.00

CONTACT TOINTS 7/32x7/32 Brass with
screw for mounting. Postpaid 25c per doz.

Cakellto-Dllccto panels, about
9'/2 x 19 x (4 B'ack XX $4.00
19 x 19 X 'A Black XX 8.00

9'/2 x 19 x 3/I6 Black XX 3 00
19 X 19 x 3'I6 Black XX 6.00

Send 5 cents in stamps for our catalog and get on
our mailing list for future bulletins.

A. H. CORWIN & CO.
924 Kinney Building Newark, N. J.

Get Our Prices
on the Wireless Apparatus
ycu need, before buying.

We handle new and second hand in-

struments on which we can save you
money.

All Second Hand Instruments guaranteed to
be in perfect working order.

WHAT DO U NEED?
Send us your list now

Radio Equipment Co.
630X Washington St. Boston, Mass.

PRE-WAR PRICES
Large Stock Immediate Shipment

No. Switch Points Doz. 50 100
626—Vi"x sA" tapped 6-32. . .$.30 $1.00 $1.75
627— 1/4 "x 1/4 "x 1/2" shank 6-32 .36 1.25 2.00
628—Vi"xVi" tapped 6-32. . . .30 .90 1.50

Above prices plain brass finish. Nickeled points
50% advance. Postage extra.

Send card today for Circular G

Shotton Radio Mfg. Company
Successors to

Maguire & Shotton, Albany, N. Y.

P. O. BOX 3, SCRANTON, PA.

SUPERLATIVE
RADIO EQUIPMENT
THE BEST KEY IN THE

COUNTRY
10 Amp. $7.75—20 Amp. $8.25
A three cent stamp will bring
bulletins of this and other higher
grade apparatus.

The Radio Engineering Company
22 St. Paul St. BALTIMORE, MD.

NEW - ORLEANS
WIRELESS SUPPLIES AND

MINERALS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS
Send 6c for Catalogue

L. A. ROSE
4323 MACNOLIA STREET
NEW ORLEANS, LA.

WILCOX PANEL
SWITCH
"The Best"

f/2 In. Radius Tos:paid Price
Comp'ete Twitch, polished brass finish. 50c
Complete Switch, nickel plated finish.. 60c
Knob turned and po'ishe'l 25o
Switch points, brass finish 2c
Switch points, nickel plated finish.... 4o

THE WILCOX LABORATORIES, Lansing, Mich.

NEW 24-CYLINDER LIBERTY
MOTOR.

The War Department has developed a

24-cylinder Liberty motor which has just

been successfully tested at McCook Field.

Originally the Liberty motor was designed
for eight cylinders, then enlarged to

twelve cylinders. The engine used in the

test at McCook Field was built of standard
Liberty twelve ports. The chanf. es were
few, consisting chiefly of the use of two
regular crank case upper halves, one of

which was somewhat altered, and special

design connecting rods.

The following table compares the Lib-
erty 12 and experimental Liberty 24:

HORSE POWER (NORMAL).
Liberty. .. .24 673 Liberty ... .12 400

POUNDS PER H. P. (DRY).
Liberty.... 24 1.97 Liberty. .. .12 2.11

GAS CONSUMPTION (POUND) PER
H. P. AN HOUR.

Liberty. .. .24 .55 Liberty. .. .12 .51

The experimental Liberty 24 compares
favorably with successful tests of foreign

motors of approximately the same power.
An engine of this power, if run at the nor-
mal speed, would enable the use of a com-
paratively large slow-speed propeller with-

out gear reduction, thus increasing propeller

efficiency.

The following table compares the Lib-
erty 24 and various high-powered foreign

motors :

Motor and Country of Mfg. H.P.
Dedion, France 800
Liberty 24, United States *673-73S

Fiat A-14, Italy 600

Rolls-Royce "Candor," England 600
Anzani 20, France 600
Renault 12-M, France 550
Salmson 18-Z, France 500
Napier "Lion,'' England 450

^Experimental, not rated.

The Ellec'dff'flCfal

By H. Winfield Secor.

(Continued from page 658J

down operation is not carefully watched,
the tool is liable to "hog-in," and before
you know what has happened, there is one
grand bang, and there are commutator
segments in sixty-four different parts of
the machine shop. Practical experience
has proven that the best tool for all ordi-

nary commutator work up to 6 to 8 inche:-

in diameter, is a ^-inch to iV-inch piece
of self-hardening steel, ground carefully

to a diamond point with a good clear-

ance. This tool should measure about 11 _•

to 2 inches long, being supported in an
Armstrong or other patent tool holder of
the clamping type. A left-hand tool

holder should be used in turning a com-
mutator. If the commutator is to be ma-
chined, then the armature is invariably

placed in the lathe with the commutator
facing the tail-stock center. This means
that the tool will be fed from right to

left across the commutator, taking a fin.'

cut, the depth of which can best be judged
by actual experience in turning a few com-
mutators of different sizes. As will be
readily appreciated, great care must be
exercised to quickly release the tool car-

riage feed, as the tool approaches the rear

end of the commutator where the connect-
ing lugs are, or it will "hog in" with dis-

astrous results so far as the mechanical
iob is concerned. On small commutators
it is the best practice unless you are a

skilled Electrical Machinist, and used to

turning commutators, not to use the auto-
matic feed on the lathe carriage and screw,
hut to traverse the carriage and tool along

FIT YOURSELF
FOR THE BIG JOB

T~)nn't hesitate any longer. There is a greater
'l.iiiaml lor l rallied men now than evi*r before

—

gruatur opportunities— bigger pay—more rapid ad-
vancement. It's training that counts now—accurate
knowledge—a complete grasp of your trade.

Books
9 Practical

5 Mechanical

FOR HOME STUDY pave the way to the faf ray en-
velope. Written in non-technical language that any
man can grasp. Send the price- of any book listed
below. We will send the books postpaid—yuu keep
them five days— If not, entirely satisfied return the
books and your money will be refunded in full.

AUTOMOBILE BOOKS
Brookes' Automobile

Handbook. 1319 edi-

tion, by L. E. Erooke3,
pocket size. Leatherette

$2.00

Automobile Ignition.

By H. P. Manly, rock-
et size. Leatherette

$2.00

Automobile Starting

and Lighting. ISy

Manly. 1019 edition
Pocket size. Leatherette

$1.51

The Ford Motor Car
and Truck and Tractor
Attachments. By Manly.
Leatherette $1.50

Automobile Catechism
and Repair Manual

rocket size. Leatherette, $1.25

Practical Oas and Oil Engine Hand-
book. By Brookes. Pocket size >,r?

Traction Farming and Traction Engineering. Cloth,
11.50

ELECTRICAL BOOKS
(All Leatherette binding)

Electric Motors. Direct and Alternating $1 50

Wiring Diagrams and Descriptions
fj'rn

Armature and Magnet Winding 19
Modern Electrical Construction $1.50

Drake's Electrical Dictionary |l->0

Drake's Telephone Handbook $1..j0

Alternating Current $1-50

STEAM ENGINEERING
Swingle's Handbook for Steam Engineers and

Electricians Leather $3.00

Complete Examination Questions and Answers
for Marine and Stationary Engineers

Leatherette $2.00

RAILWAY BOOKS
Locomotive Eitgineering Leather $3.00

Locomotive Engine Breakdowns, with Questions
and Answers Leatherette $2 00

First, Second and Third Standard Examination
Questions and Answers for Locomotive Firemen

Leatherette $2.00

SHOP PRACTICE BOOKS
Sheet Metal Workers' Manual Leatherette $2,011

Sheet Metal Work and Pattern Drafting. .Cloth $1.50
Oxy Acetylene Welding and Cutting

Cloth $1.00, Leatherette $1 50

Modern Blacksmithing Cloth $1.00

PAINTING BOOKS
Scene Painting and Bulletin Art Cloth S3. 00
A Show at Show Cards Cloth $3.00
Sign Painting Cloth $3.00

CARPENTRY AND BUILDING
Modern Carpentry 2 vols., Cloth $2 00

The Steel Square. ! vols., Cloth $2.00

GENERAL INSTRUCTION AND REFERENCE
BOOKS

Elementary Chemistry. Self-Taught Cloth $1.00
Complete Courses in Civil Service Cloth $1 50

Practical Handbook for Millwrights Cloth $2.00

L_ Just Out I

SPANISH
"Without aTeacker

FRENCH "I
,

SPANISH I leacticr

GERMAN J

By Professor Philip
Schuyler Allen, Uni-
versity o f Chicago.
An entirely new
home-study series of
moder" foreitm lan-
guages. Simplest,
easiest - to - master
language method ever
Revised.

French, Spanish or
German, pocket
size, cloth

each $1.25

Drake books are for sale at all leading book stores.
Do not accept Substitutes.

Mail the Coupon NOW
Order on our five day money back plan.

FREDERICK J. DRAKE & CO..
1009 Michigan Ave., Chicago. III.

Enclosed find ($ ). for which please Bend
me prepaid the books checked in this adv. (or list
attached). It is agreed that I may return same in 5
days if not entirely satisfied, and money will be re-
funded in full.

Name . .

t ddress

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertiser
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Could You Handle

$100 a Day?
Repair—Rebuild—Retread Tires

the Vanderpool Way
Profits 100% or more. Small in-

vestment. We are the pioneers in

the manufacture of vulcanizers that

guarantee absolutely PERFECT
work.
Business

pours in.

Work
easv to

learn. If

others
have
been suc-

c e s s f u 1

,

so can you be. Write today for

full particulars.

In answering address Dept. U 18

WM. VANDERPOOL CO.
Springfield, O.

anExpert
Anlo and Tracer Mcchan.
Earn $100 to $ -00 a ftlontfi

Young- man, aro you
mechanicaLy inclined?
Come to the Sweeney
School. Learn to bo
an expert. I teach
with tools not boci:3.
Do the work yoursc'.f,
that's the secret of the

SWEENEY SYSTEM
of practical training by xrh.ch 6,000
soldiers were trained fcr U. S. Gov-
ernment and over 20,C:o expert
mechanics. Learn in a few week:;; no previous
experience necessary.

PJJCC Write today for illustrated free catalog:
» iifct showing lmn._:re<"9 of pictures rr.cn
working in new Million Dollar Trade School.

LEARN A TRADE j

SCHOOL OF Auro-TRACTOR-AVIATIC
66 Sweeney bloo. Kansas city.i

SLIGHTLY USED
STANDARD MAKE TIRES
Size New Tubs Trice
30x3 . .$1.R5.

.

t 4.50
. . 2.00.. 5 .00

::ix3>,4 5.50
2 25.' 110

:;u4 . . 2.75.. 6.50
:«x4 . . 2 40.

.

7.50
34x4 . . 2.70. . 8 50
a4x4% . . 2.85. . 10.00

Size New Tube Trice
35x4Mi . .$3.00. .$10.25
30x4%.. 3.50.. 10.50
35x5 .. 3.75.. 11.00
3Hxo .. .. 11.50
37x5 .. 4.00.. 12.00

Special—Brand New
3-X3V4. Curd. .$12.25

Order now. Shipment made the same day.

$1 deposit required with each tire order,
balance ('. O. D., subject to your examination.
Specify whether you desire to have clincher or
straight side tire.

Special cash discount of 5 per cent if full amount
accompanies order.

CENTRAL TIRE & VULCANIZING CO.,
2309 S. STATE ST., Dept. E. E. CHICAGO

Says the Master Mechanic. Tlie Greb
Automatic <^rip Puller is a One-Man
I'uller—Quick-acting, strong and sim-
ple in the extreme. May be locked in

any desired position. A combination
of two or three arms. Heavy Duty
Size capacity 1" to 18"—Junior size

capacity 1" to 7". Two sets of jaws
furnished with each size.

Ten Days' Trial
j.a.ber does not have them we will send you
one. Try it ten day9. If not satisfactory,
r.-turn to us and w<* will refund your money.
V also make the r.RER RIM T OL,

THE GREB CO, 230 Stale Slreel, BOSTON

the commutator by hand. The commutator
rhould revolve at medium speed, it usually

r roving t' best practice to shift the belt

cn the lathe to the center cone on the

stept pulley. De sure to oil the tail-stock

center, or both centers, if the armature
or shaft supporting tlie commutator is sup-

ported at two centers instead of gripping

the rear end of the shaft in the live chuck

;

also watch the tail-center closely, making
sure that it is kept tight, and does not

slowly loosen, or the armature may fly

out of the lathe and be badly damaged.
There are two ways of supporting the

armature or shaft in the lathe ;—in the

first method a dog is secured to the rear

end of the shaft which en^ajes with one

of the slots in the face plate mounted on

the lathe spindle. In the second method,

the commutator end of the shaft, as shown
r.t Fig. 2, is supported on the tail center,

while the rear or pulley end of the shaft

is gript in the lathe chuck. Care must be

taken to accurately center the shaft in_ the

chuck if it is an independent 3 or 4-inch

jaw chuck, and of course, if it is an auto-

matic self-centering chuck, then the shaft

will be centered without trouble, at once.

Do not under any consideration, allow the

chuck jaws to close down on the shaft

directly ; a piece of thin, brass or copper is

placed around the shaft and the jaws of

the chuck are allowed to press on this, so

as not to damage the shaft.

Finishing the commutator : After the

commutator has been turned down, until

all of the burnt spots or low areas have

been cleared up and a new even surface

is seen all around the commutator, it is

ready to be finished or polished. It is

good practice to start finishing the com-

mutator (the tool of course being backed

away from the commutator, or in fact re-

moved from the tool post), by gently apply-

ing a fine cut file. This means a single

cut file and" not a double cut one, and also

one having a fine pitch. After the rough

surface has been pretty well drest down

by a light application of the file applied

over the rotating commutator as evenly as

possible, it can then be finished with fine

sand paper. Some machinists use first a

medium coarse sand paper, and then finish

with a fine sand paper. Emery cloth must

never be used on any commutator, under

any condition whatsoever. Particles of

emery lodge in the mica between the com-

mutator bars, and tend to conduct the cur-

rent, thus short-circuting the bars. Some-

times bad spots will develop in the mica;

thoroly clean out this spot until the white

mica is seen, and all charred portions re-

moved ; this hole is then filled with a few

drops of water glass (sodium and potas-

sium silicate) and this is allowed to harden.

This is a very good insulator, and has

saved many commutators from breaking

down electrically.

Such holes or grooves can be easily

cleaned out by means of the small steel

tool shown at Fig 3 D. These tools are

carried by all electrical and motor men,

and thev are usually constructed from the

ends of broken hack-saw blades, taped up

along the handle portion.

At Fig. 3, several interesting wrinkles

in commutator machine work are shown.

At A, the position of the diamond point

tool is illustrated from above. This tool

should be placed at an angular position as

shown, and so ground that when it comes

up in line with the lugs on the commutator

bars, the side of the tool will not touch

before the point does. Sometimes it is

necessary to take a cut or two over the

radial face of the commutator segment

lugs, and even the edges of these lugs are

frequently turned down. The usual sur-

faces finished on a commutator are shown
r*- 3-F, rr"1 ^priced F. .

A
11 narrow ed"es

MAKE MONEY Don't be
content to
plod along

on a small salary. Be independent. Go in the tire re-
§airing business. One man says "I made $60.00 tl.e first
ay." Others average $2u0 to $600 a month. Very little

capital needed. Jooa plentiful. Every motorist a pos-
sible customer. No experience needed. We teach you.

3M*A*JL!^ Tire Repair Outfit

improved Wrapped Tread Method
Used by Tire Manufacturers

Does as crood work as the big high
priced vulcanizing outfits. A boy
can use it. It's the only vulcanizer
that has Automatic Heat Control, and
can't undercure or overcure a tire.

Requires no watching or regulating.

FREE Book
"How to Open a Tire Repair Shop."
It tells how to make big money.
Don't delay. Write quick.

C. A. SHALER CO.
C210 Fourth St. Waupun, Wisconsin

tart aGarage
Make $100 to $400 a Month
Right in your own neighborhood. Be

a Rahe Trained Motor Mechanic and get
into a good paying business at once 80 000

email towns and rural communities without a
Garage of any kind.

Learn in 6 to 8Weeks
Haily practice on Automobiles. Trucks,

actors — Greatest Training Equip-
ment in A -nerica. All you need
is will to "Learn By Doing."
'No colored applications)

Write for7-Day PnPP
Trial OfferrKEC.
and Big Book **

RAHE AUTO AND
TRACTOR SCHOOL

Dept. 2420 ,
Kansas City, Missouri

No More Spark Plugs
need be bought if you use the

"ALSOP-ALL-SPARK"
the spark intensi-
fler that puts new
life into ciead and
worn out plugs.
You'll never have
to stop and clean
your plugs again if

you equip your car
with the "All-
Spark. " Quickly
attached to any 4-

cylinder car, truck
or tractor. Instant-
ly regulated from
the dash.

Price Complete, $7^2.
Saves Fuel and Spark Plugs. Gives More Speed and
Power. Sparks Carbon Choked Plugs. Causes Per-
fect Combustion. Gives More Powerful Spark. Elimi-
nates Carbon and Vibration.

Order to-day or write for circular.
All-Spark Ignition Co., Inc., I3X Water St., N. Y. C.

Learn Autos and Tractors
Wonderful opportunities constant-
ly offered trained men; we train
you thoroughly to start your own
business or make good money as
motor expert, driver, shop fore-
man, etc.

v ^S&^T ^3 5000 Graduates making
^B^V^SskIIsV good. Catalog Free.

Cleveland Automobile School, 1807 E 24th St., Cleveland,

MARKO
STORAGE BATTERIES

ARE GOOD—TRY ONE
Paul M. Marko & Co., Inc.

1402-1412 Atlantic Ave.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE
This 6 Passenger, 4 cylinder. 37 H. P. BUSH Car—Timken Bearings
—Willard Batteries—2 Unit Starting & Ltg.—116-inch whl. base.
Write at once for the best Automobile Offer in existence—Don'l
wait—Cars guaranteed or money back.

Bl | O l_l Address J. H. Bush, President. Dept. r *»

U 9, |-| MOTOR CO., Bush Temple. Chicago. Illinois
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The Newest Things

IN WIRELESS
Are in These Three Books

LJust Off The Press
RADIO INSTRUMENTS AND MEASUREMENTS
Every amateur should have this bonk as it answers the

Questions you want to ask and covers all phases of

the subject matter indicated by its title.

Cloth Bound, 320 Pages. Price $1.25

THE WIRELESS EXPERIMENTERS' MANUAL
By E. E. Bucher

Mr. Bucher's latest book. The only one that compre-
hensively covers all phases of wireless work, including

the latest practices in both Hadio Telegraphy and
Telephony. Most complete text buolc on these subjects

yet published.
Cloth Bound, Approximately 300 Pages. Price $1.75

HOW TO CONDUCT A RADIO CLUB
By E. E. Bucher

One of the most popular wireless books ever published.

Covers parliamentary procedure, indoor and outdoor ex-

periments, 5. 000-mile receiving sets, use of vacuum
tubes and many other subjects.

Paper Cover, 148 Pages. Price 50o

THE WIRELESS AGE
A monthly magazine that will keep you posted on the

up-to-the-minute things in wireless communication.
Official organ of the National Amateur Wireless As-
sociation.

Price Per Year $2.00

SPECIAL COMBINATION PRICE
All Four for Only $4.50

WIRELESS PRESS
1850 Woolworth Building, New York

"The Livest Catalog in America"
Our big, new electrical cyclopedia
No. 20 is waiting for you. Posi-
tively the most complete Wire- j

less and electrical catalog iu a

print today. 180 Big Pages,
509 illustrations. 300 in
etruments and appara-
tus, etc. Big "Treatise
on Wireless Teleg
raphy." 20 FREB
coupons for our
160-pageFREE
Wireless

Course
20 les-

fc- sons. FREE
Cyclope-

dia No. 20
oeasures 7x5%".

Weight % lb. Beau-
tiful stiff covers.

Send 6 cents in stamps or
coin for which we will send

our latest Cyclopedia Catalog
No. 20 as described.

— 'ELECTRO IMPORTING COMPANY
Y 231 Fulton St., New York City

Telephone Sufferers

!

TOMAraom
High Power Scientific Receiver
Earpiece is tuned to the ear.

It can't confuse nor fatigue. Ab-
sorbs shocks, improves the Hear-
ing and conserves time. For Busy,
Deaf, Nervous. Privacy and Noises.
Guaranteed to suit. (Check or
C. O. D.—Export $2.20). No
Agents.

Evolution Phone Company
48 Greenwich Ave . New York Oitv

WIRELESS Apparatus, Raw Mate-
rials. Magnet wires,

motors, experimenters' needs, novelties listed

in our Catalogue C-3. Assure yourself of

prompt service and right prices by buying from
this world famed, reliable, Experimenters' Sup-
ply House. 99 of every hundred orders re-

ceived shipped within 24 hours. Catalogue C-3
FREE on request.

THE NEWMAN-STERN CO., Cleveland, O.

B-BATTERIES
Standard Signal Corps. TJ. S. Armv
for Vacuum Tubes Type BA-2. fnllv
EuarantPed. at 90c postpaid . Also
YVireless Keceivine and Sending instru-
ments at reasonahle prices. state
wants. Send for bulletin.

22.5 Vnlti
15 Cella

The H. S. Wireless Co.. 164 Ross St.. Brooklyn. N. Y.

sTAMMERER
Send 10 cents for my remarkable
book, "How To Stop Stammering."
Kiil the fear of stammering.
Re education (he key.

The Hatfield Institute, 109 H, Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

EARN MONEY
Stamping Names on Key Tags. $Cft
Either Bex. Spare time. Some make 1/

bend 26c for Tae with your name on and inal rue-

Returned if req..,,ed. Exp. Key Tag Co., Cohoes, N.Y.

or surfaces are invariably machined off

with the hand-feed of the tool rest and
carriage. At Fig. 3-B, there is shown the

proper position of the diamond point tool

turning the commutator, and the point of

the tool is best placed a slight distance

above the center line of the shaft. A
handy sand paper block, several sizes of

which can be made where much commu-
tator work is done, is shown at Fig 3-C.

The curvature of the wooden block over
which the sand paper is stretched, should
approximate that of the perifery of the
commutator. These blocks are extensively
used in cleaning the commutator on motors
and generators in actual operation in fac-

tories, etc. The sand paper is secured in

two slots or by screw clamps on the rear
of the block.

At Fig. 4 the operation of boring out a
commutator to lit a shaft is shown, as

well as the detail of the boring out tool.

Tools for this purpose are available in the
Armstrong or other style of patent clamp-
ing tool, in which a short nib of self-

hardening steel properly sharpened may be
placed, but it is common practice to forge
a tool for this purpose of the pattern
shown. The cutting edge of the tool may
be ground to a diamond point on the
emery wheel, as shown. In some cases

it may expedite the work to use a drill

somewhat smaller than the size of the
shaft, for which the commutator is to be
bored out to fit, placing the drill in a

'chuck held in the tail-stock sleeve. It is

best to have the point of the boring-out
tool slightly above center as before men-
tioned in the use of the turning tool. The
automatic carriage feed, which traverses
the tool either way along the lathe, may
be used and time gained by increasing the
cut a thousandth of an inch or two on
the cross-feed handle. When the tool has
progrest thru the commutator one way

;

thus a new cut will be taken by the boring-
out tool when the carriage is being trav-
ersed back toward the tail-stock. It is

presumed in this case that the commuta-
tor has been accurately centered as re-

gards the outside perifery in the lathe
chuck; also the commutator should not be
gript by the chuck jaws directly, but a
piece of -rV-inch brass or copper for small
commutators, should be placed around the
segments in the manner shown, and the
jaws clamped down.

Inside and outside calipers are necessary
to_ correctly carry out this machine oper-
ation, the outside calipers being first used
to accurately determine the diameter of the
shaft, and the inside calipers are then set
from the other calipers. From time to
time the inside calipers are then tried in

the opening being bored out at the center
of the commutator, and very light cuts
taken toward the last, until the bore is

of the right size to permit the commutator
fitting on to the shaft. In some cases the
commutator has to be bored out so that it

will just fit on the shaft with a little urg-
ing, and it is then held in place by a
key on the shaft. Very small commutators
are usually made to have a driving fit.

In other words, the hole bored out in the
'-ommutator in this case must be a few
thousandths of an inch smaller than the
diameter of the shaft. It is frequently
necessary to apply ice to the shaft, and
heat to the commutator, in order to con-
tract the former and expand the latter, so
n.s to allow the commutator to fit over the
shaft. It may even then require a little

urging with a mallet and a piece of pipe
in order to drive it into place, denendinff
upon how accurately the commutator has
been bored out. In a short time the shaft
will expand and the commutator will con-
tract, thus providing a very firm juncture,
and holdine the commutator rigidly in posi-
tion on the shaft.

(Next installment will appear in the De-
cember issued

Mechanical

Engineering

Learn at Home

!

Employers everywhere are looking for

men with mechanical ability. Splendid sal-

aries and rapid advancement are offered.

There is an easy, delightful way in

which you can learn right at home in

spare time. For 28 years the Interna-

tional Correspondence Schools have been
giving men and women just the training

they need for success in mechanical engi-

neering and more than 203 other subjects.

Hundreds of thousands have stepped into

good positions through I. C. S. help, but
never were opportunities so great as now.

Let the I. C. S. help you. Choose the T. ork you
like best in the coupon below, then mark a id mail
it today. This doesn't obligate you in the least
and it will bring you information that will start

you on a successful career. This is your chanc«.
Don 't let it slip by. Mark and mail this coupon now.

TC»B OUT HERE-

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDFNCE SCHOOLS
BOX 6208, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the
position, or in the subject, before which I mark X.

B ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electrician
Electric Wiring
Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running
Heavy Electric Traction
Electrical Draftsman
Electric Machine Ilesljjner

Telegraph Expert
Practical Telephony
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman

3 Ship Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Toolmaker

D Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveving and Mapping
MINE KOKEM'N OH ENO'lt
ARCHITECT
Architectural Draftsman

Q PLUMBING AND HEATING
Q Sheet Metal Worker

Q CHEMICAL ENGINEER
C SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING MAN

Q Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer
Outdoor Sign Painter
RAILROADER
ILLUSTRATOR

C DESIGNER
BOOKKEEPER

C Stenographer and Typlsd
Cert. Pub. Accountant
Traffic Management

Q Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH

Q STATIONARY ENGINEER
P CIVIL SERVICE

Railway Mail Clerk
Q Textile Overseer or Sunt,

AGRICULTURE
C Navigator |C Spantab

C PonltrjRalsIng- lO French
_J Antomobiles MZJ Italian

Present
Occupation.

Street
and No

City.

WANTED-Railway Mail Clerks

Franklin Institute

Dept. L 101, Rochester, N. Y.

Sirs : Send me without charge

Average $1 17
Month
Common ed-
ucation, pull ^?

Af"n-Bovs
r ^ amination questions ; list of other

18 to 35 '^P government jobs now open, and
free book describing them.

sample Railway Mail Clerk Ex-
amination questions;

Name

.

INSYDETYRESIniier Armor
Double mileagj. prevent blo y-

outs and punctures. Easily applied to any tiro.Thousands sold. Details free. Agents wanted.
Amer.Acr-.sserlos Co.. DeptSj.Cincinnati
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Study Chemistry
with the aid of one of our chem-

ical and apparatus sets. They
contain all the chemicals and ap-

paratus necessary to perform

practically every experiment

found in any text hook.

All Chemicals rre Contained in Class !bttl33

Chemical Set No. 1 $13.50
Apparatus Set No. 1— 11.75
Chemical Set No. 2 20.50
Apparatus Set No. 2— 31.25
Chemical Set No. 3— 54.25
Apparatus Set No. 3— 55.00

Write for particulars which

state quantities, etc., of chemicals

and apparatus supplied.

Junior Set No. GO

For those who do not wish so

elaborate a set at first, we have

put out a Junior Set, consisting

of 48 chemicals in glass bottles

and 16 pieces of apparatus.

TKICE .$5.00

Ziegler Experimental Laboratory

47 Judson St. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Use HB Ball bearing
electric Motors

Lower Power- Cost - Bette? Power
JHB Ball Bearing Electric Motors nave greatly on
operating cost. More economical, more dependable,
better lo every way Uian «a.s engine. Trouble
proof, built for heavy duty. Ideal power for fae-il
lory, garage end machine slion.

$20 brings you any HB Motor. Balance on easy termj.-

Service Department Kindly advises on
your requirements. Get their ttdvlce—
FREE—simply state what machinery

«hh to
available. Your power system t.lanne-d

for IM-81 reaolta :.t leout coet. Fin this

ud to your letterhead and mail today
for full Information Ask also about
H B Unitary Charcero. Generators, etc.

HOBARI BROTHERS COMPANY
, Boa tl Sit Troy, Ohio
l.Vi'cc; **fut Maitjfaclutert Siiite lil'S

Rider Agents Wanted
Everywhere to rid?** and exhi- cci=~^ —
tut the new Ranger "Motorbike"
completely equipped with electric

iight and horn, carrier, etand. tool

tmk. coaster-brake, mud gunrda
and anti-skid tires. Choice of 44
other styles* colors and sizes in
the "Ranger" lino of bicycles.

EASY PAYMENTS if desired at
a small advance over our Spec-
ial Factorv-to-Eidcr cash prices.
DELIVERED FREE on approval

and 30 DAYS TRIAL.
Tl B r C Lamps, Wheels,Intd Sundries, ard parts
for all bicvcles—half usual prices.
SEND NO MONEY but tell us exactly w'-

you need. Do not bnv until you get our prices, \\%*
terms and the big FREE catalog. WMI

Ml- A lit CYCLE COMPANY >

IlMtg Pept.L-107, Chicago

SPECIAL K0N-VER-TER SLIDE RULE
The Hamilton KON-VER-TER

slide rule has over 6IIU0 gi aduatlons
nudovor 1K"0 characters on It, will
handle anything in Arithmetic, Alge-
bra. Geometry or Ti is. ThiaBhde, rule
Is Inuso In ull icirtaof the world and is

much simpler to operate than others of
similar lines. Does not require a wiz
ard to use it.

Eventually you will get this mle.
get it now and eavo the extra bother
and expense. Utility rules SI. 00.
Special Da Luxe, white ivory celluloid

12.60, Instructions free. Leatherette
case 60c extra.
_ J. c. HAMILTON 1, CO..

Dept. B 7 Water St., Boston. U.S.

A

Handwriting Tells You Secrets

Be successful. Find out what holds you back.

Send us an ink specimen of your handwriting
and $1.00. Our expert Graphologists will tell

you your faults, virtues, talents, etc. Your $1.00

back if you are not satisfied.

ROBERT R. ROSS, 110 West 40th St., N. Y.

SBe FREE FromTAMMERI NlX
Horns Exercise Course. Results G

NO PAY. Write for full p

Sutherland Course. Educational Blrln

GUARANTEED or I

lartlculars.

. 70-5th Ave - N -
V- I

(Continued from page 640)

Another device, used first by the Ger-
mans and afterward by the Allies, con-
sisted of an insulated cable laid on the

bottom of the sea, mark a passage thru
a mine held or other intricate channel.

One end of it was earthed and an alter-

nating' current was past along it. Delicate

devices were then installed on the vessel,

and these enabled it to follow the cable

accurately. Sir Charles said that by this

means ships were guided for a distance

cf fifty miles and followed the cable with
;:s much precision as a railless electric

street cr.r follows a trolley wire.

BORING INTO THE EARTH FOR POWER.

Sir Charles also discust what England
could do when its coal supplies began to

give out, saying

:

"One cannot but realize that, failing new
and unexpected discoveries in science, such
as harnessing molecular and atomic energy
in matter, the great position of England
cannot be maintained for an indefinite

period. At some time more or less remote,
long before the exhaustion of our coal,

population will gradually migrate to those
countries where natural sources of energy
are most abundant."
He suggested that a new form of en-

ergy might be discovered by sinking a

shaft twelve miles deep, * that is, about
ten times as deep as any in existence. It

would cost $25,000,000 and take about
eighty-five years, but not only would much
useful knowledge concerning the internal

constitution of the earth in relation to min-
erals of high specific gravity be gained
from it, but it might also solve the prob-
lem of obtaining power.

"In Italy, at Lardarello," Sir Charles
said, "boreholes have been sunk which dis-

charge large volumes of high pressure of

steam which is being utilized to generate
about 10,000 horse power by turbines. At
Sol Fatara, near Naples, a similar project
is on foot to supply power to the great

works in the district. It seems, indeed,

probable that in volcanic regions a very
large amount of power may be in future
obtained directly or indirectly by boring
into the earth."

Sir Charles also spoke of the intense

pressure produced by moderate forces clos-

ing up cavities in water. A committee ap-
pointed by the Admiralty investigated dur-
ing the war the rapid corrosion of propeller

blades of some ships performing arduous
duties. It was "found that the corrosion

was due to the intense blows struck upon
the blades of the propellers by the nuclei

of vacuous cavities closing up against them.

Tho the pressure bringing the water to-

gether was only that of one atmosphere,
yet it was proved that a nucleus of 20,000

atmosphere might be produced." Sir

Charles said this great pressure might be

generated under some conditions in rivers

and waterfalls when the velocity in river

current exceeded fifty feet per second, and
was probably as great a source of corrosion
as the washing down of boulders and

I
ebbles.

*This scheme was fully described in Mr.
Oernsbnck's editorial. "Tapping the Earth's
Heat." in the March. 1919, issue of the "Elec-
trical Experimenter."

Electricity furnished by a central station

rumps half of the entire water supply of
Baltimore. Md.

fSend To-day for the"\

"Electrical Workers Friend"

!3-An electrical book of GC motor <t>

drawings with complete instruc- *r

tions lor rewinding and reconnect-
ing A.C. motors. Special at
Or write lur lull particulars of this valuable book.

SMITH & SMITH PUBLISHING CO.
Dept. B. 1524 LOWKlt ST., N.S., PITTSBURGH, PA.

STUDENTS Publishes
cash art as-
signments,

MAGAZINE lessons and
articles on

Ca»1ooning, Designing, Illus-

P anc, Lettering and Chailc-TilkinJ.

Jriticises amateurs' work. Full of in-

formation for artists and art students.

Satisfactory or money refunded. 20c a copy, $1 for 6
Send jtz NOW, Thrift Stamps Taken

G.H. L0CKW00D, Editor, Dept. 536, Kalamazoo, Mich.

CLEARTONE PHONOGRAPHS
$4.00 to $200.00 Retail

Needles 45o per thousand in lots of 500,000
Motors $1.35 to $14.75 each. Tone Arms and
Reproducers $1.30 to $5.75 per set. Main
Springs 20c to 90c each. Records, Neeilles,
Bapphire Points and Parts at reasonable
prices.
Write for our 84 parte catalogue, the onlv one
of Its kind in America, illustrating 33 differ-
ent styles of Tallilnc Machines and over 500
different Phonoirranhic farts.
LUCKY 13 PHONOGRAPH COMPANY

Export Dept 40U E. 12th St.. N. Y T7.S A

HangYourOwn
Lighting Fixtures
Semi-Bowl $5.85. Plate & Ball 85c.

4 light shower $5.35. Completely wired
including glassware. Send for new
catalogue, complete line.

ERIE FIXTURE SUPPLY CO.

Sta. C Erie, Pa.

£ARN$I200AY€AR
IN SPARE
TIME

WRITING ONE PHOTOPLAY a
week right in your own home. We

. j how to TURN YCUR IDEAS INTO
DOLLARS. Demand increasingly Greater than

«_ Supply. Easy, fascinating, instructive work.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY—just common sense and OUR
H&LP to mnktj yo< r "happy thoughts" and dailv experiences
into scenario, Jn the lire* of all people—in Y&UR lile-are
many ntculrnts that will make heart appealing photoplays the
producers are looking for. Write NOW for our Flifc.K h.,.,k

of valuable information and Special price and PRIZE OFFEF1
Chicago Photoplaywright College. Box 27S-E2 Chicago.

STAMMERING
?{£ SPEECH DEFECTS quickly

and permanently corrected at America's Pioneer
School. Founded 1894. Thousands of graduates. Ses-
sions continuous. Dormitories in connection. Scienti-
fic advice gladly given. Literature Free Consult Us.

THE LEWIS SCHOOL, 31 Adelaide Street, Detroit, Mich

LEARN WATCHMAKING
By our PROFIT SHARING plan watchmakers earn
from $40 to $80 per week and the demand for com-
petent nictt is greater than the supply. Write for free book.

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF WATCHMAKING.
Dept. 30, 190 N. Slate Street, Chicago.

BOW LEGS and KNOCK-
KNEES" UNSIGHTLY

Send for booklet showing photos ol men 1

with and without THE PERFECT LEG
FORMS.
PERFECT SALES CO.

140 N. Mayfield Ave., Dept. 50 Chicago, III.

Men Wanted I
To Become Draftsmen
Salary $176-$260 month when competent. Chief
Draftsman will train you personally, also furnish
free all tools and drawing table Training eiven
until placed In position at above salary* Address

CHIEF DRAFTSMAN DORE
Engineer's Equip. Co. . Inc., Div 7448 Chicago

EA BANKERwJB §H Prepare by mail in spare time for this attractive profes-
SS ninn in which there are great opportunities tor both men

Itt tSF and women. Send at once for free book, "How to.£BK^ Become a Banker," by FnG&E G. ALCORN, President.^
American School of Banking, 1 14YleLenQ Bids** Columbu»TO#

Comics, Cartoons, Commer-
cial, Newspaper and Maga-
zine illustrating. Pastel,
'Crayon portraits. "Poster
and Fashion* Earn Bie Money.
Taught by Mail or Local Classes.
Write for illustrated booklet,

terms and Hat of successful puplla

ASSOCIATED ART STUDIOS, I3A Flatlron Bldg.. N. Y.
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By Isabel M. Lewis

(Continued from page 638)

of the sua and that cepheids of longest

period have ten thousand times the lumi-

nosity of the sun and are rarely surpassed

in size by other stars.

Knowing the light-giving power of these

stars at a standard distance from the

periods of their fluctuations, it is easily

possible to find the distance of the clusters

in which they appear by the simple relation-

ship connecting apparent with absolute

brightness for the apparent brightness of

stars of a given magnitude varies inversely

as the square of their distance from us.

This simple method founded on the pecu-

liarities of the cepheid variables has yielded

wonderful results and made it possible to

find the distances of objects so far away
•that their light takes two hundred thousand

years to reach us, as easily as the distance

of a star ten or fifteen light years away can

be found by direct trigonometric measure-

ments of the parallax.

There are many theories to explain the

puzzling cause of the fluctuations of light

of the cenheids. It is doubtful if two stars

are concerned as in the case 'of_ eclipsing

variables, and it is generally believed that

the light variations arise from some change

within the masses of isolated stars, such as

periodic pulsations or internal oscillations

whose course is unknown.

FINDS ANOTHER NEW COMET.
Discover}- of a second new comet in

three days' by the Rev. Joel H. Metcalf

was announced August 20 by the Har-
vard College Observatory. After picking

up in the eastern sky on August 20 the first

of the year's new stray stars, Mr. Metcalf

reported that on the night of the 22(1 at

11 o'clock he found in Bootes constellation

in the western sky another uncharted body,

more conspicuous th the first. The dis-

coverer said it could be seen with a small

telescope.

Verification of Mr. Metcalf's latest find

came in an announcement from Paris of

the independent discovery of the same body

by M. Moriellv of Marseilles the night

after Mr. Metcalf found it. The Harvard
Observatory also verified it by visual and

photographic observation.

The two discoveries of Mr. Metcalf,

which are the latest of many he has made,
occurred at South Hero, Vermont.

AURORA BOREALIS TIES UP
PHONE SERVICE.

Aurora Borealis or "Northern Lights"

tied up the telephone and telegraph lines

of Canada and the United States as far

.south as Kansas City and clear across the

•continent at intervals during the middle of

August. The longer, interrvmtion was
from noon until 12:30 the following day.

when the peak load of both telephone and
telegraph companies is always felt.

Measuring instruments showed that the

'"foreign" current ad broken all known
previous records when it touched 120 volts

at times. Previously, when the effect has
been felt, five volts was enough to cause

trouble, but the record voltage this time
exceeded all scientific records. The worst
previous disturbance from this cause wa*
in 1914.

According to officials of the Western
Union Telceraph Companv the disturbance

paralvzed the New York City service at

intervals.

ELECTRICITY
AS A

PROFESSION
is laden with success—possibilities for you 1 Now,
while this promising profession is comparatively new
and uncrowded, is the time to TRAIN.

The improved and advanced teaching methods of
the School of Engineering of Milwaukee,—their origi-

nal text books, lectures, laboratory experiments and
workshop practice—will quickly train you to develop
yourself, in addition giving you the thorough theo-
retical knowledge and Practical Ability that insure

success.

Five Specialized Departments
have been organized, each complete in itself, covering all branches of electrical in-

struction. Among them is a place for you, no matter what your previous education
or future aims.

College of Electrical Engineering
The B.S. Degree in 3 years, from the College of Electrical Engineering will fit you to
immediately assume positions of importance in the electrical profession. Large expert
faculty of instructors.

Institute of Electrotechnics
A Junior and a Senior Course organized to train young men having either an 8th
grade or part high school education for a promising new profession. Prepares also
for entering College of Electrical Engineering.

School of Practical Electricity
Will train you in one year to become a master electrician. The modern methods,
fully equipped laboratories and latest electrical installations are the result of IS years
of continuous specialization in Electricity.

School of Electrical and Mechanical Drafting
A one year course, requiring no special educational preparation for entrance. Opens a
vast field of opportunity to trie man wno will train.

*
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Now Is The Time To Get The Facts
New Terms Open Jan. 2.

To be fully informed now may save you time and money
later. For complete details and information concerning

'

the course that interests you—Clip the Coupon Now.

Asl; ahout the Students Fraternity
House with Hoard and Room at cost.
Athletics, Glee Club, E.O.T.C. (op-
tional) and Lakeside advantages.

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
OF MILWAUKEE

124-373 Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis

Extension
Department

Offers four special courses in

Electricity, Mathematics,
Drafting, and English. A
practical method of mail
instruction. "Earn While You
Learn" is a most popular and
practical plan at this school. /
A half day of school and /

S

a half day employ- / j
ment satisfactorily / /
combines theory / f I am
and practice. />' est£d"n/ f the below-

/ f marked course/f or courses Kind-

y f ly send me fuil in-

O X formation. Also book-

/ let "Succeed through

/ Electricity."

/ ( ) College of Electrical

«5p / Engineering.

f { ) Institute of Electrotechnics.

? / ( ) School of Practical Electricity.
/ f ( ) School of Mechanical and Elec-

y trical Drafting.

( ) Extension Department,

f ) Earn While You Learn.

Education.

What 15c
Will

out
Washington, the home of the Pathfinder,
has become the World's Capiial and read-
ing the Pathfinder will be like sitting in
the inner council with those who will mold
the world's destiny for thenext generation

tson's Capita!
stamps or coin will bring- you thefl Pathfinder 13The little matter of 15c in stamps or coin will bring- you the I Pathfinder 13

weeks on trial. The Pathfinder is an illustrated weekly, published at the Na-
tion's center, for the Nation; a paper that prints all the news of the world and
tells the truth and only the truth; now in its 27th year. This paper fills the bill

without emptying- the purse; it costs but $1 a year. I f you want to keep posted
on what is groin? on in the world, at the leastexpense of time or money, this is

your means. If you want a paper in your home which is sincere, reliable, entertaining-, wholesome, the Pathfinder is yours. If you
appreciate a paper which puts everything clearly, fairly, briefly—here it is. Send 15c to showthatyou ini^ht like such a paper and we
will send the Pathfinder 13 w«eks. The lfic do**s notreyay us; wo are^lad to invest in new friends. Pathfinder. Box 76 , Washington, D. C.

INDEX
to

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER
SCIENCE & INVENTION

15cFor Vol.

1, 2, 3. 4. 5
EXPERIMENTER PUBL. CO.

Book Dept. 231 Fulton St.. II. Y.
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Health In A Glass Tube
The interesting story of a man "too busy to bother" who appreciated perfect health,

energy and vitality only after he lost it—and how he won it back in a startling way

YOU probably know dozens of people
like my friend John Brainard.

Strong, robust, a human dynamo
for work, a real bull-dog for stamina, and
a very likeable fellow in spite of his entire

lack of sympathy for sickness and sick

people. lie regarded sickness as a mi d sort

of a crime and had such faith in his own
excellent health that he had about as much
sympathy for sick people as, according to

Mark Twain, David had for Goliath, [f you
happened to mention that you didn't feel

extra well, Brainard would say, as

courteously as was absloutely neces-

sary, "T'bad, very sorry"—and you
could almost see the entire matter sail

out of his other ear. Sickness and
suffering were foreign to John Brain-

ard and he couldn't understand it in

other people, that was all.

But as Josh Billings once said,

"Health is like munny. We never have
a true idee uv its value until we lose

it." And quite suddenly John Brainard
realized what ill-health is. Too much
overwork, inconsiderate hours, immod-
erate meals, and general inattention to

his health finally "told on him." One
day I went to his apartments and found
him in bed with a severe attack of

sciatica, but fuming with rage in spite

of the intense pain. "Why should I

have this?—I've been as healthy as a
horse all my life. Why should I be
sick?—hang, it, I won't be sick," and he
jerked himself to a sitting posture only

to fall back in pain upon the pillow.

'For a week John Brainard lay in

bed in intense agony. Those of you
who have suffered from acute sciatica

Sr
rheumatism know what it is. The

octor came and went, but Tuesday
ind Friday when I called, John only

said, with a weak attempt at his former

cheerfulness, "Nothing doing, Frank. They
haven't pushed the right health button yet.

Who was that fellow, anyway, who said

something about 'a man too busy to take

care of his health is like a mechanic too

busy to take care of his tools."

Next day while at lunch with George Con-

rad, our mutual friend, I mentioned about

John's still being so very ill. "Listen, Frank,

old boy," he said, "I don't want to be pre-

sumptuous or anything like that and I cer-

tainly believe that the Doc will fix John

up fine, but there's a treatment which en-

tirely cured my wife of chronic neuralgia,

and now it's bringing total cure to my
cousin, another sciatic sufferer. I think if

John would give it a trial it might help him
some." Ten minutes further conversation

with Conrad convinced me and I went right

over to John's home to "spring it."

"John," I said quietly, as I tip-toed into

his bedroom, "I've got the verv thing. Con-

rad has given me some real facts about what
electric violet rays are doing for people and
I think—"
"Oh," he interrupted, "I don't know, I

don't imagine it can help me."
"Of course you don't know. And you

never will until you try. Now don't talk

foolish, Johnny, old scout. Won't you even

believe your friends? This violet ray treat-

ment has proved what it is."

And then I went on to tell him all I had

learned about violet rav treatment—bow it

had been invented by the great Tesla in 1890,

how it was being used with wonderful sue-

By FRANK HARTLE

cess by eminent physicians all over the world,
how he could use it on himself and it wouldn't
shock him like electricity in other forms, how
it would surely at least help his own sciatica

when it had cured other folks' sciatica, neu-
ralgia, hay fever, asthma, neuritis and dozens
of other diseases, and finally I told him how
it would bring back to him his old "pep,"
vigor, and "knoek-'em-dead" vitality. Then
John rolled over and said, "Alright, if it

brings me out of this blamed bed a well man
I'll swear by it for life. Cart in the dyna-

mo, or whatever it is."

"It's nothing of the

sort," I insisted.

"It's a handy lit-

When I ran that glass tube over my hide'," said John,

felt jast like a local anasthetic on a wild tooth."

tie tube-shaped thing, that attaches to that
electric socket right over your head. And
you can apply it yourself right to your
'hide' without feeling a bit of a shock."

Three days late I had gotten a violet ray
instrument from Chicago and John used it on
his legs and thighs. "Say," he cried, after the

first treatment, "I thought electricity always
shocked a fellow. "Why, when I ran that

glass tube over me and the violet rays fished

around, it just felt like a local anaesthetic on
• a wild tooth. If this keeps up—oh, boy!"

John Brainard got up for good three days
ago for the first time in over two weeks.

Five days' treatment with the violet rays
put him on his feet.

"Where is your 'rheumatiz,' John," I re-

marked yesterday.
"Dunno, Frank, I can't find it anywhere.

It just 'violet-rayed' itself away, I guess,"

"he said, pointing to the instrument in the

bathroom.
"I see you keep it attached."

"Yes, you see my wife discovered that the

best beauty specialists in town used it, and
she—well, my wife's a woman you know."

# * * #

Violet rays have brought good results in

almost every disease and Violetta, being the
most advanced instrument produced and sell-

ing many thousands ahead of all others, is

certain to brine; you the henlth-criving results

you have always wished. But we do not want
you to take our word for it. Judge for your-
self—try it for ten days in your home
before you decide one way or the other.

Now, through the Violetta, you can have

in your own home, the wonderful violet-ray

treatments exactly as given by eminent phy-
sicians and beauty specialists throughout the

country. Now you can rid yourself of Chill-

blains, Colds, Corns, Constipation, Dandruff,.

Deafness, Eczema, Eye Diseases, Hay Fever,

Headache, Goitre, Insomnia, Lumbago, Nerv-
ousness, Neuritis, Obesity, Paralysis, Piles r

Pimples, Pyorrhea, Rheumatism, Skin JJis-

eases, Sore Throat, and many other ailments.

Multiply your bodily health—vitalize your
jierves—double or treble your energy and vi-

tality. Sleep better, increase your strength,

improve your appetite and digestion. Soothe
your nerves, reduce or increase your fleshr

tone and strengthen the entire system, beau-
tify your complexion. All with the Violetta.

Trixie Friganza, the famous actress, says,

"Cheerfully will I add my praise for Violetta.

Its the best 'pain chaser and 'soother' I've

ever had the good fortune to find. It's won-
derful. It cured my brother of neuritis. As
for myself, I use it for facial treatment and
general massage. I cannot say too much for

it." Frank Borzone, of Seattle, Wash-
ington, says: "I purchased the Violetta

for my wife who was suffering from
an acute attack of sciatica. From the
very first treatment it induced peaceful
rest and she is entirely well now."
Scores of letters like these are re-
ceived each day.
The Violetta is not a vibrator. It

is not a machine that contracts the
muscles—it does not shock—it does
not pound the muscles—it is abso-
lutely painless.

Eminent physicians from all over the
country apply the Violetta with won-
derful results. Dr. Bert H. Rice, of

"it
Vinton, Iowa, says: "I have good1

results with the Violetta. Almost in-

stant relief in Facial Neuralgia." Dr.
Daniels, Lisbon, North Dakota, says:

"Have used the Violetta in such cases as
Goitre, Bronchitis, Pleurisy, Neuritis,' Neural-
gia and Lumbago, and find it very beneficial.

In fact, I would not be without it in my
office." Dr. G. B. Duncan, Kewanee, 111., saysr
"The Violetta is the finest thing I ever used to
relieve congestion in any part of the body;
and to relieve pain. Treatments are so
pleasant that all of my patients like it."

Write today for a very interesting little

booklet explaining fully about the Violetta
and how you can try it for ten days before
you decide. Read some of the amazing re-

sults produced in almost every disease. Read
how the Violetta can be attached to any
electric socket and also used where there is.

no electric light. Read how this little instru-
ment, shaped somewhat like a thermos bottle
with a glass tube and bulb at the end, pours
electric energy and vigor into every muscle,,
fibre, cell, and pore of your body. Read'
how you do not have to obligate yourself in:

any way until the Violetta has proven its.

value in your particular case.

Write for this interesting booklet now. Fill1

out the coupon printed below for your fur-
ther convenience, and mail at once. Address-
Bleadon-Dun Company, Dept. 2-J, 326 W.
Madison St., Chicago, 111.

BLEADON-DUN CO., Dept. 2-J, 326 W. Madi*
son St., Chicago—Please send me your free book-
let about the Violetta and ten days' trial offer.

Name.

Address.
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Opportunity Ad-lets
V7 0U will find many remarkable opportunities and real bargains in these columns. It will pay you to read and investigate the offerings

I made every month by reliable firms, dealers and amateurs from all over the country. No matter what you may be seeking, whether sup-

plies automobile accessories, the opportunity to make money, or anything else, you will find listed here the best and most attractive specials

°f

'Advertisements in this section nine cents a word for each insertion. No advertisements for less than 75c accepted. Name and address must

lip included it the above rate Cash should accompany all classified advertisements unless piaced by an accredited advertising agency.

Ten per 'cent discount for 6 issues, 20 per cent discount for 12 issues. Objectionable or misleading advertisements not accepted,

vertisements for the January issue must reach us not later than December 12.

The Circulation of the Experimenter is over 123,000 and climbing every month

723

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INC., 233 Fulton Street, New York, N. Y.
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Anto Accessories.

Fords start easy in cold weather. Will run 34

miles per gallon on cheapest gasoline or half

kerosene using our 1920 carburetors. Increased

•power; styles for all motors; can attach them

yourself. Big profits to agents; money back guar-

antee. 30 days trial. Air Friction Carburetor

Company, 270 Madison St., Dayton, Ohio.

Wanted—Good live Felling agents to sell the

Chainless, Clutchless and Gearless "Dayton Elec-

tric Starting. Lighting and Ignition system for

Ford Cars. Do not make application unless you

can provide a Ford car and buy an outfit for

demonstrating purposes, as "Ford owners are

from Missouri and must be shown. The Uay-

ton Electric Mfg. Co., Dayton, Ohio.

Battery Charging Pays Big Profits. City cur-

rent or gas engine operates. Easy terms. Hobart

Brothers, Troy. Ohio.

Auto Motors and supplies. Buick. Hupp,

Franklin, Michigan, Everett, Hudson, Chalmers.

Both water and air cooled motors, $40.00 each

and up. Bosch Magnetos, $15.00 each and up.

Presto Tanks, $5.00. Coils, Carburetors, Head
Lamps, Horns, Air Compressors, Generators,

Starters. Write for bargain bulletin second hand

auto accessories. Johnston, West End Pittsburg,

Pa.

Vulcanize Rubber without heat or tools. Whirl-

wind seller to every Auto owner. Further par-

licul. rs free. Muscatine Agency, E. E. 402,

Muscatine. Iowa.

Tires—Direct to you prices. Exclusive rep-

resentatives wanted each locality to use and sell

Mellinger Extra Ply Tires. Guarantee Bond
8 000 "Miles. Sample sections furnished. Mel-

linger Tire Company, 980 Oak, Kansas City,

Missouri.

Send one dollar for the Tuffley Puncture De-

tector. A* new invention for quickly locating punc-

tures in the inner tubes of automobiles, .motor-

cycles, and bicycles, in a clean and scientific

-manner without the dirty and sloppy method of

using water. Sent postpaid to any address for

$1. Phil. W. Tufflev, 1456 K. St.. S'n D ego. C.il.

Equip Your Car With Air Brakes. Upon
receipt of $2.00 I will send you Blue prints and

-lull description of my Patented Air Brake. R.

E. Welch, 247 Auzerais Ave., San Jose, California.

A aents Wanted.

Next Saturday you can earn any of the follow-

ing: a five cup detector, two slide tuning coil,

-telegraph outfit two stations, variable condenser,

1000 ohm wireless receiver, ground switch, 400

feet of copper clad aerial wire, high frequency

buzzer, or 8 large aerial insulators for selling

two dozen household necessities that go like wild-

-fire because they sell so cheap. Send your order

-now but no money until you have sold them.

'Hurry, hustle, grab this chance. Leonard Beck,

1298 Carroll St., Bklyn, N. Y.
.

500 Agents Wanted at Once for Mitchell's

Magic Marvel Washing Compound. 300% Profit.

Enormous Repeater. "Washes clothes spotlessly

clean in ten to fifteen minutes. One thousand

other uses in every home. Astounds and de-

lights every woman. Nothing else like it.

Nature's mightiest cleanser. Contains no lye,

lime, acid or wax. Free samples furnished to

boost sales. We positively guarantee the sale

of every package. Exclusive territory. Own
your own business. You cannot fail to make
"big money. Barber, Ohio, made $600 last

-month. Send for free sample and proof. Hurry,
'hustle, grab this chance. L. Mitchell & Co.,

Desk 318. 1312-1314 E. 61st. Clrrago.

Agents wanted to sell our high grade special-

ties. Ivol Supnlv Co., 703 Stanlev St., Schenec-

tady, N. Y. Send stamn for particulars.

Every Woman .vants Silvoplate—Magic Clean-

er that never fails. Sure easy sales plan; main or

sideline; quick profits; prepaid deliveries. Sam-
ple, 10c; dogen, $1.60. L. B. Sutton, Manufac-
turer, D-5. New Oman, Com.
Agents—Free Sample Outfit. Greatest Washing

'Tablet proposition. Enormous profits as much
-as 18c on 25c sale. B. Thayer, 2140 T Clybourn

Ave.. Chi cago. 111.
.

Signs for store and office windows. $50 week
-easily made. Chicago Sign System, G-326 River

'St.. Ch'carro.

Send for free catalog. "Golden Opportunities"

Typewritten tested formulas. Chemical Analysis

trade seerets in everv line. No printed trash.

-Satisfaction guaranteed. Industrial Sales Service,

73 W^Vr'n^ton, Memphis, Tenn.

Agents Wantc'—Cont'd

$10 Daily refinishing chandeliers, brass beds,

automobiles by new method, without capital or ex-

perience. Free particulars and proofs. Write
loday. C.unmctal Co., Ave D, Decatur 111.

Agents—Here is $50.00 to $200.00 weekly prop-
osition. Permanent and repeat. Every office and
home needs Argus Moistener for moistening
stamps and envelopes. Argus paper clips and
pencil and fountain pen holders sell to every man
you show—they are different and better than any
on the market. Write for particulars. Argus
Mfg. Co., 406 No. Paulina St.. Dent. 19. Chicago.

Agents—Something new—fastest sellers and
quickest repeaters on earth. Permanent, easy,

profitable business. Good for $18 to $36 a week.
Address: American Products Co., 1500 American
Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio. ^^^^^^
New Windshield Cloth solves baffling problem.

One wipe cleans rain-blurred windshield. Stays
clear 24 hours. Motorists amazed. Agents get-

ting rich. 300% profit. Exclusive territory.

Cabco Co., Toledo, Ohio.

Insyde Tyres, inner armor for Automobile tires.

Double mileage and prevent punctures and blow-
outs. Quickly applied. Cost little. Demand tre-

mendous. Profits unlimited. Details free. Ar"i r-

ican Automobile Accessories Co., Dept. 54, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

"Klean-Rite"— Best laundry tablet made. Wash-
es clothes without rubbing. Sells like wildfire.

Pays agents biggest profit. Special offer and sample
free. Besco. 3253. E- L. Belleplain, Chicago.

Sell me your Sparetime. Every house a sale.

People all use it. For full particulars address,
The Benninghof Chemical Co., Dept. 552, Hiram,
Ohio.

Walk Agents: Men with spare time and
speciality venders make $5.00 per day upward
canvassing office buildings, banks, and business
offices, selling the famous Calumet Piece-Pipe,
(three pieces,) genuine French Briar. Put up
in attractive individual package. Its sensible
construction makes cleaning easy and appeals to

everybody. Send for proposition. 10,000 bank-
ers have bought and recommend it. The Calu-
met Co., Dept O, Mail Sales Division, Cincinnati,
Ohio.

"

Wonderful Chance. Men's shirts and furnish
ings at wholesale rates or make $10 daily as agent
starting real business. Gooddell Co., 10'2 Duratex
Bldg.. New York.

Beginners—Complete "Mail Order System," C-
Box, 1005 Atlantic City.

Mexican Diamonds flash like genuine, fool ex-

perts, stand tests, yet sell for 1/50 the price.

Few live agents wanted to sell from handsome
sample case. Big profits, pleasant work. Write
today. Mexican Diamond Importing Co., Box F
I Las Cruces, N. Mex.

Agents. Big returns, fast office sellers; par-
ticulars and samples free. One Dip Pen Co., 12

Daily Record Bldg., Baltimore, Md.

Auctioneers.

Auctioneers—Make big money. Free catalog.
Carpenter's Auction School, Kansas City.

Salesmen Wanted.
Side-Line Salesmen—We have an attractive line

of premium assortments for live salesmen. Com-
mission from $5.00 to $20.00 per order. If you
want an up-to-date line, write today. Canfield
Mfg. Co., 4003 Broadway St., Chicago, 111.

Sell the line that hasn't been worked to death.
25% to 31% more than usual for selling staples.

$50 a week easy. $100 a week qtiite common
for those selling our Sanitary Brushes, Dustless
Mops and Dusters. Good territory available.
Promotion for producers. Modern factory and
convenient distributing houses assure good serv-
ice. North Ridge Brush Co., 114 Clark Ave.,
Freeport, 111.

Typewriter Supplies.

Ribnsaver makes dried, pale ribbons like new
for one cent. 50c postpaid. Order yours today.
Ribnsaver Co., 186 La Salle St., Dept. 2, Chicago.
Illinois.

For the Photographer.
Do You Take Pictures? Write for free sample

of our big magazine showing how to make better
pictures and earn monev. American Photography,
465 Pope Building, Boston, Mass.

Business Opportunities.

Abraham Bros.. Shanghai, China, importers
and Exporters desire connections.

Breed Canaries— Profitable pastime—particu-
lars free. Bird Farm, Lynnhaven, Virginia.

Chiropiactic—The new profession. You can
learn and earn your way. Practitioners earn-
ing $3,000 a year and upwards. Proficiency
quickly acquired. Send card for information.
Howard College, 515-25 S. Ashland Blvd., Chi-
ago.

Dollars Yearly in Your Back Yard. No gin-
seng, mushroom dope. New ideas. Investigate.
Particulars free. Metz, 313 East 89, New York.

Money-Talks Magazine. Published for progres-
sive men. Send for sample copy. 70-B Park
Place, Newark, New Jersev.

Copper Plating Powder. Free package and my
original formula, 25c. Instantly and durably Cop-
per Plates steel, iron, tin, etc., by adding water
and applying with a rag. Easily and cheaply
made. Material anywhere. No free samples. John
T. Pierce, 222 East 42nd Street, Los Angeles,
Cal.

Enter a New Business. Earn $3,000 to $6,000
yearly in professional fees making and fitting

a foot specialty. Openings everywhere with all

the trade you can attend to; easily learned by any
one at home in a few weeks, at small expense;
no further capital required ; no goods to buy ; job
hunting, soliciting or agencv. Address Stephen-
son Lnbratorv, 18 Bark P.a'v. Boston. Mass.

$30 a Week. Evenings I made it with a small
Mail Order Business; continued my regular job
daytime. Free Booklet Tells How, 2c postage.
Al h'.xp. Scott, Cnhoes, X. Y

Start a Business of Your Own. Invest $237.
Make from $100 to $200 weekly giving moving
picture shows in schools, churches, societies, etc.

Pleasant evening work. Write for particulars.

W. H. Wade, Dept. 120, 14 N. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago.

Money Making Farms— 19 States. $10 to $100
acre. Stock, tools, crops often included to settle

quickly. Write for big illustrated catalog. E.
A. Strout Farm Agency, 150 EC Nassau St„
New York.

Substantial manufacturing corporation wants
capable men to establish branch and manage
salesmen. $300 to $1,500 necessary. You handle
own money. Will allow expenses to Baltimore
if you will qualify. For particulars address
Secretary, 416 N. Howard St. B-dt :more, Md.

You Can Start your own business with $10.00
if you get my formulas. Send one dollar and
will send you formulas and directions, you can
make over $10,000 yearly. Write Gust Per-
ganson, 224 S. Sixth St., Springfield, 111.

Hurry. New device for indexing. Most won-
derful results. Will sell directly to men of means.
Rev. Emil Meyer, Route 1, Baker, Kan.

Have You A Proposition To Finance? Does
your business need money? Let us solve your
problem. Write K. J. O'ConnT, Secretary, 1

West Thirty-Fourth Street. New York.

$1 Does It. Texas oil land making holders big
money everyday. Bank references furnished. In-
vestigate us thoroughly, that's all we ask. Re-
sults count. Our plan $1 down, balance monthly
few months gives you Warranty Deed to land.
May pay profits $200 or more monthly. Maps,
reports, established facts free. Address, Sourlake
Texas Old Co., 867 De Menil, St. Louis, Mo.

A m a z in g Profits Manufacturing "Puffed
Crisp." Delicious confection. Begin at home.
Machine, instructions complete $6.50. Samples
10 cents. "Besco," 3253-EY Belleplaine, Ave.,
Chicago.

Quick Action Advertising—How it is Building
Business for the Progressive Advertiser of Amer-
ica. A little story of results, told by the
advertisers themselves—not the publisher. You
will be interested in reading this little booklet
which we have prepared for prospective adver-
tisers, a copy of which will be gladly mailed to
you upon request. It tells you how to talk busi-
ness with 1,000,000 intelligent, interested and re-
sponsive Americans every month—men who know
what they want and who have the money to
buy it. Write for particulars and rates—today.
Douglas Wakefield Coutlee, 225 West 39th Street,
New York.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Exchange.

Two analytical balances chemical apparatus and

chemicals. In good shape and cheap. Write for

list. George Burr, 71 Cartwnght, London,
Can ada.

tor Sale or Exchange—One set Hawkins-

Electrical Guides, new. C. C. Cooke, Lewis

Hot el, Portsmouth, Va.

Bargain Boehm, System Clarinet. Will take

omnigraph as part payment. Herbert Erickson,

South Haven, Michigan.

Sell— Electrical set with wooden box, $4.00.

Structo auto-builder, $4.00; Chemical Labratory,

$4.00; Knapp tvpe S. S. dynamo motor, $4.50;

2 V 20 A. H storage battery with hydrometer,

$2.50; Crystaloi detector, $3.25. Send stamp for

descriptions. Raymond Fiedler, 70 Sargent St.,

Lawrence, Mass.

ror -Sale

—

Vi K. W. transmitting set, $25,

Loose coupler, $5.00 Wm. H. Griffiths, 491

Locust Ave., Washington, Pa.

For Sale— First $4.00 takes new $7.50 Knapp
dynamo-motor. John Jones, 257 So. 5 St., Colum-

bia, Pa.

Wanted, bad—January, 1918 Experimenter. Pay

5 0c. Write Paul Lind, Lenore, Ida.

For Sale or Trade— Electrical and wiresless

apparatus. Write for list. What have you?

Sam McMaster, Bellefourche, South Dakota.

Wanted— Bicycle motor attachment. Complete

description. Harry Nelson, Haverstraw, N. Y.

Sell—Flanders 4 with carburetor, magnets,

clutch, tank; telephone; bell ringers; electric fan.-.

Want typewriter. Ralph Oberlin, Ada, Ohio.

Sell— Electrical apparatus. List for stamp.

Patterson, 11 Cottage Street, Stamford, Conn.

For Sale—Two nickel-plated unicycles. (One
Wheel stage bicycles. Each $25. Pyrene

extinguisher, $5. R, Richardson, 1341 Park Rd.,

Wa shington, D. C.

Will Trade valuable patent for lighting out-

fit or small dynamo up to 'A horsepower. Good
reason. State condition, type, strength. F.

S ch lachter, 95 Liberty Street, Oshkosh, Wis.

Will Exchange 'A H. P. Wagner electric motor

either 110 or 220 volts. Cost $65. Want high

grade sending or receiving apparatus. Mack Sim-

mon s,_Vari_AL2t^n^jr£xjis.

For Sale—All kinds of apparatus; Radio in-

cluded. Send for list. Nathan K. Thon, Box

169, Austin, Minnesota.

Exchange—Cont'd

For Sale. Complete Electrical Labratory.

Joseph Saltry, 319 Oak St., Scranton, Pa.

Bargain: Curtiss Biplane, 3 ft., model, $8.50.

Guaranteed to fly. Send for photos. 24 Fors

spark coils, 50c each, 4 for $1.75. 3000 meter

loose coupler, $4.50. Complete arclight. $3.00.

Edw. Webb, New London, Ohio.

Jewelry.

Distinctive Jewelry for Driscriminating buy-

ers. Our prices surprisingly low. We guaran-

tee to save you money. Send for our catalog

and see why. David Stern Company, "Value,

Service, Satisfaction since 1885," Chicago, 111.

Instruction.

Song Poems.

Questions Answered. All subjects. Send for

circular 7. Answerall Information Bureau, 51

Cliff St.. New York.

Cartooning Comics and Lettering in fourteen

easy lessons. Only $3, postpaid. Over 300 illus-

trations. Order yours now. Ernie's School,

Ely ria, Ohio.

Learn Dancing; become popular. All dances

i aught by mail; easy; no music. Thousands
I aught successfully. Write for special offer.

W. C. Peak (Graduate Castle House), Room
2 27, 821 Crescent Place. Chicago.

.

Become a leader at social gatherings. Mystify,

Amuse, Entertain. Learn mind reading. Com-
plete private instructions, 25 cents. Circular

free. Mysto, 633 Prospect Ave., N. Y.

Cornetists—Trombonists : Send for "Free

Pointers." Weak Lips-High Tones. Virtuoso Cor-

net School, Buffalo, N. Y.

Exchange, Buy, Sell. Wireless, electrical goods,

etc. Large list 6c. State what you have and

want. Zehrbach, Box 250. Hiram, O.

Telescope, $3.00; Hawkins Guides, 1 and 2,

$1.75; Astronomy, $1.00; Lowells Mars, $1.75;

Howard Garner, Lawrcnceburg, Kentucky.

Sell—Cyclopedia Applied Electricity, $12.00;

Steven's "Favorite" 22 Rifle, $4.00; Electro

Chemical Laboratory, $2.00; Schreyer, 72 Ridge-

w ood. Place Staten Island.

I have some small motors, tools and instru-

ments. Will exchange for rifles or shotgun.

J. F. K., P. O. Box 18, Akron, Ohio

Fcr Sale: Switchboard with volt and amp
meters auto-cutout, and cell switch, rheostat,

volt meter switch, 4 D. P. S. T. 10 A. switches.

Good condition. Make offer. Warren Lincoln,

North Easton. Mass.

For Sale or Exchange. Shoemakers machine,

new, wall telephone. Extra cabinet ringer. Water
Motor 's motor. Machinists dies and taps. Haw-
kins Guides Masonic Library, School & Refer-

ence Library. Small Ammeter. Harry Clemmer,
017 Fairfa x Ave., N. W., Roanoke, Va.

For Sale. Amateurs complete sending and re-

ceiving set. Send for list of same. Cyril W.
Hooper, Box 404, Republic, Mich.

For Sale. Hammond Portable Typewriter, new.

Write, D. Blodgett, 615 W. Second St., Flint,

Michigan.
,

Trade practically new violet ray for excellent

Vx A. C. Motor, or cash. E. Nihiser, Broadway,
H a g e rstown, Md.

What is offered collectively or separately? All

instruments are guaranteed O. K.—4 sending con-

densers, $3.50 value each. 2 No. .00002 m. f. Re-

ceiving condensers, $10.00 each; 1 $35.00 re-

ceiving transformer; 1 K. W. sending transformer,

value." $60.00. E. Duskis, 1758 Bergen St., Bklyn ,

N. V.
..

Electrical Blueprints of various kinds. See

my ad under "Electrical" this issue. Charles L-

Chittenden.

Wanted. Small gasoline motor buy or ex-

change. B. W. Earl, Edgewater Park, New
J e r s e y^

Murdcck 10 Ampere Marble Base Key, $6;
Hot-wire ammeter, 0-3 amperes, $3; Murdock
three pole antenna switch, $3 ; Brandes Superior

Phones, $4; Moorhead two filament tube, $4; R.

C. Hitchcock. Box 5 50, Middletown, Conn.

Trade. 2'/2 H. P. Motorgo Marine Engine in

perfect condition for 1 K. W. Thordarson flexible

transformer in perfect condition. Complete set I.

C. S. Civil Engineering books for sale, $30 00.

Maurice H. Simmers, 409 So. Campbell »St.,

Macomb, 111.

Musical Instruments.

Violins. Deep, Mellow, Soulful—on credit.

Easy terms for wonderful instrument. Get de-

tails today. Gustav Henr.ing, 231 11th St.,

Miami, Florida.

Old Money Wanted.

We Buy and Sell Old Coins. $2 to $500 each

paid. Keep All Old Money; you may have valu-

able coins. Send 10c for New Ilustrated Coin

Value Book, 4x6. Guaranteed prices. Get

posted. Clarke Coin Co., Box 110, Le Roy,

New York.

Never Sell Old Coins until you see our copy-

righted 6x9 Illustrated Coin Value Book (New
Edition) —showing high prices we pay $100

paid for 1894 dime, S Mint. $5.00 for 1856 Eagle

Cent. Send 10c for your copy today. Hundreds
of old coins wanted. International Coin Co., Box
151-P. Philadelphia, Pa.

Stamps and Coins.

Free— 10 varieties unused stamps. (Fine.) Post-

age, 2c. Dayton, East Foxhoro, Mass.

Premium to approval applica.ts. Harland Bur-

gett, 419 Spring St., Lima, Ohio.
,

Stamps—Packet, catalog over $2 for only 25c.

100 from 100 countries, 30c. O. Chartico, Walling-

ford. Cc

50 Different Stamps, 3c. 100 different, 10c

Puck ev. 412-B Bowen St., Dayton, Ohio.

Best one cent approvals in America. F. P.

H and, 1117 S. 60th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

South America. Buy direct. 1000 fine assorted

Paraguay, LTruguay, etc., for a $2 bill. Ex-

change rare stamps with collectors and dealers

;

lots or on sheets. C. P. Mego, Necochea 193,

Lomas Dezamora, Argentine Republic.

100 Different Stamps, 12c; 200 27c. Michaels,

5600 Prairie, Chicago.

300 different stamps, 50c. Fred Onken, 630

7Qth St., Brooklyn, New York.

Stamps—61 All Different Free. Postage, 3c.

Menti on paper. Quaker Stamp Co., Toledo, O.

California Gold, Quarter size; 27c. Half dollar

size; 53c. Columbia Nickel and Catalog, 10c

Norman Shultz. King City. Mo.

Health.

Write the Words for a Song. We write music
and guarantee publisher's acceptance. Submit
poems on war, love or any subject. Chester
Music Co., 920 So. Michigan Ave., Room 265,
Chicago, 111.

Song-writers' Manual and Guide Sent Free t

Contains valuable instructions and advice. Sub-
mit song-poems for examination. We will fur-

nish music, copyright and facilitate publication!

or sale. Knickerbocker Studios, 319 Gaiety Bldg.,
New York.

Write the Words for a Song. We revise poems,
write music and guarantee to secure publica-
tion. Submit poems on any subject. Broadway
Studios, 197C Fitzgerald Bldg, New York.

You Write Words For A Song. We write the
music, publish and secure a copyright. Submit
Poems on any subject. The Metropolitan Studios,
914 So. Michigan Ave., Room 113, Chicago, 111.

Tobacco Habit Conquered. $1 prepaid En-

tirely new. Guaranteed. Harrison, 105 Walker,

Evansville, Tnd.

Pyorrhea, (Bigg's Disease—Bleeding or Swol-

len Gums.) H. E. Kelty, D. D. S., M. D.,

pyorrhea specialist for 15 years, has developed a

successful home treatment for pyorrhea, puri-

fying, healing, preventative. Full month s treat-

ment, $1 postpaid. Or, write for free booklet.

Pyorem Mfg. Co., 439 Seventh Street, Brooklyn,

New York.

Cigarette, pipe or chewing habit conquered.

Nature's method. Guaranteed Write for free

brochure. Edw. J. Woods, TA-300, Station F,

New York.
,

Goiter—Rid yourself of this terrible disease

• t home, cure guaranteed or money refunded;

formula and full directions for using this won-

derful new discovery, sent to all sufferers
;

Price,

$2.00. P. O. or express money order

Wellington Labratories, No. 40 15th

Mich.

Address :

St., Detroit,

Song Writers.

Song Writers—You cannot afford to miss our
proposition. Reference at any bank for first-

class sheet music house. Warner C. Williams
& Co., Dept. L, Indianapolis, Ind.

Short Stories, Manuscripts, Wanted
Short Stories, Poems, Plays Etc., are wanted

for publication. Literary Bureau, 165 Hannibal,
Mo.

Tricks, Puzzles and Games.

Illusions—Stage Tricks with 500 illustrations,
catalogue, 15c. Small catalogue free. Hornmann
Magic Company, 304 West 34th Street, New York.

Magic Card Tricks, Sensational Escapes, Jokes,
Novelties, everything in the amusement line.

Large illustrated catalogue of a thousand tricks,

free. Write today, largest amusement manufac-
turers in the world. Heaney Magic Co., Desk
200, Berlin, Wisconsin.

Black Art Hindoo experiments. 1919 edition.

25c. Invisible ink. Free trick. Catalogue each
order. Lindhorst Magic X Shop, St. Louis.

Magic Pictures complete outfit for making,
10c. Greatest fun producer on earth. R. E.
Mclntyre, General Post Office, New York City.

Magic. Entertain at home. Tricks, puzzles,
novelties. Big Catalogue A, 25c. Martinka &
Co., Inc., Harry Houdini, President, 493 Sixth
Avenue, New York City.

Novelties.

Something New! Have you seen them? Cur-
iously mysterious Wonder Shaving. Novelties
imported from Japan. Little wooden pieces, when
dropped into water, open up, turning into fish,

flowers, orange trees, birds, babies, in all colors-
Children laugh while old folks are mystified. En-
tertaining and amusing to invalids or in sick-
room. One dozen assorted, all colors, in pretty-

package with directions, price 15 cents, 3 pack-
ages, 35 cents. Excellent for entertaining dinner
parties, used as favors, they create talk. One
dozen packages sent prepaid for $1.00. Send
now. Be first to have these novelties. Address
George P. Heinemann, 1424 Rosemont, Ave.,
Chicago, 111.

Here, Boys. Make a toy aeroplane; see our
Nifty, ad, page 678.

Pictures—Post Cards.

Rare Real Photos; Bathing beauties, models,
the kind you want. Sample Dime. Write, (Ar-
tiste,) Auburn, Ind.

Wonders of New York, 25 views, illustrated,

25c, cash. John Notes, 90 Division St., New
York.

Real Photos. Handsome girl models. Rare
poses. Samples, 25c. Garvey, Dept. E-, 20 Perk-
ins Place, Brockton, Mass.

Phonographs.

"Build Your Own Phonographs and manufac-
ture them for profit. Drawing, Instructions,

Parts Price List. Blue Print, etc., complete
sent free upon request. Write today. Asso-
ciated Phonograph Co., Pept. EI, Cincinnati."

Build Your Phonograph. "Perfection" high-
quality spring and electric motors, tone arms,,

reproducers. Wonderful results. Big saving.

New catalog and building instructions mailed:

for ten cents. Indiana Phonograph Supply Co.,

Indianapolis, Ind.

Music For Christmas. Our prices on standard!

talking machines so low you cannot afford to be
without one in your home. Send for our catalog.

You'll save' money. David Sttern Company,
"Value, Service, Satisfaction since 1885," Chi-

cago, IlL

Make Your Own Phonograph. Particulars free.

DeSelO-PhonE, P. O. Box 720, Attica, Indiana.

You benefit by mentioning the 'Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Electrical Supplies "n(l Appliances.

Battery Charging pays big profits with HB
equipment Electric light generators and motors

can also be furnished on easy payments, bun
information free. Hobart Brothers, 1 roy, Ohio.

Lava Insulation is not molded but individually

sawn, lathe turned, milled, drilled, threaded. No
limitation on form, only on size. Kilned at two

thousand degrees. Hard, strong, accurate, fire,

acid proof. Ask for book. American Lava In-

sulator Company, Chattanooga, Tenn.

Electrical Blueprints—For connecting A. C.

motors, 236, 54 single phase, 42 two phase, 50

three phase star, 40 delta, 12 star-delta. Appen-

dix, 36, changes of voltage, speed, phases,

cycles, etc. Prints for connecting D. C. motors,

123, Shows changes of voltage by reconnecting

and rewinding. Also various ways of testing.

For use on autos as well as large motors.

Diagrams for connecting transformers. Ten
samples of A. C. motor, or transformer samples

25c Particulars and other information on re-

quest. Charles L- Chittenden, 811 West 18th

St., Kansas City, Missouri.

Electrical Workers and All Others who are

interested in electrical work in the reconstruc-

tion that is taking place to send us their name
and receive descriptive literature of our modern
blue print chart method of electrical wiring,

Souvenir information card included. Electrical

Wiring Diagram Co., Box C 173, Altoona, Pa.

Boys—Here is the simplest and cheapest

electric telegraph ever devised. With the "K
Applicator you need no batteries. Get elec-

tricity free, instantly anywhere at any time.

Send thirty cents, (postal money order) for

full instructions how to make the "K Appli-

cator and how to operate an electric telegraph

without batteries. Is easier to make and re-

quires less material than you would use in

making a kite. Gives constant smoothe even

current day and night, never runs down, even

upon closed circuit. Works on any metallic

line, even barbed wire fence, as no insulators

necessary. The "K" Applicator, Missouri Valley,

Iowa.

Electro Magnets, powerful horseshoe magnets.

Will lift 150-200 lbs. on 4 or 5 dry cells; guar-

anteed; $5.00 prepaid. J. Nauta, 141 Butler St.,

Paterson, N. J.

Storage Batteries—Make the plates yourself.

We will tell you how. Sample plate 40c. Wind-

sor Specialty Co., riot incorporated, 5419 Wind-
sor Ave., Chicago, 111.

Boys—Let me know what you need in the

electrical line. I can save you money. Bell

wire, per lb., 60c; bells, 42c; metal pushbut-

tons, 12c; insulated staples, per hundred, 20c;

buzzars, 42c; two cell nickel-plated flashlight,

$1.20. Postage extra. Geo. M. Wiedeman, 1805

S Wichita St, Wichita, Kansas.

15c Heavy Brass Binding Posts. 15 for $1.00,

postage 5c. 3 point slate base contact switches

with binding posts 35c each, postage 5c. A.

Haupt, 2442 Igden Ave., Chicago, 111.
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Sma.ll. Motors and Generators from bankruptcy
and receivers' sales. Motors for all phases of

current. Immediate delivery. Less than one-

half regular prices. See display ad on page 688.

Johnston, West End, Pittsburgh, Pa.
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Blueprints.

Electrical Blueprints of various kinds. See
my ad under "Electrical" this issue. Charles

L. Chittenden.

Blueprints: Small Steam Engines & Boilers,

Gasoline Engines, lA- lA-Vz H. P. 3 sets, (13

sheets) Postpaid $1.00. Circular on Castings for

stamp. Universal Gas Motor Co., 364 Monadnock
Blk., Chicago.
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Patents For Sale.

Recently Patented wonderful draftsman's pro-

tractor and Geometrical Instrument. For par-

ticulars. David Lopez, 98 Commonwealth, De-
troit, Michigan.

Outright or Royalty. Self plowing alcohol

torch. Exceeds all others now in use. No solici-

tors wanted. Folgmen, 31 Third St., Brooklyn,
N. Y.

Sell—Royalty, or partner, Newly Patented In-

sect destroyer, investigated. 1542 Gates Ave.,

Brooklyn.

For Sale—A very good and practical invention

or will exchange for a diamond ring. Here's
a chance for somebody. Write Gust Pergan-
son, 224 S. 6th St., Springfield, 111.
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News Correspondents.

Earn $25 Weekly, spare time, writing for

newspapers, magazines. Experience unnecessary

;

details free. Press Syndicate, 566 St. Louis, Mo.
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St-Stu-t-t-tering and Stammering cured at

home. Instructive booklet free. Walter McDon-
nell, 105 Potomac Bank Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Patent Attorneys.
M. H. Lougnndge, Patent Attorney, Consult-

ing Engineer. The high class service of the large
manufacturer of modest costs. Designs and
manufacturing specifications prepared. 1457
Tiroadway, New York.

Patent Your Own Inventions. Save attorney's
fees: we prepare applications; furnish full in-

structions and give satisfaction. Free information.
Carl Larsen Co., Park Row Bldg, New York
City.

Patents. Foremost word free. Write now.
Metzger, Washington, D. C.

Patents. Prompt, personal, efficient service

by an attorney-at-law, skilled in all branches of

Patent practice. Over 12 years actual experi-

ence, full information upon request. B. P.
Fishburne, 324. McGill Bldg., Wash., D. C.

Patents—Fees in installments. Frank T.
Fuller, formerly Lieutenant Engineers, Washing-
ton, D. C.

"Inventors Adviser" sent free on request.
William C. Linton, 918 F Street, N. W., Wash-
ington, D. C. ; 363 University Street, Montreal,
Canada.

"How to Establish Your Rights" to patent
protection is a bulletin every inventor should
read before disclosing his idea to others. This
bulletin, form, "Evidence of Conception" and
other interesting and valuable patent information
free. Lancaster and Allwine, 242 Ouray Bldg.,
Washington, D. C, "Originators of the form,
"Evidence of Conception."

Patents. Herbert Jenner, Patent Attorney
and Mechanical Expert, 622 F St., Washington,
D. C. I report if patent can be had and its

exact cost. Send for circular.

Inventions, Patented—Trade-Marks Registered,
Labels, Prints, Publications copyrighted, prompt
service, reasonable fees, plain advice, request de-
tailed information before placing your business.
Jaynes & Jaynes, 802 Kellogg, Washington, D. C.

Millions spent annually for ideas 1 Hundreds
now wanted ! Patent yours and profit ! Write
today for free books—tell how to protect your-
self, how to invent, ideas wanted, how we help
you sell, etc., 212 Patent Dept., American In-
dustries, Inc., Washington, D. C.

Patents Procured—Trade Marks Registered.
A comprehensive, experienced, prompt service for
the protection and development of your ideas.
Preliminary advice gladly furnished without
charge. Booklet of information and form for dis-

closing idea free on request. Richard B. Owen,
130 Owen Bldg., Washington., D. C, or 2278
T Woolworth Bldg., New York.

John M. McLachlen, Attorney-at-Law. Patents,
Trade Marks. Copyrights. 410 McLachlen Bldg.,
Washington, D. C.

M. F. Miller, Ouray Building, Washington, D.
C, Patent Attorney, Mechanical and Electrical
Expert. Best quality of work and results. Mod-
erate charges. Advice free.

Inventors, send sketch of model of your in-

vention, for opinion concerning patentable nature,
and exact cost of applying for patent. Book,
"How to Obtain a Patent," sent free. Gives
information on patent procedure and tells what
every inventor should know. Established twenty-
five years. Chandlee & Chandlee, 414 Seventh
St., N. W., Washington, D. C.
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For Inventors
Money-Talks Magazine. Published for progres-

sive men. Send for sample copy. 70-B Park
Place, Newark, New Jersey.

Inventions Wanted. Cash or royalty for ideas.
Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 205 St. Louis, Mo.
900 Mechanical Movements, also ilustrations

explaining 50 perpetual motions. My book, "In-
ventors Universal Educator," Fifth Edition, tells

how to procure and sell patents. Government
and other costs. Covers the matter from A
to Z. 160 pages elegantly bound. Contains
noted decisions of U. S. Supreme and State
Courts on patent cases. Mechanical Movements
greatly assist inventors—suggest new ideas that
may prove of great aid in perfecting inventions.
Tells how to select an Attorney. Has valuable
information regarding Patent Sharks, Selling
Agents and Brokers. Price, $2. Postage free
everywhere. Fred G. Dietrich & Co., 603 Ouray
Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Inventors write me about patents. My fees
payable monthly. Booklet free. Frank Fuller,
Washington, D. C.

Inventors! Protect yourselves, record idea be-
fore exposing to anyone, including attorneys.
Paul E. Klein, Cons. Eng. Reg. Pat. Att'y., 21
Park Row, New York.

Inventors join National Institute of Inventors
118 Fulton St., New York City. Membership
society 1900 strong. Will help protect, develop,
finance and market your invention. Absolutely
no charge. Write for booklet.

"Inventor's Guide" Free on request ; gives
valuable advice and information for all inventors.
Write Frank Ledermann, Registered Patent At-
torney. 17 Park Row, New York.

Scenery For Hire.
Collapsible Scenery for all plays. Decorations

Amelia Grain, Philadelphia.

Books.

Books—i'lactical Mechanical, Auto, Aviation,
Home Study Books. Easy payments. Send dime
tonight" for catalogs. Ansco, Department G,

Aurora, 111.

Book—describing Hun atrocities and their at-
tacks on women and girls in Belgium. 25c.
Belgian Specialty House, 2806 Union Ave., Dept.

C' icago.

Concordia,—contains essays, formulas, plans.
Year's subscription, 50 cents; trial, 20 cents.
Concordia Magazine, 9 Water, York, Pa.

Laws of Nature—Every married and engaged
person should know, 50c; (no stamps.) Central
Company, 601 Ninth Ave., New York. Novels,
mechanical, women's books. Write for lists.

Great Rabbit Book, 25c. Raise them. A. A.
Leve, Syracuse, N. Y.

Dear Reader. If Occult, New-Thought and Sci-
entific books appeal to you, send for my catalog,
it's free. I have books on Personal Magnetism,
Concentration, Spiritualism, Clairvoyance, Seer-
ship, Will, Mind, Hypotism, Messmerism, Char-
acter, Reading, Healing, Mysticism, Success,
Salesmanship, Mechanics, Entertainment, etc.
A. W. Martens, J-49, Burlington, Iowa.

Spititism—Is it a delusion? Get the truth on
this subject. Why has it over spread England?
125 page book of facts. 10c. R. C. Polston,
Bookman, Omaha, 111.

What Every Girl Should Know—Clothbound,
50c. What Every Mother Should Know; cloth-
bound, 50c By Margaret H. Sanger, 104 Fifth
Avenue, New York City.

World-Romic System. Masterkey to all lan-
guages. Six textbooks, $1.44; French chart, 37c;
Spanish, 37c; aviation dictionary, $1.50; French
English aviation dictionary, 61c. Languages.
143 W. 47th St., New York.
To Get Better Pictures. Read the amateur

photographer's weekly; illustrated weekly prize
competitions; print criticisms; many unique fea-
tures, $1.50 per year; three months trial sub-
scription, 25c. Abel Publishing Company, 401
Caxton Bldg, Cleveland, O.
Buy Books For Christmas. Latest Popular

Fiction at unheard of low price. Send for our
complete list. You'll save money. David Stern
Company, "Value, Service, Satisfaction Since
1885," Chicago, 111.

Wireless.
Switch Points. Binding posts, switch levers,

and small parts, send 2c for catalogue describing
these and other goods. A. W. Bowman & Co.,
23 Church St. (Harvard Square), Cambridge
Mass.

Complete receiving sets $7.00 and up. With
100 ohm receiver, tested mineral; guaranteed.
Bulletin for stamp. Jenkins, Room 2, 923 Pur-
chase St., New Bedford, Mass.

Radio Supplies for Amateurs. Complete In-
struments; parts, raw materials. Ermco, 3247
Germantown Ave., Philadelphia, Penn.

2500 Meter Navy Coupler—Undamped wave
couplar and pancake coils, B-Battery cabinet,
etc. Send stamp for particulars. Carl H.
Rauschenberg, Monongahela, Pa.

Wireless, standard 1^-inch switch knob-lever
complete, 35c. Switch points with screws, 25c
dozen. State panel thickness. Magnet wire, 22
or 24, half pound, 60c. Electro-Novotoy Shop,
2100 Fifth, Charlotte, N. C.

Amplifier Units. Two step $15. Radio Sales
Co., 1629 McAllister St., San Francisco, Cal.
Look—22'A Volt 15 cells, B Batteries: Stand-

ard Signal Corps. U. S. Army for Vacuum Tubes
Type BA-2 at 90c postpaid. Also receiving and
sending instruments at reasonable prices. State
wants. The H. S. Wireless Co., 164 Ross St.,
Brooklyn, N. V.

Telegraphy.
Telegraph and Railway Accounting taught

thoroughly and quickly. Unprecendented de-
mand for both sexes at big salaries. Oldest and
largest school, established 45 years. Catalogue
free. Dodges Institute, Seventh St., Valparaiso,
Indiana.

Motion Picture Plays.
Earn $1200 a Year in Spare Time writing photo-

plays. Experience unnecessary. Send for free
book valuable information, special prize offer.
Photo Playwright College, Box 278, E7 Chicago.

Photoplays Wanted. Big prices paid. You
can write them. We show you how. Free
particular. Rex Publishers, Box 175, F,7,
Chicago.

Wanted To Buy.

Cash for Old False Teeth—We pay up to
$35.00 per set (broken or not). Also buy dis-
carded gold jewelry, gold crowns, bridges, plati-
num, diamonds, watches and silver. Send now.
Cash by return mail. Package held 5 to 10 days
for sender's approval of our offer. U. S. Smelt-
ing Works. Dept. 73. Chicago. 111.

(Continued on pnge 726)
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Help Wanted.

Earn $25 Weekly, spare time, writing for news
papers, magazines. Experience unnecessary ; de

tails free. Press Syndicate, 5665 St. Louis, Mo
Secret Service Operatives and Detectives are

in demand. Earn big money. Travel every-

where. Fascinating work. Learn this profession

by home study. Particulars free. American
School of Criminology, Dept. E, Detroit, Mich.

Government positions highly desirable ; thou-

sands appointed annually through frequent ex-

aminations everywhere; prepare immediately for

Post Office Clerk, City or Rural Letter Carrier,

Railway Mail Clerk, Washington Departmental
Clerk, Stenographer-Typist ; unexcelled corres-

pondence instruction, $5. Request particulars

concerning position desired. Federal Civil Serv-

ice School, 602 Kellogg, Washington, D. C.

Men Wanted—Become automobile experts. $45

week. Earn while learning. Franklin Institute,

Dept. L, 806, Rochester, N. Y.

Government Positions are Desirable. Prepare

for Railway Mail, Post Office, Rural Carrier,

Customs, Internal Revenue, Departmental Immi-
gration, and other branches through our expert

(former Government Examiner.) Write for free

booklet "EE" giving full information about these

positions and our Money-Back Guarantee Con-

tract. Patterson Civil Service School, Rochester,

New York.

Business Worth While. I start you silvering

mirrors. 3 Plating tableware; Plans Free

Clarance Sprinkle, Dept. 48, Marion, Indiana.

Hundreds Men—Boys, 18 or over, wanted

by U. S. Government as Railway Mail Clerks.

Permanent life positions through poor times and

good. Average pay, $1400 vear. Advance rapid.

Pleasant work constantly traveling. Every second

week off at full pay. Paid vacation. Common
education sufficient. Write immediately for full

list, positions open and Fall examination

schedules. Franklin Institute, Dept. L, 26,

Rochester, N. Y.

American Made Toys Wanted. An oppor-

tunity for homeworkers on small scale and
manufacturers on large scale. Unlimited quan-

tities needed of Toy Soldiers, Army, Navy,
Marines, Cannons, Machine Guns, Warships and

other Toys and Novelties. Greatest chance for in-

dustrious people for independent business. Enor-

mous demand and future in American Made
Toys, all over United States, Canada, Mexico
and South America with over 50,000 10c stores

and toy dealers. This new American indus-

try stands out conspicuously. Factories are es-

tablished, people trained, machineries made,

Christmas Sets needed in millions this year. The
great hit for 1919 without any competition. We
are buyers of these goods all year, paying fixed

prices. Attractive prices offered for painted

goods. Experience or tools unnecessary. Hun-
dreds and more made complete per hour. Cast-

ing form outfits from $3.00 up. If you mean
business, send for booklet and information free.

Toy Soldier Manufacturing Co., 32 Union Square,

New York.

Better Pay, shorter hours, easier work and
other advantages can be had in Government
positions which are easy to secure now. You
owe it to yourself to find out if you are quali-

fied. No expense. Just send name for Form
RM 2081, free. Earl Hopkins, Washington,
D. C. _

Artists in Great Demand. Big salaries paid

for full or part time. Learn quickly at home in

spare time. Commercial Art Cartooning illustra-

ting, Designing. Outfit free to new students.

Send for handsome Free Book. Write Now.
Washington School of Art, Inc., 1449 H St.,

N. W.. Washington, D. C.

We Will start you in the cleaning and dyeing

business, little capital needed, big profits. Write

for booklet. The Ben-Vonde System, Dept H.,

Charlotte, N. C.

Detectives make big money, Travel; be your

own boss. Either sex. We instruct, small cost.

Write Johnson's Detective School, 232 Shaldon

Ave.. Grand Rapids, Mich., Dept. A.

Detectives Earn Big Money. Excellent op-

portunity. Particulars free. American Detective

System, 1968 Broadway, New York.

Printing.

3000 Two Color Labels, $1.00. Irving J. Wolf
Station E. Philadelphia.

1000 Letterheads, Envelopes, Typewriter

Letters, $2. Circulars, Labels, $1; samples. M.
Lomond, 65 Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Good Printing Quick. 250 Bond Letterheads,

Envelopes, Billheads or Cards, $1.00. postpaid.

H. R. Bamberg Co., 2245 So. Kedzie, Chicago.

Gummed Labels!! Interesting Samples Free!

Edward Harrison, "Artistic Printing," Balti-

Fnr the Hair.

I Was Bald. Obtained hair growth by an In-

dian's ointment containing genuine bear oil and

rare plant juices. Many others have good hair-

growing results. Will send box, postpaid, with

recipe, 10c. Tohn Hart Brittain, 150 E. 32nd

St., BA-300, New York.

Chemicals.

Price List of Chemicals and Labratory ap-
paratus—for experimental work with 10 formulae,
6c. Frane, Eureka, 111.

Selenium for phototelegraphy, 75c oz. Thorium
Nitrate (radio active), 80c oz. Rare Mineral
(radio active), containing radium thorium, pra-

seodymium, neodymium and cerium, 50c oz. Rare
Metal Salts, ten different, 3 to 5 grams of each.

$1.75. Radio Chemical Supply Co., 915 Westcott
St., Syracuse, N. Y.

Experimenters—Are you interested in novel,
chemical experiments? Send 10c for a large col-

lection. Meral Sager, 44 Apple St., Tiffin, Ohio.

Amateurs, Chemists and Experimenters—You
need pure chemicals and best quality apparatus to

be successful with your experimerrts. Send for

our new catalog listing the same chemicals and
apparatus as used by Colleges, Schools, etc.

Tos. Simpson & Co., 3880 Windsor PI., St. Louis,
Mo
Dyes—25 different colors for dyeing cotton,

wool, silk etc. Material sufficient for dyeing
scores of skeins. Set includes five wool and
cotton skeins, two dyeing chemicals and spoon
measure. Neatly packed. Sent postpaid for $4.50.

Organic Chemicals—Set of forty (40) different
compounds (acids, alcohol, ketones, hydrocarbons,
phenols, etc)—in glass bottles—includes aniline,

amyl alcohol, methyl, salicylate, beta-naphthol,
three (3) dyes etc. Send $6.50.

Chemicals—50 different chemicals including
Iodine, Mercury, Antimony, etc. Material
sufficient for hundreds of experiments. Send
$4.00.

Pigments—25 different pigments used in man-
facturing Paints, Varnishes, Rubber, Paper, etc.

Send $4.00. Technical Equipment Co., Dept. 2Ec.
22 East 17th St., New York.

Selenium in stick form; 75 cents per oz., post-
paid. Ziegler Experimental Labratory, Rochester,
N. Y.

Cosmos Labratory—Expert chemists. Trade
secrets, formulae, processes given. Analysis
promply reported. 10 De Bloise St., Dept. A.,
Newport, R. I.

Potassium Sulphocyanide, C. P., 50 cents per oz.

postpaid. Ziegler Experimental Labratory,
Rochester, N. Y.

Photo Developing.

Mail us 15c with any size film for development
and six velvet prints. Or send six negatives
any size and 15c for six prints. Or send 35c
for one 8x10 mounted enlargement. Prompt, per-
fect service. Roanoke Photo Finishing Co., 255
Bell Ave., Roanoke, Va.

Clean, Neat, Perfect Kodak Finishing at the
lowest prices. Work returned the same day re-

ceived. Send film for sample print and copy of
catalog on developing, printing, enlarging and
hand coloring, also copy of Photo Craft Maga-
zine, which will help you make better pictures.
Photo Craft Co., Box 69, Ann Arbor, Mich.

For 15c we will develop and furnish prints
from one, six or eight exposure film or enlarge-
ment 8x10, your favorite negative, 20c to show
quality and service. Associated Photo Company,
St a. A 12, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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Cameras.

Send For Our Catalog No. 121 Today. It's

the biggest little thing in the photographic
world. Look over its pages and see the won-
derful values we give and the money you will

save buying of us. Remember, too, we guar-
antee to save you money on anything you buy.
Your money back if you are not satisfied for any
reason what-so-ever. You must send for this

money-saving catalog. It's free. Drop us a card
today. David Stern Company, "Value, Service,
Satisfaction Since 1885," Chicago, 111.

For Men.

Dredge's Necktie Valet removes wrinkles (with-
out ironing) from Neckties. Sample, 25c. Get
one today. Dredge, 190 Pilgrim Avenue, High-
land Park, Mich.

Shaving Powder—Enough for five razorless
shaves. 25c. Durso, Dept. 41, 25 Mulberry,
New York City.

Get Vital Strength. Retain youthful vigor.
Wonderful results. Intensely interesting b.ioklet

free. Winslow H. Chase. Washington, D. C.

Send us your dull razor blades. We re-edge
them Good as New, any kind, 2 l/2 c each. Prompt
service and satisfaction guaranteed. Dealers
wanted. Keenedge Company, Inc., 184 Washing-
ton St., Chicago, 111.

Don't throw your shirt away when; .Cuffs are
worn, send 35 cents for a pair of New; Soft
Cuffs. Suitable for any color shirt. Van Decar
Co., Fifteenth St., Troy, New York

Detectives Earn Big Money. Travel. Great
demand. Experience unnecessary. We train

you. Write for free ^particulars. American De-
tective System, 1968 Broadway, N. Y.

Formulas.

500 Successful money-making formulas an<J
trade secrets. Postpaid, 25c. Charles Dynes,.
Winchester, Ind.

370 Formulas 10c. Fitzgerald, 15 West 65tr»
St., New York.

Formulas—Luminous Paint, Tobacco Cure, Re-
newing Dry Batteries, Hektograph, Mechanics
Soap, Resilvering Mirrors, Gas Tonic, Egg Sub-
stitute, Trappers Baits, 10c each ; 700 others
25c. Collection complete, 50c. All formulas
tested. Satisfaction guaranteed Bargain Book
Shop, 200 Highland Ave, South Sudbury, Mass.

500 Formulas, including Resilvering Mirrors,
Renewing Dry Batteries, Mechanics Soap,
Luminous Paint, 25c. Ideal Book Shop, 5501
EE North Robey, Chicago.

10,000 Tested Formulas. Cost, lc for 25. Be-
fore ordering send for catalog "p" today. Gobd-
now, Highland Ave., South Sudbury, Mass.

1,000,000 Formulas. Processes. Trade secrets
for every business. 1016 pages, $2. Ideal Book
Shop, 5501-EE, North Robey, Chicago.

We Own Selected scientific, chemical, pratcical
receipts and formulas. Some so-called Trade
Secrets. Covers Hair Tonics, Hair Removers,
Shampoos, Massage Creams, Pile Ointments,
Stove Polishes, Shoe Polishes, Silver Polishes,
Stains, Varnishes, etc. Special offer; fifty cents
each, dollar for three. Waco, Formulary, Waco,
Texas.

]

Why Go Dry. Whisky, Beer, Wines, etc.,

that have the kick. Made at home, no trouble,
no alcohol or still used. Only everyday cook-
ing utensils needed. Made with pure and in-
expensive ingredients that can be purchased any-
where, but when used as directed, generate their
own alcohol and produce excellent whisky. Good)
wholesome beer and delicious stimulating .wines-

at trifling cost. Guaranteed book of 28 secret
formulas which I have personally tried and tested.

Sent postpaid promptly for $1.00. Frank Ward,
Dept. D, Box 503, Baltimore, Md.
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Personal.

Whiskey, Brandy, Beer etc., with a kick. No
still or alcohol; 20 fine formulas, $1.00. Superior
Supply Co., 1440-A Niagara, Denver, Colo.

The Salesman Win$. Thousands of positions
open. We teach traveling salesmanship by mail
and guarantee of position or refund tuition. For
interesting particulars, address Kansas Voca-
tional Bureau, Miltonvale, Kansas.
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Miscellaneous.

Bench Lathe, Goodell Pratt No. 125 Foot
Power Table and 44 other attachments Cheap.
Also patent on Hammer Handle Fasteners. A
bargain, write now for detailed description and
price. Ghas. Erickson, 241 West 6th South,
Salt Lake City, Utah.

Wanted. Small Gasoline and Steam Engines.
Small Lathes, Drill Presses and other light ma-
chinery. Will pay ' high cash prices for good
material. Johnston, West End, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Tobacco or Snuff Habit Cured or no pay; $1

if cured. Remedy sent on trial. Superba Co.,
SA, Baltimore, Md.

"How to Read Thoughts"—Mind Reading at

any distance, 20c; "How to Hypnotize," Cure
Diseases. Give Astounding Exhibitions, $1.00;
"Silent Friend," Key to Rapid and Honest
Wealth, $1.00; "How to Win," 362 pages, Suc-
cess Assured-, $2.00; "Health Culture/N'?nsures
Vital Strength, 25c ; Five Dozen Money Makers,
30c; Catalogue gratis. Science Institute, EH9-
1336 Morse Ave., Chicago, 111. <"

For Advertisers.

Advertisers ! For results, place your 30 word
ad in The West Virginia Advertisers one year
for only $1 E. J. Evans, Pub., 729 6th Ave.,
Huntington , W. Va.

Money? Jacobus Art Ads make small space
pay big in dividends. Price, 5.00. Write today.
Jacobus Service, 1073 Sanford Ave., Irvington,
N. J.

"Quick-Action Advertising—How it is is Build-

ing Business for the Progressive Advertisers of
America." A little story of results, told by the
advertisers themselves—not the publisher; - You
will be interested in reading this little booklet
which we have prepared for prospective adver-
tisers, a copy of which will be gladly mailed
to you upon request. It tells you how . to talk

business with 1,000,000 intelligent, interested and
responsive Americans every month—men who
know what they want and who have the money
to buy it. Write for particulars and rates^—today.
Douglas Wakefield Coutlee, 225 West . 39th

(

St.,

New York. .
-•

Office Devices.

Addressographs,.;' Multigraphs,: .- Duplicators,
Multicolors, Folders, TypewriterSjtjfiDictapliones,.
Cheek Writers, Sealers. OfficeD^ic«s-Conv
pany, 222-Y North Wabash, Chicago—

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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"The Baby
H Osublt Action

HimmcrlMt
A HANDSOME AND MOST EFFECTIVE WEAPON

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER

ROVOlVOF
B°y*' V°U **" t>aV° *,ovl" at youp own 'oma with this latest model

Meaiursw but
Y* lnch» long

MOVING PICTURE MACHINE

hku ngulv
.22 oalibra

urtrlrfgss
Tha new Baby Daunla Action Hai

,11 In .Tic

- ..Llj.im.l

. Knurdn uifninnt tire Id

men and lofil.-a. Tho Illustration „.
•con And used to bo thorough ly app:
or.i .'JLI-calil.ro (uhor!) ciirlrldno ol

cartridges from us (cartridges can bo shipped
-Ires nix shots In one loadlnir. Tho operation o
ttremely rup^d Bint ul fn.li i » t.-ly r Mlnhlo; six well o

barrel of cjrlindM.*nnd U wolgX orilyV« ounce's
Q* only SC.'jO, titjnl by mall poalpald lo an/ eddi

larlaaa Revolver fins been produ

ttlint of Efficiency and Pracllcabllll"
.*

vo a^e™lvor^d^

ut| tfia screen up to threo
•nd Hfiht 1a produced by a

tlse- Standard Film* iua« ma the Urgor machines. V«wy «-uUy manaired.
Simply turn the handle. Good Variety of Film* alwaya obtainable

PRICEW $3.00 ,tt£noVn
X£

Cntra Films, fSo «aob postpaid
THIS IS A CENUINE MOVING PICTURE MACHINE

and the motion pictures are clear, sharp and distinct
Tho Moving Picture Machine Is finely constructed, an«*
carefully put together by skilled workmen. It Is made
of Russian Metal, has a beautiful finish, and is oper-
ated by a finely constructed mechanism. The project-
ing lenses are carefully ground and adjusted, triple
polished, standard double extra reflector, throwing a

light many feet, and enlarging tho picture on
or four feet In area. The )

safety carbide generator,
ch oa Is used on the largest automobiles. This

uti
lhrowa a dazzling whlto light on the screen. 4

una It Is a solidly constructed and durable Movinff
,r3!

Plcturo Machine. The mechanism is exceedingly
the Blmpl© and Is readily operated by the most Inex-
!*« perienced. Tho pictures shown by this marvelous

in h many Moving Picture Machine ore not tho common,
'Vi.«w crude and Uroless Magic Lantern variety, but aro

* w llfe-llko photographic reproductions of actual]

SHARPEN -M -ALL ^o^»?^"™^#'^»M
SHARPENS EVERY KIND OF SAFETY RAZOR BLADE

Sharpens the Gillette and Durham Duplex both edgea at one time
I/IISO SHARPENS THE GEM 1LNIOR, EVER READY. KEEN.KUTTER HARM

- CROSS, CLARK. AVTOSTROP. STAR CRUSTEEL. AND ALL OTHERS
{

I^^Lt-^STR^PPER. p)'

i iAGONAL "StBOK*"

caused a rousing enthusias vherevor It woa used.

ANARCHIST BOMBS

Writ*. aaJr 11.00. aadaald. _

ConslBta of o little glatU
vial, containlog la liquid

b chemical which will

produce a most horrible
odor. One dropped in a
room full of people will
cause more consternation
than a llmbargor cheese.
Tno«meIl will entirely die*

•oppelirlnaihort time. 3 Boxes for 25o,

„ shipped by eiprei* onlj with. « .Dollar/

e

— worth of other merchandise.

ITCHING POWDER
This t* another .rood prac-

tical joke; the intense discom-
fiture of your victim* to ev-

eryone but themselves la thor-

oughly enjoyablo. AH that la

necessary to atari tho ball roll-

Inn Is to deposit a little of the-

juiwder on a person's hand and

to rjo°tho rest. Tho result Ys a
wfanroai scratch, then some
Booi" more. 8 Boxes for 26c.

express. (Uu)t order «t ICWt Qno
word) of other aWChattajiaJ

,

Genu
If you

aaaaaaaaviaBBHnI 1,1 art, here is
just what you
have long want-
ed for your den
or bedroom. For

a short time \we will make a special in-
troductory offer as follows:
Send 25c and we will send you three

Genuine Original
Photographs as
shown in this
ad, size 4x6 in.,

all ready for
mounting and
framing, and our
beautiful illustrated catalog. After see-
ing samples you will want more.

We guarantee all

our photographs
are original anil are
made in our own
studio anil can not
be purchased else-
where.

Paris Novelty Company
Dept. P-20 26 E. Adams St., Chicago, IB.,

Price, $1.60 postpaid.

SIMPLEX

TYPEWRITER
ONLY $2.50

INVISIBLE INK
The meat confidential

mi auuiff.-a con be srrit
tan with this Ink, f01 .
the writing MAKES NO>
MARK. Cannc 1

reason!?* Keep you.
als arid other privaK

t fun for playlt

le la a thoroughly practical Typawritar. We b ialUin h

Cheap But Good. .

So Simple a Child wtlui jokes. Only 18s tttUfl
Can U e It.

We Guarantee tho
Wriling.

Tbough eo marvalaaafai

more aeratcTi, ancT rfltl
Gent c- 1 1

Dollar

Love letter ink
Writing written with this re-
markable Ink vanishes en-
tirely In a few weeks (sooner
If desired), leaving the paper
QUITE BLANK, 15c p. pd.

bottla; 3 tor «Oo poau>at4

tfoltw«ll, \

of tho alohat

t Is fit

t that

> the

.To7s'
e
*

io'"o,
h
and

P

pu'ct"

£ma%nnblm« hiro to °
Trite rurVrlTy . "'Vhc"rollrrn "hX] ll'iV V'V.'r in l

Writing and at the end of ouch lin» a aliR-ht turn of the roller .11. w
which makes a click und forccatho paper forward, giving th« i.rop.
tng. ao that (he lines are all an equal dintance from each oth-r, 00

r writing. End) l> 1
.wnlr-r ji-n-he.i trt n ntronc bo*, with lullpn

Oh Boy! Have You Seen
LITTLE EGYPT

1 forn J.&n a

SQUIRT
lit . You may hnvo •

Wonderful X-RayTube

THE ORIGINAL ORIENTAL DANCER
AND THE WONDERFUL

SHADOW DANCER
If not, do not fail to send for these, it will be money well spent.

In faot. we would go as far as to guarantee you more fun in showing
these two no?elties to your friends than you have had in a long time.

They Will Dance For A Life-Time

Price 30 cents each or both for 50c Postpaid

THE "LITTLE GIANT" TYPEWRITER
A First Class

jran —
d anaezlns

,

• time of your life. For parti**, polltl-
•Mj snMtIn*-*, ear rltt**, or any place at
all where there ia a gathering of people,
lit l» the *r*at MtJo.il* out. Prle*12eor3
tr *0c By Express Only

ROPE SPLICING
USEFUL KNOTS, HITCHES. SPLICES. ETC*

I

9.QW plfferent Knot* Are Made and What They Are Vsed ForJ
Knoti to Use and Knots to Avoid, ~ - - ';- -

e A mo3t practical handbook giving complete 'end i
rflmple direction for maklns all the most useful \
Itnots, hltche3, rlggin?, splices, etc. Over 100 Ulus'

'

tratlona. All about wire rope attachments, lashing-,/
tdotitt* tackles, etc. 37 HeraTdlc Knots Illustrated, fCf great value to mechaaicfl, tJigwa. cjunDfirs, boat-'
en en Price 20o p. pd.

LUMINOUS PAINT
Make Your Watches* Clocks* Etc.*

ng the wi

One Cent a Picture —
Thi> FItthi load* In tlayllRln u'tth 25 Exposure Films.

*J5r—on* cent u picturr. 10 Espomk^ Ftlmi sl'o

oriijin.ibip li i- -imiiln it v H-i'it to oufnite. TaU»s
picturff through Uic stem, where the Rapid Fire

Lent I. Incited. The photos miy be

Quick as a Flash
instil iclfihs hut 3

nee., nickel plated. Endorvrl bv amateurs and
esslonals the world over. Thorouehlv praellcal—

;

tr-c und tlc.i'loplni! of fllmi )u-t the «,ime as ordl-
'

tamera=- In dullv use by the police, newspaper
rs. ritlettlm. and tht- nepfTBl public Important

^ uiii. iha n'ufaiia 1 1 mrra bv enter-

Ives Indoors or
size or or lee

mobtalnablo except *t sn exorbltuit price), *_ „
no- this remarkable LUMINOUS PAINT, which, applied to

•Use eurlact) of any article, amlta raya of whit* tlatit, rendering It perfectly vlalbl*
«n tho dark. THE DARKER THE NIGHT, Trig MORE BRILLIANT IT SHINES. Quite
flmpU to use. Anyone -you can do It. A lltU* applied to the dial of your" e by Dish t. Yoa can coat the pushV boxee, and Innumerablebuttons

nable yoa to tell that
._ ..Jtea of root_ electric llirht*. u

articlps ; mako jiour own* Luminous Cruclflxea, Lomlnon* Ronoxiea, ete.
I coat, eevera) email artlpjei Pr(e* 35c, Larcef

MUSICALKAZOO
. telle* whatacover. ' *-- .-<-> *

tune risht
6ff. Imitate

*>r animal,
•baffplp*. anare dram, Fancn ond JnrTy.
• tc. No hole, to fmiff r. It is eimpllcitjL
Itoatf. T^oducea excellent mualc. Yoa do
pot blow Into It, but eine. epoak laueh or
Cnake any dealred Imitation. Used wltb
•..tonlahlna reaulta at society meetinfra,
tome, club or church entertoinmerita.
Cane**, acronadea, picnics, outinfrs,'*x<
coralona. Just the thins for choruses and
•how., bicycle and marching clubs, etc.
Excellent for vocal or Inntrumental *,c-
ftornpanlmentB either wltb or witbou>
|rU>*r moaical laatmmegt*. Me* ISco. od.

MAGIC FLUTE
WoDtkrioDr Sweet

Toned and Musical

It be the Je
tiotes of a quick-
•*— or the eol*

itrsina of *
churcb Lymn—In fact, any class ol
mueic can bo played upon the Humana-

oclf-ptayinfr instrument. When playe<
with s piano accompaniment, or an j

other musical Instrument, tho effect li

chru-mins. Foil printed instruction. f">
playimz bcd t with each Instrument,

.Expo Watch Company i>o AA F "

.fMUee lOe Aor*h»;t JpO.VV

The CONJURER'S CASKET^
•ppantus and Dlraetlant for a Nmnber of Mysterious Tricks

CuMigb tor an Entire Evening's Entertainment 5 j)c
ANYONE CAN DO THEM

ft la CTeftt fan myBtifyinc- your friends. Cot this Conjurer's (Jab*
lilet. ancl you will be tbo cleverest fellow in your distnV It con-
tains the apparatug for seven firBt-rato tricks, incluotng Tbo Disap-
pearing Rose, that, when placed on the law- 1 of your coat, vanishes
from sight at will: the Magir- Vase and Ball Trick <a Wooden Ball is

placed inside, and upon replacing the lid has disappeared and is

found in someone else'e pockcti ; The Magic Na.l with which yon can
apparently cut your linger almost in two; the Wonderful Card Trick
(a card is placed in an envelop*- and when opened an entirely differ*
,ent card altogether is found); The Disappearing Coin Box ta coin is placed In the little wooden barrel, Ah3-<
when opened-again Is found to hovo vanished entirely or can be made to change into * coin of another de-l

. Mi-m rJ IVi
.); The Glass Goblei

With t

wall, ck-thinff.

Into a glass of water, and when the wi
scribed above we send full printed instructions for performing each trick, 30 that anyo
form all tho tricks to the (Treat amusement of their friends or tbo public. Any boy of ordinary Intelligence. 1

with this Cabinet of Trick.i in his possession, can give a parlor cotertainmont not inferior to some rcgula
magicians. Besidea tho tricks contained m the Cabinet, there are twenty-five other feats and illusions full)'

explained with full printed instructions, for which yo'i can easily make or procure tho necessary apparatus
Amornr them are The Mouse In a Pack of Cards. The Drawn Card^ The Hat Trick. To Knock a Tumble)
Through a Table, One Cent Rubbed into Two To Find tho Number Thought of. Mysterious Wedding Ring
etc. Wealsoaend the secret of performing three wonderful stage tricks, as follows: The Act of Cremat
Inge Woman, Walking on the Ceiling of a Room, and the lhsnpr>ear.ntc Lady, t.>evth-r with an article, pi
IceerdemeiD and valuable biota to amitew conjurer,, PRICE COMPLETE Q*VI 99 CtWTSr ^eVpfeSjTAYLOR BARNARD & CO.

"THE HOUSE OP QUALITY"
24 E. Adams St., Dept T-21

CHICAGO

BOOKS
THAT EVERYONE SHOULD READ.

KNOWLEDGE AND FICTION

Cloth Bound

Dyke's Motor Manual 2.50
Automobile Troubles and How to Rremedy Them. 1.50
Automobile Isnition, Timing and Valve Setting.

Self-Starting and Lighting, including Kord
System 1.50

Automobile Driving, Selt'-Taugbt 1.50

Motion Picture Making and Exhibiting 1.50
The Practical Handbook of Gas, Oil and Steam

Engines 1.50
Electricity and Magnetism 1.25

Power Gas and the Gas Producer 1.25

A B C of the Motorcycle 1.50

Gas Engine Troubles and Installation 1.50
Motor Boats, Construction and Ooeration; Hydro-

trianes, Hydro-aeronlanes 1.50

A Practical Course in Mechanical Drawing 65
Practical House Framing 65
Hints for Carpenters 65
Architectural Perspective 65
Practical Concrete-Block Making 65

Modern Cement Sidewalk Construction 65

How to Measure Up Woodwork 65

Easy Lessons in Architecture 65

Hints for Painters and Paper-Hangers 65

Hand-Forging and Wrought Iron Ornamental Work 1.25

Pattern-Making 1-25

Dustman's Book of Plans and Building Construc-

tion 2.50

How to Make a Wireless Set $0.50

Metal Work and Etching 50
Electroplating 50
Wood-working for Amateur Craftsmen 50

Gleason's Veterinary Hand Book 1.50

Famous Pictures—The Book You Should Buy 3.50

Complete Manual on Hypnotism 90
Motor Truck and Automobile Motors and Mech-

anism 1-50

Johnson's New Handy Manual on Plumbing, Heat-

ing, Ventilating and Mechanical Refrigera-

tion 1-50

Paper Bound

:How to Become a Successful Newspaper Man.... $0.25

Hunters' and Trappers' Guide 25
The Star Amateur Electrician 10

Electric Bells and All About Them 35
Astrology Made Easy 25
Hopson's Engineers Blue-Book 25
English Self-Taught—For French 25
Italian Self-Taught 25
English Self-Taught—For Spaniards 25
Norwegian Self-Taught 25
German Self-Taught 25
English Self-Taught—For Germans 25
Spanish Self-Taught 25
Polish Self-Taught 25
Swedish Self-Taught 25
How to Learn to Play the Banjo 25
How to Learn to Play the Violin 25
How to Learn to Play the Piano or Organ 25
How to Learn to Play the Mandolin 25
Stage Secrets 50
How to Entertain at a Social Party 25
How to Box 25
Rare Coin Guide 10

The Modern Dances (Tango Made Easy) 25

How to Pitch Curves 25

French, Self-Taught 25

Up-to-Date Practical Letter Writer 45
How to Make Poultry Pay 40

All Books Sent Postpaid

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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More Than 25,000 Volts
No pain. shocJc or mus-
cular contraction. Entire;
ly harmless — powerfully
effective.

Unequaled (or
neuritis and rheu-

matism

There is no "quackery" or uncertainty about Renulife Violet Ray.
It is not claimed to be a "Cure All," but it has proved in thousands
of cases a practical health-producing, revitalizing agent—powerful in
restoring normal physical conditions yet gentle, soothing and

perfectly safe. You can treat yourself. Get full information regarding
uses shown on coupon below.

Users Get Wonderful Results How Renulife Benefits
(.Voluntary Testimonials)

"The Renulife Violet Kay High Frequency Gen-
erator is superior in efficiency because of its

perfect character and control of current, compact-
ness and perfect insulation. The smallness and
lightness of Electrode holder is also a great
advantage." "The doctor told me that the trouble
was hardening of the arteries. I wish I had got
it a year ago. I would not be without it for all
the money in the world." "I cannot recomrr.end
it too highly." "I have been using mine now
for a weelc for Sciatica and I am highly pleased
with results." "I think it is one of the best
little machines that was ever invented." "I have
used it with excellent results for the restoration
of hair and stiff and sore rheumatic finger joints."
"Am well pleased with the Generator, and the
kind treatment received from your Company."
"My Generator has stopped my neuritis." "Every
house should have a Renulife Violet Ray High
Frequency Generator, for the treatment of Neu-
ralgia. Neuritis, Sore Throat, Kernels in Neck,
Cramps, Headache. Stiff Neck, Muscular Sore-
ness, Rheumatism, Paralysis— in short, pains of
all kinds."—M. D. "I have been much relieved
by the use of your Violet Ray Generator." "It
is fine for Insomnia." "I find it such a help in
nervousness." "I would not part with it for five
times the price. It is sure a little wonder." "I
am more than pleased with the Generator; the
whole family are using it." "A neighbor lady
was suffering from lumbago and could not move,
and my wife brought over the Generator and in
less than ten minutes the lady was greatly re-
lieved " "Your Generator is just the thing for
me. That tired feeling has left me, and I feel
like myself again." "It has relieved me of the
nervousness and also it has helped me a great
deal in using it for the treatment of rheumatism."

book FREE

Science has demonstrated a strange rela-

tion between electricity and life cells. This
instrument harnesses a tremendous current
of electricity and applies in the form of
Violet Rays so that the body welcomes and
responds to it in a marvelous manner—no
pain—shock or the slightest harmful effects.

A few seconds of Renulife Violet Ray gives
more benefit than hours of the old time bat-
tery methods—because a thousand times as
much voltage is made use of.

The irresistible, revitalizing powers of
Renulife Violet Ray reach every nerve cell,

fibre and part of body. Blood is en-
riched and purified by a flood of oxygen,
giving added vitality and strength. Assimi-
lation and digestion improved—functions
retored to normal—extra supply of fresh
blood quickly brought to area treated, re-
moving congestion and supplying nourish-
ment. While relieving pains and aches, the
manifest results of disorders, it removes
the deep seated cause, combines the benefits
of electricity, vibration, exercise, stimula-
tion and oxidation.

Get Book "Health via Violet Ray"
Learn the whole marvelous story of the

Violet Ray—this method that works with
nature to restore and build up. Learn how
you, at home, can now use these great cura-
tive forces of Violet Ray—heretofore only
available at big expense from physicians or
beauty doctors. Send coupon or postal
card now and receive free book describing
uses, quoting low prices (within the reach
of all) and explaining liberal Trial Plan.

Renulife Electric Co., Inc.

1211 Marquette Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
CANADIAN RENULIFE ELECTRIC CO., Ltd.

1211 Netting Bldg., Windsor, Ont.
Toronto Office: 612 C. P. R. Building.

'Live Sales Representatives,1

^,
wri te for proposition

Increases energy and
vitality

Treatment for nervous-
ness and general

debility

Lowest

Prices

Efficient

VIOLET

RAYS

COUPON FOR BOOK
jand Special Information
RENULIFE ELECTRIC CO..
1211 Marquette Bldg., Detroit. Mich.
Please send without obligation, your book "Health." explain-

ing \ lolet Ray treatments with Renulife Generators; also give
tull particulars as to its application for ailments checked below

TREATS SUCCESSFULLY
. .Abscesses
. .Anemia
. .Asthma
. .Arteriosclerosis
. . Baldness
. . Blackheads
. . Brain Fag
. .Catarrh
. .Colds
. Chilblains
. . Dandruff
. . Deafness

. Eczema
. Enlarged Prostate

. . Facial Neuralgia

. . Falling Hair

. .Goitre

. Gout
. . Hay Fever
. . Infantile Paralysis
. Insomnia
. . Lameness
. Locomotor Ataxia
. . Lumbago

..Piles
. .Pimples
. . Pyorrhea
. . Rheumatism
. .Scars
. . Seiatica
. .Skin Diseases
. .Throat Diseases
. -Sprains

. Toothache
. Nervous Affectiens ..Weak Eyes

..Neuralgia ..Wrinkles

. Neuritis . .Warts and Moles
• - . i/nan . Paralysis
Write jour name and address in margin below and cut out

with coupon

Copyright, 1919, B. E. Co.
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